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INTRODUCTION 
AND THEORETICAL 
PERSPECTIVES 



CHAPTER 1 

The Paradox of 扎1edia Power 

Nick Coul甸的zdJames Curran 

τo say that "the media 位e powerful" is a clich丘， yet to ask in what media power con
SlS臼 is to open a ridd1e. Or so it seems. In the chapters that follow, we intens時也1S

paradox by extending it to a global scale but also, through the rich comp位ative detail 
that is generated, aim to show 出at the paradox is more illusory th叩 real.

One way of defining media power，正 an unwieldy one, is as a label for the net re
sult of organizing a socie可's resources so that the media sector has si伊ifi阻nt inde
pendent bargaining power over 叩d against other key sectors (big business, political 
eli間， cultural elit吼叫d so on). This seems straightforw紅d until one realizes 血紅也E

mediàs bargaining power (for 位組阱， over the frarning of a particular story) is of a 
curious sort: Media 位巴 unable to b訂g泣n over the basic rule of their existenc巴， which 
is that they depend on “content" generated by others. (Or at least 出ey did: One inter
pretation of the recent spread of celebrity stories and “reality" coverage in the press and 
television in the United States and Europe is that rising economic costs of news pro
duction have forced media to generate their own “contents" 阻d treat them as if they 
were “external" reality.) 

Here we come to 也e heart of the apparent paradox about media power, which de
nves 企om the fact that such power faces two ways. From one direction (the more com
mon direction of analysis) “media power" is a term we use to point to how other pow
erful forces use the intermediate mechanism of media (press reports, television 
coverage, websites, and so on) to wage their battles (big business against labor, old pr，。因
fessional and class elites against new cultural elites, and so on). From this direction, 
media power disappears; it is merely the door through which the con紀stan臼 for power 
pass en route to ba吋e. We fìnd this approach, for exarnple, in Manuel Castells's recent 
theory of the global “network society," in which he 訂伊白白at in' a space of acceler
ated information, people, and fìnance flows, the media portal is increasingly important 
for all social action, but the media themselves have no power as such (1997: 312-17). 
That this direction of analysis often has precedence is only to be expected; in studying 
the mediàs social role, our priority (whether as researchers or as social actors) maywell 
be to analyze competing forces outside the media, whose conflict is waged in part 
through media coverage. 
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岳 NICK COULDRY AND CURRAN 

There is, however，扭。由er， equally valid direction of analysis from which media 
power does not disappear. This view holds that, con紅紅y to the illusion that media 
only “mediate" what goes on in the rest of socie句; the media's representacional power 
is one of society's main forces in its own right. From this perspeccive, media power (di
rect control over the me叩s of media produccion) is 阻 increasingly central dimension 
of power in contempor訂y sociecies (Melucci, 1996; Curr妞， 2002). It follows that, as 
with most forms of power, media power is not generally made explicit by those who 
benent from it: the media. No wonder it is rarely 也e direct subject of public debate. 

This second direccion of analysis 吋ec的 the fallacy in 位adicional “fourth estate" con
cepcions of media and the liberal models based upon them. F:紅 from media simply be
ing there to gu訂d us a伊inst the overweening influence of other forms of power (espe
cially government), media power is itse旺part of what power watchers need to watch (s巴巴，
for eXall1pl巴， Curr扭曲d 5eaton, 2003; Keane, 1991). On 也is view, even if we 闊別的t
imagine a society where media power is the fi叫 mover of social accion (since 吶thout

other forces, such as economic and policical power, there would b巴 no也ing for media to 
represent), media power remains a very signifìcant dimension of contemporary reality. In 
short, media power is an emergent fonn of social poω'er in complex sociecies whose basic 
infrastructure depends increasingly on 也e fast circulacion of informacion and im苟且

That, however, is not the end of the paradox. If we turn to the book's main subject
how power is contested under different but structurally comparable condicions across the 
world-it becomes obvious that media power is rarely the explicit subject of social con但
也ct. This is not because media power isn't a “hard" type of power，岱ce economic power, 
but rather because even “sofr" forms of power (也ose relacing to struggles over idencity 
阻d respect, for example) involve con血的 whose main actors r紅ely nght for m巴拉
power as such. Thus, for exam阱， feminist struggles in the United 5tat臼 in the 1960s 
and 1970s sought to challenge patriarc旬; thereby overridi可 any specmc concerns about 
capturing media r，臼ources as a tool in that conflict. 

This, however, is not the only possibility. AB the reader w也 discover many cimes 
in this book, a conflict that appears inicially to be about other forms of power turns 
out, in p紅t， to be about relative control over society's representational resources (se巴，
for example，也e chapters by Gross, Lim, and Rodriguez). In some con且lC俗， parcies 
may come to see their own relative lack of influence over how they are represented as 
being at stake in their struggle-or, at least, as Todd Giclin (1980) described in his clas
sic account of the 1960s U.5. student rebellions, as seeming crucial afrer the event. 
Contests over access to the means of media production 釘e important, for example, in 
current antiglobalizacion ba吋巴s.

The ex也nple of the global Independent Media Center movement and its role in 
antiglobalization struggles runs like a thread throughout this book (see especially the 
chapters by Bennett, Couldry, and Downing). Why does this example stand out? Per
haps because media power itself is 叫 increasingly import阻t emergent the枷 ofsocial

con戶1ct in late modernity, as the mechanisms for representing social conflict themselves 
multiply. This is not the nrst time in history that media power has been explicicly con“ 

tested; it was cruci祉 to the French Revolution, to the slow social and cultural revolu
cions against 50viet rule in Eastern Europe in the 1970s 叩d 1980s (Downing, 2001), 
組dto 出e Iranian revolution of the 1970s (5reberny-Mohan1ffiadi 叩d Mohan1ffia逝，
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1994). What was missing from those m且jor conflicts was access by all sides to global 
E位lS of selιrepresentacion， which could change the scale on which tho臼 conflicts

were piayEd out-The IIltErneL ptrEiCIliariy through biinkages inmmdiEionai medig 
now g1ves a叫n吋吋yρr心10叫叫c印叫ala缸C昀間r 恥 P仰ote位叫I

2∞ω0). AB t血he s犯C耐d品b付准晶峰CωE臼叭s叩ofme吋:dia t叫必如伽伽口rrr虹I叫配吋恥C ∞confl血叫 it i誌s叩P戶O呱s鉛吋祕sib恤le巴帥恥
α刮 a缸￡αtωor.臼sma叮ys訂E訂t to c∞ompet忱ee凹xp位cicly f品or 1扭n且uenc芯 over t由hose scale-effects (that i 
over media power).AE Ehe very least, a compantimlook at how media p bρ 
吋i峙。r implici你∞ntes叫 in di能rent pla叫 under di峰mtzihnationsis
n凹ded，的 media studies attempt to globalize its discourse (Curr甜甜d Par丸 2000).

Two Images 

The shifr between concepcions of media power that 也is book reproduces is captured 
through two con位ascing images. 

On the one hand, the media may be imagined as a waterfall whose intensitv、 S1 巳
and impact on the ground below (whose “power," in a w叫 depend alm側 mti民ly
on the weight阻d direCEion ofwaEEr coiiected on the iand behind the waEerhik nn nnE 
would say that the wa問凶倒趴1 it叮吋臼m吋s鈴elf叮fl凶尬1as ‘“干‘'po仰wer.巳仆，
工「叫缸 c叫guracion of rocks at the waterfal品句 would h前e a minor凶… on

eway waEEr hiis beiow.B11E that inRLIEnce is infiIIiEESimai compared with the mass 
and direccion of water behind the -waterfall. 50 too 也e term “'media nOWf'r" in tr" r! i_ 
dond叫ysis is 叫yangure of恥ech for the medi泊 roleωacondidtforo伽Arms
ot power, much larger 出an 也e media. 

WE, on ttlEOther hand, EIIhk ofmedia power as more iike a processing pi組t， built 
紅 the water&iL and receiving aii the diverEed water 叩d convercing it into somethin2" 

q叫一 different-nrst， energy and by-products of出aten缸，品d， SJ;oM， infomladO
on the amount of water 忌地er 叩stream. 5uppose that 也jjwaterwashmmene的
source m 0凹 rmagm叮 society; informacion about its pressure and volume would be 
vitai fbr sockqas a whole.In this situation we m{gbt treaE the processing pi 
'black box" 叩d concentramonly on theaows across de piain, but this would be a 
great mistake. What about the efficiency of the processes that convert 出e water pres
sure into energy and the choices 訟 to where 出at energy is sent, who controls it，組d
to what purp耐恥于 if public readings of water flo哪位E 圳個位ically ina…rate 
because the measuring instruments 紅e incorreccly calibrated? 

HerewesEE Ehat the reiatiomhip betWE巴n wider social forces (the flowing water) 
andmedia01叩ut(也ee于ergyand ir由rmacional outputs of the processi呵 plant) is not 

atufai;it has IIOEhingm common wiEh a waEEE&11.So we musE open up the “black 
box'，一that is, enter the plant and study how decisions 位e made, who influences them 
and who does此，組d analyze the consequences of those decisions (and exclusions) 泊
中山ng'訂戶n.On闖1犯悶C閃巴也岫忱equ削10叫r兒叭巴ωO恥p

uω1e rema也ini扣ng c吋ha叩pt臼er臼s of pa紅rtI (扭Bennet仗t 叩dCo叫drη可y) . . 
P This SEcondhlage of III Edia power invites us to 也i叫c concretely about the ran~e 

oJ po仰r sources whose 抽lence m枷 be called upon to d心
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decision-making elite that runs our imaginary processing p1阻t. Those wanting tO chal
imgetheproAingpi酬，sE叫1anism (which stands 泊， accordi時間出s 加幣，必r
ediapow位) might turn to the s.腳. Part II of也e booka于ording1y exarnines a range 

ofpErspeCEives on how Ehe state direcEiy or handy subsIdins chailenges tO Existing 
confìgurations of media power. Another forc巴， especially in countries dominated by 
iZLn耐1s of med叩ovision (也e maj叫 of countries in 也e world), w叫d be 

the market. Part III 100ks at how media markets of a certain comp1既ity cmgenerate: 
rtim巴， aiEernatives to exisEiElg concentrations ofmedia pOWEL Ybtmothersouce of 

POEtnda1 ，daneII只e would be the wh01e r阻ge of forces we call civil socie吵 including
hrIns ofreligious 。帶血紅ion and autho均﹒ Part N 100ks at how parti叫ar

elements of civil society have either become contest叩ts for media power themselves or 

bsidized others tO challenge media power. 
Inevitabiy this scheme simpiifits how diEerent sociai forces compete expiicitiy or 

212平:泣如JZT::站立2:;1:iz::;2:2且Z
highlight certain key comparisons. 

Having considerEd the comparison betWEEn power sOUCES on which challenges to 
media power might rely, we now ne巴d a different comp訂ison relating to media tech

bnt. we can imagine at 1east twO different ways in which 10gy. For our processl嗎 plant， we can rmag 
吋11叫O咿g哥ical cha恤岫1旭闊1an缸叩n咿1

w 勾仰F乍P臼 of句pr肌e叫
叮tra缸Cαt e叩ne位E盯 i泊n diffe閃ren肛t wa叮ys and, second, by connedng thE enefgY?r iiOmau?n 

upp1y generated 旬出e original pr仰仰ro肌O囚ces叫 P抖1a訓n叫…1t
此血吋吋1aps 1in此刮幽血k蚯訕岫1I泊n呵19伽 P艸o叩pu叫啦1a加a位ti沁o叫∞叫n肘l泌s 蚵叩ve吋db句y戶F叫叫a址all註1 t川巾tl已ωho忱se p1叩叫t悠叭smt
ggie-NEw media represent bott1qpes ofchange， aEECUrlg 也e 10cal bases of media 

power and the scale on which it can e能ctive1y be contested. Part V considers various 

amp1es along these lines 
Before 100ki呵 more close1y at the detai1ed comp紅lsons 出at emerge?c?ss 出E

course of the book, we need to cl紅i有r one additional term: “alternative media. 

Alternative Merua: The Forgotten Land 

The process we call “media" is the historic result of countless 10cal battles over who has 
4 …)rese叫e reality of耐rs.O…叫 ba伽 arewo叫ey genera卸
e being r.悶mbered 的叫es. Who，品r exa押1e，叫side a small circle of media 

ch01紅5， gives thought to the eariy days of dispersed radio producdon in dle U.K.or 
France? The forward 企ive of media deve10pment not only foreshortens 出epω;t but 

bscures the present;yet in the shadow ofEverlwellsestablishEd concentratIons ot me 
dia DOWEt contests COIltinueto be fought for access to media resources or distribu--。
中 o p j o r u m k i e s Ah5刊s叫1 c∞onfl晶1泊晶a缸ic叫s鉛E 叫 5叩u曲咖1也bsi討拙i

a叩n incidental a泌specαt of s仗trug韶gle;白; such wa瓜S t由he ca諂se in t也he 1990伽s， when the broad 
front of pOpl如 pro-m aFimtheiong4arldi時 conserva由巴 regime in Britain gen

Eed new pmss and video productions outside the mainstream (Mckay}1996).ybt 
media produced outside maiIISEreaIn power concentrations have farciy received the aF 
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tention of sch01ars; media studies has, for the most part, been content to treat the fac臼
of media power as if也ey were necessities-indeed, natural features on the face of the 
media landscape.1 

If media power itself is 組 mcr，個singly signifìcant theme of social confl缸， then me
dia studies sho叫da句也t its foc山 to include not 0峙rm泊的個吋roductions (major tel
evision 叩d radio channels，血m majors, the main Web portals, and so on) but also 也e
wider terrain of media produαion， some of which seeks, explicitly or irnplicitly, to chal
lenge central conCentrations of media resources. This is what we m且nby “alternative me
dia" in 也is book: media production that challen阱， at least implicicly, a.α叫 concentra
tions of media power, whatever form those concentrations may take in different 10問tions.

This is not the only defìnition in use 訂nong researchers of nonmainstream media. 
The one that comes closest to our own is presented in Chris Atton's book Alternative 
Media (2002). John Downing (2001) , the 1eading writer in this neglected fìeld since 
the 1970s, prefers the term “radi臼1 media," as it highlights the ro1e of nonmainstream 
media in contesting established power b10cs with a view to wider social em阻cipation.

A disadvantage of this second defmition, however, is 也at it excludes rrom its under
standing of “alternative p:ledia" any media on the right of the political speαrurn， even 

those whose challenge to the concentration of media resources in central institutions 
is explicit 叩d direct. C1emencia Rodriguez's (2001) concept of “citizens' media" de
velops Downing's notion of “radical media" in 阻 interesting direction, by making ex
plicit a 虹nk with forms of citizenship practice and empowerment, influenced in p缸"
ticular by Latin American theories of empowerment or “concientization" tluough 
education and more open communication (see also Rodriguez's chapter in 也is vol
urne). Citizens' media, in Rodriguez's sense, is in effect a more p01iticized formulation 
of our own concept of alternative media; the twO defìnitions are not incompatib1e. 
Nonetheless, for 0盯 purposes in 也is book,“alternative media" remains the more flex
ible comparative term, since it involves no judgments about the empowering effects of 
the media practices analyzed. What we bring together here may or may not be media 
practice that is politically radical or socially empowering; but in every case, whether in
direccly or direccly, media power is part of what is at stake. 

“Media power" 組d “alternative media," then, are useful broad terms; 也可 describe

a vast range of media production activity, litcle of it fanilliar 丘om media studies text
books yet almost all closely embedded in everyday struggle by communities and indi
viduals. In the fìnal section of this introduction, then, let usεxp10re what wider themes 
emerge from this complexity, whether as conclusions or as pointers to further research. 

Media Power: A Landscape of Contestation 

THEORIES AND CONTEXTS 

The ticle of p訂t 1 signals the more theoretical focus of the present chapter as well as 
chapters 2 and 3. In our use of“theoretical" here, however, we do not refer to the grand 
theory that “masters" all the empirical details of the 1ater chapters; no such rramework 
is possible yet, or perhaps ever. We mean only to signal 也at these opening chapters 
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offer more generalized 紅guments that open up common questions across a r阻ge oflo

c31 contests. 
W. Lance Bennett's chapter on Internet-based glob31 activism s間岱 out from 由e

paradox 也at corporate media power and concentration seem stronger 出an ever 叩d the 
LSMmofi0日 communication networks 叫able to prom間 neoliber31 discourse 
are lare:er 也ik 忱民 How， then, can it 31so be 似的new media (丘om mobile phones 
mdizkai radio to theIIIEEmttmd zheworldwideWeb)mincrωingly used by net-

rks that aim to challe啥也e very same neoliber31 discourse• ften in spe叫自
fashion, as at the Seattle m扭曲嚀。f the World Trade Organization? To understand 也is，
wem閥， Bennett 位伊侃， move beyond technological determinism in our accoun臼 OI
new media and look to the “soci31, psychological, political, and media contexts" that give 
new media forms 也eir elective a血nity with new forms of protest. 、Without mi叫rnizing
出e Wc品，'s purely technical changes 出at allow pro臨t groups to replicate across nation31 
borders wi也 unprecedeREed SPEEd, someEimesoccupying dmvery sme branded comm 
munication 叩一 Ehat they-attacking (街吶也 the 叫呵呵ns 咿inst Co倍Colaand
S凹bucbtt-BenneαdsC山間)， Ehere-1關 be more involved than technology. The a任
何er， Bennett 位學les， li臼 in the cultur31 dimensions of globalization itse記 particularly
出e e:lobalization of markets and labor: the increasing fluidity and mobility of political 
id叫白， within 叫配ross 制i∞31b凹的; a greater awareness of and 叫帶ment
吶也 the glob31 叫e of problems raised by corporate neoliberalism; and the increasing 
oerm叫iLv ofmdiab出ution chann白白的selves t。如native，叫 flows 師
;Dread co…ermessages at a speed deriving from the glob31 reach of由 very discourses 
Eileamck.This c叫tur31 and media “subpoli帥" of globalization，訟 Ulrich Beck (2001) 
dEit，。接rs a parti叫紅ly good fìt wi出Internet-e站阻ced communi臼tion space 

In the subsequent chapter, Nick Couldry 31so s巴eks to uncover some contextu31 fac
tOESlindeflyiElg possible new challenges to tflE Concentfadon of media pOWELB1IE 
Cou叫lldrvi誌s les臼ss interested i泊nt由he successe臼s of c自er口rta臼a羽mr巴cent glo吋b31m巴d也la紅.te吋dpro叫tes臼st臼s 出叩
in orac丘占Jbi吋 E伽ha加a缸.t C∞Oω削I
OρfιL n叫巴酬w ∞耐E叫ntation t叩om耐吋也ω曲臼i…-扭叫d communication 出at challe耶也e tradition31 idea 
that these sho叫d be concentrated in a n訂的，w sector of society. Here, like Bennett, 
Couldrv foregrounds not technological change in iso1ation but broader cultur31 ch叩gω
i呵呵i巴，s Mnkingdoutm血， s恥pe阱悶e缸叩Cl晶i苗fìca臼d耐a泣ally戶r月ch伽ha泊祉註址幽l
d也uc吋d∞O∞nl誌s 叩 a缸叫叫Cαctivity可yfu如恤n吋1吐dam肘ner缸叩nta叫叫t凶叫耐a泣allys呻巴叩pa紅ra眼E臼巴 f仕伽伽k扣叫O叫mm闊E恤 C∞on郎s山np抖d∞on. Coul的 devel
ops two e阻xamp叫1臼闊:tl:盯1泊吋ediap抖戶卅hi註曲il凶O臼so叩pl句1η守叭y吋ofMa咄E棚wA扣rn叩nis甘i誌son刊ho was cruci31 in devel
ohingthem品vare on which the glob31 Indymedia 閻明 website network reli吼叫出E
contrasting m封閉屯眠d philosophy ofPaul Ee祉，出eco品underof也就h news ser
vlce “Ou叮t1ere NEWU Decidnwhich innovmz1swillhave imgmrange 咿出叫吭
he 紅gues， is not the main issue 斗的 S呵e; more importa耽 is identi命ing 也e factors 
likely to be cruci31 in any 31ternati…edia practice 凶ng root over 位 long term 

THE FRAGILITY OF STATE SUBSIDY 

The 也rEE chapters in pMII pusued1is q1lemon in Edado-tomobvious, butdso 
problematic, sourceof encouagemenE fbr ctunerlges to medmpower:the state-Each 
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chapter concentrates on a country whose media history has: been dominated by state司
subsidized media: the U.K叮 Austr31ia， and Sweden. 

Chris Atton offers a sobering assessment of the 10ng-term.impact of the U.K.“in
foshop" movement; which grew out of earlier state provision、 för the unemp10yed but 
sought to deve10p a base for po1itic31 and soci31 activism. Drawing on a rich range of 
soci31 and politic31 theory (from Alberto Melucci on “'new soci31 movements" to 
public-sphere an31ysis) , Atton an31yzes the trajectory of theAutonomous Centre ofEd
inburgh (ACE) in Scotland, which grew out of the Edinburgh Unemp10yed Workers' 
Centre. This originally state-sponsored centre was closed dowrr in the 1990s, and its 
o品hoot had to acquire premises in a poorer district, 10sing its previo凶虹叫cs to loc31 
networks. Whi1e the new ACE's margin31ity removed it from dii:ect state surveillance, 
its lack of resources一other th胡也e “self-exploited" 1abor of a small group of activists 
阻d the proceeds of a sm311 trade in punk music一-constrained it from growing. Over 
the 10nger term the Centre has heen unab1e to develop into a bas巴 for soci31 resistance, 
的ither expanding its membership nor developing a vision 也atc could be communi
cated to a wider community. Atton's chapter indicates the 10ng-term price that derives 
not so much from state.subsidy itself as 企om the state's wider ii:ú1uences over soci31-
ization 阻d cultur31 defìnition. 

Christine Morris and Michael Meadows's chapter sugg間s a much more positive 
account of state subsidies to media operations among indigenous Gommunities in Aus
tralia. But it is a story 出at offers 1ittle encouragement either to tradition31 top伊down
models of state media provision or to well-meaning but vacuous market-based notions 
of the “know1edge economy." Starting out by acknow1edging the importance of com
munication (in Raymond Williams's sense) as “a centr31 0嗜血izing element of Indige
no山 society，" Morris and Meadows critique ear1ier ideas of how the state might en
courage 1ndigenous media. Whereas ear1ier centr31ized schemes involved little 
consultation about 10c31 needs, the more successful recent developments these authors 
discuss (often very 記mote 企om conurbations) invo1ve networks wi也 a strong commu
nity imperus. Such networks respect tradition31 participatory forms of community man
agement, with “intellecru31 prope泣y" based not on individu31 possession but on “re
sponsibility 叩d reciproci平" Underlying these is a new non-market-based concept of 
“knowledge management" that respects 311 community members' starus as “know1edge 
workers" and their right to participate in decisions about how a communications infra
structure 臼n be built. This is a positive answer to Bennett's question about the cultural 
contexts in which information and media techno1ogies connect with social change. 

Lennart Weibull's chapter examines one of th巴 most potentially promising sites for 
state subsidy of the dispersal of media power. 1n Sweden since the 1ate 1960s, the state 
has acted to redress what it saw as inherent market pr的sures toward press concentration. 
Wi出 a weak national press and Soci31 Democratic newspapers p位t1C叫“y prone to 
market pressures , the Social Democratic government, after much public debate, began 
subsidizing newspaper delivery 叩d production costs. 1n the longer term, however，也at

subsidy system appears not to have worked, failing to prevent 出e erosion of smaller 
newspapers because it was not pitched at a high enough 1evel to outweigh market pres
sures exerted by other newspapers, advertising markets, and the increasing import叩ce

of other media as news and entertainment sources. The result, Weibull concludes, has 
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be巴E叩n the limited 10ng-咽rm虹m impact of an apparently 1audab1e state a甜位肘empt t切om白it沮ciga且t臼e 

也ea叩ncid缸巴mocracic imψpa<缸ct臼s ofa n巴:ws叩pa句pe叮rf企k記E臼e market. 
Indeed, the impiiCadon ofailthe chapters h p紅t II is that subsirues have only a 

limited推向她的ing 也e concentracion of merua power unl帥 they are li成.ed to 

comm山泣ty structures and praccice. 

THE AMBIGUOUS MARKET 

If the Swerush state seems, on 也e face of it, a promising source of e能ccive subsidy for 
a more even rustribucion of merua power, the Califor叫阻 marketp1ace would seem 出e
opposite-However, as Ro&1ey BenSOIlshows, in Ehearst chapter ofpart IIL CalifOEm 

nids w巴ekly press challenges ass山npcions that market pressures always work ag:泣nst al

ternativeaIIEi politically conmntious voices.The circumstances of the huS叩扭扭，

cisco and Los Angeles weekiy papers Ehat BEEISOIlexamines in Ms meticulous Study 

varv of course, wi也 only one (也e San Francisco B句，Examiner) being fìnancially inde-

EIhemhIico咖叫Eiahem-The叫calness of their cont耐心ov拉瓜Whi1e

一
me gIV耽ec∞ons1s泊ten凹lt at肘ncion t昀o 叫i泊祉a泣la<缸.ct訂i知Vl誌sm丘n and rarucalism, others are po 出oned

句tdEO Eherightofthepolidcaispec虹um， al伽u啤I喀gh 也蚵叭E甜il山11均句1均1 gi斟i忱vemo叫mmβ.en肘1犯C

tωos叩ociallγ focu山1必sedn肘ewst也h叩 d由oe郎st也he commercial nacional pres臼s. Whatemer喀ge吭s丸2 且肋ow“

凹訂 is 叫de間也at under certain circumstances 1arge merua ma帥p1aces m叮 gen

E間已 al能m忱 voices quite 晶ccively: The key fa已缸吋Cαtors he沈問E院e， Benson 紅g帥，位巴也e

social and αùtural dyna主lÌcs of the 10cal journalistic fìe峙， the diffusion of tarucal po1-

icics amon 位 the wider readership, 叩副dt伽he唸E
ma紅rk<岫E仗ta扭In1JJ山its target auruence. While a血間lt California offers a p伊a位r吋cicl

C臼叫a訟se巳， tl出出1泣is acco u nf p mvid es 叩 important corrective to overly simp1e" iearungs of the 

market's relacion to merua rarucalism. 

Andrea Press and To也nar Liebes take 也1S 位學rment into potencially even more hos

de territoq in discussing the fate of kminist discouse in Hollywood aims of de-

1990s. Yet 也e outcome is ambiguous. Even when we consider 也e p訂ticul位 con-

straints of the fìlm industry, which, after all, must generate products 也at persuade peo

p1e to 1eave the sec叫ity of their homes, the v叫i誌isib1e巴 ln且uence of femir吋1吐1S仗t ideas a缸t t出he

e叫n吋1吐dof峙E出做hecen叫i誌sd伽i誌悶s純a叩柳P押ppoi仰仰d叩ointin
泌 E位x叫(clω1
occurred. These, argue Press and Liebes，紅e signifìcant but concentrated in areas such 

as po1ice and 1e僻1 dramas; an examp1e is The Silence of the Lam缸， in which，也cep

叫uii adesexializedmieiSavaiiabiem伽 heroine. By contrast, in areas such as 出E

stereo叮ically female genre of'“￡m1航E
t企rom 出ef先b白I虹m1出III泣s仗ttt扭1ms of t也he 1970伽s. At t出he s 缸ne cim 巴已， no e慌xch肘1芯S1VI珊el砂y

ha訟s eme位E兵悍ed a鈞sac∞ount仗er仰we1g拉ht t叩ot也he a址all-ma祉1e genre臼s.

whilAe EmEWo chaptmofpartIII considera品心 ωes for alternacive m卅于d也ia subsidy and reach c∞ont仗ra泌s紅吋tlll呵gc∞on肌lκd站1泣I凶凶SlO∞ns仇， Terhi R且M叩n江ta叩ne叩n 叩d E1e巴na \T;挂紅甜rt叩O仰<và肘s 

stud釘V OfCl山江盯re缸 d缸eVI叫e10叩pm巴nts i泊nRu叫臨ss討1a叩nm巴也恤ahighl勾1

w咐he旭一er叫e吋出E 也吼叫出 between 叫巴 andma如 influences are 1ess伽.R肌肉

and Vartanova show 出at， ln 出e semi-chaocic aftermath of the co11apse of the Soviet 
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Union, a different organizational order is important-…-especial1y in terms of generacing 
press叫es in favor of, or away from, a weakened federal center. The consequence has 
been a very particular mix of global, nacional, and 10開1 influences, worked out across 
different merua. The Russian pr臼s faced the dramacic co11apse of state infras位ucture，
inclurung the state printing industry, resulting in a sharp fall of circulacion for national 
publicacions and the emergence of many 10cal newspapers; 也is is a centrifugal forte 
that the new PU白1 regime has only partly reversed. In broadcasting, by contrast, while 
regional te1evision outlets are increasing，也e continued structuralli山 between state 
ownership and private funrung remains cruci址， with even market pressurω(compet
ing for advercising sources) reinforcing centripetal 位ends. It is too ear1y to say whether 
the Internet will offer any alternacive to these deve1opments, since its emergence in 
Russia remains extreme1y uneven and metropolitan-focused. Russia 也us emerges as 
the limit 自se for crude typo1ogies of how support for alternacive merua emerges, since 
in 10cacions where state and market infrastructure is itself underdeveloped or cr凹n

bli嗯， a more comp1ex pict凹e must be sturued in its 10cal specifìcity. 

THE CENTRALITY OF CI\司LSOCIETY

Part N analyzes 叩。也er source of alternacive merua subsidy: civil society. We under
stand civil society to indude the whole range of social forces, whether secular or reι 
gious, in which alternative forms of authority and cultural influence can develop be
yond the pull of state or corporate powe巳

Chin-Chu叩 Lee's chapter trac臼 the successive stages whereby merua liberalizacion 
emerged in Taiwan since the 1970s without resulcing in a full policicalliberalizacion or 
a broad-based public sphere. The policical m苟且ines of tllis decade had close li且也 wl由

10cal civil soci旬，山山扭曲e Chiang Kai-Shek Kuomintang (即1T) regime 出ey op
posed, which represented a defeated m泣nland elite; ulcimate1y, however, market forces 
dominated in 出is sector over policical eng喀巴ment. The history of television's 位pansion

was also ent阻gled in the last stages of resistance to 出e KMT regime, indurung the 
1ightning spread of unauthorized cable television operacions, albeit accompanied by 出e

increasing penetracion in Taiwan of Rupert Murdoch's Hong Kong…based St訂TY.

From 1992 on, however, underground raruo offered a new focus of opposicion coincid
ing with further splits in Taiwan's po1icical p紅cies. Though an exciting development that 
seeming1y promised to challenge the inequalicies of merua power, the actual result, Lee 
位.gues， w:泌的姐姐滋ne e白白c antagonism. Looking back on Taiwan's intense re1acion
ship between merua innovacion and policical conflict, Lee condudes 也at market and 
policical press肛.es have 1ed not to a gen叫ne broadening of representacion but to an in
creasingly fractured merua space 0丘èring few prospects of further democracic change. 

C1emencia Rodriguez's chapter presents a sharply con位asting account of merua pro
liferacion in a p紅cicular region, the Chiloé archipe1ago off the southwest coast of Chile. 
Despite Chile's excepcionally b100dy nacional politics，出is poor iso1ated region has seen a 
remarkab1e growth of community-based merua; operacing ou臼ide state and market forces, 
也可 rely inStl也d on the cultural and social subsidy of the raru自lliberacionist wing of the 
Catholic church. In Lacin America, the Catholic church's authority as a social reformer 
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derives from a combination of religious teaching and the secul紅 educational philosophy 
ofPaulo Freire's work on concientization (empowerment through ∞mmunity-based ∞m
munication). And th巴 Chiloé area in particular, where modern media carne 1ate, has ben
efited 台orn 出e pr臼Ence ofaIIinspirationai leader, Bishop jumL1lis Yserf1.The EEsuit of 
Ysern's strategy has been not on1y a signi且臼nt network ofωmm凶泣ty radio stations but 
also a rnuch more broad-b心edcommur泣。r-managed practice of media production and 10-
臼lselιeducation. By focusing on 出is speci且c issue, Rodrigu位 high1igh岱 an irnportant 
general point: 也e necessity to ground 出e analysis of alternative media 扭曲e srudy ofhow 
media ar巴山:ed in 缸rual community pr缸tice， so as to put into context the abstract audi-

ratings that dominate most accounts of which media matter. 
keyaIITOEmseiii and RnthTEEPTornaseiii's account ofthe contmversiai history of 

the Catholic newspaper New Nation in ap訂出eid 叩d postapartheid 50uth Africa 0ι 
fbrs a very diEbmnt perspkdVEon the Cathoiic chuchkglobal media politics.FOE 
whi1e New Nation itse証W在s influenced by 1iberation theo1ogy 泣rned at social change, 
it fked virtlient opposition fkomTEadidoru Family}and ProperEy(TFP), a consewam 
tive overseas arm of the Brazilian Catholic church. TFP, in a ternporary but initially 
powerfu1 al1ian自 with the 出reatened apartheid regime in the 1ate 198郎，的ed to erad
icate New Nation in the context of the regirne's wider b位cle to discredit 出e radical 
50uth African churches. New Nation itself drew on state subsidies, but from outside 
50uth Africa (也at is, from the European Union and elsewhere); it also sought support 
from Freirean philos。他的 ofcommunication. The 10ng-term consequences of the end 

f aoartheid 詬r alte…tive media in 50咄Africa rer叫n un臼此徊，的 exter叫 s由Sl扭
曲s 必r New Nation were wi出如wn， leading叫ts closure in 1997，組d no new forms 
of subsidv for alternative media within 50uth Africa have emerged. 

ThePeople's kpubiic ofctm且， in turn, offers a different ver叫on ofhow ba的s
for social and media power may be waged both within 阻d across national borders. As 
yuezhi Zhaokvivid Study bEinpout, the spidtuai movement Faiun Gong, which in 
the 1990s becarne the 1eading voice against C位仙hin師m叫t臼ea甜u咄lt心h凶1泊lon
Ont出he c∞οnt缸r位y， afker tht mOVEmeat had emezged fmmmintradimstmggieover 也e
direction of modernization, its increasing opposition to state power in th巴 1ate 1990s 
was geared to social ends 出at ampmfbundiy conservative.Faim Gongkmedia pres
en問 initidiy deveioped through a mixtllmofstatemd markEE subsidy}with a stmng 
f叩ge of underground mEdia outletB as well-But as FdmGong was outlawEd in 
China, it rurned to the very di能rent media resources of the Chinese diaspora in exile, 
waging a battie across u.s.media (cabit teievision, boob, prBLwebsites)md inm 
creasing1y, 1ike 1efr-wing movemen訟， using the organizational potential of the Web to 
kveioJi mehacEivim that h凶 incl吋.ed hac姐呵 into Chinese state television. As 
ztlaotchap臼r makes cle缸" global1y resourced media activism, while of major 10c在1 po
i i t i c a i i m p - mme , m E吋dhav間e no ra立必d品lC泣 po1it缸ical poten臼叩nti

NEW MEDIA: A 5PACE OF HOPE? 

Part V steps back from 也e s鉛eα∞O叫 q伊ue臼倪叫s仗叩tion一F封E昀orn wh忱 i扭n 叩肌叫Cl叮 i誌s s叫u油1治蚓b
臼削rna仗叫ti忱V吋E 一…E恤 i山i汝ke句i句Y t昀o come?一一一to concentrate on the c叫tural and organizational 
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possibilities of new media forms themselves. Of course, as many have pointed out, new 
media 紅e not themselves radical, and it is particular1y irnportant here in this new ter
rain to 100k closely at a range of 10cal developments. 

In his chapter on the history of the Web-based current affairs site “openDemoc
racy," Jarnes Curran exarnines the speci且c potential of the Internet to open up new 
spaces of democratic engagement. Whereas economic and other factors have previous1y 
he1d back alternative media, the Internet 10wers entry costs and 1essens the irnport組ce

of certain kinds of restricted managerial expertise. The question remains, however, 
whether the Internet's influence is emancipatory or not, to which Curran's answer is a 
qualified yes. In the afrermath of 5eptember 日， openDemocracy-initially a modest, 
relatively insular British pi10t project-was transformed into a flourishi峙， interna
tional m苟且ine， specifically because the Internet allowed for the speedy building of a 
global audience. However, the nature of this audience is prob1ematic: If it is true 也at
a global civil society is emerging on the W坊， it is one that is s巴gmented by interest 阻d
structured by inequality. 

John Downing's chapter 100ks in detail at the dynarnics of the Independent Me伊

dia Center (IMC) movement, which many have regarded as one of the most signifi
C叩t alternative media developments at the end of the twentie也 cenmry. Without in 
any way discounting the techno10gical irnportance of robust interactive so丘W訂e for 
the IMC movement's success in spreading beyond North America, Downing argues 
that 也is success needs to be understood in terms of its roots in the socialist anarchist 
tradition prevalent 加oughout the twentie也 cenmry， on 也e one h叩d，組d its con
tinued utopi叩 promise， on the other. He 訂aces the survival of such notions as com伊

munity and selιorganization， against very great odds, as well as the notion of “'prefig
urative" po1it悶， which offers a further perspective on the community-based 
communication philosophies discussed in the chapters by Morris and Meadows and by 
Rodriguez. What giv臼 the IMC story its special significance is its protagonists' in
creasing awareness of the import組ce and potential of deve10ping globally based re
sistance and media participation outside 出e mainstrearn. The result, Downing argu俗，
is a vision (with of course both potential and achieved reality) of media activism that 
is strategically asrute as well as po1itically e能ctive.

L位ry Gross's analysis of the exp1osion of spaces for gay self-expression 叩d com
munication on 出e Internet also insists on 也e positive potential of the vast new com
munication spaces that the Internet has opened up. The change is not confined, as 
Gross shows, to sing1e countries in the West with privileged Internet access, but repre
sents a truly international development covering gay virtual communities in much of 
the deve10ping world (including India and China). Lacking social spaces around them 
where they c叩 be open abollt their sexualiry, councless gay men have found support 
in websites opened up by market pressures and the Internet's resistance to exp1icit cen
sorship. Gross, however, refuses to see in these important developments an automati
cally positive outcome, since it is quite possib1e that the strands of social and indeed 
media activism in gay self-representation will recede as commercial and corporate pres
sures on the Internet play out. We return here to the arnbiguity of media power as a 
submerged theme wi也in social activism waged一-sometimes necessarily, as here
through media forms. 
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The last two chapters 晶晶。叮 focus to mediated struggl臼 in mainstream politics. 
Merlyna Lim explores a situation in which new media focused opposition at a time of 
political turmoil: the overthrow ofIndonesiàs President Suharto in 1998. Here, the in
fluence of state media censorship was p釘釘nount. Lim's analysis centers on the basis of 
new mediàs influence in civil society (rather than on political parties, as in the subse
quent chapter). What is striking abolit the c位npaign to topple S吋larto， Lim 位研問

was its roots in new civil spaces that emerged very quickly 紅ound the warnet, the 
lnternet-enabled version of the traditional lndonesian warung or street-side eating
house. lndependencly owned, small, and closely linked to neighborhood communica
tion networks, wa闊的 helped spread Web-based news and sc叩dal 位nong 也e whole 
urban population, including millions who themselves had no direct access to new me
dia. Lirn's analysis once again con且rms 也e importance of looki嗯， as Bennett advises, 

at the cultural and social underpinnings of particular challenges to media power. For 
in the region under discussion, this challenge operated only at 出e margins of media 
power這 operations. lt could not prevent subsequent corporate investrnent in the war
netsector， 叩d lndonesiàs new corporate-owned chains ofInternet cafes 位e less closely 
linked to civil society 

Finally, Sharon Ling exarnines the intra-elite conflict wi也in the Malaysian gov
ernment over the succession to Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad that led to 也e

sacking of his deputy Anwar lbrahim in 1999. This major political event was picked 
up in the heretofore weak alternative press, which, as in Taiwan, is closely linked to op
position parties 由at lack proper representation in the state-sponsored media. & Ling 
points Olit, whereas the Malaysian alternative press failed to articulate any genuine 泣，
ternative political vision, parcly because of the state censorship under which the press 
operates, Internet sites offered more resistance, often drawing on foreign news sources. 
The prospects for an alternative lnternet sector in Malaysia remain highly unce凹的，
however, as state action t訂gets the lnternet as well. 

Conclusion 

This book presents, we suggest, a pictu白， inevitably tentative, of a contested global me
dia landscape of immense breadth and complexity, far wider than usually allowed onto 
media studies' small screen. From warnet cafes in Indonesia to 10臼1 educational media in 
Chile and Australia and community information centers in Scocland, to critical strands 
of且αion or news practice in the South Aftican press, U.S. West Coast weeklies and Hol
lywood, to 出e ambiguous space of post片Soviet Russiàs expanding media, we see a land
S臼pe of many barues through and over media power involving many social forces: global 
corporacions, local entrepreneurs, local churches, even networks at street level. 

Firm conclusions would be premat盯e， although the inadequacy of analyzing state, 
market, or religious subsidies in isolation from broader changes (and potential subsidies) 
within civil society is already clear. We need, no doubt, further detailed work on the spe
cifìc factors that enable or constrain challenges to media power in specifìc 10問1 condi
tions wi也in the increasingly global frame of lnternet-enhanced communic叫on space. 
At the very least, we hope, this book will encourage others to continue 也atwork.2
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Notes 

1. Meclia history is 出e one subatea of meclia stuclies where 也is is not true. The '~ternative 
Meclia" special issue of Media Hist.仰 (vol. 7, no. 2, 2001) provides a useful 削ry point to the 
fairly extensive historicalliterature on this topic. 

2. We wish to record here our thar泳s to Richatd Smith for his vital eclitorial assistance in rhe 
final stages of ecli叫的 book. Many伽lks also to Brenda Had叫 Idtand Andr吋C4abri
必r their en也USl泊中 S叩POrt of他仙也山站is book pr，仰州m叫o吋，jec叫 叩削dtωo Ald如E臼叩n p，跆E缸叫E汰岫k
E由hrough t由he producαtIon proce臼ss.
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CHAPTER 2 

N ew Media Power 
THE INTERNET AND GLOBAL ACTIVISM 

W Lance Benne社

Prospects for contesting media power may appear to be smaller today than ever. Ob
servers note a combination of global media trends 出at have diminished the quanti句，
quali句; and diversity of political content in 出e mass media. These trends include 
growing media monopolies, government deregulation, the rise of commercialized news 
詛d information systems，叩d corporate norms shunning social respo的ibility beyond 
profÌts for shareholders (Bagdi姐姐， 2000; McChesney, 1999; Herman 叩d Chomsky, 
1988). In th巴 United States, the quest to deliver cons山ners to advertisers wi也 low-cost

content has dramatically shrur退出e space for even mainstre也n news about polit悶，
governme吼叫d policy (Bennett, 2003a; Patterson, 1993, 2000). The political space 
that remains is increasingly fì.lled by news formulas based on scandal, mayhem, and 
personality profùes (Benne哎， 2003a). These conditions are clearly less sever巴 in systems 
Wl也 dominant p的lic-也rvice commirments, but even 出e venerable British news sys
tem has undergone substantial upheaval as commercial pressures have reduced news 
programming on private channels (Semetko, 2000) 叩d the formidable BBC has en
tered a period of reinvention. 

The unanswered question is: Have these changes in media systems 占mited the capac
ities 0/ gro吵's con的ting 的tablished power arrangeme闊的 communicate both among 
t卸mselves and to larger publics? Since political content space has been sacrifìced to more 
commercially viable progr也nming， it might be easy to conclude that political activists 
and minorities 紅e even farther removed from the mass media picture. If this is the 
case, the political viability of new movements might be in doubt. As German political 
scientist Joachim R且schke put it, in starkly describing the irnportance of mass media 
for movements: “'A movement that does not make it into the media is non-existent" 
(quoted in Ruc祉， forthcoming). Despite the hyperbole in this claim, there are notable 
cases in which media logic has undermined the viability and even changed the organi
zational coherence of movements (Giclin, 1980). 

D. Rucht (forthcoming) 紅gues that stark generalizations about media and move
ments are difficult to suppOrt, as different protest eras have been characterized by diι 
ferent media patterns. wì血紅n Gamson (2001) observes 也at media coverage of collec
tive action movemen臼 even varies considerably from issue to issue. And，且nally， media 
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access varies with the public commurucation strategies and organization models 
d叩ted by 臼me move-mωindi叫ed in a comp的忱的卻也 of abortion dis

course in Germany and the United States (Fere巴， Gamson, Gerhards，組dRud前， 2002).
Addi時間品加oretical challenge of generalizing about patterns of media power 

-s themekllestion ofjustwhatwemea吋y"media' 伽叫ay瓜w油 t缸he 企h陶a苟.gmen
tion ofmaωss media channels and audiences, and the proutbmtion ofnew digital come 
L一叫on formats, it is di品cult to draw 伽p boundaries around discrete m也
只oheres. As various media become interactively connected, information f10ws more eas
ι across 叫no1。只ical， social, and geog坤hical bo叫aries. Henc臼E 由es叩ub坤j知tαof他仙也出i誌s 

h戶apt閃m臼ter:忱r: 伽忱 O句f均旬global址1 p仰m叫t昀削E闊s泣t ne酬帥twor血b叩e吋d仙ring側泊均g叭s叭址圳ju山s此d昀C臼etωo 血血en帥E叩O
1ib位已臼且址1 world站d econornicregime. These activist networks have 山ed newdigi叫 media to 
coordi 叫e activi 帥, p1an protes 凶, and pub1icize 0 丘b伽岫E釘叩n吋lhig許h刊，““-q岫q中q

ir causes. Considerab1e evidence suggests that global activists have fìgured out not 
onlv how to commurucate with each other under 也e mass media radar but also how 

to 拉出eir m間ess呵es into m訟踹sm即n肘l迫ed恤i泣a 品伽a叩nr吋I
口 Ma叩n吋叮yacαti由1V叫ists 缸e sharp1y critical of mass media cove嗎巴， charging 出at 由巴 press

阻do血dais have criminaiized their promt behaviors.However, It i5 450clear that 
uiobai activists have been neiEher isdated nor destroyed by mass medialitering.The 
hse in如mation networks of the Web offer amp1e evidence of in叫t削叫 C∞ommunI借
tion. Lar反e numbers of mass actions around the world have received extensive, if gen但
r v Mam media mmge.At 出e 1east, such coverage signals the p間nce of a 

moVKHIE;tthat is dem組時 a say in world econornic policies 且d their social尸d en
ironmental implications. Moreover, n凹nerous camp位gns agωnst corporate Dusmess 

p actice5, trade, anddeveiOPEnerupolicies have receivedfavorable coverage inleading 
edia outieES(BeaneEt2003b, forthcomind-There is littleevidence that globalmp 

dia have marginaiiZEd giobai protest-George MonbiOE Fociaimed in Tbr G4dydidFZ 
叫“thep伊仰巴ωop抖i凸 m帥ment臼s beir削E句刑ψP抖戶10y仙.ga羽m削 C呻叫epow仗的 perhaps 于E
biggest, most widespread popular risingS EVEE SEEd, (quOEEd in REdden, 2001 , n.p.) 

In this d坤1旭耶叩a叩耶pt閻叫巴位r 1 叫i仰 t加he 間 of句g許10bal acα的E
ma訟ss media p抖owe也巳 My 註胡naly'戶Y內閃s沿is d由oe郎sn∞ot i站gn∞or紀巴 出e fa主缸Cαt t出ha仗tm叩y conventional me佇扭

d副1a powe叮rrelationss仗E刮 a叩pp1砂ytot出he D跎εpresentation of t出he radicals and their c臼a凶的.As
noted above, news coveza#ofdemonsErations, in bod1Europe and the United SEa-5, 
1S 0丘en filled with ima皂白 of vio1ence and hoo1iganism. Most of that coverage makes 
1itt1e effort to describe the diversity of issues and demands in the movement-optíng, 
instead, to 1加u山1江nnp t也hem all t叩oge巴也e釘r under t出he 1站a缸rgel炒y j知ournalis吋tic c∞ons位uc位∞O∞n 

‘'ant叫峙詛'antIe:由i e:1帥10吋bali伽阻削t∞肌i丸Oι丘"No叫肌 acα吋ti沁i
E出fhi￡￡YLa肝V巴 s叩omeh枷1泊owpu叫tg卓10ba叫i 呻ital叫泣1sm on 也er叩As S俗話aSωsen (1 998) points 

ui t h e p re m m u Odf gdiO吋b恤凶a址1c∞ommu虹m
pora仗叩tion叫s a叩ndg伊ov間ernm巴凹nt岱S t昀o s缸位凹E叩ngthen t出he ne叩O必liber叫al economic r，跎巴g哥ime t出ha位t domi-

life on the planet today. 
All of 的叫， lffipr'的ve numbers of aαivists have followed the trai1 of world 

oower into relatively uncharted international arenas and found creative ways to commu
hiute 伽ir concerns and to contest 出e power of corporations and tr扭扭扭onal eco

血氣ements. In the process, many specifìc messag~ about corpo~a:e ab山吭
sweatshop labok}gene叫y modifìed 峙的sms，
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small resistance movements, from East Timor to southern Mexico , have made it into the 
mass media on their own terms (Bennett, forthcoming). Moreover, in developing direct 
power re1ations with global corporations, activis臼 have exp10ited the vulnerability of 
carefully developed brand imagωby ta膠ng them wi也 po出自lly unp1easant associa
tions. The threat of ho1ding bran也 hostage in the media sporlight has become 叩 lffi

port叩t power tactic in the 且ght for greater co中orate responsibility (Bennett, 2003b). 
This analysis is concerned wi也 identi命illg what conditions enable activists to use so

called 帥一切一些Ïfl_ ~l騙子區的ESBdtt I吩咐，可示鼠忌tëêh:石油醉，妙的心楠，
胡志k揖哩哇~tzpuv1iShîiildnd詠唱的枷-如晶宮capaci;詰c枷就rldWìde 'Wéb
to communicate the messages 01 their protes!: net.ωorks across both geographical and media 
boundaries. The phrasing of 也is question is important to reiterate. 1 have talked else
where about how activists are using new media to promote their 自由自 (Benne哎， 2003b，
forthcomirlg). But what is rnissing from my account thus 缸~ and from many others as 
well, is an understanding of the social, psycho10gical, political, and media contex臼也at
make new media p位tic叫紅ly conducive to enhancmg 也e power of也is global activist 
movement. To put the issue starkly: The Internet is just another communication 

, medium.A也ll1技edly， the Net has a number of distinctive desi.gn featIlres and 且pab血

ties , but these differenc巴s do not inherently or necessarily change who we 紅eorwhatwe
do together. However, personal digital media 0能r 臼pacities for change if peop1e are mo
tivated by various conditions in their enviromnen臼 to exp10it those 臼pacities. In sho哎，
the question of whether we go shopping or make revo1ution on the Internet-and of 
how the shopping trip or 出e revo1ution compares with its 1ess 前此ual counterpar岱一lS

more the r，巴s叫t of the human cont位ts in which the communication occurs than 出E 臼

sult of the communication media themselves (何re， 2002). According1y, the remainder 
of this chapter addresses the interactions between new media and the social conditions 
也at have enabled their uses for 0丘en irnpressive political ends. 

Assessing the Political Significance of the Internet 

Much of the attention to the Internet and politiαhas been directed where the least sig-
nifìcant change is likely to occ山: in the realm of conventional politiα. Eâ旦挫ish~d or- ----, 

ganiz叫on巨型<!j_n~ti_t:ll!i<?月 s_uçh as unions, po1iti叫 p訂閱， govermnen泊， andele吋on

campaigns 位巴 likely to adapt new communication techno1ogies to their existing mis-
sions and agendas. Thus, it 5ècomes h紅d to see tránsformative 'effett~r beyond' reduc
i立~rthespeed 正 cost of existing communication routines. However, in 位eas where new 
patterns ofhuman association are emerging in response to new issues-and new forms 
of political action 位e developing as well一new communication options have the p。但
tential to transform bo出 political organization and political power relations. (For a re
view of various political applications 叩d effects of the Internet, see Graber, Bimber, 
Bennett, Davis, and Norris, forthcoming.) 

As noted above，也e recent period has been marked by impressive levels of global ac
tivism, including mass demonstrations, sustained publicity campai.gns against corpora
tions 叩d world development agenci郎，血d the rise of innovative public accountability 
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systems for corporate and governmental conduct. All of these activities seem to be asso
ciated in VatiO llS ways wi也 the Internet. In some.cas間由e simple exchanges of infor-

7~' mation involv，巴d could also be accomplished by mail, phone, or fax. In th臼e cas白， the 
1nternet simply enhances 也e sp巴巴d and lowers the cos臼 of basic communication-at 
least for those who have crossed 也e digital divide. 1n other cas白， howeve旦出e 1m巴rnet

and other technologies, such as cellulat phones and digital videQ, enablepeople to or
gar由e po且dωin ways that overcome limits of time, sp配e， identity; and ideology, result
ing in the exp叩sion and coordination of activities that would not 也cely occur by other 
m阻ns. Even for those still on the other side，也e digital divide 間n be crossed-in some 
cas俗， with 也e assistance of groups dedi臼.ted to transferring technology. For 時ample，

'--' Greenpeace has made efforts to empower continuing victims of the Bhopal disaster. 
Communication in distributed networks becomes potentially transformative 

when networks sp山 outside the control of established org扭izations. Networks that 釘E

not limited to the agendas of any of their members may, under the right conditions, 
become sustainable, growing democratic organizations. They may exhibit high
volume, simultaneous, interactive communication, complete with Web-based organiz
ing and planning as well as hyperlinked public access to latge volumes of politically di
verse information. 

When networks ate not decisively controlled by patticular organizational centers, 
they embody the 1nternet's potential as a relatively open public sphere in which the 
ideas and plans of protest can be exchanged with relative ease, speed, and global 
scope-all without having to depend on mass media channels for information or (at 
least, to some extent) for recognition. Moreover, the coordination of activities over net
works with m祖y nodes and n山nerous connec由19 points, or hubs, enables network 
organization to be maintained even if particulat nodes and hubs die, change 也elr ffilS
sion, or move Out of the network. 1ndeed, the potential of networked communication 
to facilitate leaderless and virtually 叩onymous social communication heightens the 
challenge involved in censoring or subverting broadly distributed communication even 
when it is closely monitored. These points 位e elaborated by Redden: 

The fact that it is a decentralised, distribured network currencly makes it 
hard for any elite to control online activities. It allows fast one個叫1皂，

one咽-many 肌d even many-to-many communication in web and confer
encing forums. Together, the technological and economic aspects of the Net 
allow for cheap selιpublication withour mediation by corporate 
publishing. . . . Of cours巳 cheap is a relative term. The Net is cheap, not in 
absolute terms, but relative to the efficiency of message distribution. It is 
clearly not a panacea thar guar阻rees freedom of speech for all. But while ir 
is nor accessible to evervone who has somethinσto sa:草; ir does dra:maticallv 。J ......~...- .....~...... ......- -~........._..................o _...... --1' ...- _r~_~ --_......_~-~J 

increase the numbers of people who c叩 afford the rime and money to dis
tribure informarion rranslocalJy to large numbers of other people. In sho哎，
it allows individuals and communiry groups to reduce 出e influence gap be
tween themselves and wealthier organizations. (2001 , n.p.) 

The capacity to transform time, space, costs, and the very roles of information 
producers and consumers also enables the rapid adaptation and transformation of po-
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iitical orgmizadons, md thE creation of new som of power rdadonships(BEIIIIE哎，
forthcorning). For ex位npl巴， a short b趴仙ut creative pa紅r凹巴位rs站hi句p between Ad晶bu山1昀st，紀ers
(仰www.a吋dbus忱E臼ers.ω.or啦訟叩d Gree臼en呻1甲pe阻ac臼e (仰www.g悶I呻1甲pe閏ac臼e巳∞.均or叫F吋~ created a c∞oun沮nt，耐e位run泣ma叩ge
叩

a mother and her cubs一一一戶-戶一甸huddled together on a melting atctic ice flow as Coke's fan
tasy cons山ner world suddenly merged with the hatsh environmental effects of the 
gases (HFC夕的ployed by Coke i扭n 1的t昀s c∞O∞O耐i虹i嗯叫 b加ot愷d也i垃i嗎 pr仰ro肌oc悶
P戶owe釘rs耐缸ug臨gle， a rogue version of the company's actual website was created, and Col惚，s
carefully crmed cons山ner icons were replaced with politi四lly disturbing image活， ln
ciuding the cowering bears.The threat of hijackingmd subverting the company's 
branded Environment during its biggest commerciai event, the Oiymp泊， led the com
門yto make aq問kbus叩s討i吋n肘昀ness釘郎s鉛s 叫叫且仗叩atio由lOnω∞n 詛叫d叫nmit to changi時 the c伽he加岫岫1沈m削lem位阻E虹m血n丘i叫吋s 間吋d 
仙

C位np缸gn by VlS剖1tmg t由he rogue sit臼ea仗twww.c∞okes叩pot也i且ight立t.or哈g. For a look at the Cli
mate Change bears, click on action 叩d 也en on print a poste.λ 

What Kinds of Organizations 
Are Global Activist Networks? 

The theoreticaI vocabularies used to describe hierarchical Weberian 0時anizations or 
brokered politi叫∞alitions (叮叮 McAdam， Tarrow, and T凶手 2OOlfc耶ureonly
p訂t of the shifting social formations of vast, li凶ed networks of individuaIs and or
g四izations operating loosely but persistently to expand the public accountability of 
∞rpora∞ns， trade and development 呵1m吭阻d governments. Et it is not dmm 
gether clear how to characterize these networks. Eve…etwork theorists recognize d間
network structl闊的泌的edω 師r sociaI memberships and purposes 神ellman
et al叮 1996).

Some observers wax dramatic about the potentiaI of vast 1nternet movements to 
orgmize and react rapidly to threats againsE human rights or pimet紅y survival any
wherE on tk giobe.For exmpie, Richard Hunter has coinedkmm “隨即。斗
位my，" which he describes as “a collection of communities and individuals who are 
united on the basis of ideology, not geography.They are held Eoge也er by public 
communications, the Internet being a prime ex位nple. . . . Network armies don't have 
a formal leadership s叮ucture. They have influencers, not bosses who give orders" 
(quoted in Holste泊， 2002， n.p.). The military metaphor is aIso employed by J. Ar
quilla and D. Ronfeldt (200 1), who use the term “netwar" to describe the swarmine: 
behaviors of terroris吼叫ninal networks, a甜ndh趾19拉h-t悶耐-t吋E
allusion to t出he distributed or啥g叩i泣za位叩tlO∞nal impact of 1肘le巴t仰wor此ke吋d communication cωome臼s 
f企k白om t紀echnolog白Y pOpl叫lla缸n泣ze位r Howard Rheingol泄d， who has coined the term “smart 
mobs,, Eo refbr Eo people aCEing in concEEE on the basis ofdigital personai communi-
cation. He cites diverse examples of smart mob behavior 也at include the overthrow 
ofPhilippine President Estrada in 2001 wi也 a series of demonstrations coordinated 
through cellphone messagi峙，也e instant strategy and publicity by activists at the 
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World Trade Organization demonstrations in 5eattle in 1999，組d也e planning of the 
5eptemb巴r 11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington (Rheingold, 2002; 

5chw:紅包， 2002)
τerms such as “network armi恥"“n巴twars，" and "smart mobs" dramatize 也巴位ans

fbEming pOEEIIEiai ofIlew communication Eectu1ologies, YEE they seem inadequate to dtm 
scribe the em叫ence of loosely organized (segmented and independent, yet connected), 
ge呵呵hidlyaispmed， andiodiym關ed coll問ions of activists. The mob卅一y
metaphors break down in part beca山e theydo not 問pture 也e daily activities of activis崗
位 be-，出巴y (inadequately) refer to 巴pisodic collective outburs臼﹒ Beyond the occasional 
mass demonstration, activist networks 紅e more likely to be found working on public in
formation 臼mpaigns， negotiating st祖dar也 agreements with 也e managers of compa
也叫 sharin寫 information wi也 other members of their networks, and 品lding ways to 
build local communities around social justice iss間 both at home and el馴h的﹒

Moreover，間也ke 紅血泊，-most global activist networks do not display立了蚵叮叮chi且i
comm也d or!!anÌ祖tion. And 叫做.e mobs，也ey have considerably more_re且阻止co 立一
muru臼.üôn 也.d delibera忱旬在cities. Perh勾s the best account of the. type ().fm?ve
ment org叮叮on that enables v叫 networks 的 pursue diverse social j峙的:_goals_ on a 
global1evel is the 5PIN model proposed by L. P. Gerlach 阻d V. H. :f:I4les (1 968) 面在

心 updated by Gerlach (2001). 5叩PI肘Nr吋E社長如伽r必S to mo仰，vem巴削nt 0呵r哈g叫扭叫tio∞n 勾仰'p臼 也a位ta眠E認E 鉛
me凹nt臼ed， po1ycen甘ic， integtated networks. S但mentation involves the fl凶d boundaries 
出at distin臼lÌsh formal or兵組泣ations， informal groups, and sing1e activists 也at may join 
叩d separmover di虹的一 actions， yet remain available to future coo血ation. Polyc，帥，
何 refers to the prese間 ofmultiple hubs or centers of coo血紅ion in a network of seg

mented 0 伊izid o ns - h the i r 叫叫lier f品ormu咖i
mOD鉛e e叫xp抖1虹icit句1)卸y to lead由巴E泊ship，組d used 由e term “po1ycephalo山，" referring to m血y
h間也. In recent ye紅丸 Gerlach (2001) has noted 祖 avoidance of formal1eadership, as 
well as a preference for personal ties among a，αivists that enab1e each to sp四k for the or
仰自donmdtohold-uiEipieorpni且tional a品liatio旺--hence， theshüito 也e term 
弘1ycent缸 "The int，伊d叫rinciple h加訟叫d訕伽s叩oe閒vol廿ve吋dtωo refl註flec伽巴缸叫CαE蚓叫Z叩O∞n叫岫t仙a
of d也ist缸剖Il品bt叫lte吋d activism. Ideo1ogies fìgured more prominently in 阻rlier movement ac
counts, in terms of both integrating and dividing groups (crea由19 new segments). The 
requirement 品加r 1尬d世deo昀叫O呦10哥叫 ∞叫he遮erenc問e s間E自ems fa如rw叫e叮r in gl仰10bal a，叫叫Vl加s仗t circ民昀les臼es叫a叮y.
The int仗eg兵gr昀ativ，閒e funcαtion i誌s provided by per臼sona泣1 ti臼賦， r，紀.ec∞ogru包on 0吋tc∞ommon 也E阻臼吭, 
pr泊呵a

l__ 由roug其鼎h the Internet. lnclusiveness has become a strong meta-ideological theme. 
The resulting neωorks characterizl世說出is__segmented， -po1ycentric, -and-inte

grated 函函函;示了一一…ot一位ally or hierarchically limi叫扭曲ir growth or 
in their capacities to recombine around different 血泊的 or internal disruptions. 5ince 
the social network li叫cages are no吋uer位chic泣， information exchange is re1ative1y 
open. A吋出e redundan衍。f 1inks in segmented polycentric networks enab1es them 

已 continue to fu缸1江n閻1
This is how Ger也1ach described t由heeme叮rge叩nce of 5PIN or勾g叩i泣za仗ti沁onmg斟10吋bal activism: 

Sinc~ at1east the 1990s, an increasingly broad array o~vironm訓al 句恥，
(sócial j usti丘， farm , and labor activisrs，的 well as<~ticapltãlist立起晶石俗，
\、一，
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have worked in various ways to defìne m叫也1呻on~ cqrpo_rations and in
ternational b位汝ing，位a缸， and economic-developmem org位前zations as 
threa臼 to human we)f的主~d~~~ii:;;nr訂戶tal heal出， because of rheir pursuit 
ofglobaLeconomicintegration..andgrow:rh. These aαivisrs prom叫gate rheir 
i空投abQIH.rheseglobal 由民抽血ough_perso~~占2缸瓦:豆豆E函已區~ãUd，
呼呼叫~. rhe 1暫時﹒吼叫 inform叫出E 叫咱ts use major wo帥ide
mee血gs of。但cials of the imernational communi穹的必rums to g且也er 切

prot臼t and publicly communicate the threars they perceive. Their often 
militant demonstrations force responses from police 阻d local governmenrs, 
which then provide new opposition against which they 血紅 converge.One 
notedαample took place in Seatrl巴， Washingron ftom late November to 
E吋 December at a m叫ng of rh巴勒rld Trade Or伊叫zation. (Ge也ch，
2001:300-301) 

Limits on Definitions of Global 
Activism as a Movement 

23 

In a usefu1 attempt to dis也帶丘sh global activism from many other types of transna
tional political action, 5y'也同r Tarrow (2002) 。品rs an inventory of other patterns of 
activism on the world scene that 紅e often mistakenly linked to globaliz在tion. ln the 
process, he issues a warning about to。但casual uses of globalization 訟叩 explanatory
factor: 

Many forms of tr叩snatÏonal actÏvism-such as human rights, humanitar
ian aid, and justice against genocide 祖d torrurers-have litrle or norhing 
to do wi也 globalization and much more tO do wirh ructatorship, democ但
racy，叩d rhe abridgement of human rights. By placing such movemenrs 
under rhe global umbrella we risk obscuring their distÏnct origins and dy
namlα. 1 prefer to limit rhe term “globalization" to major increases in rhe 
interdependence of economic relatÏons-a trend 出at has occurred several 
times in history (Tilly, 2002) 組d is by no me阻s uniline位. What is per
haps rustinct about it in our era is rhat it is accomp叩ied by a partially': 
independem process, t!:e_5E哩:10耳。f_:l_ web ofimern呵呵lal i的哇主utio月 and
org盟血tÏons. By__re中cin~ the causal chain of transnational politics to a 
by-product of globalizatÏon，叩àlýsts borh risk ignoring a g:reat deal of 
transnational actÏvism rhat hàs nothing to do wirh globalizatió函叩d 培
nor知g rhe signifìcant independent role of.borh state and internatÏonal in
stirutions in bringing people together across national boundaries. (Tarrow, 
2002: 16-17) 一叫一__.

These points 位e well taken. However, beyond their connnes lies a protest movement 
that is uniquely engaged with the 干artially independent process" at the root of na
tional and international power shifts associated with economic globalization. Not 
only is this movement engaged with new sites of global economic power, but the ac
tivists associate in ways that reflect new globalizatiorνrelated aspecrs of identity and 
resistance. Because of these patterns of assocÍation (some identined by Gerlach, 
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above) , these global activists have developed models for empowering uses of digital 
communication media that have not been employed by many of the groups that Tar
row rightly rules out of the globalization protest movement. Why some activists are 
pursuing more empowering applications of new communication technology, and oth
ers are not, is a question 也at involves their being rooted in ve可 different (e.g叮 glob

alization versus state centered) social and political contexts. These contextual factors 
紅e developed theoretically in the next section. 

Internet Empowerment: 
Some Theoretical Generalizations 

An obvious generalization is that networks of diverse groups could not be sustained 
without the presence of digital communication channels (e-mail, lists, org叩ization

and campaign websites, mobile phones) 也at facilitate information exchange, coor
dinate action, and establish electronic records of common cause. A related general
ization is that the scale of protest on a global level seems impossible without the 
global communication and coordination capabilities of the Internet. A third gener
alization building on the fìrst two is that the Internet enables both the diversity and 
the global scale of protest at greatly reduced costs ofbrokerage that are ordinarily at
tributed to the expansion of movement coalitions (McAd位n， Tarrow, and Tilly, 
2001). 

Even more important for explaining the flexibili哼~ diversity, and scale of出IS 缸，

tivism is the way in which the preferences for leaderless 叩d inclusive networks is suited 
to the distributed and multidirectional capabilities of Internet communication. Com
munication wi也in many of the organizations in these networks also reflects a sirnilar 
decentralized, distributed model. An interesting example is 也e Indym巴dia (www. 
indymedia.org) activist information S)叫em analyzed by Downing in 出is volume. This 
system has grown from a single collective that produced live information during the 
“Battle in Seattle" in 1999, to nearly 100 a伍liates around the world. While there is 
some hierarchical editing and writing of stories, Indymedia is remarkably true to its 
open-publishing commitrnent, which enables virtually anyone to become a 記porter.
This commitrnent to democratize the media is promoted in e臨的 to create open
source, automated systems for posting, archivi呵， editing, and syndicating networked 
information. 

Another case involves中e French organization ATTAC (www.attac.org), the Asso
ciation for the Taxation of Financialτransactions for the Aid of Citizens. Founded in 
Paris in 1998, ATTAC has produced various national counterparts in Sweden, Ger回
m叩y， and elsewhere-counterparts whose agendas and political tactics all seem diι 
ferent. Even ATTAC's network in Fr叩ce has grown in ways that resist direction from 
centralleadership in Paris, while the peripheral committees have elevated a variety of 
their own issues to the common agenda. Although a leadership group in Paris still takes 
actions in the name of the organization, the agenda of the organ泣如on reflects 也e
churn of local initiatives and virtual deliberations. One result is that ATTAC has 
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mo肝V吋a制.wa叮y fro伽ror叫I

n阻cla叫1 t位ra叩n肘sa昨ct∞lOns芯S tωo be r，閃eturn口rne吋dt昀o aid impoverished loc叫ali垃iti郎E臼s (Le Gr句i站gnou 叩dPa扭
E昀ou比， f必ort出hc∞oming剖).

Understanding Global Activism as 
a Product of Globalization 

What the above examples suggest is 出訂出e rise of global activism-as reflected pri
marily in 出e coordination of issue camp公gns 詛d fa如r“吐且flun嗯gd世扭I泣mo
n∞ot be a叩t哎tr晶i拖bu叫te吋d solely to t出h巴 reduced c∞ommun江illICa缸叩tio叩nc∞osts臼S oft也helnt也erne仗t. A stronger 
也eoretical proposition involves speci再Ting what the activists brin兵 to their digital in
teractions. 1 propose 血紅也e underlying social 叩d political dyn詛11αofpro-E have 
changed 咿ifì叫IEiy due tode ways in which ECOnomicziobalintion tiEsrehred 
politics, social institutions, and identity formation within societies. In particul主 we
should not take for granted the multi-issue linkages, the 也忱。f transnational t缸"
gets, the f立celessness，也e inclusiveness, or the global scale of this activism. These fea
tures of the global social justice movement may reflect the underlying social and psy
chologicai comexts in which boEh the acEivim and their InEernet applicationsME 
emb 咕ded.ln 。如 words, digi 叫 personal media enable t也hef拉i肘叫i且ln址ù企k呵age臼st也ha仗tc∞O肌ct 
pe叩op抖le acros鉛s 也n肘e已， s叩pa，缸.ce已， and issues; bu叫1江twha仗to叩pens g昀w吶ing numbers of ac口tivi叫ists臼stoO 

s一間 so re伽wtemp叫 s呼P戶戶阿a紅叩.tl叫i
01 c，叩'ont，仿empμora仰詔切y吵'J' society motivate activists to form ne的朋.ks that are at once戶'uid， collectivι 
and individualistic? 

Showing how domestic restructuring shapes the political outlooks and the 
communication styles of activists is a key element of our story, but there is more. 
Global communication infrastructures have also changed in important ways, e叩n怯必
a站bl垃ing (1吋) the production of hi站gh-qua叫ality c∞ontent by ordinary people, (2) the cre
ation of large-scale interactive networks engaged by that content, (3) the transmis
sion of that content across borders and continents, and (4) the convergence of 
media systems so that personal (micro media) content has more pathways thro呵h
which Eo enter massmdia cimmis.In these ways, Ehe glob4change movemenCis 
empoweftd by Ehe dud capacity of thE Internet fbr internalmd externai commum 
nication. For exampl巴， the Internet attracts growing numbers of ordinary media 
consumers who may encounter activist information on the Net itself and in the 
growing interfaces betw巴巴n the Net and the mass media. This audience-buildin!! ca
pacity of the Internet seems to di叮叮 from earlier activist internal communication 
(niche newspapers, mimeographed pamphlets, underground radio)by reaching au“ 

diences that frequendy extend far beyond activist circles. One question 出at
emerges here is: 防at properties 0/ d~法ital media systems enable information to戶ow
thro愕h the iφrmation layers 0/ the 協b 仰til it reaches both consumel了 andproduc
t衍。f the mass media? 

Based on these considerations, the power of the Internet in global protest (and in 
many other political settings as well) can be traced to at least three important elements 
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ofits hum祖 context-the fìrst two of which derive from the economic e任何s of glob
alization, and the third from the globalization of communication infras叮叮tures:

1. the willingness of activists to sh訂e， merge, and tolerate diverse political identities; 
2. the perception on the p位t of many activists that vast and complex problems have 

escaped the regulato可 grasp of governments and nations, and that 出的巴 problems

require the scaling of protest activities across great reaches of time 阻d space; 叩d

3. the growing permeability of all media-mass and niche, old technology叩dnew
to cross-cutting communication 出at enables viral messages to travel the newly con
fìgured bounds of cyber-time and -space (see point 2) and to reach large publiα 
with identities 出at are open to the diverse experiences 出at global change has vis
ited on many inhabitants of the planet (see point 1). 

Why are these elements the most important contexrual factors shaping the power of 
personal digital media in global activism? They happen to be, in my view, the three most 
important noneconomic correlates of globalization itself: the freeing of identity from 
the conforming dictates of modern orgar也ations; the refìguring of time, distance, and 
place; and the construction of ever more sophisticated and interlinked communication 
networks 出at both drive and harmonize the fìrst two factors. (For development of these 
ideas, see Gidde肘， 1991; Beck, 1999, 2001; 叩d Castel1s, 1996, 1997.) 

Putting Internet Politics in Context 

Thus far, 1 have contended 出at the Internet is not inherencly transformative of either hu
mancomm也泊位tion or social and political relations. Rather, it is the interaction between 
the Internet and its users一組d their interactions, in turn, in material social cont位ts
that constitute the matrix within which we can locate 也e power of the new media to cre
ate new spaces for discourse and coordinated action. Our exploration of new media 
power 出us entails a theoretical exploration of the 也ree prirnary social, spatial, and com
mur泣cational contexts in which the Internet is used. 

GLOBALlZATION OF RESISTANCE: THE IDENTITY SHIFT 

There is a burgeoning literature on how global economic change has affected the ba
sic institutions of society (far站ly， church, school, job, community) in ways that pro
duce profound effects on individual identity. Anthony Giddens (1 991) was arnong the 
且rst to recognize that these changes were both negative (producing stress, insecurity, 
complex life management issues, and personal responsibility-taking for structural 
problems) and positive (expanding personal freedoms to choose and change identities). 
What seems most important is that 的 identity bonds weaken from groups, people have 
less reason to create and maintain 出eir identities through conventional (p紅白妞， na
tional, and ideological) forms of social conflict and exclusion. 
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The irnportant (and not to be underestimated) exceptions, of course，的 threat
ened traditional and conservative groups (Christian and Islarnic fundarnentalis筒， eth
nic nationaliSELEEC-)in bagmentiElg modern societies.while reactionary groups strugm 
gle to hold the line on change, ofren by trying to irnpose threatened moral values on 
出e rest of society, those who 紅e more adaptive to the transformation of society ofren 
engage in remarkable explorations of self and identity: forming new types of farnilies 
m是 new spiritual movements, exchanging world 位t and music, exploring new jobs 
andc缸ee俗， attributing less import組ce to nation 組d government，且d forming cos
mopolitan ties with others in distant p紅ts of the world. 

As Tarrow (2002) notes, cosmopolitanism is not a new phenomenon. (The Silk 
Road and the Hansa League come to mind as exarnples from the past.) However, there 
does appe訂 to be something of what he and his col1eagues term a scale shift in recent 
times, implying both 阻 increase in numbers of those with identifìcations and activi
ties in transnationallocalities, and 也e emergence of a class of ordinary citizens who in
creasingly see the sites of their political action as r阻ging from local to global without 
necessarily passing through national institutions on the way. Tarrow characterizes 
global social justice activists as constituting a movement in contrast to other cos
mopolitans who have long worked in international 訂閱as to deliver disaster relief aid, 
的 assess 出e conditions of irnmigrant populations, or to t位get specifìc states for hu
m阻 rights abuses: “1 will, however, use the term global justicc movement to apply to 
that coalition of environmental, human rights, developmental and protectionist 
groups and individuals who c位ne toge出er around the turn of出e centuηT against 出e
injustices of the international fìnancial system 叩d its leading member, the United 
States" (T;訂row， 2002: 21). 

R. Inglehart (1 997) identifìes those most 凶cely to shi丘 their identifìcations and 
interests away from conventional national politiαas younger, more edu問ted genera
tions who have come into adult life during the advanced stages of globalization. 1 have 
discussed the ways in which these identity changes have resulted in a shi丘 towarda
研句ù politics in which ideolo前~ pa吋 loyalties， and elections are replaced with issue 
networks 出at offer more personal and often activist solutions for problems (Bennett, 
1998). As identities become more fl凶d，叩d less rooted in geographical place (e.g叮 na
tion) and political time (e.g., the election calendar), individuals are both freer 叩d un
der greater pressure to invent themselves and their politics. 

It is important to recognize the structural roots of these broad identity chang臼
Ulrich Beck (200 1) makes a distinction between the late-modern condition 出at he 
terms individualization and the older ideological concept of individualism. Individual
ization reflects the breakdown of one set of social welfare s位uctures and their reolace
ment by more direct market experiences wi也 work， heath care, and other basic social 
needs. This restructuring of the individual 巴xperience makes the state less protective or 
useful, while at the sarne time freeing individuals to explore cosmopolitan, transna
tional political arr叩gements that may better address the problems in their current 
condition (Beck, 2001). 

Old (modernist) labor and ideological activism continue in the present transi
tional phase of global change, yet the institutional foundations of such collective con
sciousness are eroding. This means that the social and identity principles underlying 
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resistance itself need to be refìgured as new generations of activists emerge. For ex訂n
pl巴， Antonio Gramsci's classic assessment of the social foundations of political identity 
seem to poorly describe the ranks of the Direct Action Network, the Ruckus Sociery, 
Indymedia，品d the many neo-anarchists joining protest networks today: 

In acquiring one's conception of the wor悅， one always belongs to a partic個
叫訂 grouping which is 出at of all the social elements which share the sarne 
mode of thinking and acting. We 訂e all conformists of some conformism 
or other. . . . The starting point of critical-elaboration is 出e conSClOusness 
of what one really is, and is “knowing thyself" as a product of the historical 
process to date which has deposited in you an infìniry of traces, without 
leaving an inventory. (Grarn佑， 1971: 324) 

J. H. Mittlem阻 (2000) and m叩y others (for examp怯， Beck, 1999, 2001; Giddens, 
1991) argue that globalization has transformed this process of group-based identity 
formation and resistance by altering 也e conditions of group life not just in the serv叩t
states of the global economy bur in the dominant postindustrial democracies as well. 
As individuals experience social fragmentation, the ironic result is that the unexarnined 
traces of group memberships become replaced with far more examined identity 
processes. People 紅e more likely to discover the self as 阻 active project involving rein
vention, therapy, selιimprovement， personal and planetary renewal, and spiritual 
quests. As collective identities expressed in ideologies become less useful in mediating 
and linking movement networks, individual activists are more able to identi有Twith the 
experiences of "other" classes, causes, cultures, and places (Mittlem阻， 2000: 169). 

The ease 01 identifying with distant and diverse partners in problem definiti仰， so
lution, and cosmopolitan community is the engine that dr臼es the process 01 individual
ization into new collective flrms. The Internet happens to be a medium well suited 
for easily linking (and staying connected) to others in search of new collective ac
tions that do not challenge individual identities. Hence global activist networks of
ten become collectivities capable of directed action while respecting diverse identi
ties. This diversity may create various problems for maintaining thematic coherence 
in networks (see Bennett, forthcoming) and for ensuring the capacity of oursiders
particularly those still embedded within modernist political contexts-to grasp the 
core concerns of the activists. Despite such vulnerabilities of networks, the power of 
the Internet is thus inextricably bound to the transformation of identity itself 
(Castells, 1997). This echoes the earlier claim that communication technologies can
not be understood withour reference to the identities 叩d symbolic interfaces of the 
people using them. 

Despite the chaotic potential of SPIN-type networks, the diversity permitted by 
loosely linked communication nodes makes them both enduring and adaptive. Ide
ological motivation may still drive participants in their own spheres of action, but 
their coordinated activities need not be based on shared ideological understandings, 
or even on common goals. Moreover, unlike old-style coalitions of convenience, vir
tual activists need not be located in the same place or even threatened by the s訂ne
root problem. 
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COFFEE ACTMSM 

An interesting example here is the North American Fair τrade coffee network, a broad 
collection of activists dedicated to creating a fairly priced market for coffee grown by 
small producers in various p紅ts of the world. According to the activists, small farmers 
are rapidly being driven off their farms by price systems that favor large industrial 
growers who, not incidentally for our sto句~ also tend to replace shaded coffee planta
tions with larger acreages of cleared land. For agribusiness interests, cu吹ing the shade 
C叩opy means growing more robust beans that can be tended wi也 more mechanized 
farming. For environmentalists and conservationists, this me叩S 組站ng species of song
birds 也at migrate from southern forests to North America each year. 

The North American Fair 百ade coffee network is currently led by a coalition of 
three org叩izations that have little in common ideologically. Yet they have developed a 
campaign to pressure American coffee retailers to subscribe to fair trade business stan
d位ds and to promote fair trade coffee in their advertising 阻往 marketing. The follow
illg caps叫e account of this network follows 阻 analysis by David Iozzi (2002) , a student 
who has studied the network in detail. The three hubs of the coffee network 訂e Global 
Exchange, a world development and social justice organization based in San Francisco; 
the Audubon Sociery, a national bird watchers and conservation organization with a 
staff person in the Seattle office dedicated to the campaign; and the Organic Consumers 
Association, an organic and health品od association based in Minnesota. 

Global Exchange has developed a set of business standards suitable for North 
American coffee companies and, to secure compliance, has designed a campaign 出at

threatens corporate braÍld images. This logo campaign (Kle泊， 1999) recognizes that 
complex political and economic arg山nents are hard to communicate across the iden
tity boundaries of ordinary people who are most concerned with the quality of their 
immediate lifestyles. Ent巴r the Audubon Society, which provides a “lifestyle symbol" 
for the campaign: birds. The Audubon Society is a credible information source for the 
claim that cu位ing the shade canopy to pl叩t hardier, more economical Robusta beans 
destroys songbird habitat，出口s reducing the numbers of songbirds migrating to 出e

backyards of North America. Here we have a symbol that easily connects 阻 aspect of 
many North American lifestyles (pleasant singing visitors in millions of p訂ks and 
bac峙rards) with corporate images of co位e as an integral part of a satisfYing cons凶ner
lifestyle. 

How were songbirds connected to a corporate logo? The initial target of this c位n
paign was Starbucks, a Seattle-based international company that successfully marketed 
its coffee as an upscale lifestyle brand. Not just a hot caffeinated beverage (which 
would be difficult to sell at premium prices in far-reaching markets) , a cup of Star
bucks is worth f立r more when understood as a lifestyle experience. Entering a Star
bucks puts one in a quiet world with quality product, surrounded by quality people, 
soothed by demographically chosen music (which can be purchased for home listen
ing) , and tempted by kitchen coffee gadgets to recreate 也e Starbucks lifestyle experi
ence on mornings when one has the luxu可 of staying in. 

Killing 出e songbirds 出at chirp in the backyard on that speci叫 Starbucks morn
ing is not 叩 image that the company wanted to have associated with its lifestyle brand. 
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It did not take the company long to do the ma也 τòday， Statbucks has extended its 
brand to include the fair trade logo that appeats on some of its co位es. It even displays 
humanit紅ian posters in some (test-matketed) locations, explaining the company's ded
ication to paying a fair price to the small growers who produce the high-quality beans 
on which the comp叩.y's quality product depends. Th肘， a political message that might 
not have penetrated the personal-symbol world of average consumers was attached suc
cessfully to a common consumer experience and, evenrually, embraced by one of也e
chief corporate purveyors of that experience. 

Typi叫 ofmany protest networks, the org叩ization and communication activities 
of the campaign were accomplished moscly through the Internet. This is where the Or
g阻ic Consumers Association (OCA) comes in. The OCA powers the website through 
which protest activities 位e scheduled, organized, and scaled worldwide. For exampl巴，
OCA labor makes it possible for Statbucks customers (both actual and potential) to 
fìnd the campaign and to e-mail their indignation direccly to Howatd Sch叫泣， founder 
and major shateholder of Statbucks, along with other company executives. What is 也e

OGA's problem with Statbucks? Not the disruption of small fatm econornies. Not the 
threat to bird populations. R且ther， Statbucks has been using genetically altered soy
beans in its veg扭扭住台， and milk with bovine growth hormone in its cappuccinos. 
The OGA was able to attach its political messages to the fair trade and songbird dis
courses as people were brought through its website in the process of ge江ing informa
tion, registering a virtual protest, or fìnding out about acrual demonstrations. 

As Statbucks expanded its locations atound the world, the protest network fol
lowed with demonstrations. The OCA website announced that the Global Week of 
Action against Statbucks (Febru紅y 23-Match 2, 2002) led by the Organic Consumers 
Association was a success, with demonstrations held at over 益。o Statbucks locations 
worldwide. OCA described it as the latgest simultaneous global protest event of its 
kind in history. The demonstrations attracted activists motivated by one or more of the 
network causes. Despite the ideologically inchoate network, the collective negative fo
cus on the company image (reinforced by a number of news reports linking the dernise 
of songbirds to the co能e business) was enough to convince Statbucks management 
that its precious brand image was better served by embracing the activists' demands 
than by resisting them. In this fashion, network actions travel through time and space, 
following global t位gets while accommodating activists' diverse political identities and 
local community ties. 

Redefining Political Time and Space: 
New、知lues for Contesting Power 

For many global ac訂閱，出e boundaties of the personal world-social, political，組d
geographical-ate fluid. Global problems can be found in virtually any locality-from 
the life conditions in export processing zones created in Mexico or Indonesia by dis
E叩t corporations, governments, and trade regimes，的 the loss of migrating songbirds 
in American and Canadian bac勾ratds. Beck (2001) has atgued that both the 紅enas
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and forms of politics have been dispersed as economic restrucruring has given business 
unusual degrees of power over domestic labor, environmental, tax, and social welfate 
policies. Threats to move elsewhere, close plants, and shift capital matkets have been 
legi拉ized by world trade agreemen院 creating a sph的 ofwhat Beck calls “叫poli
tics," in which important issues 位e removed from national institutional agendas. As a 
result, national election and legislative calendats may be less important for activists to 
follow than the schedule ofWorld Trade Organization or G-7 meetings. 

New communication technologies enable 出is resist叩ce to occur in new temporal 
and spatial terms. Patt of what made the “Batcle in Seatcle" during the 1999 meetings 
ofthe Worldτì:ade Organization such a signal event was the simultaneous staging of 
dozens of other demonstrations atound the world. M. 1. Lichbach 阻d P. Almeida 
(2001) document demonstrations concurrent wi出 Seatcle in at least eighty-two other 
cities, including twen句吋even locations in the United States, forty in other “:northern" 
locations including Seoul, London, Patis, Prague, Brisbane, and Tel Aviv, and fìfteen 
m “southern" locations such as New Delhi, Manila，組d Mexico City. 

The lnternet was important not just in the organization 0/ simultaneous protes訂 it
contributed ω the gt.。如1 imaging 0/ those events. Demonstrations were li叫ced by 
streamed Indymedia reports by activists themselves-reports that tied the activists to
gether in a virrual political space. Mass media reports of the vatious local demonstra
tions put them in the context of the global event that shut down the WTO meetings 
in Seatcle. Thus local actions were re-imaged in global network terms both for the ac
tivists and for the vatious global publics who witnessed 出em.

The capacity for simultaneous membership in local 組d glob叫 community again 
implies that old Gramscian notions of class 叩d group foundations of consciousness 
and resistance must be refìgured. Mitcleman describes 出e technological refìguring of 
space, time, and social identifìcation in communication terms: 

Contemporary social movements simulraneously occupy local, nacional, 
rransnacional, and global space as a resulr of innovacions in，血d appliαrions 
of, rechnologies . . . which produce insranraneous comrnunicarion across 
rradicional fronciers. . . . The Gramscian framework of resisrance mus musr 
be srrerched ro encompass new acrors and spaces from wruch counrerhege
monic consciousness is expressed. (Mi口leman， 2000: 169) 

At least three distinctive aspects of this cosmopolit叩 consciousness 位e associated with 
也e global contention of power. First, and most obvious，也is resist組ce is less distinc
tively nationalistic than global in chatacter-what Mitcleman (2000: 169) terms "col
lective resistance transcending national borders." Second, the collectivism of 出lS
movement is less rooted in ascribed (Gramscian) social group memberships th叩 mm
dividual choices of social networks. Finally, this “collective individualism" is facilitated 
in part by discourses conceived less in ideological terms 出an in broad categories of 
threat, hatm, and j山tice.

Deemphasizing ideological discourse also enables communication with broader 
“lifestyle publics" (Bennett, 2003b). The public political vocabulary of this movement 
is laden with memes.一-easily imitated and transrnitted images that cross social networks 
because they resonate with common experiences, from enjoying the beauties of narure 
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to personally identi再ring wiEh kankd producrs(DawkiIIL1989:192;Lasn, 1999). 
“StarbucksDrotects songbirds/SEarbucb harEEls songbirds'，位e good political me 
(Bmnm2Oo拙， forthcomi吵Whereas ideological communi叫on restricts 也e flow 
ofidωEo particuiaE piaces(IlatiOE1S), gfoups(pmes, unions, classes) , times kiECm 
tion札叩d spaces (p紅Ey meetings, union haik), memes Eravel acro?s the 中ore fluid 
time and space possibiiities ofsodai networks and the Internet.An mterestlng EX位n
ple of this is the experience of a "c叫ture jammer" named Jonah Peretti who visited 也E
Nike Corporation shoppingsiteandpushed加 limits of its promised fr吋om to cus-

-t1is DEESonai Nikes by reqmsdng Ehat they SEnd him shoes branded wi也 the
term “sw…shop." Sudd叫y， Nike's promise of perso叫 freedom was merged with the 
image of exploited workers in distant factories of Asia. 

perttti sentmemaii COIlEaininzthe musing Exchanges withe Nike E記epre臼se叩nt組a-

E訂i廿ve臼s (仰wh卸o r均E句P削
me臼ssa扭宣配e t昀00叫ther臼s. This “viraln communication spreaEi exponentiaiiy uIIEIi it was ese 
tima品 to reach somewhere between seve叫 hundred thousand and fìfteen million 
peopitaromdEhegiobe(Pm叫 2001: 是). C吐ture jamming spreads idωbypiar 
fullv subvertin竄出e familiar ideas captured by popular cultural and commercial 
memes. Id叫oiiesdo 吋 on memes (for ex叩戶， lmmaαùate conception is a 
primE Christian meme) , but ideology comexmaiIZES memes to promote common 
understandings.when peopie in ideoiogicai movements diEer in their interpreum 
tions of th巴 core memes, the resuit is ofEEIlfEctionai segmenting or spUtting-This 
contrast between culture jamming and more conventional ideology was evident in 
the reactions of some ideolo兵師S who received the Nike bmaii aM contacted perem 
as its originator. He 叫lains the source of ideologi叫 discomfort with culture jam

ming as follows: 

Culture Jamming is a strategy that turns corporate power against itself by 
co-oDting, 1叫di窯， mocking, and 時conrextualizing meanings. For people 
accu一…5泣mEωOm戶ed tωO traditional p戶叫叫已司叫1位itics臼吭， 0心ωu叫ùω叫叫ar即I叫阻叫1 seem cωO站lsing or 
eve凹nc∞ou肌n阻副仆pr<仰rωod缸u山CαCtlV忱i廿v

O向fm臨呵a咚咿ge叫1 received from people who were unco 油rtable wi 也 Culture 
Jamming: “Whydo you w叩t to support Nike and 出eir immoral prod間，
Eion ofshoesand condemn Ehem aE EhesMnE time?I found your liEEK diaω 
logue immature and morally irresponsible. If you really think 出at sweat
Sb-p labor iswrong，出en don't 趴ly Nike shoes." (Pere江i， 2001: 2) 

Liberation from ideology creat巴s the potential for crossing many social, cultural, 
叩d geog坤hical bounda一;beca1mthere is less need hr the education， indoαnnaω 

r pfqsicai force that obn accompmies kspread of ideologies-cuiEure jam
rT1.ng mEmES ComDress dE Eime of communication because 出巴y require litde repack
叩ngbthe 如};mcommunicated again.The mmes 出at run 出rough global 
activism networks450travel wen because they ride on crossdClilEUEE carriers produced 
byglobalizatiOIIitself brands, movies, music, ceieb?ides-Thus, MonsanEowasuniver-
sally pilloried when a small Canadian activist org甜ization dubbed its genetically mod
iaed iim ofsEtrile seebTK Terminator-nSuch messap pacbgES EEquire iitdeeiabm 
oration. If someone asks how Starbucks harms birds，也e answer is deforestation. The 
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Nike story can be reduced to a company branding itself around personal freedom, yet 
exploiting its own (contract factory) workers. 

The transmission model for “~屯V吋J
s泣te叩p flow f丘全om elites tωo grou叩p members but, rather, a networked, distributed flow in 
which the communication format (the meme) , the communication technology (per
sonal digital media) , and the social contact (network) travel in chaotic yet patterned 
ways. This, I think, is what Manuel Castells (1996) me叩s when he talks about 也e

flow of spaces 叩d 也e space of flows. Time and geography have been refìgured by the 
introduction of new technologies 叩d by the changing social boundaries 出at enable 
people to cons位uct diverse social networks with those technologies. Following Rich訂d
Dawkins' (1989) formulation of memes, Peretti explained the global reach of his viral 
communlCanon: 

Dawkins explains that some memes have “high survival value" 叩d "infec
rive power" while other memes die our quickly. In the conrext of emails，也IS

means that some messages get erased while 。由ers get forwarded. The Nike 
Sweatshop meme had success because Ít appealed to several di能renr demo
graphics, including Culture Jammers, union org阻izers ， teachers, parents, 
anri-globalizarion protesters, human rights advocates, religious groups，叩d
people who simply enjoy a humorous prank. The Nike Sweatshop email 
thrived because it had access to such a wide r叩ge of differenr social n時
works. (Peretri, 2001: 3; original emphasis) 

Network Communication and Media Flows 

Peretti's Nike adventure shows how radical m臼sages c叩 leap 企om the seemingly 賠
mote spheres of micro media (e-mail, lists, personal weblogs) to mass media (newspa
pers, TV talk shows). Examples of micro回to-mass media crossover can be found in v;位副
ious antisweatshop campaigns against world brands such as The Gap and Nike. In one 
of those campaigns, the global activist organization Global Exchange used the Internet 
to coordinate demonstrations that featured a speech by 血 Indonesian factorγworker 

in front of Nike stores across the United States. Global Exchange then applied good 
old-fashioned publicity strategies to induce the press to cover and 企ame those demon
strations in terms consistent with the activists' own preferred messages. The result was 
出at Nike's image in the American mass media shifted from a glowing success model 
for corporate globalization to a sinister company with a dirty little labor secret (Bullert, 
2000). Between 1996 and 1998, coverage of Nike in the leading American papers 
changed overwhelmingly from positive to negative. The comp叩y was virrually re
branded wi也 the term “sweatshop" (Benne哎， 2003b). In 1998 , Nike CEO Phil 
Knight admitted that “the Nike Product has become synonymous with slave wages, 
forced overtime, and arbitrary abuse" (Herbert, 1998). 

The digital public sphere for contesting media power would be far less important 正
it were sealed off from other communication charmels in society. However, as noted above, 
the various media spheres are becoming increasingly porous. Res間rchers are beginning to 
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pay attention to the pathways from micro吃o-midclle media也at bring important m臼sages
in contact with mass media gatekeepers. The distributed prope昀T of the Web makes it diι 
fìcult for news or伊nizations to close the gates on provo問.tive stories 也at competitors w刮
be tempted to report if they don't. The rise of 24/7 開b1e news operations mak巴s the de
mand for novel information high. 

Jonah Peretti described the travels of his Nike e-mail exchange as it crossed from 
micro to midclle to mass media. When repo民ers called him for interviews，怯， in turn, 

interviewed them about their discovery of the story. They generally found it via e-mail 
from trusted friends, or on web10gs or webzines that they frequented for entertaÎnment 
阻d new ideas. Such news material represents a novel break from the journalistic rou
tine of reporting news manufactured from the inputs of government press 0血ces， cor
porate pub1ic relations 在rms， and newsroom formulas. Peretti described the en也US1-

asm of the journalists who contacted him: 

Many journalists fìnd themselves covering αrefully scripted press confer
ences, or worse, converting corporate pr，臼5 releases into news stories. The 
Internet provides these disgruntled journalists with an opportunity to dis
cover authentic stories. Reporter after reporter “discovered" the Nike Sweat
shop meme, either as an email forw紅d or on a site like Plastic.com, and it 
W凶 clear from the tone of their voices 出at 出ey were excited by this process 
of discovery. (Pere吋， 2001: 8) 

Conclusion 

Peop1e who have 10ng been on 也e receiving end of 0帥-way mass communication 紅E

now increasing1y 1ike1y to become producers 叩d transmitters﹒ Wi出 the advent of in
teractive communication and information systems, from lndymedia to the future 
BBC, the distinction between information producers and cons山ners will become in
creasing1y diffìc叫t to draw. Moreover, peop1e who have experienced what Beck (2001) 
termed the structural individuation of globalization 位e fìnding new ways of organiz
ing collectively. As experiments with global citizenship go forw紅d， the empowerment 
offered by distributed, nerworked digital communication may become shared more 
wide1y, warranting an important a吐justmentωmedia hegemony 也eones.

This theoretical adjustrnent does not contradict the perspective held by those who 
see globalization 叩d deregulation of media content as direct threats to communicat
ing diverse po1itic在1 messages to 1arge audiences (McChesney, 1999). Indeed, the idea 
of media democracy is an increasing1y important th巴me in global activist circles. Kalle 
Lasn (1999) of the culture jamming, anticommercial agency Adbusters (www.ad
busters.org) has articulated the notion of media 叫rta as one of fìve “'meta-memes" for 
promoting p1anetary social justice. Lasn has encounter巴d obstacles to running his s的4
vertisements on commercial channels because broadcasters regard them as introducing 
dissonance into media environments 血紅紅ec紅efully cultivated to support advertis
ing (L帥， 2002). Yet his organization's creative culture jams ofren make it into the 
mass media in oth巴r forms, akin to Peretti's Nike adventure above. These political 
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openlags are worth-noting for what Ehey reVEai about de suucmEE ofmedia systems 
and their permeabiliry. 

The 10ng-term picture of new medialmass media information flows is hard to 
時吋… Wl由于uch precision.Mass media news outlets ME Struggling m叩igl拉伊ht均 w叫i孟
山詛g呵 g伊at岱E巴k間.ee叩Pihng Standards due??demMs for interactive content produced by 
udiences themselves. As consumer-d d.nven content progress臼 beyond chats and click 

tons, Impodillties adseforfh1皓但呵呼q呼伊u叫1旭a
democratic 叩d 山i臼郎s eli拉it能eed也it∞Eωor丘i泣凶a址1 s仗E叩d位d也s. Ted知m沁olog斟lC臼all卸l句句y savvya缸ctiv吋ist臼s 缸e writi 佇
枷訂盯E 由a仗t enab1es automated 叩咐d de如e位凹r虹E叫忱抖阱b
P巳ωople 紅e empowered t叩o 紀port on t也h追吋巴eir pol缸itical ex耳periences w趾1e being held t昀o hie:h 
阻d仰紅削d也s 叭的rma旭ation q伊恤u山1尬ali叭M咖lffiU叫叫n位1泣i叭alu時恥e
j仇s紀悶賦E倪吭e已， for exam阱， ww…w附w.ind吋dym吋吋也a呵叩dww……叫W附叫sl如叫叫叫i岫凶恥前咄蝴心hd岫枷d由帕o叫叫tω山O位吋E咐訟 ma-叫ay叫b巴 也趾them盯叫m…o
lut吋tiona紅rya鈞spec岱 oft出he new media environment. 

The Internet and other personal digital media have been a 1位ge part of the story 
lated in 的 ch叩E也 But the importance of的e new mediai泊nc∞O∞ntes
O叫1v，珊es mOf<閃et也h叩 j抖ust 出E吋ir sheer existence a訟s new communication t昀O∞O必ls. The oolitical 

i mp -C ES O KE-ψ19 techno10gies r紀eflecαt 由配e cha扭n崢1
cc∞onα也itions experienced by citizens who 叫et出hem.
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CHAPTER 3 

Beyond the Hall of Mirrors? 
SOME THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS ON THE 
GLOBAL CONTESTATION OF MEDIA P。可7ER

Nick Couldry 

There is no alternarive communication without a social practice 
which determines and ratifìes it. 

一Fernando Reyes Matta (quoted in Lozade and Kincar, 2000: 8) 

This chapter asks: Can we model theorecically the possibilicies for contescing media 
power atound the world? The quescion is a controversial statting point because it iso
lat的“'media power" as a sep紅ate dimension of social conflict, and 也us goes against the 
trend of most social and media the。可﹒ Yet this move is important if也e full compata
tive signmcance of much alternacive media is to be grasped. 

Whatis “media power"? Media instirutions and media produccions constantly reg
ister the influences of many forces outside themselves (state and corporate influences, 
to n位ne only two). But you might ask: Can “media" po泌的 apower 出at is contestable 
sepatately from the state or corporate sector's representations of itself through media? 
Certainly there ate overlaps between the contestarion of media power and other forms 
of power, but this is not to say 也at distinccive social issues don't atise about “media 
power"-that is, the overwhelming concentracion of most, if not all, sociecies' sym
bolic resourcωin the sep訂ate inscirutional sphere we call “the media." R且也er， the 
point is 也at those issues often seem more remote than others. This is one result of the 
discinccive features of symbolic power in general. 

“Syrnbolic power" is perhaps祉 least understood of the fundamental typ臼 ofpower

(economic, policical, m也t位y， symbolic). For while “symbolic power," at its most basic 
level, is easily understood as “出e 臼pacity to intervene in 出e course of events, to influ
ence the accions of others and indeed to create events, by means of the produccion and 
transmission of symbolic forms" (Thompson, 1995: 17), we have to grasp something 
wider: the effeαof the overwhelming concentration of symbolic power in patticulat 
places, especially 出e media. In也is concentrated form, symbolic power (including me
dia power) is better defìned as a “power of construαing real呵， (Bourdieu, 1991: 166)
that is, social reality. To com臼t media power is to contest 出e way social reality itself is 
de晶led or named (cf. Catey, 1989; Melucci, 1996). This is no easy thing, since it in
volves contesting the prev位ling de且nicions of what is socially contestable; in patciculat, it 

39 
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me組s contesting media instimtions' preeminent position as our fr位ne onto th巴勻臼品
帥"ofthemiafworld(Siivemom1988;Cod旬; 2000: ch. 1). Much more than co必
問加g恥cifìc media 坤的en削ions is invo1ved. 

Given th間 comp1ex:ities， there is val肘 in giving th叫etical 0的rto 也e divergent 
forms 出at 耐心 nowt也 contestation migl別ake-and， indeed, d加 is the pl呻ose ot 
thectWELAniEJ呼叫y help bring home what is distinctive 伽叫his approach 正

moment weimagimcomnpo叫 power as a 1呵，e， sprawling palace, economic, 

祕叮i a叫n吋叮iddh戶戶叫抖O叫必必1it滔tiωi
ex:its-sites where inst缸tructions 訂egi知ven丸， 0肘rd缸er鉛sp抖1a阻nr肘1跨ed， and priorities decided. To-

d証's main forms of symbo1ic power, including media pow巴r， wou1d be 10cated in the 
emmCE rooms E。如 palace，出e mirrored halls where actors en叫 wait，組d publicly 

x:it. This image• fipdace complex ofmp紅的 rooms 叫仙ided powers-is ot 
illusion, since 出epewasive transnational reactloftoday's power reiationsmd 

出eir comniex iIIEEECOINIECEions mdemy architectural imagE of power msustainabit
In a 叫aMemhinkingofglobaipowqMicf制 Ha他叫Antor叩 Negri (2000: 沿i)

. 可mpl的E紀e3，冶a瓜s 可 dec臼en間E仗閻e位r吋巴吋d 叩dd如E仗E巴凹E叮Tl加tor叫i祉ali也i泣凶Z公III呵ga叩pp紅叫atus of n祉II由1e t由ha位t pro-

g伊r紀m帥E臼s
E出hemor肥es蚵t釘rik拯U站Cl1也11切ng叭，出en， thatEven these authors, when Ehinking about resistance to tmw 
p肘， retain a n品崎ia for 也e mlrro吋 spmofgiobai meda emminto WH?h if叫

ts of民間ance to三apitalism 位巴叩metirr間位組你rmed. “Perhaps，"也ey wnte, tne 
more capital extends i已 global networks of production and control, t伽he沈e尸or紀epo…Iwer扭蚓i 

V Slll 一已叫Il缸 n吋01凶n缸t of 削O恤1t cω扭 be" (仰2泊O∞O∞忱O心: 5兇划8刮).
釗on肘$:玄;d LMC曰叫a仗tio叫n吋l? F叫0110棚w泊峙g 也恥ep仰rotes閥E臼s 唔ψ泣nst gl 伽1 corpo 帥 values 位 Sea于e
and elsewhere, one fìnds seductive the idea that, as global capitalism's functioning relies 

-Ilgiy on globd media, iES V1limabiiiqr to local contestaEion lncmes exponenM 
ially. But whatever tempor紅y subsidy is provided by global m巴dia to the spread of 
ist扭timageωs‘ t由he re巴Sl叫Ilti沾s rar，鉛ely a r'閃edis仗tr丘ibution of med也i芷 pow巴缸巳 The10nge叮r但t仗ermlm扭

P 阻 7hS祖吋帥e 1a叮y川叫n削1
p仰orate values and global govern阻ce， but also in its n前ew 叩ds釘叫ti11 c∞on肘t血已um呵g chalι 扭

1en巴位凹凹rnn】1LE E昀O 血缸蚓E叫i恤n站血企fra甜叫s仗叮E叮ruκ叫C
品L趴ch坤la

d也ià:泊's hall虹1 of mi叫1泣lr紅rror臼S t叩o t出he c∞onfl血lCα仰E悠s ove缸r s可ymb加olic r，郎巴臼so叩ur，氏'ce仿s being wa嗯g巴吋d in c∞O叩dess
speciEc iocations-It is on this disdncEive thread within today's forms of global social 

conflict 出at 1 want to concentrate. 
The concentration ofsymboiic power in specittc institutional spheres is not, in it--ι 

seiinew-Mediemi arid early modern Western Euopewas characterized by 叩 intense
t叩凹 d向symb加olic臼已戶ow吭 ar仙ymbo1i叩吋州u肌叫cti趴 III叭吋t出heC咄olic c晶h叮叫C品h叭, a 

C∞on肘cen凹tra∞I1that tfIE emEEgence ofthe printed book helped to undermine (C?E品，
2002:ch.2).From the late SEvenEEEnth cenmry onward, Ehe modern state emerged not 
imt as a concentration of economic 叩d military power but, increasingly, as a rival con
臼nmdon ofsymbolic and definitional power-conmHi呵， by the late nineteen出
centu凹， Ehe terms on which aii corporaEions and individuaisoperatedmd even 位，
一 LF O r a dwd o p 仙heory of the F封ren缸nch sta侃帥a
Thec∞ont臼empo位E訂Y lllt紀er叮r紀吋ela位叩tions芯s between the s訂ta泣te凸，法s 阻d 也emed也ii誌~s symbolic power凶s 

remain, however, iargeiy uncharted-l In some iatEmmodern staEES, media power has 

THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS 

come into conflict not so much with the state's symbolic power as wi也 that of religious 
instimtions-as occurred, for example, in Iran during t出he叫1970伽s 扭d 1980伽s (你M在臼oh仙訂n心扭

madi and Sre吋be仗rnyκ芥令戶
tior肘1芯s f品0[，巳， s句ym口lbolic pow1巴位ra閃 not t出her閃efc品or犯巴 new叭;y戶et i泊nm叩yacc∞ou泣nt臼s by sociolog哥~s臨t臼s 
a扭nd po叫litica址1 scientists, the concept of media power (the latest form of such concen司
trations) is either absent or collapsed into its supposed determinants in economic or 
state power. It is crucial to keep this concept distinct, if we are to grasp how corporate 
and state actors, as we11 as individuals, communities, NGOs, and transnational net
wo啦， contest the local and global structures of media power. (Ag缸， 1 emphasize 出at

we must not ru1e out 出e possibili句i indeed the likeliliood，出at those actions will over
lap with contests over other forms of power 阻d specifìc media representations.) 

The insistence on 也e analytic sep釘釘ion of media power has 泊中lications for 
wider debates about mediàs social impacts. Contrary to one n位row version of the po
litical economy thesis, media power is only pardy abolit the ownership structure of me
dia corporations and the infrastructure of media distribution. This (very real) political 
economy has a "cu1tural" dimension: 由e universe of beliefs, myths, and practices that 
allows a highly unequal media system to seem legitimate (cf. Cou1訂戶 2000). This is 
why, in considering possible sites of resistance to media power, we must look not only 
at 也e distribution of economic and organizational resources 阻d at contests over spe
cifìc media representations of reality, but also at the sites from which alternative gen
eral 公ames for understanding social reality are offered. Beliefs in the mediàs cent叫
place in sociallife c叩 be e位ctively challenged only by alternatíve frames. This follows 
from the special nature of symbolic power as both practical resource (in the hands of 
particu1ar people and instimtions) and long-term influence over people's beliefs about 
social reality. Put another way, as in the quotation by Matta at the start of the chapter, 
any lasting challenge to media power req叫res a di丘èrent social practice. Contesting 
media power thus ultimately means developing new forms of communication-that is, 
newways “in which people come to possess things in corÌ1mon" (John Dewey, quoted 
in Care)也 1989: 22). 

1 will fìrst tentatively review the possibilities for, and constraints upon, the con
testation of media power, in a way, 1 hope, that stimu1ates comparative perspectives. 
Second, and less a油bs缸E叮tra缸ctly弘y石; 1 w叫i立 look a紅t twO specifìc visions of how m巴edi泣a powe叮E 

might s品hi晶ft: one t出ha仗t is ma叮rke巴t-七a臼sed技 (drawing on a叩n1泊nt健erv1紀eww吶it出h the founder of t白he
online news platform “ Out There News") , and 出e other, community屯ased (drawing 
on documents rec巴ndy circu1ated within the global Indymedia network). 

Contesting Media Power: Where to Start? 

In a sense, the 阻5吼叫 is simple: “Just do things differendy," echoing the phrase coined 
by the 1960s U.S. activists known as the Yippies and, more recently, adapted bo也 by

Nike's global strategists and by alternative videomakers (Rubin，的70; O'Connor, 1995). 
In other words, the answer 位es in practice. But why and how exactly shou1d everyday 
practice be reconfìgured, if sustainable challenges to media power 位e to emerge? 
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Contescing media power, in 也at spor血g metaphor 10ved by m阻agement 學lfUS，
me阻S 也inkine:“outside the box-', The box in quesdon is what the anEhropologist 
Mamce GodeHer 認吋&如伽r口rre吋E吐dt叩O ω t伽he 1且i他叫啪1d如e叮E削胸s抗stoωO∞O吐d ‘“屯g屯b1ack bo瓜，xof也伽O帥s必em間n肘1沈ec品h叫a缸I
h趾ich e:overn t也h巴 distribution of the s缸ne re巴pr'閃'es認巴n肘ta仗t1ωon肘s 缸nong s叩ocαla剖1 group伊SWlffi

P伊伊仰a缸訓r此t叫叫吋u叫y艸opposed inte削s" (G吋缸" 19“:的一m咄erwo心戶E
black box of uthe media-,, The media are part of contempOE紅y society's "habitus," or 

(in Pierre Bourdieu's general sense of that term) its “history turned into nature" (Bour
di凹， 1977: 78). Challenging the social order 出at passes for “nature" means, at the very 
1east，也inkin只 differently about our own orientacion to media. Consider the following 
wo站台omA山叫ian media 叩d software aαlVl叫1a咄ew Arni叫1:

Old media technology creates a natural hier紅chy between the storytellers 
and the audience. The storyteller has access to some piece of technology, such 
asaTVtr叩sml佼佼佼 a prin自19 press. The audience don't. . . . Somewhere 
along 也eway，也is has been justified by ass山訟ng that most people aren't that 
creati呃，出at having only a h阻dful of people to tell stories in a city of mil
lions is a natural way of doing things. But is it? (如nison， 2002a: 1) 

Beneath the f油1e-1ike phrase “somewhere along the way' lies a who1e (infarno山) his

tory ofhow，叫位甜1: 0戶fιi刊Wl伽d世加E叮叫rp肌掛 of c削咖E凶扭甜叩cion and句g慨rnr叫me位凹叩叫n泣1立?刊(
19M昀)， modern populacions becarne accustomed to 也el凶de巴at出ha仗t 叫阻
i昀鈞 a叩nd 垃出1泊ag叉E鈞s should be t昀01肚df仕如k扣omonep抖1a缸ce已， “也emed也ia，" 叩d 也在位E 也出i誌s “干P抖1ac閃e已，" while 

ofpt此峙。rtance，誌叫叫叫1C品h帥叫
T刮剖h趾1S C∞on肌1C間cen削叮叫ra叩d∞叫O∞nωlofs可y吋O叫1ic r閃e仿帥叫s叩m叫O叭1肌l

could no叫twor成ki正fi站t悠so叩pe位ra瓜叩tlO∞n肘1吟swer紀E 叮叩s叩p紅巴凹nt， o叫r1正faccep由1屯gitwere ama位tt臼er ot 中位c
P戶1且icit beli版ief叫ef正f.防叩 b卸eL伽i川叩et也ha仗t c巴叫的 institu∞ns have a special status in 闊的時加

ial world, privileged above individu帥， accounts of 1iving in that world? Media in

stitUEions dtoed on a SHEnt division, EEproduced across sodai space, between those 
ho make…ries and 出眼 who consume 出的. You can call 也is division a "division 
f 1abor," but 出at risks flaturaiiziIlg it as an irreducibieeconomicuact-"MOSE of us 

heour work cut out hr us, holding down a job (or jobs), iooking afker our bodily 

eds、組d 1eadin又 a sociallife; and consuming media is an accivity 出at takes p1ace in 

mo…fo叫ive5.hutpMm呵 media is general1y someone else's job. Most of us 主?n't
have the cime or 也e resources to challenge the division between societýs story-tellers 
and storv-consumers.2 Or，拋出er， for the 1uc句T ones arnong us who scill have some 
choice，主 does not seem sensib1e tO spend our 1imited “free" cime in contesting the 
i位“CKineQuaiides undedyinghowandbywtml 叫le可's stories are to1d. Exce阱，
peLaps, whenwefeeiindividualiywmgdbyom of出ose stori臼; in 阻rlier 即開ch，
I fbregrounded Ehe accounts ofptopic who, though not previously much Exercised by 

diJpower， expm間d the ev叮dayasymme叮 ofmedia operations on the ground 
(Couldry, 2000 , pt. 3). But precisely because 出e media proce'ss is so selectiv巴， such dis-

ntive encounEEEs are not moSE peoplek experience-As ackIIowiedged eaditL then, 
斗叫T are contests over the generality of media power伽1 diffì叫t to discin伊sh
from 。已er social contests charmeled 也rough me帥， but 出e 叫 idea of co間scing
media power is diffi.cult to artic叫at巴， because that power is not profoundly naturalized. 

THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS 

50 how are we to think about the possibilicies for contescing media power in the gen
eral run of social1ife? 

5ymbo1ic power req凶res prior organizacional and economic resources (to buy 

carneras, own radio frequencies, produce news storiω); but, if accumulated on a suffi
cient scale, it results over the 10ng term in something qualitacively different: influence 
over peop1e's be1iefs, in p紅tic叫ar those beliefs (bare1y articulated) 也rough which we 

frarne the social world.3 It follows that contescing media power is possib1e only 正 there
exists a well-resourced social site outside media institucions from which a rival narra

tive authority over the social world can p1ausib1y be enunciated. Where might such al
ternative concentrations of symbolic power be? Let's begin by considering corpora
tions, followed by the state 阻d/or military and religious inscitucions. 

Corporacions 位e not a promising source for alternatives to media power, precisely 
beca凶e 出eb山泊的 of selling is intimately bound up with the m也ltenance of market 

access, which in turn, in all contemporary societies, depends on 也e reach of media in
scitutions. Occasionally, an embattled corporation's own myth個malcing is at odds wi白血e

media's working assumpcions (for 位arnp1e， when emp10yees of Arthur Andersen used 
photo opportunicies to project their loyalty to 出at fìrm's “values," as 出e company faced 

S且ndal for its role in the Enron collapse), but such cases w血 always be 阻ceptional.

5tates 位巴， prirna facie, more promising, at least as a source of subsidy to those who 
W叩tto b叫1d alternatives to media power. One reason is that states have their own well
estab且shed symbo1ic resources (to regulate s叫e boundaries and defìnicions of citizen

ship, to control 也e terms on which business can and 臼nnot operate, and goods and irn
ages 回n circulate). Another reason is that specmc states may believe that their interests 
are at odds wi也 the agendas of media inscitucions. The occasions when states have con
tested media power (with or without the military, which we 臼n avoid considering sep

arately since they generally 1ack symbolic resources of their own) are hardly to be cele
brated (re臼II Chile in the 1970s). On the other hand, twentieth“ century media history 
offers exarnples ofhow the modern state's close interest in 出e rhetorical reach of emerg
ing media (such as the BBC in Britain) subsidized institutional alternacives to complete 
media centralization (exarnp1es include BBC's regional prograrnming and the “access" 
television movement of the 1960s and '70s). Without such stat，巴 subsidi位，也erelatively

balanced “media eco1ogy" (Born and Prosser, 2001: 63) could not have emerg'巴din
coun虹的， such as Bri也几 with a public-service tradition. However, as its ab迎。T to 扭扭

扭uence global market strucrures declines，也e state becomes an increasingly preω10山
rival to media power, especial1y when state power, 1ike corpora紀 power， is increasingly 
dependent on media access to m訂kets (usually called “electorates").4 

What of religious inscitutions, accing within or outside the arnbit of the state? On 
the face of 缸， this scenario is promising. In most sociecies, religious inscitucions promul
gate their own frarning narratives of the social world, and indeed the cosmos, that are not 
directly reliant on media reference points. The role of religious belief, as a site of chal
lenges to the media “丘arne，" is one of the most neglected topiαin media studies,5 al

though after 5eptember 11 , 2001, its neglect has been hard to defend. The irnport叩ce

of the Catholic church in the development of alternativ巴， especially community-based, 

media in Latin America is discussed elsewhere in 也is volume (Rodriguez), but note the 
contribution ofPaulo Freire's (1 972) secular concept of“consciencization" to 出at history:. 
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Reli2:ious institutions ar，巴， of course, not the only source of large-scale frarning narratives: 
Until1989, state socialism, rightly or wrongly, was 叩 obvious alternative，組d both so
ciaiismmdmarcflism iive on in dHErent fbrms(agdn, SEE Dowflingk chaptEE), somem 
iHmmrsmnwithmedia 閃閃In variot吋agmented w恥 1叫ian andJ…li
D"lOl lS V.ions aretmeable in 已e current work of national and global NGOs, al出ough
N的 do…t gene吶f 呵嗯e in direct con削ations of media power，心的; like 

rporate and state forces, depend on 出e 的s出g EEach ofmedia institutions.perhaps 
them叫 pow帥1 alternati叫rame 1ll αment global politics 挖出e World Social Forum's 
principle 血紅“another world is possible,"6 but as yet 也is has not been specifically ap

plied to a critique of media power. 
The foregoing analysis is admitttdiy schematic.Power dom not Row in SEraigk iinESL 

-titutiOIls Ehe OIIiy source ofpower or imCOIlEESEation-AUZtdJ COIlEEStations ot 
power的叫ally the result of ml制ple forc此 Such is the 可stemic 間nplexi可Tofme已la

kets，訟y， that 也ey may sometimes, ag泣nst corporate interests, generate a1ternatlve 
symb伽ESO間位;asim如ωe can be made for state-sub的edmedia那ems. In such 

, the only p訂dy inmultionaiized fbrce ofciviisockq is crucial (Keanc1998). 
Rather 出aIIpusue this institutionai complexitymyhEther, maybe we should ask 

a diHbrEIU GuesdomwhaE POEEntiai contributions to iongdEErm shits in media power 
wiii bemdtbychmges imim individu也 dowi出 m耐a? There are a叫nber ofdi

mensions along which we could look: 

1. n仰叫9'sol仰仰mingme，呦， which expli拭ly con叫做 sociallegitimacy of me

dia power; 
2. new i拼的仰ctures 01 production, which have 叩 effect on who c阻 produce media 

d in what circumstances; 
3. new infrastructures of distribution, which change the scale and terms on which 

symbolic production in one place can reach other places. 

The first dimension一一consumption-has been strikingly absent from most accounts 
of alternative media until now (Downin頁， 2003) , and almost as little is known about 
how ptopiE select from, or adjust for, tilt inadequacies of mainstream IIltdia.7MEdia 

sumption takes place largeiy in private, in what Sartre Calied “serial absence" 
(quoted in Lo血泊， 1987: 175) , such that the cumu1a忱 lmpaαof individuals' pri
VEEEmediaCOIlsll呻tion becomes obscure. At what poir凡 for 位m阱， will 0位 ha已t

fgettiIlg newsfrom a changing variety ofiocaked web sourcES(including semipub 
1ic nerworks and private testimonies) turn into skepticism about t也he tfl 
1arge啊a泣1e news i…itutions? How significant, indeed, are these new hab泊， comp位ed

iLweb use、 f伽b白r mor紀E 叫附m叫cc師 to new啊spa叩P巴叮r 扭d 恤Vlω叫n news? Cα1e甜a叫r1
w巴 can 叫T S戶Cl帥 on su州州lOns 叫闊前， although it i誌sw吋 u帥叫也
.aviduai pracEice cannot chmgeindePEndeIIEiy ofsoczdf4ZHUmptiomabout Ek trustm 
worthinessAofznedia and Other iIISEimtiorl5, whichmlinked Eo shitks in tk intkk 
SEructUEES ofkI1owledge production and distribution (Cf;silmrstone, 1994). 

This brings us to 出e second and third dimensions, production and distribution
dim酬。郎郎t 的 i臼s famil祉，的ce infrast叫叫 changes are always 胡叫t to 
iso1ate. The Internet has dramatically heightened our interest in media infrastructure: 

THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS 

自rst， because it has increased the ease with which 叩y digitalized material can be dis
tributed across national, organizational, and social boundaries; second, because new 
forms of open-source sofu凡Tare are increasing the speed with which innovations in di兮
ital production can spread, at 1east 位nong those with considerab1e computer literacy. 
The long-term impacts of these changes on media cons凹nption， and on people's be-
1iefs about the media's social status, remain uncertain; but it is, 1 suggest, to new hy
brid forms of media consumption-production that we should look for change, since they 
would chal1enge precisely the entrenched division of 1abor (producer of srories versus 
cons山ner of srories) 也at is the essence of media power. 

Iam 也i叫也宅， for examp1e, of the Indymedia movement, with its local websites that 
combine specialized production with an open invitation for nonspecialists to contribute 
1arge1y unedited news material. As a res叫t， every Indymedia cons也ner is encouraged to 
be a producer as we旺，血d vice versa (every Indymedia producer m山t become a con
S山ner of the media productions not just of fellow specialis臼 but also of the wider audi
ence). Thus an explicit 泣m of the original Indymedia website at Seattle is 可o empower 
individuals to become independent and civic journalists by providing a direct, unmod
erated form for presen自19 media . . . to the public via the Internet" (Seattle IMC, 2002: 
2). Once again, however, these emergent forms of consumption-production 位e not iso啊
1ated individual choices. They occ叫 in certain p1aces and under certain material condi
tions that perhaps are，組社 will always b巴， exceptional (small communiry nerworks whose 
maintenance depends on hidden subsidies?). We need ro know much more about 也e

possibilities for sustaining such hybrid practic臼 Wl血泊， or at 1east alongside, increasing1y 
“Ð.exible" 1abor markets.8 And even if such hybrid practices prove sustainab1e for some, 
who else outside Indymedia's limited circle of consumer-producers knows about, and c阻
be influenced by;出臼e new practices? 1 return to such qu臼tions shortly. 

Here the contestation of media power merges into the wider question of how social 
change is possi恤，阻d rrom where-very much an open question, as older forms of cit
izenship, communiry, and politiωundergo intense scrutiny.9 As we saw earlier, such over
laps 位巴 to be expect吐， but this is not the end of the story. If, as Paul Clarke 位學les (1 996: 
125),“to be a deep citizen is to determine for onese!fthat an action is politi臼1，" then per
haps 出e concept of media is in equal need of redefinition. In short, who do we expect 
rop訂ticipate in the process of mediation，叩d rrom where? This is a good point for 也e

generalities of theory ro make way for more specific and personal narratives. 

Two Narratives of Change 

1 want to pursue rwo different visions of change: the first rrom Matrhew Arnison, one of 
the Australian developers of the open-so旺ce software on which the Indymedia websites 
across 出e world rely; and the second from Paul Eedle, the u.K. founder of the website 
www.megastories.com. which from the mid-1990s until ear1y 2002, under the title “Out 
There News," ga出ered a huge range of individual srories about global news events from 
across the world, as well as valuab1e information archives on major news stories. 1O The 
first was developed within 10cal communiry politics in Sy也eyand 也e global open
source so伽are movement (Himane血， 2001); 如 second h泣如 to the mainstream 
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ket(Eedie is a fbEmer Reuters jounalist).Ihope to show, hOWEVELthat EhESE 
digermcesmoutweighed by the complementarity ofthe understanding oftheunderiym 

ing dyn紅白αofmedia power implicit in each. 

“OPEN PUBLISHING" AND lTS LIMITATIONS 

Let's begin with Arnisons defìnition of “open publishing," which he believes the Web 

enabl…站出e lndymedia movement embo逝的

Ope吋ublishing means that the proc間 ofcmdngIlEWS lsmspMEnHO 
the readers. They c阻 contribute a story 阻d see it inst叩clyappe紅﹒ Ul
pool of stories publicly avail油le﹒ Those stories 釘e filtered as litcle as possi
ile 的句 the readers find the stories they w叫 Readers can see edit叫d
decisions king made by Others.They cmsEE how to gEE invoivd 叩dhelp
make editorial decisions. If 也ey c闊的Jk of a better way 胎出e so何are
o help shape editorial decisions，也ey can copy the sofu凡rare beca凶e it is rree 
m往 change it and sEMthEir own sim.IfthEywant to redsuibuEE de 
theyc甜， preferably on 阻 open publishing site﹒(Arniso泣， 2002b: 1) 

Arnison s哪的伽 a rea叫1 s恤hi凶i晶丘趴仙III me叫叫1追吋E吋吋di恤i泊川ap叭owe…u叫$

;:泣:立立:立f已ι:立:叮;ff叫立:趾芯J￡t?咒ttz扣t詰:z;L泣2立江;tE口己泣:2;:，iι43立品;:立;::zz:t立抗誌:志i♂:z立:t立;:si;缸;;;立品立:芯芷:retJJ」品; 
ma叮ye叩nc∞ou叮rage pe叩ople t叩op缸ticip戶at臼E in producEion;indeed, ttle techicaipossibi1lty of 

h participation depends on theformats made 前ailable 也rough new, e凶yαans
fbrabie openmsouce sob-yare, creatingmopenkid ofmedla production/cons1lmption 

eplicable on further linked sites. 
This concept ofopen pubiishing, &r from being an abstraction, isHdEtd EO AIM-

sons vision of a new form of comm叫ty media.11 Arnison is a key producer of the Ac
tive Sydney website12 (旬p甜 of ar叫ustralia詛nr肘1咒間erwor此kωof ∞伽mmu叫l
t出ha仗t enc∞o肛a呵缸郎巴 i旭nd品i卸lVl吋id也u泣 P戶os站ti呵s). Active Sydney's 公m is ‘三o tailor electronic com
m…ication 品 the needs of the community, ra出er 出an corporate or government III 
仗mEdt圳正立叫，可(恤A加α忱 S句yd也n巴q予ρ20捌O∞O叫2). ln吋吋h站is dωm 叫 O∞nω10叩p叫u咄1品blis品出訕仙hi恤恤1I泊n削1
Arnison ta此ke郎s 也i誌s notion of c∞ommur叫1泣it守y media even 包rt出he叮叫f口: 

The most successful in間net sit臼 rely on the creativity of their 凶巴眩，尸ot on 
professional producers as was the tradition with 臼rlier electronic media. . 
On the old one-way sγ'stems， community media was tl泊位ception. On the net, 
comm凶吐ty media is very much part of the m泣ns位白ffi. (Arnison, 2002b: 6) 

While the concept of “community" remains a di品cult one, it at least puts on the table 
fnubiicLE 叫 public P呻ose. lnterestingly, tl叫回ttle ln吋吋de句p凹叫d叫 med也la

C 叩捌E的 Ed也曲lt叫al gr伊roup 叫E臼s 出伽岫a缸t on 巴 of its aims is 可o malll 叫、 de [I 呻media] 
flewswimmd website as a community space"(Seattle IMC, 2002:1).SJn 

Stmunanswered is omquesdon regardiI1gAzriisOIfsmd Ind]FInedizfs vision ofpr 

zz:22IZ吐出;:ZLb;;17戶口話:1:止;12:7:1
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unteers" (Arnison, 2002b: 3) rather th阻 paid workers, and given the principle of 
“copyle丸" which Arnison has adopted from Richard Stallman (all material is freely 
copiable, provided that when copied 出e original source is always transparent to the 
reader) , it follows 也at Indymedia production is necessarily done in people's spare time. 
This restricts participation to those whose resources allow them to give up “free" time 
in this way: people who must work rwo or three jobs to make ends meet are automat
ically excluded. There 紅e other bases of exclusion as well, the most obvious, ap紅tfrom

litera句; being the computer skills necessary to convert material into the format re
quired for use on lndymedia and similar sites. 

Equally, we can ask abour the nonproducing audience for 也is new, more open 
media form. lndymedia U.K.'s Web statement is striking for its insistence that what it 
0位rs is not journalistic “objectivity" :“lndymedia U.K. clearly states its subj巴ctivity"
(lndymedia U.K叮 2002; 而 H位ding， 1997: 22-23). The directness is refreshing, but 
it leaves unclear the nature ofIndymedia U.K.'s cons山ners. Are 也ey postmodern read
ers who happily accept that all 甘u也 IS “relative"? Or are they committed to the right
ness of a certain view of the world and its inequities? lf the former, then the lndymedia 
news philosophy is less interesting than it seems; but if 出e latter, what degree of ac
countability to its audience does it accept? 

The answer, 1 sugg間， lies in a different vision of how news production 且d con
sumption are interrelated-a vision articulated by Matthew Arnison through his no
tion of“open editing" (Arnison 2002a): ln contrast to behind-the-scenes editing, open 
editing permits any reader to post an edited version of a text back onto the site where 
it was published, bur wi也出e editing and 出en紅ne of the author displayed in another 
fùe directly accessible on 出e site. This is 叩 engaging idea, al出ough there remains an 
important question regarding the social conditions under which sufficient readerlpro
ducers would be available. 

RETHll吋虹NG THE MAINSTREAM NEWS AUDIENCE 

As noted, the other (equally radical) vision of change in media power is that of Paul 
Eedle, founder of www.megastories.com. For several ye紅s， this news site featured min
imally edited fìrst-person stories about world events, either sent in by readers of the site 
or encouraged by its tearn of usually part-time “stringers" around the world. The site 
attracted mainstrearn media attention for its personal stories after the terrorist attacks 
on September 口， 2001 , collected not just from the United States but also from Pak
ist叩， Palestir詣， and elsewhere in the Middle East. 

The importance given to personal narratives and reader discussion was an aspect 
of the news site's original philosophy. As Eedle explained when 1 interviewed him in 
his London home: 

John West and 1 started Our There News because we thought that 出e on
line medium had a lot of potential that wasn't being exploited by mainstream 
organisations. 可月e saw the potential, parcicularly in two areas. One was to 
provide in-depth news, news that you could explore context and background 
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to current even臼﹒. • • We saw the potenåal with on-line to s巴parate breaking 
news and the comext 阻d background. . . . The idea wωto produce ex
plorable depth, using the mulåmedia nature of the medi也凡 using audio, us
ing irnages, using graphics and using different sorts of wriång. . . . The sec
ond direcåon, where we thought the medium was not being used by the 
m的stre帥， was comributed journalis訟， [where the idea was] to use the 
readers of the website 訟 the sourc臼. And there I thi叫c the mainstre位n såll 
is being very conservative. We felt that on-line changed the relaåonship be
tween journalists and the audience. It's not just a two-way relaåonship where 
readersαn cornmem on what you put Out but it . . . puts joutnalists or puts 
the audience on the same level as the journalist﹒And 出e journalist has 
to . . . earn the right to communicate by having something to s那And

equally the audience may well know as much about the subject as the jour
nalist 阻d . . . if you're prepared to put 出at at the centre of the site, then I 
think you can produce radically new views of the world. (Imerview wi也 au

出or， 11 July 2002) 

The aim was to expand 出e potential of mainstream news production, not to offer a 
direct alternative. This affected the audience targeted (Eeclle “never really wanted to 
address a niche alternative audience. . . . 1 have no interest in preaching to the con
vert仕") as well as readers' expected routes to the site (most of the site's fìnancing came 
from contracts req也ring the site to provide content via li叫(S to the Web portal AOL 
叩d 也e NTL cable interface). 

Out There News's editorial poli可 was quite different from lndymedia's avoid
ance of editorial intervention, combining normal principles of journalistic “obj缸，

tivity" (for ex位nple， in its use of informatÏon 紅chives for particular “megastories" 
叩d in its concern 出at a totally open policy would risk overwhelming the site “with 
rubbish") with the belief that editorial intervention should nonetheless be kept to a 
minimum. It exercised editorial judgment by highlighting certain major themes for 
contributions and facilitating particular narrators (for example, Abd叫 Malouk， a 
Pashtun living in a refugee camp on the Pakistan/ Afghanistan border, who spoke no 
English and obviously had no computer access); but much of the material it ob
tained (interviews, diaries, and message-boards linked to diary entries) was relayed 
l訂gely unedited. We should not allow Out There News's mainstream context to 
blind us to the radicalness of its editorial philosophy. In effect, this was an experi
ment with journalistic control. Unlike other largely dishonest attempts at media “缸，
mocratization" (such as Big Brother) , Out There News gav巴 its diarists regular 
chances to upda挖出eir di紅ies on their own terms and to respond at leisure to com
ments from readers. The journalists became, for some purposes, not reporters but 
moderators-yet without the ritualistic boundary-setting role common in, say, tele
vision talk shows (cf. Couldry, 2002, ch. 7). 

Underlying this shi丘 in the journalist's role was a distinctive assessment of the "or
dinary" news consumer: 

It was builr on some ass凶npåons about how people consume information 
on-白line. . . . We believed that people . . . c位ne to the web in t:wo modes. 
One was browsing mode to see what's ther皂， you know, show me the latest. 
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And the other was acåvely seekinσ 組n只 informa ﹒on， a mode of acrually seeking 
1I白rmaåo 扎 . ..Tha旭叫a白 wh句ywe… 叩 Meg伊a訟“-Sto叮fl昀E臼s be氾咀叫a釗u帥1
P巴oplewou叫ùda缸.ctiv忱el妙ys暐ek inf品ormaaon a胡nd t也ha缸t pe叩oplewot叫ùd 記t t白heirown
agenda. (Imerview with author, 11 July 2002) 

This assumed 屯ctive reader" was also understood by Eeclle to be a potential producer: 

I mean everybody quickly ∞Eωned on to having message bo吐rds and d . E 
live chat 阻d so on. . . . Although we were e位抄 doing 由前， 5 

PErhaps diHKEEnE in thE irnponanCE WE aEIached to it in saying EhaE dds 
't a kind of comment on the site, this w切的e site in some cas臼﹒ (Inter

iew with author, 11 J叫Y 2002; emphasis added) 

whereas AInim-- “open publishing" philosophy imagined a prod 

building produ守lOn 把sources oumide mainstream meda insmm15， E恥eclle im位m叫ned
m凹的u闊的白ging trom the mainstream news audience. Out There 這一-

ZtEJZbzz芯JEE拉;也ttZ:ZJLEZiJjil
C呵q凶r泣ing 1虹inbαs to a r詛ge of c∞ont臼er肘1沈ts叩ourc臼es; 長fund也mgwa泌.s no仗t r犯er吋1苟ewe吐dι， lead也品品m2:

~ O扣V而entual c你叭fnewwrit泣此出tin呵n喀go吋巴忱1I叫
e位rC1S鉛e a degree of ed也ltωor吋ial control (given the 五fun吐d副ing 紅r阻g伊eme凹nt吭5丸， t也her閃ewa泌.s no

p伊tlon吋1均);As 也i誌s c∞ont仗rol wa部s no叫t t缸ra胡ns哼pa缸rent， Ou山I此t There News would not hav戶 auali拉1-
fìe心 a伊O叩咖P伊E叩品甜削岫i垃h恤i誌凶s1

E叩O.NonetheiESLEedie-iong-ECErn vision for ahmre II111itimedia infbrfnation 叩d
news platform is democratic in its ambitions: 

We would have a whole r朋ge of di丘èrem levels of comributor from n叮rOn 
fes吋沁干on叫 平mm必m叫E仙hab岫roa沈dc臨 ba忱a缸C憎帥叫叫O叭叫u叫1叮I
胡 lnt，臼er閃es紅tlng wa勾ytωo fìnance pr仰ro你j知ect紛5 t白ha缸tw附ou址ùdt血1立't ot出he即i吋s認es悶巴倪ea甜i扯r， down 
to activists a于d students and other people who are gaining multi…lia lit-

acy, video litera句; as equipment gets cheaper and skills spread. And of 
rsE Ehere'd stiil be room for pEopk withom叩y medias旭日5 at all to con

EEibuEE by uSSEnding a crew Eo work with somebody EO EEii aSEOEY Ehrough 
their eyes. (Imerview wi出 author， 11 July 2002) 

On 也eo也er hand, Eeclle is less s叩guine than Arnison about the l叫位lying skill con
stramts on opening up production: 

I don't think that we should underestimate the level of skill 出at's needed to 
produce waEchable-you know}COIRPEiling-mievision-...IE isa wid r 
rmpofskillsmd, in fkqnomaiiy rmiiy a Eem ehrE compared Eo w . 
-g a readable EEXELIral COIluibmion-(1riEEIViEw with author, l l juiyZOO2) 

fzzl:12:泣立ZtJioJU;ttsEL;丘吉aitzz
EVEr get an aIElng OR COIlvendonai mievision channels,, (InEEIView with auEhOLll 
July 2002). 
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While more limited and cautious 也an Arnison's, Eedle's vision of an en1arged me
dia mains訂閱m is valuable for its cl位r grasp ofthe eHbctive separadon ofmost media 

co的山nption from activist practice: 

Iaink tflaE thE value of a piatGrmMEE Out There NEws is EO ERCO叮age
hl1 te to contribute. And an activist people who wouldn't otherwise contnbute 

wili always and a waFb1IE it's encouraging [and}stim1dating PEople wbo 
μn的圳t inm呵d咚rgine 彷伽'at t，幼b伽M仙et仿i命r川z仰E 叫 ω叫 b仰'ng. Encouraging them to 

contribute is 1 think . . .叩 interesting ambition. (Interview with author, 11 

July 2002; emphωis added) 

Behind 也is observation lies Eedle's sense that the power of both media and political 
institutions is changing through the dispersal ofinfbrfnation sOUC臼:

Media become 1位5 r加組t beα凶e people now have multiple i的m于lOn
.<ourc臼 ruch 位e not controlled by gatekeepers. Anybody αncommuruαte 
阻﹒:g叫出at means that people 叫我nd叫whatever they need to fìnd 
。心:如lr叫心 issue 叫ere is a very large irre慨的 sru丘 of
powerNWr企om hie即chi，叫 bureaucracies whose h勾心yw扭扭 a 

E LCm t u ry 詛叫d 叫r-t咐E即附w啊en叫E
s叩pr，時ea社d ofpowe位rawa:勾yf告全ombl叫1江reωau叫1犯cαE阻aCle臼stω01切ndiv叫idua曲lswhich... h在5 effec臼
on EVEry aspect ofpubliclife and politicians will need zo catch up with-t 

Whether right or wrong, Eedle's vision of the links between media power and social 

change is hardly trivial. 

In Place of a Conclusion 

Having followed in some detail two di旺erent visions of how the 1andscape of media 

TzbLttzu;;此也2::tZU;:;tzzz
hmhe within 出e media 仰自 (production， distribution, consumption) 叫做
spheiof “the political"15-we now arrive back at the q叫on offram月 which was 

ddLlie山間 theore叫 s叫o叫的 chapt叫s we look toward futu 
Z立rts t;theS叫ures of伽虹med泊吋巴吐dia吋p叫 E缸he ql叫on 0伽n耶a吋 pu叫1

1芷:;rT岱t品;;;滸拉:3訢拉7h芯;立;泣s平ζ:立:品;口:詰z站♂z品:zr拉Jr拉?亡立;::;立:t丘::;泣::九立:立:::;立泣::立t立; ?泣泣也;L，立1:泣z 
toa吋ddre帥s認sa fì.弘lrt由he叮r unanswered q恥ue臼sti∞i沁on about 10I呵1宅g-的m changes in mediàs place i 

social and politicallife. 

;;泣C斗」」占品::l出?
阻叫往ι一叫O必li缸μ泣 i垃世恤i正品fe: t缸he sp刊、)r，叫 of他伽b加伽O∞O必】kι叩巾巾pr抖nn叫1I泊n叫 d血缸ur江r叫 E伽he 阻叫l妙y門@但f叩刪.r叩mo∞od由叩r訂ne叫n 'V'i咐叫c郎s咐t臼ern

E叮Lιe.ln Gαommu仰nz忱抑5 祈ρD必is前'Sc.仰0ωωu的r衍悅5
on、m :• 、. a 吋 t由hen肘ew 1I站叫岫nfc的J.b必O怔rma
O土L九扒:三立:三平;ζ=平互斗i;λ沁~，〉〉ι心s1品刮hi吐irrs丘rrs such 訟 出伽e~伽ma位叩tio∞n 叩叫d 也缸e bi站 ofm吋rnd缸emo仰Cαrau泣叩肌包缸lC P阱O凶u恤口叫α 

m恥a位叭E叫IS S叩ou帥a弘ω仙ùa沾b叫Wu叫咄E伽hn叫咐s 詛訓叫叫叫a泣均均l句句y向r巧祉祕s泣白i誌s is th叫 encompasses 出的ocial contexts 
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that came into being as a result of book printing: the new or altered networks (among 
churches, schools, and political p紅ties， say) in which the technology of the book was 
central; the many paths that allowed those networks to connect with other spaces, such 
as formal political 釘enas; the new circuits for the distribution of ideas that emerged in 
printed form (such as journals and newspapers); and, above all, the social hier訂chies

that arose in the course of those changes, including the literary public sphere and the 
social exclusions on which it was based (the coffeehouse versus the market square). 
Without addressing new media (Wuthnow was writing in 1987), he helps us imagine 
not only the social architecture through which communication technologies become so
cially established but also 也e ways in which new power relations i出erewl也in them. 

Few would doubt 出e potential signifìcance of computer-based communication in
terfac白色r the future of media power, but the Internet's fÌrst prophets were blind to ques
tions 日æ those posed by Wuthnow. In the spirit of such questions, we 臼n ask some new 
ones. Regardless of current hopes to the con叮叮y， will the Internet come to be seen pri
marilyas a q叫i-private space Qust as casual conversations on the street are alrnost never 
tho啥ht of as public1y sign苗car証， inasmuch as 也可 OCCur in a private subzone of public 
space)? Or will the Internet become a gen凶ne supplement to or replacement for 目isting

mediated public space? What hierarcllies w部 develop between the Internet and other pub
lic or private spaces, or between ce也n Internet spaces and others? Will those hierarchi臼
prove as socially entrenched as those associated wi也 the twentieth century's main elec
tronic media? If so, w坦出e result be to undermine, or further entrench, media power?“ 

There is one key paradox that may prove crucial in all 也is-a paradox experienced 
by most of us daily, although less orren articulated. By 也is 1 mean the shifr that has oc
curred over the past 150 y也rs from a world wi也 msu血cient information flows (leading 
to the miιnineteenth-cenrury “crisis of control" that J位nes Beniger [1如何 sawas the 
driving force behind b。由 modern communications and the birth of “scientifìc" man
agementand 缸counting) to a world with too much information (many times over)一一峙h
e能ct， a reverse 可risis of com:rol," whereby the high間 premium applies not to informa
tion production but to information selection. Media are part of that information excess; 
but insofar as media involve leisure activities rather than compulsory on白， they 位e es
pecially'叫nerable to drastic shifts in how people select from the information and image 
environmentP Perhaps we 訂'e entering 阻 era in which m叩y of山 W也 W位lt to look 
more closely at where and to what end we obtain news about the world. 

A virtue of producers outside mainstream media channels-those concerned, at 
least in p紅t， with contesting media power itself-is that 出ey refuse to take for gr甜ted

either the question of what social ends media serve or 也e connection between those 
ends and that hard-pressed ideal we call “democracy." If so, there is reason to believe 
出at 出eir voices will be heard more c1early in this century's expanding media universe 
th叩 theywere in 出e last. 

Notes 

Many 也叩ks to Paul Eedle for giving up his time to be interviewed, and to Al叩
0' Connor for permission to quote from his unpublished translation ofLozade and 
Kincar (2000). 
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1. See Couldry (2003) for further discussion of this point. 
2. For the best explanacion of how this division and its ideological consequences 紅eem伊

bedded in the org叩ization of produccion, see Lodziak (1987). 
3. Here I am drawing on and generalizing the concept of frame that originated in Goff

man's (1975) sociology bur has been most actively used in the analysis of social and policical 
movements (s巴巴， for example, Snow and Benford, 1992; Keck and Sikkink, 1998). 

是. See Meyer (2002) on the lor嗨-term consequences of media dependence on the political 
proc巴ss.

5. For r紅e exceptions, see Zimmerman Umble (1992) and Hoover (for也coming).

6. See paragraph 2 of the Charter ofPrinciples, available via www.forumsocialmundial.org.br. 
7. For a pioneering srudy, see Lembo (2000). 
8. There is a great deal to be learned from e征訂er srudies of spare-time fan-producers Qenk

ins, 1992; Bacon-Smi品， 1992). 
9. On citizenship, see Clarke (1 996) 叩d Rodriguez (2001). And for a fresh look at the sig

nificance of the "communi可，" dimension to communiry 叩d alternative media, see Rennie 
(2002) , which discusses in particular 出e practice of the "Active.org" communiry media websites 
in Australia that Matthew Arnison 阻d others have pioneered. 

10. This site remains a useful sourc巴， but since spring 2002 it has served as an arcruve only. 
11. I have learned a great deal on this point from Ellie Rennie's recent paper. (See Rennie, 

2002.) 
12. The address is www.active.org.au/Sy.也ley/.

13. It is perhaps significant that the word “communiry" is not used in the Web statement of 
Indymedia U丘， since Britain is a coun叮 where this word has been particularly abused by var
ious Conservative and Labour governments (Indymedia U.K叮 2002).

14. Assuming they are largely separate, wruch may not be the case. 
15. I suess “出e political" rather 由an 也e n紅row sphere of formal “þolitics" (cf. Wolin, 

1995). 
16. For a fundamental exploration of such issues in relacion to Internet infrastrucru眩， see 

Lessig (1999). 
17. For 叩 interesting and unusual consideration of the implications of information excess 

on alternative medi証， see the interview with John Sellers (2001: especially 83-84) , director of 
the Ruckus Sociery that was active in the Seatcle antiglobalization prot白的.
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CHAPTER 4 

Infoshops in the 
Shadow of the State 

Chris Al詰on

The 1990s saw the development of the phenomenon of the “infoshop," intimately re
lated to the “台ee information networks" (FINs) that grew up in the wake of the latter
day free festival movement along with cooperatively run alternative libraries and read
ing rooms (Atton, 1996: 1往2-47; Atton, 2002: 47-48). The infoshop movement saw 
the development of a loose network of infoshops concentrat巴d in North America and 
Europe (for 叩 overview of the infoshop movement in the United States, see Dodge, 
1998; Sigal, undated). These we記 ofren homes not only to debate and discussion but 
also to alternative media. 

The British model of the infoshop g紀w out of the squatted anarchist centers of the 
1980s, such as the 121 Centre in Brixton, London. As the term sugges院 cenαal to the 
funccion of組 infoshop is the disseminacion of informacion. To 也is end it provides 
information-for exam戶， by accing as an alternacive Cicizens' Advice Bureau to 
claimants 甜d squatters. It rnight offer a reading room of alternative publicacions, per
haps even a smalllibrary. It can act as a distribucion point for free publicacions and as a 
retail ouclet for priced publicacions. It often provides cheap do-it-yo世selfdesign and re
prographic services to alternative publishers (at their most basic, these may conscitute a 
table and a photocopier, although some infoshops have professional desktop-publishing 
faci!icies). Here, the media and the forum 位e intimately connected, perhaps in a much 
stronger way 也an in previous decades of alternacive media in Britain. This is confirmed 
byTeal Trig跤's (1 995) survey ofBricish zines, where she echoes John Downing's (1 984) 
assessment of the alternacive press, seeing it as a home for "'alternacive cricical spaces' 
unconstrained by the rules and conventions of mainstream publishing." 

In Gramscian terms，也e infoshop “movement" appe位's as counter~hegemonic 
strategy-as a series of attempts to establish pockets of resistance-一-to demarcate “free 
spaces" within which anarchist-revolucionary aims and strategies may be formulated 
and enacted, and tactics developed to act as mechanisms for struggles against capital
ism. From a Habermasian perspecti間，出e infoshop is at the center of a counter pub
lic sphere, within which revolutionary political discourse is nurtured, consequencly to 

be taken into the “dominant" public sphere 抽出e form of intel1ectual 位guments and 
physical protests.τo what extent，出ough， does the infoshop movement represent 扭
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autonomous public sph的 of revolutionary activity? Do 如 acwim oftkidosh?P 
且ve up tOExpectaEions?In short, how successhi has de infbshop movement been In 
(1) creating “free spaces" independent of the state and its agents/agencies and (2) en
abling aims and strategies to be developed wi也in those spaces? 

TKstare imporEmt quesdons EO 訟k， mdmtonlyin rdadon todlE cen1EaIiqof 
the infoshop movement in European and North American anarchist prams-md, 
也肘， of its signmcance to 出e global anticapitalist movement, p位t of which has roots 

man 叫ist oh趾訕i且10s昀op抖戶肉h句1苟叭)
ma位祖atio∞10叩n ofa油ltern口rna前叩仰ti肘i卸V呃em間巴副品a. One of the infoshop's key functions is as a repository 

組d distributor of alternative media (mostly, though not exclusively, anarchist media) , 
and it appe訂s to function as a hybrid form of information resource, acting as libr位y，
archive, distributor, and 叫“ outlet. It can also be a site for the production of such me
dia‘ ofren orod間db叭he same col1ective 也at runs the infoshop itself (Atton, 2002; 
Dodge，的8). The…cess of the info州街 a node of市ee space" wi也in a di伍肘，
antihierarchical network then ass叫nes further significance as the armature of alterna-

tive media. 
Let us now exar叫自由e assumptions underlying the signmcance of the infoshop 

for the anarchist movement. We shall do this first by addressing the notions of free 
pacemd Comter public sphere-Having EStablished what these terms sugg訓 for the 
J已litical and 叫m叫出泌的路 of the infoshop, we shal1 出en turn t。如 prID也 of出e
j的shop，叫吶 exarnining 也e n叫∞ of iωenabling a 叫別叫egemonic dis
co凹SE through an analysis ofidostmpuexperiencesnin Europe and the United States-

The Infoshop as a Free Space 

Alberto Melucci has proposed a definition of col1ective action based on 

a nerwork of active relationships berween actors who interact, communi
cate, influence each other, nego出院組d make decisions. Forms of organi
zation and models of leadership, communicative channels and technologies 
of communication are constitutive p紅ts of this nerwork of relationships. 
(Melucci, 1996: 75) 

In 出is reading of social movements the role of the network and 出at of communication一
of media as activators of that network--assume key positions. Melucci defines 也e net
work as comprising “active relationships" at the h阻rt of col1ectiye action. Autonomy fos
tered by solidarity 出rough networks is activated 位nong groups of individuals as a m阻ns
to self-education, selιreliance， and cr，問.tivity. In these contexts, as Laurence Cox 位gues，
autonomy in col1ective action is employed for “出e creation of new social forms for se脹
的EMEd艸oses" (C瓜， 1997). This entails 叫onomy as a reflexi叫ractice and “de
mands an active refl位lVl哼; in 出e sense of the creation of meanings and practices which 
defend the 在ee space' necess位y for the project." 

ROIl EemjI1a吋 AndrewjazniSOIl(1991)consider such a space to be de prod, 

uct of a coming together of gro叩s; for them a social movement is a "cognitive ter怯
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tory".through which th巴 various groups and organizations are able to come together to 
t訂閱 out an actual societal space" (p. 55) and “create for a time a space of social ac
tivi句; a public space for interest 紅ticulation" (p. 60). This free space is characterized 
by reflexive pract泣， creativity, and challenge. In turn, Melucci (1995) stresses the nec
ess紅y independence of such spac臼 from government, the sta仗， and other dorninant 
political institutions and practices-an independence 也at allows for 也eir mainte研

nance as experimental zones within which alternative me甜s of “sociation" may be de
veloped. Cox (undated) similarly defines free spaces as “situations of a relative weak
ening of determination by the 10gics of power and economics" and Bookchin considers 
the a血nity group as the “ free space" par excellen叫“in which revolutionaries can make 
themselves, individually, and also as social beings" (Bookchin, 1986: 243). Such theo
rizations be位 upon the characteristics and values we have found in the practices of al
ternative media; they center on autonomy, solidarity, and the development of reflexiv
ity in the creative processes of democratic media production (Atton, 2002: 156). 

We also might consider 也is free space as a form of alternative pub1ic sphere. In 
her influential critique of Jürgen Habermas's (1 962/1989) original bourgeois for
mulation of the pub1ic sphere, Nancy Fraser (1 992) posited a multip1icity of pub-
1ic spheres, each of which acts as a forum for the articu1ation of a particular social, 
cultural, or class section. The key word here is empowerment-empowerment of 
the disenfranchised 叩d marginalized whose discourse remains outside 出e domi
nant pub1ic sphere. These groups Fraser refers to as "subaltern counterpub1ics," de
veloping the notion from Gayatri Spiv此's work on the repressed co1onial voice of 
the Other (notab1y Spiv址， 1988). Members of such groups are ab1e to engage in 
these “paral1e1 discursive arenas" in order 可o invent and circulate counterdiscourses 
.to formulate oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs" 
(Fraser, 1992: 123). 

Rather than attempt to homogenize or “accommodate contestation" within a sin
gle pub1ic sphere, Fraser 紅gues for "a p1urality of competing pub1iα[that] better pro
mote the ideal of participatory parity themselves 出an does a single, comprehensive 
overarching public" (p. 122). Her 位研詛咒nt here is that the acknow1edgment of a di
versity of discursive spaces in which members of particular groups are ab1e to produce 
their own discourses, rather 由叩 have them constructed on their behalf (or, at worst, 
have them not considered worthy of construction at all) , will best represent those 
groups. 

Wec叩 identi有T three key elements of infoshop pr阻is from the above: 如st， that 
it should be independent from oppressive relations of power (whether understood as 
the power of dominant institutions, or as ideo1ogies based on class, race, or gender); 
second，出at it needs to be relatively underdetermined by economics; third, that it 
shou1d foster “autonomy," to be realized through the practice of se1ιreliance and 
selιreflexivity. These elements suggest a free space 出at will encourage 出e perform
叩ce of high1y experimental approaches to org叩ization， power-shari嗯， fin阻C巴， so
cial interaction, and personal growth. Modeled in 出isway 出e infoshop may be seen 
as autonomous 叩d nonhierarchical, as a radical space connected by comp1ex, 
though informal, communications networks, p1aying a key ro1e in the creative 
processes of activist po1itics. As such, the free space model has much in common 
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with the celebratory 叩d resistant readings in many recent studies of youth and 
working-class culture (such as those critiqued in Atton, 2001). Rather 也an celebrate 
these free spaces uncritically, as if the identifìcation alone of such an impressive aim 
provides unproblematic evidence of “radical democracy" in action, what follows will 
explore this aim through the elements that comprise it to essay a sociopolitical 叩aly

sis of the bureaucratic structures and social formations that shape the actual, lived 
“autonomous" political activity/experience of the infoshop. It will do so primarily 
through a focus on one infoshop, the Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh (ACE) , in 
Scotland.1 The history of this intervention, beginning wi出 its attempted transfor
mation from a council-run center for the unemployed into an “autonomous" site for 
radical political activity, offers a complex picture of an infoshop founded on revolu
tionarγanarchist praxis. The analysis will be presented 可op down"; 也at is, it will be
gin with an examination of the determinations of state power 叩d Ïts agents on the 
infoshop. It will then consider the extent to which the infoshop is economically 
“free" before concluding by addressing key aspects of social organization and 也elm
pact these have on the ability of the free space of the infoshop to enable “reflexive 
practice, creativity，叩社 challenge" 位nong its participants. 

The Determinations of State Power 

The uneasy relationship between the infoshop and the state is vividly 自由trated by the 
history of the Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh. The roots of ACE can be traced to 
the setti呵 up of the Edinburgh Unemployed Worker's Centre in the 1990s. This was 
funded by and housed in premises owned by Lothian Regional Council but run by vol
unteering unemployed workers. It appears that a small group of these volunteers, rad
icalized in the face of what they saw as repressive measures to curb the freedoms of the 
unemployed (the Jobseekers' Allowan白， the “New Deal" for the unemployed) , moved 
to transform the Centre from a nonpolitical advice and community resource. Theaim 
was to go beyond the provision of advice on state benefìts and t路 issues (specifìcally, 
the emerging problems around the recently instituted council, or “poll," tax in the 
U.K.) as well as to establish "a base for social struggles, such as claimants' resistance and 
opposition to 出e M77 [a motorway being built in the West of Scotland 叩d 出e focus 
for Scottish antiroad building protests]" (“Evicted," 1995). In its heyday, the Centre 
offered 可 thriving caf.丘， and busy crèd嗨， well-used meeting spaces, a darkroom, a read
ing room, community arts space, music workshops, claimants' resistance and benefìts 
advice, frequent socials and so on" (“Defend the Occupation!" 1994). It was these rad
ical political activities, as evinced by “claimants' resistance" -rather than the less con
troversi泣， and more “ inclusive," functions of the Centre (caf.丘， crèche, darkroom)
that prompted the council to move against it. 

The council moved swi丘ly to counter what its 0伍cers perceived as a threat to 出e

normal running of the Centre and its takeover by 叩 unrepresentative minority. June 
199是 saw 出e Centre occupied by its radical members in an e旺ort to de有T the council's 
calls for its closure. In September 199岳 a “move to eject" decree was served on the 
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premi 間, requiring its volunteer staff t昀o r閃elin泣臼n呻1
However, it was not until December 199益也at 也E 虹戶4叫I口mo

?y內P伽叩dcωC∞ouncil且 O品&臼cial品s，削岫g刮i吋ea缸r削 of附舟or叮ε叩O叩ple. The褪eD臼的E凹vo
i凶u叫叩tion叫叩na旭a叮rη守y 叩缸缸C恤咐h尪IS紅tn倪ews s站he倒巴仗t Couω仰mtel' 11φ1拚fβ'017胡7η仰1ωat抑j均切仰0ω仰n cla泣lms肘1芯s that “"8叩o people resisted the 
surprise eviction for 8 hours," though how many of these were active members ofthe 
Centre and how mmywemsupponersmnot dear-The COIlncii appEMEd to have suc
ceeded in what Co仰tel' 1nfo17nation described 泌的 attempt to “destroy an au
tonomous space which has 1。可 been a b訟e for direct action a吋 grass-roots struggles" 
(“Defend the Occupation!" 1994). 

The experiences of 199岳 demonstrate the repressive regulation 也e state landlord 
was prepared to undertake to prevent 也e Centre from being hijacked by volunteers 
whose political aims were clearly at variance wi也 those of the council. The council was 
also acting on a principle of access. Council 0 伍C間er臼S felt t白ha缸t t也he r泊ad副icali位lza仗叫tio∞n oft也h巴
C?EI1mw附ould or削叫叭he 叫芯m叫10叫lOn凹∞…n ofa m叫平恥咖j伊仰O叫n均i
出i誌s ca鈞sewes紀ee t出hewholehe迫ea缸rt臼edsu叩pport of a Lab加ou盯l江r-c戶-cωontrolled council toward a c凹，
EEE fbr the unemployed, but whose support was soreiy EEsted(dong with b app n 
liberaiiSIE1)when activities aE the CEIlEre began to engage wi出 wider social and politi
叫 issues and events. While 伽加組ce to the Centre's aims of an叫呼mmMhe
h477pmEESEs by a minority of thE CEREEEK members is questionable, it wasEhe aES 
EEmpts to radicaiize theunempioyed through rIIEEtings and protests dat finally 
brought the state's repressive app紅atuses to bear. 

Yet the radicals' claim that what the council had worked to "destroy" w訟“扭扭
tonomous spaces'EEqUIres attention.Given theownership of the premises 阻d 出e

funding of resources by the counc泣，也e space was curtailed in its autonomy 企om the 
ourset.A仗empts by the volunteers to weaken 也ese determina白的 were met with DOW
e出1 and succes也1 resistance 在阻呵ionai government This fded bmbmt 立E
autonomy “1ll出巴 shadow of the state" wωfollowed by a second intervention by the 
volunteers, who, after their ev叫V叫lC∞ 凡 f必ou江叫I

C剋 C∞O血!戶nUll1勾守TC臼en叫te吼孔 They emerged on吐l吐ly pa位rti拉凶a址all詛ly fi丘rom 也a位t shadow i扭nto an or咕缸詛iι-
?干a…叫n 伽伽twas臼S 1忱臼忱el句f句P叫ly funded by 也E 呵ional government. Despite its mo紀: lim-
lted access to resources (relying on those borrow吐 from the COInIIlimity center)，出e
sznail core group of the tbEEIler CEIlEEE ESUMist1ed the activist group known asEa必
bufgh ciaimantsmd producdmoccasionai mwsiEEter(Dofr 品umsment E呼osed.0
deEailing the group-prOEESfsagainsE bemfiE CUEs and compulsory gzworldard'schemes. 
The cOEE group 450continued its involvement inthe prodllCEion ofthe revoiutiortarv 
anarchist news sheet Counter 1n持mdtiOF1.Despite iEsapparent isolation and mriIL 
ali叫on in the public life ofEdinbt呵h，出e group developed and maintair吋 COI4CES
Wl出 like“mind巴拉 groups across the U.K. Edinburgh Claimants became part of a 
U.K.-wide network of unemployed activi咐， known as Groundsw巴ll. (For an overview 
of this network see Shore, 1997.) Countel' 11拚rmation， 的 it had before 出e eviction、
continued to be produced by three collective已 based respectively in Edinburgh, Glas
gow, andL吋s. S削aining their part in these networks wo尚 proveval叫ieWtmrhE
core group finally found its own pzemises and moved inEo its End phase ofautonomL 
Here too, though，也e attempt at autonomy was咿ifìcantly curtailed• n 的。一
slOn, by econOffilα. 
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“Free" Economics and the Infoshop 

The economic survival of the infoshop, whether in Europe or the United States, has 
depended heavily, if not exclusively, on “selιexploited" labor 血d access to cheap, of
ten borrowed or donated resources such as second-hand photocopiers, computers, and 
furniture. In 也is respect, the fìnancing of these projects bears a close similarity to the 
anarchist media 也紅紅e often produced in such locations. Not all alternative media 
have had to endure such a precarious existence. In the United States, publications as 
diverse as the monthly mag路ine Mother Jones and the Earth First! newspaper have been 
able to sustain themselves in p位t through the economy of scale resulting ftom being 
based in a vast, English-speaking country. By con位ast， attempts at establishing 間，
tionally distributed, alternative media in small countries such as the U.K. have 
foundered, largely due to a smaller base of potential readers. The generalist, nonparty 
and non-special interest "progressive" perspective of a magazine such as Mother Jones 
has also proved appealing to specialist advertisers such as trade unions, pressure grou阱，
NGOs, and independent book publishers. Emτh First! has survived without 也e need 
to take advertising, instead relying largely on its large nationwide subscription base to 
sustain it. Economies of scale are not available to 出e specialized, anarchist media in 
the u.K.; neither are these pub主cations attractive to advertisers, assuming that such 
media wish to seek advertising at all. Many radical publications refuse to accept ad
vertising on ideological grounds, fe位ing 也at it “could interfere with their freedom as 
a result of advertisers seeking to dictate the content of the rest of the publication" (At
ton, 2002: 37). As the British radical newspaper Squall told its readers in 1996, it did 
not c位ry advertising for "multinationals or cultural hijackers" (cited in Atton, 2002). 
Taken together，也ese two limits on flllance perpetuate such media as small-scale in
terventions, virtually invisible to all but their immediate, selιselected audiences (many 
of whom are involved in their production). 

Any future development of the former Edinburgh Unemploy'巴d Worke品 Centre
depended acutely on 且nance. It not only had a stake in the continuance of two publi
cations but also hoped to rep虹cate， with no visible means of support, its status as a 
physical center for radical political activity in Edinburgh. Its earlier premises, however 
jeopardized 也ey turned out to 悅， were at least located on a busy thoroughfare in a 
prominent “bohemian" area of the city. This opened up the possibility that 也e Centre 
would 芷江ract (or at least “advertise" itself to) a wider public th扭曲e already
committed radicals responsible for its birth. 

While self-exploited labor would enable the group to refurbish and run any new 
premises, funding had to be sought to rent such a property (buying was out of the 
question). The b叫k of this money came from donations and benefìt concerts, repli
C在ting precisely the prim紅y subsidies 出at have been at the heart of alternative media 
production and counter-cultural activity at least since the 1960s (Fountain, 1988). 
More than two years after the closure of the original Centre, enough money had been 
raised to rent a small shopfront on a quiet，山liashionable street in the north of Edi心
burgh. An紅ea known for its cheap housing, this new location had none of the visi
bility or bohemianism of the Centre's previous homes. The area was rather more work-
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ing class, an aspect that might well have appealed to a group whose prim位y 位m as rev
olutionary an紅chists was to suppo民 class s訂uggle. Nevertheless, the combination of 
bureaucratic intervention and economic limits immedi且能ly forced the group to estab
lish its center 扭扭位ea where, as a physi目1 pr'ωence， it would probably be largely 
passed by. This made the group's task of establishing and promoting the Centre that 
much harder. 

The new establishment一-which， as noted, i誌s named the Autonomous Centre of 
Edinburgh (仇ACE昀).♂-一巴
from a fly戶r吧er d.也ist叮n治bu山1此t巴吋d by ACE (styled exacαclya鈞s in the orig哥llla旭al心1)， it promises an im
presslve 紅ray of services, furrctions, and reso凹ces:

8 Advice and solidarity against dole harassment 
• A meeting place for comm山úty-political groups 
• R且dical books, zines，組d information 
• A low-cost vegan cafe and drop-in centre 
• Local 紅ts and crafts 
• Underground records,. demos, t-shirts, badges 
• People's food co-operative 
• Socializing in an ant公sexist， -racist, or -homophobic environment 
• An epicenter of alternative/DIY [do-it-yourself] kulture 

The items on this list are common to the 0旺erings of many infoshops，出us demon
strating how many of them understand the realization of a “ftee space." In short, the 
intent is to be more 出叩 just a repository for information; it is to 0位r information 
with advice (from a specifìc politi叫 standpoint， one of revolutionary anarchism)一
thus producing a radical Citizens' Advice Bureau, if you will. The Centre is also seen 
as a space for dialogu巴， for the sharing and development of ideas. (The promotion of 
dialogi臼1 pr缸is wiclún anarchism had emerged in the 199缸， inspired by the Zapatista 
struggle in the Chiapas region of Mexico. As John Jordan has argued: “Zapatismo is a 
living example of how we can open the space, prep訂巴也e soil, and, through direct 
democratic dialogue, wimess the radical roots going deep" Uord妞， 2001: 2月.) Along
side these desires to establish 叩 environment for “socializing" that is free of the social 
and cultural restraints 也at anarchism tends to see as products of capitalism (sexism, 
racism, homophobia), there appe訂S to be a cultural narrowing of ACE's c叫tural

sights. The typωof subcultural production it hopes to encourage are specialist (if not 
minority) interests. 

The “underground rec。他" offered for sale by ACE are almost exclusively P山J.k，在c
knowledging the contempor紅yyou出組訂chist movement's debt (at least in Europe and 
the United States) to that musical movement in pop叫arizing anarchist philosophy 阻d

praxis through the work of bands such as Crass. (For a convincing assωsment of Crass's 
contribution to anarchist politics and to British politicallife in general, see McKay, 1996: 
ch. 3.) ACE's program demonstrates its concern wi也 welE位e， intend.ing to offer low-cost 
food 叩d cooperative m也ns of supplying 甜d distribu也g 也at food. We should note, 
though, that the emphasis on a minority dietary philosophy (veganisI 
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the Centre's general 泣m to be "abase for social struggles," as it'had previously claimed. 
This aim is t。“ [provide] resources and solidarity so 也at people 阻n take control of their 
own struggles and defìne their own priorities" (仙a訟s quoted in its 臼 leafle仗t tit由led

E昀onomou山s Ce凹nt閏E紀e of巫d也m由1治bt肛i江rg拉h: What Is It and Wha缸t Does It Do?"). As w叫i出也e em
phasis on P山1註km山ic， ACE appears to be cateiing to a speèialist group of already
committed activists. "Wliile it clearly supports and "tries to develop links to other 
[working-class] groups, suèh.as . . . the Gartocher residents in Glasgow who 位E 位yingto

stop a landfill site being built in 也eir residential area," its irnmediate audience appears to 
be a small, politically active 丘action of the Left who might be persuaded-if they 紅e not 
already-to support revolutionary 阻archismas 出eme阻s of waging class struggle. This 
looked-for political commitrnent ftom ACE's audience is expected to be accompanied by 
a simil位 commitrnent to specifìc c叫tural forms of protest (veg的sm， Pur主 m山ic).

ACE's "wish list," despite its wide ran阱， does appe位 rather more lir叫ted in its appeal 
白血 the f主cilities provided at the former Edinburgh Unemployed Worker's Centre. 

Notwithstanding the apparently "closed" aspects of the community ACE was at
temp自19 to establish in iαnew premis白，也e list of promised fac也ties and functions is 
irnpressive. To achieve them all would require signifìcant reso世ces (labor，臼pital， and 
equipment). As recently as 2002, volunteers fromACE argued 也at all have been achieved 
save for theα起 and the food cooperative. Visi由19 the Centre, one 街1ds signifì臼nt col
lections of alternative me品， recorded music, and related cultural 紅tifacts. The Centre re
mains the only source of advice on “dole h位assment，"血d its continuing role as a home 
for the Edinburgh collective of Counter InfoJ7nation provides some evidence that it is in
deed “an epicenter for alternative/DIY K叫ture." Attend叩ce at its many meetin跤， even a 
per山al ofits e-mail bulle自lS ， sugges臼 that ACE also functions as a mee白19 place; but the 
extent to which it is open or available to a range of “commur世句句。出臼1 groups" needs 
to be exan1Íned. Doing so would require an analysis of the organizational methods of the 
Centre and how 也ese might determine ACE's activities at 出e sociallevel. 
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Previous studies of organizational strategies in alternative media, in counter-cultural 
activities, and in new social movements have id巴ntifìed a co11ective approach to policy 
formation and decision making. This emphasis on 也e co11ective springs from a notion 
of “equality . . . interpreted and evaluated in terms of sharini' (L叩企y et al., 1985: 7; 
original emphasis). In this instance,“sharing" emphasizes co11ective organization with
out any reference to the size of the co11ective, or to whether it is possible to work col
lectively regardless of the nUI11bers involved. Furthermore, such sharing 吋ects the for
mal, bureaucratic, and hierarchical methods of doing business. The research group 
Comedia (1 984) has argued 出at such nonhierarchical, collective methods can only 
disadvantage the alternative media, because theyare always adopted for political ends, 
never for economic ones. This arg山nent is not a new one in radical milieus. Jo Free
man's (1972) classic critique of structurelessness in the women's movement makes 
much the s剖ne point in the wider context of politic泣 organizing. Andrea Baker's 
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(1982) study of lesbian-feminist organizations and Amy Farrell's (1 994) case study of 
the feminist magazine λ公. confìrm Freeman's 位研ment.

A radical approach to the collective often rejects entirely the importance of busi
ness and, with it, the value of individuals taking responsibili句~ acquiring specifìc s旭l1s ，
and exercising authority (which are seen as autocratic features of despotic hierarchy). 
The abandonment of business practices as capitalist and reactionary produces, accord
ing to Landry and his co11eagues，阻 org阻ization where the quest to be “maximally 
democratic" is achieved at the expense of the org阻ization- “economic imperatives" 
(1985 , p. 31). As we have seen in 也e case of ACE, this leads to financial stringen句， to 
a reliance on self-exploited, voluntary labor, cheap materials，組d even squatted 0品ce
space-in short, to what these authors term “barefoot economics" (1 985, p. 2是). By 
contrast, more hierarchical and centralized forms of alternative media (such as the Big 
1ssue in 出e U.K., an alternative “advocacy" publication) have succeeded. 

To what extent have the volunteers at ACE learned from the past in their choice 
of organizational model?τo what extent have their chosen methods of organization en
couraged the diversity of voices and groups to be heard witlün their free space? ACE 
currently employs a full.collective approach to its organization, based on consensus 
decision-making. Its “business" meetings are open to all 組d everyone; long-standing 
participants or newcomers have 也e s位ne right to make proposals. That this open 
method of collective orgar泣zing does not produce the kind of democratic paralysis 
found, for exampl巴， in the British radical community papers of the 1970s (Minority 
Press Group, 1980) is due to 血。由er common feature of radical organizing: the small 
number of activists committed enough to attend m巴巴tings on a regular basis. This 
small base of regular volunteers inevitably has an e能ct on the facilities that ACE is able 
to offer. The Centre is currently open only twice a week (Tuesday and Sunday after
noons) , for a total of seven hours per week, for general access to its reso盯ces (although 
it does open at other times for specifìc events such as' fùm screenings and political 
meetings). This restriction significantly curtails its ability to function as a “drop-in cen
ter" 叩d as a location for “socializing." We should also note 出at， despite the diversity 
of activities based at ACE, many of them are undertaken or organized by a single set 
of volunteers. For exampl巴， one small group (a core of around five people) is responsi
ble for 也e produc∞n ofCo仰抑 Infon側的几 and a smaller nUI11ber 的en rrom this 
group organize not only the Edinburgh Claimants activities but also most of the dis
cussion meetings held at ACE in the evening. 

While 也出i誌s sm泣叫all grou叩p ma垃ke臼s c∞olle巴C吋tive d世ec仿i誌s討的lOf必i上b卜.砂-{戶-{叩.{

inclusive and call立ls into d也ou吋1也bt s叩ome of ACE's grander st泊at臼em巴nts about dev閒elop抖m呵l也g 叩
e凹nv泣ironment free from racism, sexism, and homophobia. Such an aim is much easier 
to achieve when those making up the b叫k of that environment are small in nUI11ber 
and already committed to those practices. This is not a deliberate strategy, resulting as 
it does from a reluctance to establish an elite organizing collect肘， but its effect is de
bilitating. The small, closed group--it c叩 appear closed to "outsiders" at least
f巴stricts the development of the infoshop. In particular, it conflicts with ACE's desire 
to assist in a range of working-class struggles and with its claims to provide a nonl泣er

archical free space. Though the latter might not be foreclos吐， the organizational meth
ods of ACE strongly suggest that this free space is 叩 ideal at best. 
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Assessing Failure 

E紅lier w巴巴xplored 也e free space of the infoshop in terms of its potential as an alter
native public sphere. This potential implies a space for the radical performance of cit
izenship practices. Practices of culrural democratization can 也en be encouraged within 
what Nick Couldry has termed “a community of incomp!.帥， uncertain selves, working 
through dialogt泛的叮ansform one 叩other-a communitywithout closure" (Co叫旬，
2000: 1益。; original emphasis). Central to such a community is di泣。學院 independent

control over symbolic reso盯ces is crucial to enable the “exchange [of] representations 
ofsuch ‘reali吟， as we sh紅巴" (Couldry, 2002). This is not to say 出at there is no po
tential for creating such a dialogical, democratized space out of the narrower space that 
is ACE. Skepticism appears appropriate, however. Since its establishment in 1997 as a 
space whose autonomy from state determination was seen as an indicator of its future 
strength, the Centre has shown few signs of expanding either its core organizing col
lective or its audience. It remains a specialist space, of significance in the main to that 
small number direccly responsible for its maintenance. 

This situation is hardly UI呵ue in the infoshop movement. Brad Sigal (undated) 
has remarked on 也e failure of anarchist and radical communities to sustain infoshops. 
He notes 也is even in the c制 of the Beehive Infoshop in Washington, D.C., a city 
with a general population f:訂 greater th扭曲at of Edinburgh. At least ACE has avoided 
the in-fighting and schisms Sigal has found in all his examples of American infoshop 
org叩izing， though ACE has achieved this end only through the permanence of a small 
core group. ACE's situation bears out the criticisms of Landry and his colleagues 
against collective decision-making. It shows that a small group with clear responsibili“ 
ties tends to work better th叩 large di血1sed groups and that activities based on small 
groups tend to last longer. Such small groups are not incompatible with more inclu
sive methods of discussion and decisiorνmaking， but in 也e present case 也臼e seem not 
to have occurred. 

Perhaps this outcome is due in some p紅t to the lack of communicable vision and 
strat巴gy of the infoshop. Its politics are 如 from popular，組deven 位nong a significant 
section of its potential audience (activists working on broad national and international 
C位npaigns such as genetically modified crops, road-buildir嗨， and anticapitalism), its 
ideology of revolutionary anarchism is neither generally understood nor especially well 
communicated by ACE's core gtoup. Sigal (undated) has 訂gued 也at one of the tw。
“missing links" in the success of the infoshop movement is a "uni有Ting vision" (the 
other is internal group dyn釘在加).、Without the formulation of clear goals 阻d strategy 
it becomes very diffic叫t to judge the e伍cacy of activities wi也in the infoshop. Neither 
is it straightforward to explain the purpose of those activities to outsiders, save in very 
gene叫 terms (contributing to class struggle, for instance). This more or less abstract 
vision Segal terms “the unstated (dis)ideology of infoshops," highlighting the tension 
between 叩 infoshop's internalized, yet unexpressed, vision and the lack of communi
cation to a wider public of that vision. 

Sigal's second missing link, that of internal group dyn位nics， we have already ex
amined. For him 
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whether to do with race, class, gender, or what color to the paint the meeting room. 
Sigal suggests “revolutionary pluralism" as a way out of these impasses. That is, rather 
th且 becoming the established center from which all radi問1 activity is developed, the 
infoshop need be only one node in a network of autonomous activities. ACE has suc
ceeded in avoiding internal conllict if only by virtue of its small organizing group, but 
its members continue to hold by the notion of the infoshop as the center from which 
all anarchist revolutionary activity should proceed. As an empowering stra白白r 也1S
does not seem to have been successful; as a means of encouraging a diversity of voices 
it is extremely limited; the possibilities for experiments with autonomy become the 
preserve of a few. In terms of 0句ec加es， however, much is apparencly achieved by 
ACE: publications, meetings, discussion groups, video presentations, org叩ization of 
protes臼. Yet these 訂e achieved by a perpetually small group that seems to engage only 
m位ginally wi也 a wider pub祉，巴ven Wl也出e wider counter public spheres of protest 
and dissent within which ACE must be located. 

Conclusion 

Melucci (1 996) holds 出at for an “antagonist movement . . . what is at stake is the 
possibility of giving a different form to, and profoundly reorg阻izing， the strucrure 
and goals of出e appropriation of social resources" (p. 38). In the case of ACE, there 
is clear evidence that developing different forms and reorg叩izing struct叮叮 havemet
with some success, but the vagueness of its goals-resulting in the exclusiveness of its 
membership-一.appears to have prevented it from developing more than a very limited 
"public space of representation" (p. 220). This space, which Melucci characterizes as 
one “distinct from the institutions of government, from the p紅ty system, and from 
出e state apparatuses" (p. 220), has been only partially achieved by ACE, and at some 
cost. lronically, it was more successful when more visible, both to a wider public (the 
unemployed) 組d to 也e apparatuses of the state and government. Y仗， as we have 
seen, it was at 出at stage in the 聞自er of the infoshop that 出e state intervened in its 
activities 叩d severely curtailed them. Melucci's 位研詛咒nt about state repression
that it tends to make itself felt towards "the organization and political participation 
of interests 出at call [the] limits [of institutional confines] into question" (p. 247)
seems most powerful here. Further, as Melucci reminds 凶， the state works “not only 
at the purely repressive level but also by exercising control over the socialization and 
cultural app紅紅uses" (p. 2益的. In the shadow of the state ACE lost not only its eco
nomic base but also much of its burgeoning social 組d cult肛al impetus. In e他ct， it 
was forced underground, returned to a condition that for most similar projects is pro
totypical. As the Unemployed Workers' Centre the infoshop was becoming estab
lished as a living political force in an environment where it was both visible and in
creasingly recognized as a center for radical activity. Indireccly, though undoubtedly, 
the economic and “environmental" impact of its closure, while enabling a purer form 
of autonomy, resulted in its regression to a ghett。“like state of m位ginality. The status 
of ACE as an autonomous space is thus called into question. Just as Greg Martin 
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notes in the case of New Age travelers，也e members of ACE fìnd themselves in a 
干redicament" that is “a direct consequence of government policies" (2002: 84). To 
this extent, the strategy of the state has been successful; in seeking to return the Un
employed Worke此， Centre to a condition of benefìcent harmlessness, it coinciden
tally ensured that the furure of radical politics in Edinburgh would be forced back to 
也e margins. The present and continuing state of ACE makes it 組 unlikely future tar

get for the predations of the state, to which it appears largely irrelevant. 

Note 

1. The information on ACE was collected rhrough a combination of participant observation, 
inrerviews wirh p位ticipants， and exarnination of rhe many publications 阻d e-mail bulletins 
produced at ACE. Chief among rhese is rhe news sh叫 Co仰鯽魚而rmation.
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CHAPTER 5 

Framing the Future 
INDIGENOUS COl\在MUNICATION IN AUSTRALIA 

Christine λ10rris and Michael Meadows 

Technology has h在d and is having a great effect on our culture 叩d

ttaditions. This effectωn be negative for ourαùru扭曲d ttaditions 
(as it moscly is at the moment), or we can devise ways to utilise tech
nology to main間 and pe中叫te our tradi由nal kno叫咱e. It is 
likely that the long-term survival of our traditional knowledge will 
depend upon our ability to exploit the new information 叩d com
m凶úcation technology. For 凶 to co且也me to rely upon our oral 叮a

ditions is unsustainable. The new information technology has 加
叫 potentialω坤 our people maintain our ttadition• we need 
to grapple with it and devise sttategi臼 for exploring its potential. 

-Noel Pe紅son (2000a: “) 

This observation by lndigenous lawyer Noel Pearson highlights some of the challenges 
facing lndigenous communication in the new millennium. There are many lndigenous 
people like Pearson who continue to work wi出in their communities, searching for 
ways of ensuring survival in a world where information has become a commodity of 
global signifìcance. And for many of these visionaries, the futu自由ey see is not one 
where survival alone is their aim. They seek access to a world where Indigenous intel
lectual property is highly valued. For lndigenous communities, it is less a matter of 
learning new skills th叩 one of rediscovering the frameworks 也at have enabled them 
to survive into the new millennium. Communications technology, Ín many and varied 
forms, has always played a central role in this process. 

Supported by a gr甜t from the Australian Research Council Ín the late 199郎， weset 
out to make sens巴 of communication by looking at 位isting lndigenous social structures. 
lnstead of thinking of Indigenous communication as something s巴parated from 出E

processes of everyday 1峙， we began to explore the idea that it needs to be seen as a c，帥，

白白1 organizing element of Indigenous society. We identifìed a set of key ideas as a frame
work on which concepts of Indigenous communication could be base往:-Íntellecrual
proper句; the traditional economy, and knowledge management. We chose these beca山E

d 紅e already part of the agenda in Indigenous communities. They have a direct impact 
on the lndigenous communication proc臼s be白use they 訂'e all connected. Our srudy 
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invescigated how these ideas could help to manage informacion technology and telecom
municacions as tools for sustaining lndigenous culture. In this way, communicacion tech
nologies can be seen as important community cultural resources. 

Indigenous communicacion systems on the Australian concinent ex:isted for mil
lennia before the European invasion in 1788. At 出at time, between 200 阻d 250 dis
cinct Aboriginallanguages (nations) ex:isted. In 1788, there were perhaps 500 di叮erent
Indigenous dialects used byas few as 100 people, or by as many as 1,500. At the turn 
of the new millenniurn, it is estimated that 50 of these 200 languages 紅e now excinct, 
about 100 have very small speech communities，在nd 50 remain in a situation in which 
they 紅e likely to survive into the next century (Blake, 1981; Schmidt, 1993). Australia 
C阻 be seen through Indigenous eyes as a multicultural, mulcilingual concinent of In
digenous sovereign nations coping with different levels of invasion while maintaining 
their languages (Morris, 2002: 10). The threat to languages and cultures has become 
one of the prim紅y driving forces behind the movement ofIndigenous people globally 
to appropriate communication technologies-where possible, on 出eir own terms. 

Aboriginal social organizacion is bound up in 由e nocion of“出e Dreami嗯，" which 
might be interpreted as referring to the law and a relacionship to 由ne and space in which 
叩cestral beings' journeys across the landscape shaped natural features and described 
Dreaming tracks (Michaels, 1987: 28-30). Such tracks might be considered as “infor
macion conduits" or media, along which people travel, carrying goods for exchange and 
moving to ceremonial sites (Michaels, 1986: 508). Another view is put forw位d by the 
Anangu. Following the return of their ancestrallands in 1985, the Anangu (Pitjantjat
jara) now co-m叩age the UI叮u-Kata可uta Nacional Park (Ayers Rock-Mount Olga) in 
central Australia. They use 出e term T]ukU1pa to help explain their religious heritage and 
the relacionship between people, pl叩白，紅白nals， and physical features in 出e 1叩dscape.

Theyexpl公n that while 也is represents 出e law and r叫es of everyday behavior, it is also 
about 出e past，也e present，組d the future. The Anangu remind us,“The T]ukztJpa is not 
a dream; it is real" (Australian Nacional Parks and Wildlife Service and Muti糾uCom

mun旬; 1990). A senior 1awman of the Kimberley region of northwestern Australia, 
Mowaljarl泊， talks about it in terms of a “Sh訂lllg S)耐em'，:

Iw叩t to show you something. 1 want to show you how all Aboriginal peo
ple in Australia 紅e connecred in the Wtmnan sysrem. The squ叮叮 are 也e

areas where the communities 位e represented，阻d their symbols and the lan“ 

guages of the different tribes in this country from long, long rime ago. The 
lines 紅E 出e way the history stories travelled àlong these trade roures. They 
are all connected: it's 出e pattern of the Sharing sysrem. (1 993: 190) 

This notion of the ways in which traditional societies see themselves connected to each 
other and the land is important in understanding the notion of Indigenous informa
tion transfer. During his years living with the Warlpiri in central Austral泣， Michaels 
concluded that the maintenance of what he termed “communication tracks" (Dream
ing tracks) was critical for the maintenance of identiry: 

The mass media pose 叩 enormous challenge to the mainrenance of the tra
ditional communicarion system. New media can move information instan-
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taneously via electronic transrnission or reasonably quickly wi也 air-delivered
videorapes. Where it is tradirional Aboriginal material 也at is so 甘甜sponed
berween communiries thar would otherwise be li成ed (or segregated) by 
Dreaming tracks, nor only may the authoriry to display be ignored but În

rermediary exchange processes may be overridden. (Michaels, 1986: 508) 

Using 也is framework, Michaels ar忽led that tradicional Aboriginal social org位吐.zatlons
rnight be considered “informacion societies" where acc臼S to know1edge is of p紅cic叫紅
social and econornic consequence (Micha帥， 1985: 69): “品original soci呵; as 1 have 
come to understand it, makes explicit disUnccions between 出e right to know, the right 
to sp凹k， and the right to speak for, or repeat. In sociecies without print, where the word 
is inseparable from the author of the wo泣， informacion 臼n take on special valu白"
(Michaels, 1983: 52). The objeccive, according to Michaels, is the maintenance of1阻，
guage and culture. And it is this which is perceived as being threatened by the European 
sate也te television invasion of remote communities from the mid-1980s-and by the 
very nature of mass communicacion itselE M叮Graham (1992) identifìes “你 two great 
ax:ioms of Aboriginal 也inking"一出e land as the 1aw and the principle that Aboriginal 
people 紅e not alone in the world. She explains that idencity for every Aborigin在1 group 
means autonomy: Everybody is equal, which explains the absence of leaders in Aborigi
nal society. The mediàs constant reference to 'l\boriginal1eaders" is th山 a source of great 
annoy叩ce to many. A p1ace in the world through kinship and a relacionship to the land 
dominate nocions of Aboriginal idencity, as M紅y Graham (1992) expl泣ns:

For Aboriginal people you can't ger a meaning of life from a grear person
a阱， a great figure like a great teacher because in the end，出e戶eju叫uman
beings too, with all the v1.血erabiliry of hum叩s. All they can ever be is to 
be great exemplars. The only solid 也ingyou c叩 ger meaning our of is land 
because ir's 出e only thing that exists besides us. 

Within these ideas of identi哼; then, how have Indigenous peop1e managed their 
interactions with communicacion technologies? Indigenous media 記present Australiàs 
fastest-growing communicacion sector. It has emerged as a result of two import叩t so
cial forces: discontent with mainstream media misrepresentation of Indigenous affairs 
and the desire to appropriate communication technologies as a fìrst level of service for 
communities. Access to communication techno10gy has always been a struggle-1i吋e

has ever been given to Indigenous peop1e, despite the rhetoric, which has become al
most commonplace in sections of Australian politics. Indigenous communicies have 
survived in an environment 出at is often racist and discrirninatory. At the same time, 
there have been some signifìcant collaborations with non-Indigenous people that have 
made a contribution to the prospect of real reconciliation between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous Australia. 

The Indigenous media sector has emerged despite some of these obstacles and as a 
response to others. While its existence and sig叫白白nce have only recently been ac
know1edged by Aus位alian po1i句-makers (Produccivity Comrnission, 2000) , poli句，的 III
so many other spheres, ofren trails behind the reality of on-the-ground experience. The 
next step may be the most di血c叫t: to break away from a constraining non-Indigenous 
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framework wi也in which the media seαor has emerged, and to consider an Indigenous 
way of doing things. Some communities, like those 出at are part of the Cape York Digi
tal Network (CYDN) and those in the Torres Strait, have alr，目dy adopted this approach 
叩d are moving ahead as a result. For other communities，也is will be more challen斟ng
be問use they lack access to the n駝的紅yexpe吋se (bo也 human and fìnancial). But re
gardless of which direction lndigenous communities decide to go, they must be allowed 
to do it their w;嚀。盯 briefhistory suggests that anything else is destined to fail. 

A Brief History of Indigenous Media in Australia 

PRINT 

Thee位且est identifìed publication produced by an Aboriginál orgar血泊onw;ωpublished

under two n位n臼: The Aboriginal and Plinders lsland Chronicle. lt was fìrst published in 
1836. On many others, few details 的st until the 1950s. The number of publications in
creased dramatically during the land rights protes臼 of the late 1960s 叩d 1970s and have 
continued since. News sheets app阻ed in 卸阻ly 1980s in response to talk oflaunch
ing Australia's own satellite and of the possible effects that broadcas自19 would have on 
remote comm叫“es (Langton and Kirkpa的ck， 1979). The monthly newspaper Land 
Ri掛釘 News， based in the Northern Territory, began publishing in 1976 as a roneoed 
newsletter by the Northern Land Council in Darwin. lt turned tabloid in 1980 and con
也叫 todayas the major, regular national Aboriginal newspaper. A more recent addition 
lS 出e Lismore-based Koori β1ail， a monthly 也在t began publishing in mid-1991 (Rose, 
1996). Other regular publications include Land Rights Queensland, published by the 
FAIRA Corporation since 1994 in Brisbane. 

BROADCASTING 

From humble beginnings in 197是 to its present level of more than 200 stations through
out Australia, community radio has been at the forefront of lndigenous broadcasting 
and continues to provide a means for access to new technologies. By the turn of the new 
m血凹的山凡 there were more th叩 100 licensed Indigenous radio stations in Australia 
broadcasting more th油 1 ，000 hours of Indigenous content weekly. The Central Aus
tralian Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA) in Alice Springs was the fìrst station for 
which the lndigenous Special lnterest community radio license was granted，出 1985.

The fìrst capital city Indigenous Special Interest community radio license，益 AAA， was 
awarded to the Brisbane lndigenous Media Association (BlMA) in 1993. There 訂enow
at least 12 licensed community stations run by lndigenous media groups. On 25 Janu
紅y 1996 the National lndigenous Radio Service (NIRS) was launched, and early in 
2001 a National Indigenous News Service started. The NIRS links 位ound 20 Indige
no山 radio stations by satellite and landline and can broadcast to a further 170 
community-based stations, giving it a potential reach second only to the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). The ABC supports progr位nming produced by ln-
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digenous media associations 也rough “的O旺ce broadcasting"-a combination of re
g10姐姐d community stations using ABC transmitters. The corporation has also sup
ported Indigenous radio programs such as Awaye and Indigenous television programs 
such as 句eaking Out, Blackout, R泣m 】仰，組d Song.御街 (Molnar and Meadows, 2001). 

REMOTE COMMUNITY RADIO, TELEVISION, AND NEW MEDIA 

Since 1987, the Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme (BRACS) 加
delivered satellite radio and television to 28,000 remote Indigenous Aus位d阻s. Eighty
也ree Abori斟nal 叩dτorres Strait lslander communities were initially provided wi也
equipment that enabled them to receive available radio and television services. Three re
m。但 commercial television services are available via sate也te， with communities making 
the decision about which of them to accept. BRACS also provides basic fac也ties for com
muniti臼 to produce and broadcast their own community radio and television programs, 
including those in their own languages, should they so desire. AlnlOSt all commur吐ties

claim there was little or no consultation before the BRACS equipment was installed. An
other key complaint from communities is that there has been littl~ backup funding for 
u泣且ng and maintenance of the eq凶pment. For all its faults, however, BRACS at least has 
encouraged the development of regional communication associations. It is estimated that 

Figure 5.1. Radio Torres strait: ViniHa Keαne (leH)αnd Ina Gebaldi (right) in the Radio 
Torres Strait sfudio on Thursday Island. 
Source: Photo by Michael Meadows. 
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Figure 5.2. Torres strait BRACS: The BRACS unit on Saibai Island in the Torres Strait, a few 
kilometers from Papua New Guineα. 
Source: Photo by Michael Meadows. 

more than 200 Aborigir叫 and Torres S叫t Islander women and m闊的 involved with 
BRACS broadcasting alone, with a gr臼tm叩y more in volunt的 roles throughout the 
seαor. In 1997, BRACS units were reclassi6ed as Community Stations. 

In the early 1990s, four communities in the Tanarni Desert pioneered commur泣臼
t10n 垃汝s using compressed videoconferencing and satellite technologies. Called the 
Tanarni Network，出e system links the centers-Yuendumu, Kinrore, Lajarnanu，叩d
Willowra-with Alice Springs, Darwin, and the rest of the world. The scheme began ro 
return a small operating profìt in 1993-1994. Since its launch, the Tanarni Network has 
enabled a disparate array of links permitting (1) communication between farnilies and 
imprisoned relatives, (2) the sale of art internationally, (3) discussions wi也出巴 Sio間， (4) 
delivery of education and health prograr凹， (5) 組d the organization of local ceremonial 
business. As with every other structure in traditional Indigenous communities, the oper
ation of the network is governed by cultural rul臼 (Molnar and Meadows, 2001). 

THE POLICY ENVIRONMENT 

The ad hoc policy environment in which Indigenous communication has emerged is 
indicative of the relationship that exists between communities and mainstrearn gover
nance. A lack of communication between government agencies concerned with the In
digenous communication secror was one of the main fìndings of a comprehensive re-
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view of the sector (ATSIC, 1999). Some communication concerns have been met by 
initiatives under a scheme called Networking the Nation, in which money from the 
partial sale of Australiàs telecommunications utili哼~ Telstra, was earmarked to improve 
regional and remote telecommunications. 1 The wider pattern, however, is reflective of 
a lack of focus in thinking about Indigenous communication, which has b C';!en a hall
mark of the policy-making process. Ap位t from studies dealing specifìcally with the 
communication secro几 research had largely ignored the potential of communication 
technology for Indigenous people. When it has been considered, Indigenous commu
nication has never been seen as an integral p位t of the Indigenous world; rather, it is 
perceived as being on the 丘inge. The belated recognition in 2000 by the Productivity 
Commission 出at an Indigenous communication 間or ac的ally 仰ts is evidence for 
this (Molnar and Meadows, 2001; Meadows, 2000; Productivity Commission, 2000). 
As we suggest here, communication should be seen as a major org阻izing element of 
Indigenous society-a frarnework for the past, the present, and the future. 

We will now consider what we have identifìed as key facrors in defìning 出e na
ture of Indigenous communication: intellectual property rights, the traditional econ
omy, and knowledge management. 

Intellectual Property Rights 

The concept of intellectual property rights for Indigenous people determines identity 
and each person's place in society in relation ro 出e law. Intellectual property righ臼 op

erate through sophisticated m叩agement systems that have survived for millennia. As 
an exarnple, Mer (Murray Islands) Chairman Ron Day addresses the question of how 
di在erent concepts of culture must be undersrood to grasp the full meaning of Indige
nous intellectual property rights. He explains that Torres Strait Islanders see a cultural 
object-such as a stone implement created by ancestors-as having spiritual value. 
Others, he 位gues， might look at the artifact and merely see a piece of rock: 

Let me put it this way. When we address imernational or national forums 
with respect to cultllre, people usually give it out from 出e top of their 
minds. 1 question that all the time. Anybody c阻 talk about cultllre but not 
eveηrone practises it. 50 when you talk about cultllre you have to talk about 
it from your own being and not from a text book. 50 when you approach 
objects like that (the artefact) , its power natllrally becomes part of you. 
(quoted in T51扎在A， 1999a)

Day's observation suggests that an important starting point for thinking about Indige
nous intellectual property rights is to consider culture as a dynarnic, lived experience. 
This is in accord with concepts of culture as "a constitutive social process" (Williarns, 
1977: 19) that incorporates bo出“lived practices" and “ practical ideologies" to enable 
societies ro make sense of出eir lives (Hall, 1982: 77). Within this defìnition, the me
dia and communication emerge as important cultural resources in the process of man
ufacturing and winning consent一or managing society (Meadows, 2000: 12-13). 
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Intellectual property rights have been described as the “rights asserted in the prod
ucts of the mind" (Simons, 2000: 也2) ， thus placing traditional knowledge and cul
tural products-such as media-in a realm where they have commercial value (da 
Costa e Silva, 1995). There is 叩 international debate over how to manage intellectual 
property rights in the face of incre訟ing changes in technology and social demands. 
The implication is that traditional, moral, and e也ical issues 臼n no longer be separated 
from such issues as how communication technology is m叩aged， who o~ns innovative 
ideas and products, and what business proc巴dures are conducted (Ganguli, 2000: “). 
Indigenous societies have an advantage here in 出at suitable laws governing cultural 
processes and products already exist-Indigenous cultural products “come out of a 
Lawand 紅e managed 阻d protected by that Law" (Morris, 1999). Henry Garnia, 
chairman of the Harnmond Island Community Council, uses the analogy of Torres 
Strait Is1anders' use of boats to exp1ain how the 1aw is practiced: 

The sea is our highway to the nαt island. . . . Out of common respect to 
owners of those boats you have to ask permission before youαn 凶e a boat. 
Otherwise you haven't gor selιrespect in doing 出at. You 出ink that you're 
above the law by just going and taking what you want to 叫e withour actu
ally fìrst talking with the owners. First of all you must have respect for your
self and learn to respect others. (TSI卸恤， 1999b) 

TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES 

When an Indigenous community produces CDs containing a traditional song or a 
story broadc甜 by the BBC World Service, who owns these products? Who will ben
efìt from 叩y commercial gain that accrues 企om their sale? O~e solution is for In信
digenous communities to 100k to the traditional processes that determine ownership of 
their cultural products. These crucial questions have been dealt with for generations by 
Indigenous people who traded wi出 each other under the terms of traditional Law. 
Many communities still use this framework as a way of determining ownership of 
knowledge. In the new communication environment, this legal framework must be ex
tended to include al1 cu1tural products, including media. But how can 也is be done 
within a Western-dominated 1egal system? 

The question of managing intellectual property rights has been taken up direccly 
in the Torres Str悶， where Is1anders 紅e now using traditional management systems to 
mediate disputes over ownership of 1and. The Murray Is1an品， or Mer, are perched at 
the northern end of the Great Barrier Reef, about 200 ki10meters northeast of Cape 
York in fi心north Queens1and. They were at the center of the historic 1992λ公zbo High 
Court decision on Native Ticle, which overrurned the “1egal fìction" of the notion of 
Australia being teml nulli的 (an empty 1and) at the time of British settlemenr (Bren
n阻， 1991; ATSIC, 1997).2 The is1ands' traditional owners are considering using their 
existing 10cal Native Titleho1ders' Court system as a way of resolving questions of own
ership of 趴在巴r intellectual property. The Native Titleho1ders' Court is made up of rep
resentatives from each of Mer's cl叩s. Although 出e court sits to determine ownership 
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under non-Indigenous federallaw-the Native Title Act-it has adopted a reso1ution 
process based on traditional approaches. Most of the members of the Native Title
holders' Court 位e elders of the community representing the eight tribes on Mer, in
dependent of the elected Mer Is1and Council. Any issues concerned with the 1and or 
the culture now come through the tribunal. The system used on Mer has moved to
ward recognizing the existence of two 1aws-traditional Law and Western common 
1aw. Using a simi1ar process, disputes over ownership of cultural property-whe也er a 
song, a dance, or a story-could be discussed at this for山n or another based on 也lS

framework. Reso1utions would be reached via consensus. The same know1edge man但

在gement system might be app1ied, for examp1巴， to managing non-Indigenous fì1m
makers' access to is1and 10cations (τSIMA， 1999b). 

In October 2000, the Torres Strait Regional Authority (TSRA) agreed to view 也lS

model as one that might be imp1emented throughout the Torres Strait. It is 叩 examp1e

of how one community is moving to set up an alternative framework for determining 
how intellectual property rights issues could be handled using traditional approaches. 

THEP。可7ER OF PUBLIC POLICY 

Pub1ic po1icy is crucial in shaping the way in which information-including tradi
tional information-is 1egal1y and social1y defìned. The way in which the Australian 
government f肘。rs non-Indigenous s訂uctures of ownership is a result of the pub1ic 
po1icy process and it is a global trer址， as Shalini Venturelli (2000: 34) sugg服s: “The

forms of public policy chosen by the state and their tendencies to favour certain struc
tures of ownership 訂e becoming central to determining which social groups benefìt or 
位e vastly enriched by proprietary contro1 over advanced information techno1ogies, in
telligent networks and the content 出eyw出 C訂ry."

Recent deve10pments such as WIPOnet-a worldwide electronic information net
work for intellecrual property matters-might be useful for Indigenous peop1e as a way 
of trading their intellectual property rights across national borders. It 0旺的“signifìc叩t

opportunities to promote the use, protection of, and trade in IPR across the globe" 
(Id此， 2000: 66). International developments such as these cannot be ignored by 出E
Indigenous communication sector. They are as much a p訂t of the communication 叩信
vironment as the techno1ogy itself. 

Our main points thus far are these: 

• Indigenous people, through their communities and representative bodies, must 
work to introduce policies that recognize existing traditional structures of ownership 
of cultural property, including media. 

• Communities need to set up processes to determine ownership of cultural products 
andm叩agem巴nt structur臼 based on traditional 1ines. As theτorres Strait experi
ence suggests, perhaps the best p1ace for this process to start is at the clan 1evel. 

• Indigenous communities 阻d 也eir representative communication organizations 
should be aw訂e of current intellectual property debates and be active in the po1icy
making process to ensure that Indigenous perspectives 位e represented. 
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The Traditional Economy 
and Knowledge Management 

Of course racism, dispossession and tr且也na 位E 也e ulcimate expl血acions

for our precarious situacion as a people. But 也e point is: 出ey do not expl泣n
our recent, rapid and almost to凶 social breakdown. . . . Our current social 
dysfunction is caused by 出e artifìcial economy of our communities and by 
the corrupting natu民 of passive welfare. (Pe位son， 2000a: 38) 

COMMUNlCATION AND THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY 

Mer Chairrnan Ron Day (2000) describes how, for rn叩y generations, people frorn his 
own island cornrnunity-Stephens Island and Darnley Island (85 and 55 kilorneters 
frorn the rnainland, respectively) have traditionally joined for festivals. Wìth no rnod
ern cornrnunication systems like telephones, they “knew" when it was tirne to cele
brate. He concludes: “1 don't know how, rnaybe it was telepathy." Like rnany others, 
he acknowledges that cornrnunication was, and rernains, a central part of the tradi
tional econorny: 

The main thing is the sharing of the concept of spirituality. 1 think 出atwas

the main thing because people have to be in contact wi出 other people and 
the only way you c阻 do 出at is through something spiritual like [with] 
Darnley and 5tephens, for example, and I'm sure they had some sort of con
tact. In my tribal 位ea we had what we call a communication point where 
people go to get information from other islan白， including Kaur位eg

[Thursday Island]. (Day, 2000) 

The di在ìculty for people in the Torres Strait is that rnissionaries irnposed a new 
spirituality on people and Islanders now need to rediscover “the old ways." Day sees 
these contradictions, but he also acknowledges that prior to the arrival of the London 
Missionary Society in 出e Torres Strait in 1871 ,3 the traditional econorny had estab
lished an order: 

Today we're fìnding it hard to get it [the traditional structure] back because 
most of the young people won't cooperate. They just feel they are not p紅E

of it. 50 we have to sit down and get this small community to understand 
from where they c也ne to exÍst; what was in place before. There was an or
der of something that made them to be what they are now. (Day 2000) 

Indigenous thinkers like Ron Day and Noel Pearson are in no doubt about the 
value of traditional structures as a frarnework for modern Indigenous society.一-and
cornmunication. As Pearson (2000a: 20) writes: “Central to the recovery and ernpow
errnent of Aboriginal society will be the restoration of Aboriginal values and Aborigi扭
nal relationships which have their roots in our traditional socie耶" He acknowledges 
that despite all of the losses Indigenous people have experienced, what has survived are 
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traditional relationships, values, and attitudes that gave (and continue to give) struc
ture and strength to farnilies and cornrnunities (Pearson 2000a: 23). 

As Michaels (1986: 508) reminded us earlier, the “Drearning tracks" 也at cnss
cross the continent are “ inforrnation cond山ts，" or rnedia, along which people travel, 
carrying goods for exchange and rnoving to cerernonial sites. This system is an irnpor
E叩t part of how traditional econornies 位e rnanaged and should be seen as an irnpor
E阻t frarnework for shaping rnodern comrnunication technologies. But the traditional 
or subsistence econorny has given way, in rnost p紅ts of Australia, to a cash econorny 
or an artifìcial econorny based on what Pearson calls 干部ive welfare" (Pe位son， 2000a:

5). If cornmunication continues to develop on this basis, it threatens the 巴ffectiveness

and power of traditional rnanagement rnodels. Pearson stresses the irnportance of seek
ing out traditional structures of governance for Indigenous societies-regional, corn伊
rnunity, and clan-based (2000a: 68). The processes of traditional subsistence 
econornies-with their built-in systerns of responsibility and reciprocity-rnay offer a 
rnodel for Indigenous cornrnunication. Unless cornrnunication process位的 part of 
this traditional economy, their chances of success seem rninirnal. This could be one rea
son why rnost of BRACS's production centers across Cape York have failed to reach 
their potential (Harris, 1000). 

THE CAPE YORK DIGITAL NETWORK 

A small group of Indigenous cornrnunities on Cape York Peninsula has established a 
network 出at relies on the innovative use of cornmunication technology based on a 
frarnework drawn frorn the local traditional econorny-particularly 也e key aspects of 
responsibility and reciprocity. Called the Cape York Digital Network (CYDN)，也e

project airns to provide a wide range of electronic cornrnunications to cornrnunities 
across Cape York and to create a frarnework that supports local econornic developrnent 
(Balkanu Cape York Developrnent Corporation, 2002). The network has learned from 
BRACS's rnistakes and sees it as essential to "get rnanagement priorities right so that 
they reÐ.ect 也e wishes of people on the ground so members of the cornrnunity get 也elr

voices heard" (Grainger, 2000). The traditional econorny rnay be a basis on which the 
network is being developed, but this is not to say 也at technology c叩't play a key role. 
Grainger stresses 出at every decision rnade regarding how technology rnight be used is 
based on its functionality: 

We want to be functionally focussed. Too much thought has been given 
to the technical side. We've only got so much capacity and effort. We've 
got to concentrate it at the right place. We're community servicing. We're 
not technologically researching and developing and all that type of sruff. 
If the unis want to walk in and see what we do-come and assist us in 
developing these technologies. But ours will be a business arrangement 
and the only way this is going to survive is through business. And we've 
gOt to get the business right; so we've got to treat our mob right. 
(Grainger, 2000) 
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The organization r叩 a series of workshops across Cape York cornmunities to 
叮ain young people, in p訓icul缸" in computer use. As Grainger suggests, these work
shops revealed a strong desire and ability by young 1ndigenous people to apply the 
new technologies: 

The kids picked it up quickly. Now 1 don't know why they picked it up 
quickly but they picked up websites and hyperlink stuff. It must be intuitive 
beαωe the kids knew what was happening. They knew what to check
troubleshootir嗨， checking connections, etc. Kids 紅的mart. 1 was very Ìrn

pressed by that. (Grainger, 2000) 

1t is worth noting here that "trust" has been identi且ed as one of the key elements 
of successful e-commerce in intellectual property (Bock, 1999: 237). As such, it res
onates strongly with the very basis of the values of a traditional 1ndigenous economy
responsibility and reciprocity. 1t would seem to place Indigenous people in a good po
sition to develop such opportunities. And as one of the present authors 訂阱臼 (Morris，

2000), 1ndigenous people have been involved in trading intellectual property since well 
before the arrival of the fÌrst non-ι1ndigenous explorers. They, perhaps more 出扭曲e
European invaders,“understood the importance of goodwill and interaction with their 
neighbours" (p. 297). 

KNO~DGEMANAGEMENT 

All knowledge is political, that is, it is constructed by relationships of 
power--of domination and subordination-and is inseparable from these. 
Power 泊， therefore, productive ofknowledge. (Wong, 1997: 103) 

Western management theory recognizes some of the questions 出at are central in un
derstanding why 1ndigenous management styl巴s should be different. Among these 
questions are the followi嗯， which, according to L. Wong (1997: 103), lead to the con
struction of "0品cial knowledge" in management: 

• "What counts as knowledge?" .“How is knowledge organized?" 
.“Who is empowered to teach it?" 
.“What counts as an appropriate display of having learned it?" 
.“Who is allowed to ask 叩d answer all 出ese questions?" 

Hence ther巴 is a need for a greater understanding of“。由er" ways of doing thing戶， as Pa叫m
son (1996: 82) 位學悶:“Notonlydo臼 Western society differ from 1ndigenous people in 
terms of cosmology, ideology and worldview but in all of the universal values. . . . [A] 
discussion of the universal values and the difference between Western and 1ndigenous 位d
penencωof them dearly shows the tensions between the two social systems." 

The Central Aus位alian Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA)一the fÌrst li
censed 1ndigenous broadcasting organization in Australia-is an example of how 1n-
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digenous concepts of intellectual property rights and cultural frameworks 紅e applied 
in everyday cornmunication m叩agement practice. 1ndigenous people have a di能rent

sense of intellectual property rights 也an do non-1ndigenous people; for. example, 1n
digenous management must vet the 山e of 1ndigenous knowledge before it can be 
placed in the public domain. When 1ndigenous 阻d non-1ndigenous people work to
gether, there is a “sharing of knowledge" that can create tensions (Morris, 1997: 9). 
Merv Franey (1 998) 訂gues 出at researchers wrongly ass山ne that because they have re
searched a people, or collaborated in the research, they 訂e enticled to go out on their 
own 四d do as they see fÌt with the intellectual property from that research. The cur
rent laws of copyright allow people to do 也is as long as there is acknowledgment and 
it is in the public domain. However, non-1ndigenous law does not indude values such 
as reciprocity, which is central to the operation of 1ndigenous law. As G. Paulson 
(1996: 85) points out: “We are a relational-type society. Our whole system is held to
gether by relationships, the relationship between individuals in our society is more im
port叩t 也an the simple performance of task." So when 1ndigenous people enter a 
cornm山泣哼~ they must fÌrst ask themselves “What is it 出at they [members of the com
munity] require of me?" 站出er than “Whatc叩 1 do for them?" (Franey, 1998). 

For CAAMA, all cultural products must benefÌt the community, as most of the or
g位泣zation's staff members are answerable in some way to the local cornmunity. This is 
con叮叮y to normal business practice whereby holding the copyright over a product is 
more desirable. 1n this way, trust emerges out of what an individual brings to the or
ganization. 1nstead of a tangible asset or skill it may be a network wi也 another organ
ization or a p紅tic叫紅 cornmunity group. CAAMA appe紅s to operate in a constant 
state of cultural accountabili句; facilitating a continuing dynamic interaction between 
出e orgar扭扭on and the cornm山lÎty. Ceremonial obligations 訂e part of 1ndigenous 
culturalli長， and they inevitably take precedence over business activities in a main
stream sense. For 1ndigenous people, of course, clüs is business. 

KNOWLEDGE WORKERS 

Knowledge is fast becoming a key factor deterrnining the strength and prosperity of 
nations.1n 叩 environment increasingly influenced by international and global factors, 
Aus位alia is making a major transition from an economy based on the wealth of its 
physical resources and commodities to an information or knowledge economy in 
which its competitive advantage increasingly relies on the skills and creativity of its 
people. The success of that transition wi且 profoundly influence 出e quality of 虹fe for 
all people-induding 1ndigenous people. 

We sugg臼E 也at the future of 1ndigenous people lies in their p位ticipa自19 in the 
global village as knowledge workers, but it is hard to imagine them doing so effectively in 
也e current politi臼1 dimate. Observations by Noel Pearson (2000a) present a dismal view 

of the present, but solutions 位e being put forw位d to tap into the capacity of the people 
to compete internationally. P間rsons views in Our Cu仰re: Our Future-A Report on A如
tralian Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Pl吵。η Ri孟加 (ATS駝， 1996) suggest 也at In
digenous people fàll into a downward spiral of 位ploitation when 也叮叮 to enter the 
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knowledge marker. Bur rhese are early days. New meclia developmenrs such as rhe Cape 
York Digiral Nerwork, rhe Ourback Digiral Nerwork (ODN) ,4 and rhe Tanarni Nerwork, 
along wirh some BRACS 凶迋毯， have resulred from crearive rhinking by Incligenous peo
ple. Their ideas have involved rhe use of切的19 rechnologies in innovarive and culrurally 
appropriare ways. 就月e have suggesred rhar rh臼e ideas are likely ro succeed only 正也可位巴
(1) developed wirhin Incligenous frameworks for man啥ing knowledge，位) designed in 
ke巴ping wirh community funcrionality，阻d (3) managed wirh a high level of culrural ac
counrabiliry.. These are nor impossible 位peαarions. fu Grainger (2000) reminds 肘， In
cligenous people 臼n do anyrhing: “We're inro law，缸， meclia-rhey're as hard as rechnol
ogy." Pearson (2000b) srressed 也1S po間， roo, during rhe recenr launch of an Incligenous 
arr exhibirion in Cairns, when he acknowledged how Incligenous 紅risrs have “soared 
inrernarionally" -so why nor "recognise and celebrare Incligenous genius" and rhose 
working on rhe “curring edge of crearivi亭" Why nor indeed? 

The main poinrs emerging from rhis secrion of rhe chaprer 訂e rhese: 

• The processes of rhe rraclirional economy-speci且cally， responsibility and reciprocity一
offer a framework upon which Incligenous communicarion should be based. 

• The communicarion rechnologies adopred musr relare ro rheir funcrionality. 
.τradirional srrucr叫“ ofgovernance seem besr suired ro m叩aging Incligenous inrel

lecrual property.. 
• When working in and/or wi也 Incligenous communiries, we musr remain aw;位e of 

(a) culrurallaws, (b) rhe idea ofIncligenous people as knowledge workers, (c) rhe no
rion rhar ideas 位e likely ro become funcrional if rhey 紅e developed wirhin Inclige
nous frameworks by organizarions wi出 a high level of culrural accounrabili句，組d
(d) rhe imporrance of rhinking abour 也e possibility of rracling rhe inrellecrual prop
erty righrs of innovarive ideas inrernarionally. 

Conclusion 

We have srressed rhar rhe solurions ro many of rhe issues facing rhe Incligenous com
municarion secror lie in applying rraclirional frameworks ro presem司day issues. In
cligenous peoples for millennia have developed and applied sysrems for managing 
rheir everyday affairs. Communicarion in irs varied forms has played a cenrral func
rional and symbolic role in rhis process. Through rrade/gifr exchange, social relarions 
紅e esrablished and reaffìrmed. Imellecrual property was rraded along wirh pearl 
shells, canoes, and ochre, for example. The “communicarion hub" idenrified by Ron 
Day on Mer acred like a rraclirional relecommunicarions nerwork in which informa
rion abour rhe movemenr of people and property rhrough rhe Torres Srrair could be 
monirored. Similarly, rrading roures-or “Dreaming rracks"-across the continenr 
linked up wirh sea roures, all of which were communication corridors. We have ar
gued here, like R，。由iguez (2002) , for consideration ofIndigenous communication in 
ways rhat do not rely on what it is not-namely, a form described variously as “alter
native" or even as “cirizens' meclia." The symbolic role of communication in many In-
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digenous communities around rhe world suggests somerhing more profound. fu rhe 
Productivity Commission acknowledged in 2000, Indigenous meclia in Australia were 
providing “a first level of service" to its communiries as well as acting as a “culrural 
bridge" berween Incligenous and non-Incligenous people (Productivity Commission, 
2000: 3). And drawing from Native Canadian experiences, Lorna Rorh and Gail 
Valaskakis 位gue persuasively rhat th巴 most imeresting broadcasting developmenrs in 
Canada 紅e taking place regionally and locally in Narive communities, conrriburing 
to rhe distinctiveness and democratization ofCanadian broadcasting (1 989: 230). We 
suggest that a similar pattern has emerged in parricular places in Australia. Morris re
minds us of rhe term “conceptual boundary rider," coined by Anangu lawman Yami 
Lester (1995) , who used the expression ro describe ways in which lndigenous park 
rangers working wi出 biologists keep stretching and challenging 出巴 boundaries of in
terpretation. Morris argues (2002: 1日 rhat this kind of lncligenous int巴llectualizing
is exactIy why developmenrs coming out of the remote regions of Australia 位e rhe 
most provocat1ve. 

These flow from rhe communi旬"s desire, rarher rhan from an economically clic
tated objecrive that some well-meaning bureaucrat believes is in rhe lncligenous peo
ple's democratic righr ro possess. Therefore, liberarion is not dependenr on technology 
but complemenr紅y ro it. 

We must remember that in many cases, we are talking abour communities 
where culrural survival remains a cemral objective. The role of communication 
technologies in this process is beginning to be realized, as some of the examples we 
have alluded to here suggest. Radical, emancipatory communication projects are 
taking place in lndigenous communities around rhe world, enabling the p的sibility
of a kind of media that is differenr from the mainstream in form, comem, goals, 
and effects (Kelln叫 1989). Social relations within communities are the very forces 
that shape this kind of cultural production (Kulchys函， 1989). Withour this level of 
cultural accounrability, rhe media cease to be lndigenous. Traditional economies are 
abour building relationships and kinship systems berween clans-the main com
modity being imellectual property. This is the basis for then establishing imerna
tional relationships. Indigenous people were involved in international relations 
with the people of modern nations such as lndonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the 
Pacific lsland coumries for generations before rhe arrival of the first non
lndigenous explorers. 

We must recognize rhe existence of lncligenous inrellect and innovation, which 
flow from millennia of experience. When technological “solutions" 紅e offered, rhey 
must be scrutinized carefully: Are rhey enhancing or inhibiting traclitional frame
works? Are rhey dominated by Western criteria of imelligence and moral behavior? Do 
rhey impose a foreign set of erhics? Based on our conrinuing inreraction wirh lndige
nous communities across Ausrralia and rhroughour rhe world, our focus in 也is chap
rer has been on w.研 01doing things. We 0旺er rhis framework as an oprion for com
m叩lt悶， org叩izarions ， funding agencies, and policy-makers ro consider as a way of 
enhancing rhe developmenr of an appropriare kind ofIncligenous communication that 
acknowledges its cemral role as a community cultural resource. Ultimately, of course, 
it musr be rhe Incligenous people who decide. 
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Notes 

This chapter has been drawn rrom rese位ch funded joincly by the Aus位alian Rese位ch Council 
叩d the Aborigin叫 a吋 Torres S位副 Islander Commission (ATSIC), and supported by the for
mer National 1ndigenous Media Association of Australia (NTh在AA) through the work of Re
search Fellow Brian Arley. Christine Morris worked on the project as a Research Fellow. 

1. Networking the Nation is a fede吋 government initiative, funded by the p位E 叫e ofτèl

stra. A five-year progr位n (1 999-200是)， it provides support for regional and remote communi
ties to improve serv肘， access, and cost of telecommunications through a $250 million Regional 
Telecommunications Infrastructure Fund. 

2. This High Court decision was named arrer one of five plainti.ffi from Mer, Eddie Mabo. 
The legal batcle began ten years earlier in the Queensland courts, prior to the High Court deci
sion handed down on 2 June 1992.τragically， Eddie Mabo died of cancer a few months before. 

3. The arrival of representatives of the London Missionary Sociery in 1871 is celebrated on 
July 1 each ye訂 in the Torres Strait as the Coming of Civilization or the Coming of the Light. 
Christianiry has had a profound effect on Torres Strait Island people: Every single inhabited is
land has a monument commemorating the event; no aspect of life in 也e Torres S訂ait is un
changed by the coming of religion (Schn叫叫， 1987). 

4. The Outback Digital Network was formed by the coming together of five Indigenous 
communiry酬based org叩izations rrom regions stretching from the Cape York of Queensland, 
也rough the Tan也ni Dese哎，在nnant Creek，組d Top End communities ofNorthern Territo哼，
out to Western Australi的 P出ara and Kimberley Regions. See www.odn.net.au/index1.htrnl. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Press Subsidy 
System in Sweden 
A CRITICAL APPROACH 

Lenna;γt wíé出ull

When fìrst introduced in 也e late 1960s, the Swedish systern of direct subsidies to the 
press was regarded in rn叩y other Western countries as a dangerous government intru
sion into the free press. An oft-asked question was how a dernocratic country like Swe
den could introduce a systern in which governrnent was given a chance to rnanipulate 
public opinion. In Sweden itself, the subsidy systern at fìrst created an intense contro
versy, but despite continuous criticisrn on the grounds of principle, the systern as such 
was gradually accepted as a rneans tO rnaintain pluralisrn in the newspaper rnarket. 

The direct newspaper support in Sweden is regarded as one rnain factor behind 
the internationally s位ong position of the Swedish press. The problern, however, is that 
despite the fact 出at the subsidies still play an irnportant rol巴， pluralisrn in the Swedish 
press is rapidly declining both by closures and by rnergers. How can this be under
stood? Did the subsidy systern rnean so li吋e， even with all the controversy? The airn 
of this chapter is to look into the prernis臼 of the Swedish systern of press support. 

The Setting: The Swedish Newspaper Tradition 

As in rnost other European countries, the fÌrst newspapers were either political p位nphlets
or trade papers. Lo臼1 papers were established in sorne rn位n tradeωwns in the early eigh
teenth century, but an irnportant change carne with the introduction of the Freedorn of 
the Press Act in 1766. It was a constitutionallaw 思J.arding press fteedorn, regarded as 也e
fÌrst in the world of this kind. Censorship was abolished，叫自相t to di間rnrna的1-

forrnation was protected (cf. Axberger, 198是). The Freedorn of Press Act played an irn
portant role for the establishment of an independent pr部 (Hadenius and Weibt函， 2002).

THE RISE OF THE PARTY PRESS 

Newspaper history in Sweden is in rnany ways very sirnilar to that of other European 
countr帥， but its special feature has been the strength of the countryside newspapers 
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and the relative weakness of the national press (cf. Gustafsson 叩d Weibull, 1997). An
other characteristic pattern in Swedish pr臼s development has been the rise of a s位ong
social democratic countryside press, competing wi也 the local nonsocialist press 
(Hadenius, Sevebo嗨，叩d Weibull, 1968, 1969, 1970). Decades later, the Farmers 
P位ty and the Communist Party started publishing local newspapers, such 也at in most 
Swedish towns of some size there were now often three or four newspapers (even more 
in the bigger cities) , representing different party political a伍liations (see fì忽江巴 6.1).

Normally, p位tya血liation was seen not only on the editorial page but also in terms 
of the selection and presentation of news. The social democratic press, especially, often 
focused on comments (Haden悶， Sevebo嗯，叩d Weibull, 1970). But there were differ
ences between p紅ty papers. The liberal press had been established by private initiative 
and had formally loose ti白的出e very weak Liberal Party. But for the Social Democratic 
Party (which had a strong p位可 organization), the Farmers Party (later the Center 
Party) ，組d 出e Communist P位可 (established as the Le丘 Socialists in 1917)，出e situa
tion was the opposite: These parties largely influenced their pfi臼s development. 

The Social Democrats on 也e nationallevel had a clear press strate缸， stating 也at

there must be at least one social democratic paper covering each electoral area or re
gion. The Central Party level was also prepared to subsidize such papers, if they could 
not survive by local means (Hadeni帥， Seveborg and Weibull, 1970). Th肘， them缸"

kets for the social democratic papers were politically determined, whereas the liberal 
press was based on local commercial markets. The conservative press was in between; 
it was often connected with the Conservative Party (later the Moderate Party), but its 
market base was sim且ar to that of the liberal press. 

THE DECLINE OF THE NEWSPAPER MARKET 

One important consequence of political involvement was that all political p訂ties were 
in favor of a strong press, although for different reasons. Most people also believed that 
a party political press was import阻t for a well-functioning democracy. But in the post
W叮叮a the threat against the p叮叮r press came from the newspaper market itself. 

In 19指出ere were 201 newspapers published at least twice a week; in 1965 there 
were only 13是. The decline of the newspaper market affected the party press differ
encly. The conservative and liberal presses were the main losers, decreasing in number 
of newspapers, respectively, from 66 to 扭扭d from 53 to 35. The social democratic 
press, however, had mainly kept its position, declining ftom 31 to 28 papers between 
1948 and 1964 (SOU [Government Commission Report] , 1965, no. 22). But even 
with the reduced number of conservative papers, i臼 total circulation was higher in 
196是 that it had been in 19往8. The liberal press, because of its geographical distribu
tion, also reached more households in 196是由叩 in 1948. The s位ne was 位ue of the 
social democratic press, though its subscriptions were signifìcancly fewer (37 percent 
ofhouseholds) than those of the liberal press (68 percent). The development of the lat
ter was also influenced by 也egrow出 of the fìrst two really national papers, Eψ凹的
組d Aftonblade訂 both were of tabloid character, but one was liberal and the other 昀
cial democratic i泊n pa位r句tyaf品E血li臼a仗叩tion. In contrast to 出e rest of the pr臼s, both were also 
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sing1e-copy sale papers 叩d not as dependent on advertising as other newspapers 

(Weibull, 1995). 
What took p1ace during 出ese years was actually a structural rationalization of the 

Swedish press. The nurnber of cornrnunities wi也 two or more newspapers decr甜edfrom
日 in 1950 to 23 in 1965, whereas monopo1y cornrnunities increased from 42 to 59. Most 
social democratic papers were in 10問1 competition; they had a weak market position 部
well as economic prob1ems and had received subsidies from the party or the trade ur泣。ns
to keeo them on 也em位ket. Between 19銘 and 1963 the social democratic press was sub 
SidizedwiEh more d1甜的 m自ion Swedish crowns, compared wi也 1ess th叩 10 million 
for the 1iberal press. The conservative press also received relatively high subsidies, but in 
1957 也efbmdations close to 也ep訂tyreduced 出e subsidies dramati臼且只 and from 1962 
on they were totally stopped, forcing a 1arge nurnber of papers to close down.1 

The consequence was that most surviving 1iberal and conservative presses occu
pied 1eading market positions, whereas m叩y social democratic papers were kept alive 
by subsidies; some of the 1atter were successful, how巴ver. During the po1itical debate 
of出e 1950s and 1960s, as well as in research abOl汰出e press, the decline of the press 
p 的e was not 伽 main issue. Ra且E出he吭r， t出he fc跆ocu凶swa泌叭s叩O∞n叭E也he pr仰ro吋b1em泣nofwl叫lap悍pe凹n
E叩o r記ea吋der凶s who 10s飪t "a pa叩pe位r oft出heir own" and had to r鉛ea社d 且 P 且叩pe哎rwith a cωont臼ent c∞01耐
O叮r巴吋db句yanother p 缸ty'戶's ouclook (衍cf. Westerståhl 叩d Janson, 1958; Westerstål泣, 1964). 
what conSEquences might this have fbr Swedish pubiic opinion?Here the conditions 
varied across sympathizers of different p紅ties， depending on the strength and distri
bution of the papers (Weib叫1， 1982, 1983a). Studies ofhow readers chose their news
papers clear1y show 出at sympathizers of the Liberal and the ConservatÏve parties had 
the best position, whereas sympathizers of the Farmers Parry had the worst. 

Ourpurpose flEEE isnot to discuss whether parqr a伍1iation was really the deter
mllllll只 factor behind the choice of paper but, rather, to note that equal access to p叮叮r
po1iti叫 papers w瓜 a most important issue in 加 1960s. Thus, for exa叮祉，出e 1963 
closure of the biggest newspaper thus 缸，Ny 刃d， a social democratic paper in Göte
borgwith 筍，000 copies in paid circulation, caused a strong political reaction. Within 
two weeks atkerais occurrEIICCtheEESE government press commission in Sweden was 
initiated. lts task was to describe the situation and to propose ways to maintain p1u
ralism in the newspaper market. 

Newspaper Subsidies as a Political Issue 

The 1963 government commission was the fìrst in a 10ng series of press cornrnissions. 
lts task formulation specifìed that '‘free and independent press is of decisive impor
tance for the freedom of pub1ic opinion and, hence, for our democracy" and that this 
was guaranteed by the Freedom of the Press Act. But, it added, the deve10pment of the 
press in the 1ast few decades created serious consequences for app1ication of freedom 
of the press 1egis1ation. Also the current prob1em of the newspaper industry makes it a 
又eneral socki concern(SOU, 1965, n0.22:7).The form1dadon thus pointed to the 
?ery issue thaE soon became Ehe focus ofcOIUroversy:therdadon betW巴巴n the Freedom 
of the Press Act and the desire for a p1uralistic press. 

THE PRESS SUBSIDY SYSTEM IN SWEDEN 93 

The 1963 commission made a detailed study of newspaper development and its 
economic conditions, using 1eading experts from both the academic fìeld 阻d 也e lll
dustry. Its conclusion was that although the newspaper industry per se was not in a state 
of general cri悶， the threat of discontinuation 100med over a group of newspapers 臼lled

“second位y papers." These were second or third in circulation in the publication area, in 
contrast 曰“'primary papers," which were bigger and better fìnanced because of their 
dominant position on the advertising m位ket; indeed, advertising was 出e dominant 
source of income for most papers, accounting for about 65 percent of newspaper rev扭
enu臼 (SOU 1965, no. 22; Gustafsson and Hadenius, 1977: 77-78). The practical con
clusion was that state subsidies needed to be extended only to the 可econd紅y papers." 

The idea of newspaper support created immediate con訂oversy. The criticism was 
based not only in fe位s for the independence of the papers but also in the f主ct that a ma
joriry of the so-called secondary papers had Social Democratic Party affìliation, even 
出ough the category also contained some conservative and Center Party papers. To make 
也e proposal politically acceptab1e it was formulated not as a direct newspaper subsidy 
but as a grant to 出e political parties, calculated in relation to their election res叫凶， and 
to be used for their newspapers. This was said to be "natural already for the reason 血紅
85 percent of the Swedish newspapers has a p位。r political affìliation." The commission 
stated 由at such a model was in accordance wi也 the Swedish idea of a s位ong press, ful
血且ng the need of a democratic society to have a p1uralistic public opinion: “Th肘， the 
political parties-together with 出e society and the newspaper consurners-represent the 
main interests in the newspaper fìeld" (SOU, 1965, no. 22: 119). 

The cornrnission reporting in 1965 was not unanimous. The conservative and the 
1iberal commission members formulated a reservation “on princip1e and practical 
grounds," whereas the representative of the Center Party accepted the model but wanted 
a broader party subsidy system. Thus, the Social Democrats and the Center Party joined 
forces , creating a po1itical alliance 出at since has dominated Swedish media po1itics. 

The debate that followed was intense. The 1iberal and conservative presses argued 
出at 由e proposal was not in accordance with the constitutional1aw of freedom of the 
press, since it meant 出at the state intrusion also harmed the big papers by changing the 
condition of competition. The government accepted a 10t of the criticism and changed 
the proposal to include general p紅ty subsidies. The party subsidies were mainly thought 
of as a contribution to opinionωgenerating work, given in proportion to the nurnber of 
seats in par1iament. Even 出ough the subsidies were not exp虹cicly devoted to news伊
pers, they could be used for that purpose, and it is known 血紅也e Social Democratic 
Party used most of也em to subsidize its press (cf. Borden, 1995: 10ι108). 

THE SECOND PRESS COMMISSION 

Since the economic analysis of the newspaper market made by the 且rst press commlS
sion was correct and 出e party subsidies were too smal1 to be ab1e to bring about sub
stantial changes, it was not surprising that the s巴condary papers' prob1ems continued. 
In 1966 the biggest social democratic paper, Stockholms-Tidningen, with a circulation 
of more than 150,000 paid copies, had to close down, meaning a substantial10ss for 
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Tαble6、 1. Shares of Newspaper Circulafion by PolificaI A削Iiafion， in Sweden 
on percentages) 

Politicα'1 Affilia你on 7967 

18.3 
49.2 

2.7 
20.2 

9.7 

7965 

22.6 
48.0 

3.1 
22.1 
4.2 

7960 

21.4 
46.3 
3.5 

23.3 
5.5 

7955 

21.9 
51.0 

3.8 
16.5 
6.8 

7950 

21.2 
49.5 

4.3 
17.9 

7.1 

7945 

22.4 
50.6 

4.8 
14.8 

7.4 

Conservative 
Liberal 
Center 
Social Democrat 
Others (inc l. independents) 

Source: SOU 1968. no. 48: 54 

the Social Democrats (see tab1e 6. 1). There was a strong feeling of crisis, and in 1967 
a new government press comrnission was initiated. lts task was to find, within a y'巴叫
“such吋asutes that will bri時 about a significant吋mulus for economi~1y weak busi
nesses" (SOU, 1968, no. 岳8: 7-8). 

The new comrnission confirmed all the observations made by the 在rst one, but in
stead of party politically motivated subsidies airning at the weaker papers, it proposed a 
general support to all newsp呼的﹒ The political10gic behind the model was that it was 
regarded as the only way to 叮叩sfer state money to the press, given the 位lS也19 opllllon. 
Accordingly, it proposed a special grant to stimulate a joint-subscription home-delivery 
system in the 10回1 markets. This move was especially important for the secondary pa
pers, which had a rnore 位pensive delivery system, even though the mode1 rne阻t 血紅也e
p帥的 papers received rnore rnoney because of their bigger circulatio孔 Futther， the 
state was to set up a 10an fund to help weaker newspapers becorne rnore cornpetitive. 

The cornrnission reporting in 1968 was unanirnous. The governrnent b逝， based 
on the cornrnission proposal, created the expected par1iarnentary debate; but this was 
1ess intense th叩 it had been in 1965, and even the conservatives could accept finan
cial assistance if it was availab1e to all papers (Borden, 1995: 112一113). The success of 
the second cornrnission can parcly be explained by the fact that there was now a strong 
feeling of general crisis for the newspaper industry. A second factor, however, was prob
ab1y the in闊的ng irnport叩ce of television-a topic addressed in one chapter of the 
cornrnission's report. 

THE DECISION ON THE SELECTIVE PRESS SUBSIDIES 

Even if the general support brought help to the weakest papers，也e secondary papers 
were under alrnost the sarne pressute as before. The social dernocratic governrnent re
garded the situation as very serious and wanted selective rneasures taken. However, as 
the governrnent had no p位1iarnent叮 rnajority it decided to make a coalition wi也 the
Center Party. Thus, a governrnent bill, without a foregoing press cornrnission, was pre
sented in 1971. The bill followed the lines of the 1963 comrnission. For production, 
subsidies were estirnated at 33 million Swedish crowns annually, compared with 10 rnil
lion crowns for the joint-delivery subsidy and 25 rnillion crowns for the 10an fund. 

The proposal was met with strong criticism 紅nong conservative and liberal news
papers, as well as 位nong p01iticians from those parties (Borden, 1995: 120一122). But 
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this time the debate concerned not press subsiclies per se but their selective character. 
The new model was 吋ected on principle by the conservatives, meaning 出at there was 
no need fbr mOEE subsides, but accePEed Eo some extent by theiiberd-though oriiy 
if fmanced in a way other 出an through a t缸 on 出e newspaper industry.. In the debate 
the obvious inEerests ofthe wo pardes behind the biii were also aE Stake, ESPECially the 
extension of the subsiclies to weekly papers “of newspaper character," which mainly 
had a Center PartV affùiation. Critics called it a tailored proposal, but the Center Party 
leader 紅gued that the state had an obligation to gu位朋tee weak political groups a voice 
in the interests of plurali位ic P山lic opinion (Borden, 1995: 112-113). 

Backed by twO part肘， which had a clear majority, the government b山 won the 
parliamentary vote.With this decision the most important press subsidy model, by f:缸，
i1adbEEIIintroduced.of52p叩ers enticled to subsidies, 32 had either a 肌ial demo
cratic or Center PartV a伍liation， but also conservative (among others the leading con“ 

servative daily Svenska Dagblade玲， liberal , and independent papers were enticled to 

support (see table 6.2). 
Even though it concerned selective subsiclies, the parli位nentary debate demon-

strated a c∞on… 
era泣1 stat紀e gr凹ants f必or 肘wsp伊且P伊er沁s (扭Bo叫rden凡1， 1995引). Similarly, nobody 位gued 出atthe 伊v-
erflmerit should use thE SeiecEive subsidies fbr inmlsiOIlsinto individual paPEES, oz that 
a paper should adapt to government policy because it had received subsiclies. 

REFINING THE SYSTEM: THE THIRD PRESS COMMISSION 

The decision to introduce the selective press subsidies included a decision on a third 
立overnment press comrnission, initiated in 1972. lts task was to refine the subsidy sys
忌m in terms of goals and formal rules on 也e basis of an e凹va叫a址也山lu叫1
s叫u盯res吭s， b仙u叫E叫d必s純 i白f豆ι:三斗nece臼叩s
The迪e commission eng伊aged academic e叫xp伊erts臼S t昀om且站ke exten芯叫s剖i卸ve studies, both theoretical 
analyses of media and democracy and empirical research on newspaper structure, con
tents, ar仙eadership. The results were pres削ed in three public reports, on w吋hich 出
final r閃epor哎twa郤s based. 

The commission concluded 出at the existing subsidy system, with its combination 
of general and selective measures, ft弘如1江ncα吋tlO∞ne吋d well註1 t叩o pr閃es鉛erve plur叫ali誌sm in the pr閃es鈞s.

St一…a三斗:
hous仗吋eho叫ld penet位ra缸叩E泣lon凡， for their i站na沾b且也it可ytoa仗t仗盯t訂ract advertising. The commission also 
specified four functions of the press in the democratic process to ideologically found 
tLEs曲“y system: lJ~升nnation on current events in socie恥 comments on the events of 
the day, surveillance of the political power, and mediator of g}吵吵 commu12tcatton
(SOU, 1975 , no. 79: 292; Gustafsson and Hadenius, 1977: 55-57). The four func
tions were later regarded as general functions of journalism and, hence, were used both 
as a poiruofkparture for Swedish radio and ttkvision policy arid as guidelines in EEXEm 

books on journalism (e﹒品， Furho缸: 1986). 
In the propo 祉， or抖1d舟ib? m 址allr吋efi你枷a跆fin間1

a位mple， subsidies were calculated based not on circulation but on household coverage 
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in the local market. Further, a special development aid model was introduced for pri
m紅y newspapers in temporary cli伍culties. The commission pointed out the risk of a 
system focusing only on preserving the existing press structure, and th山 proposed a 
special support to stimulate the establishment of new, complement紅y papers-in 也IS

case, weeklies “of a newspaper character." The commission also made available a new 
type of subsidy designed to stimulate cooperation between newspapers. Such coopera
tion would occur on the locallevel and concern only administration or advertising. Ac
cording to the commission, economic cooperation, even a merger, was the only way to 
keep a pluralistic content in 出e long run. The new model is simil訂 to the American 
“Joint Operation Agreement" aOA) model (Borden, 1995: 145-184). 

The new extended press subsidy system proposed by the 1972 press commission 
was accepted primarily as a platform for the Swedish press poli呵; but was also accepted 
by the liberal pr臼s. It was made a government b副組d in 1976 was decided by parlia
ment, creating relatively litcle debate. The principles laid down through this decision 
are still those guicling subsiclies to Swedish newspapers. 

The Subsidy System in Practice 

So f主r we have focused on the introduction of direct subsiclies, but before going fur
也er we should note 出at the support system is broader th叫出at. If we make the sim
plified clistinction between clirect and inclirect subsiclies, on 也e one hand, and between 
general and selective subsidies, on the 0出er， we c叩 distinguish four clifferent ap
proaches to press subsiclies, which c血 be used inclividually or together: general
indirect, general-clirect, selective-indirect, and selective-clirect. The clirect subsiclies 
must also be placed in the context of clifferent types of inclirect press support. 

INDlRECT SUBSIDIES 

General-inclirect press subsiclies have a long traclition in most countries. Most often 
they concern reductions of post 叩d transport rates or exemptions from or reductions 
in value-add巴d tax. Inclirect support to the press is generally regarded as legitimate, 
considering the importance of newspapers in public opinion. 

In Sweden there have been indirect subsiclies of the press (e.g. , a reduction on the 
value-added tax-until1996, a full exemption). The principle of broad public adver
tising, introduced in 1971 , was also regarded as an inclirect subsidy. Over the years, 
however, the indirect subsidies have declined in importance. Earlier, postal rates were 
reduced for newspapers; but when the post oHÌce was turned into a public company 
and had to deliver profits, market principles took over. The same has happened to pub
lic advertising, such 出at efficiency rather 也阻 a preselected carrier guides government 
information activities. 

It is generally hard to estimate the value of indirect subsidies. The value might be 
different for different papers, although the subsiclies are general. In Sweden it has 
been demonstrated that newspapers in less densely populated areas gained more from 
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DlRECT SUBSIDIES: DEVELOPMENT 

The Swedish press subsidy system is based on direct newspaper support, and 也e se
lective subsidies constituted 也e lion's sh紅巴 (about 85 percent) from the beginning; 
indeed，出ey still do. However, the amount granted for subsidies, which strongly in
creased during the system's fìrst years in existence (see below), has gradually declined 
since the early 1980s. This was due in p位t to the booming economy in the late 
1980s, which caused advertising to spill over onto the weaker papers, and in p訂tt。
由e fact that some of the weakest papers, in spite of the subsidies, had to close down 
(s巴巴拉gure 6.2). 
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也e reductions in postal rates than did home-delivered papers in big cities. Thus, in
direct subsidies in Sweden have been regarded as somewhat problematic, despite their 
general acceptability as a measure to support the press.2 
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GENERAL SUPPORT: ]OINT HOME DELIVERY SUBSID血S

The most stable government subsidy form has been the joint home delivery system, 
which was established in 1969. Here the state subsidies were general in ch訂acter， but 
出ey played a more important role for newspapers in weak market positions. Under 
this system，也e state subsidizes each newspaper copy with a small amount if the news
paper distributions are carried out not by 出e companies themselves but by special 缸"
livering comp凹的， such that all newspapers in the s位ne area have the same distribu
tion price per copy. Although small newspapers, whose distribution area is 出巴 same
size as that ofbig papers, benefit rrom such cooperation, the bigger papers get more of 
a subsidy because of their bigger circulation. The network is also open for papers in 
other areas if they c叩 meet time conditions. 

Soon, almost alllocal newspapers in Sweden had joined the co-distribution sys
tem, even though some of them had to change their p的lication time rrom evening to 

morning. This model is still the predominant one for home delivery, but the state cost 
for it has not increased as much as for the selective subsidies, probably because the 
model is regarded as economically effective by all groups. 

It is remarkable that the joint delivery model was immediatelyaccepted, especially 
given that critiαoften had focused on state intrusion in the market competition. 
Looking closely at the joint delivery model, we can se巴 why there would eventually be 
no competition between Swedish morning papers, since the dominating papers have 
lost their advantage in distribution-for example, in terms of relatively lower costs 叩d

unilateral decisions on distribution time. This issue c位ne up for discussion again in the 
1990s, when some strong regional papers challenged the system. In this case，也e rea
son was not to get an advantage over weak papers in the s位ne region but to block the 
regional distribution network for national papers, which put the network under pres
sure because of their volume. However, those challenges have thus far been resolved 
through internal negotiations within the newspaper indus句﹒
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SELECTIVE SUBS1D1ES 

Whereas 也e amount granted in general subsidies stayed fairly stable, the selective sup
port, especially the production subsidies to so-called secondary papers, increased dra
matically during the system's first ye紅s of existence. 1n 1971 it totalled 36 million 
Swedish crowns; in 1972, 65.5 million; in 197哇， 96.5 million; and in 1976, 138.5 mil
lion. But since it was an expansive period for the press in gener泣， the subsidies did not 
exceed 5 percent of the revenues of 出e Swedish newspaper industry. A丘er 出e mid扭
1980s the support declined in value, because it was less compensated for inflation. 

The rules guiding the selective subsidies or production support (termed operation 
support from 1990 on) have generally been 也e same over 也eye紅s. They 位e detail仗，
but the main principles are relatively simple. First, the support can be given only to 
newspapers of “newspaper character, published at least once a week, being mainly sub
scribed, and havin兵 at least 2000 subscribers." There are two levels of support (origi
nally 出ree) ， based on both publication frequency and circulation. For each level there 
1S a mωcimum support available. The support is dependent on household coverage in 
the main local market, where the coverage may not exceed 40 percent. The maximum 
support is significancly higher for newspapers in the 也reeme位opolitan areas (in 1998, 
it amounted to 54.3 million Swedish crowns) 出租 for other high frequency papers 
(12.7 million Swedish crowns). Since 1990 the actual amount has been calculated on 
the basis of the total circulation of the paper. 

There 位e additional rules malcing it possible for newspapers that publish some 
portion in another language (such as Finnish) to have a special subsidy for that. How
ever, the principle stated by the 1972 press commission is that the subsidies should be 
based on “automatic rules," with no special concern for individual papers. On the 
other hand, it is obvious 出at rules sometimes have been changed to include, or ex
clude, specific papers, though always by p紅li位nentary decision. 1n the s位ne way, the 
support for 也e papers in the three metropolitan areas has increased considerably more 
出an that for the countryside papers. 

1f we look at data from the late 1990s, we 且nd that of 125 newspapers in Sweden, 
defined in terms of the subsidy rules, 51 received selective subsidies and 74 did not. 
Of出e total amount available, almost half (45 percent) went to the three metropolitan 
papers: Al卸tet in Malmö and Göteborg (two editions, with a social democratic affìli
ation) , Skåns如 Dagbladet in Malmö (wi也 a Center Party a血liation) ， and Svens.如
DaS!bladet in Stockholm (with a conservative a品liation) ， whereas the 13 hig拉h
丘吋
er泊age subsidy for the me仗tr叩opolita叩n pa叩Pεrs wa街s 5列o mi山i註lion Swedish cαrowns只; for the 
Cωou叩1江mt叮I可γyside h划1吋19掛h扭fre兒eq句伊ue閒ng叮r p伊aper吭s丸， 1口2 million Swedish crowns; and for the low
frequency newspapers, 0.5 niÍllion Swedish crowns. 

A study from 1994 shows that the main receivers, in terms of party a品liation， were 
the social democratic and Center Party papers. They received 72 percent of the total413 
million Swedish crowns that year (see table 6.3) , whereas the conservative and p叮叮r po
litically independent press received a litcle mo紀 than 10 percent each. 1n comparison 
with the situation in the early 1970s (see table 6.4)，也e social democratic and conser
vative presses experienced a small increase in their sh位已 mainly because of the higher 
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Table 6.4. Direct Newspaper Subsidies Cαtegorized According to 
τype of Newspαper壇， in Sweden (1994) 

Amounfof Amounfof 
Qperafion Subsidies for 
Subsidies JoinfHome 

Numberof Delivery Delivery 

Type of News.ραρer (in millions of (in miJIions of 

Newspaper Companies Swedish crowns) Swedish crowns) 

Low-frequency 
papers with 
operation subsidies 35 77 0.2 

Countryside 
newspapers with 
operation subsidies 13 162 6 

Countryside 
newspapers without 
operation subsidies 70 10 43 

Metropolitan 
newspapers with 
operation subsidies 3 203 7 

Metropolitan 
newspapers without 
operation subsidies 再 。 16 

Single-copy sale tabloids 4 。 。
129 452 72 

Nofe: Countryside and metropolitan newspapers are by definition high-frequency papers (four issues a 
week or more). 

Source: “adenius and Weibull (2002: 99). 

amount charged for metropolitan papers. The average support for individual papers is 
17m血ion swedishcrowmhrtheCO闊的由巴 press， 9 million Swedish crowns for the 
social democratic pr臼s， and 3.5 million Swedish crowns for the Center P位ty pfi臼s.

Even though 也e amounts have increased and it rnight seem that the subsidy sys
tem is maintaiiing 也e 叩開orted papers, this is not the c訟巴， e恥cially for the main 
receivers. For Arbetet, whose two editions were granted almost 90 million Swedish 
crowns a year, these meant an income share of less than 30 percent; and for Svens.如
Daf[blad.叫你 share was 0吋 abo叫 5p巴rcent， which w訟 or句 a tenth of its advertis回
ing income. But for some of 出巴 small Center Party papers the subsidy exceeded 50 
位cent of their income. Al也 of course, even for subsidy receivers, whose 叫port
share is small, t且 support is in most c臨s the decisive factor in 也e paper's Sl的ival.

ESTABLISHMENT SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT AlD 

To stimulate the establishment of new newspapers，也e 1972 press commission proposed 
a SPEcial supportsySEem-These were iES terms:Ifacompany presented a soiid caiculation 
for a new papeζmoney could be gr阻ted up to a little more than' 1 million Swedish 
crowns; 叩d if the paper survived its fìrst y'臼r， the grant could be kept as newspaper sup-

THE PRESS SUBSIDY SYSTEM IN SWEDEN 

port. The support was 也med at weeklies “of newspaper character." However, the estab
lishment support was not successful. Fewappli臼tions were subrnitted, and most of them 
concerned new editions of existing papers. The support was abolished in 1987. 

The development aid also initiated by the 1972 comrnission was aimed at newspa
pers, which, despite the fa，α 出at there were prim紅y papers on the market, met with eco
nornic problems. Support was given after application. In 1990 this support form was 
changed to general development aid, which could be granted to secondary papers as well, 
巴specially for 凹pens忱 investrnents in new technology. In 出e beginning 也is aid played 
onlya minor role, given the small number of potential receivers. Afì:er 1990, however, the 
situation was totally different. The subsidy went from 5 million Swedish crowns a y'阻rm
1989 to 24.6 million in 1990 and 3是.哇 million in 1991. Now the receivers were second
叮 pap帥， andth間 needed to inVI間 in digital technology. This amounted to a tempo
r位y extension of the selective subsidies, and in 1997 the support form was abolished. 

SUPPORT TO STIMULATE COOPERATION 

One of the totally new principles introduced by the 1972 comrnission was the suppo位
of cooperation. In the bad嚀。undwωthe success with the joint delivery syster凡 which，
the commission hoped, could be extended to administration, subscription handling, 
and advertising (among 。由er things). As with 加 joint delivery system, the prim紅yp心
pers could be given grants if they wanted to cooperate wi也 the secondary ones. 

However, despite the success of distribution cooperation, the new model met with 
little interest. Support was gr阻ted some projects concerning common marketing of 
newspapers, but no substantial cooperation started. One probable reason was that the 
amount that could be granted was very small in relation to the value of the 紅ea of co
operation for the prim紅y paper (e.g叮 a well-functioning subscription or advertising 
department), which could be opened to the competitor. In contrast to the distribution 
system，也e changes needed here were more of a fundamental company character and 
出erefore of no inrerest to the dominant papers. 

Swedish Press Subsidies in Perspective 

Looking back on three decades of Swedish press subsidies, we can conclude that the core 
parts of the S)耐em have been the selective subsidies and the subsidies to joinr home de
livery. But have those systems been effective in terms of their goals to mainrain news
paper pluralism in Sweden? This, of course, is the decisive question, and it can be an
swered in terms of two major factors: structural maintenance and political importance. 

STRUCTURAL MAlNTENAl'有CE

The goal of the selective subsidies was to mainrain pluralism in the newspaper market 
and, ideally, to give the citizens freedom of party political newspaper choice. From the 
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perspective of party press tradition, it was natural for the Swedish politicians of the 
1960s and 1970s to propose a model that would preserve a political newspaper struc
ture. The metaphor used was the importance of having many voices; thus the press was 
viewed as a party political choir. The basic goals of the press-information, comments, 
surveillance, and group communication-are related to 也e role of newspapers in the 
political process (namely, current affairs reportin訟， thus indicating 出at press policy 
was ama釘釘 of party political pluralism. 

In terms of structure, the model functioned relatively well for a long 自由﹒ If the sub
sidy had not been introduced, most of如此cond呵; high岳巴quency papers-in 1971, 
abour 25 to叫一would probably have had to close down. But to a large 位tent 也可T S心

vived th巴 1980s， even though the holding company of the social democratic pr臼s went 
into b位企ruptcy in the 間rly 1990s. Even if most of the 10回1 newspapers survived, with 
help from development aid (among other things), the social democratic pr臼s was signifì
cancly weakened. The m泣n paper of the group, Ar伽tet， n凹er did totally recover; and in 
spite ofits annual subsidy of90 million Swedish crowns, it su能redgr也t loss臼 d凹mg也e

second half of the 1990s and had to close down in the fall of 2000 (Gustafsson, 2002). 
Three decades later, fewer than half of the secondary, high-frequency papers of 1971 are 
alive as independent compan悶， whereas most of the low-frequency papers rem也.

One reason for the erosion of secondary papers, despite the selective subsidi白， is 
出at the state support was not large enough and couldn't balance our their problems on 
the advertising market. Behind this circumstance, and probably behind the declining 
value of the total press support, was the s也ne debate that had started as early as the 
rnid-1960s. Critics saw the subsidies as a government intrusion into the econornic 
market: The task of the state money was to compensate weak papers for their problems 
in the advertising market, which also resulted in problems attracting readers (SOU, 
1975, no. 78). The arg山nent mainly addressed the Freedom of the Press Act, which 
states that the right for everybody to establish a newspaper is guaranteed-not only as 
a political right but also as 叩 economic right.3 It is reasonable to believe that the se
lective subsidies were meant to be just subsidies, and that 也e money allocated did not 
III 叩yway change 出e structure of the newspaper market. 

POLITlCAL IMPORTANCE 

When they stressed the importance of many voices, the early press comrnissions were 
也inking of a press where not only editorial pages bur also news of irnportant political 
matters were biased by the party political affiliation of an individual paper (i.e., by the 
notion of a party political press). However, during the 1970s and 1980s, the condi
tions changed. Increasing professionalism among journalisrs, the transformation of the 
newspaper marker in 出e 1960s, and the expansion of television news in the early 
1970s gradually forced the dominanr papers to offer bal叩ced news reporti嗯， cover
ing all types of events 叩d all parries (cf. Asp, 1986; Svedbe嗯， 1995). Paradoxicall)也 the

press subsidies helped the secondary papers to go in the s位ne direction, since the st立te
money included no conditions for reporting, whereas the earlier p紅ty subsidies had 
made the papers conscious of who was supporting them and why. 
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The transition phase c阻 also be observed in relation ro the 1972 press comrnission. 
The fu如1江I吋O咖n肘s fì必ormul如!

(收e.g吋 grou叩p communication) a訟s well a訟s one new pers昀sp伊ec吋tiv而ef品orSwed世en凡1， which in a way y 
wa訟st出heoppo臼Sl加t臼巴 of由巴 P訂吟守T pre仿ss tradition: critical su盯l江rve1血lla阻nc白e. The 1972 comrnission 
clearly followed the p甜y press tradi酬， bu叫l
E白h位 a pre巴s鉛s commission i泊nt出he rni站dι-1叩990s， whose task was to review the total subsidy 
qmmchanged the gods ofthepressmiφrmation， surveillance， 叩d flrum flr debate, 
也由 accepting the disappear叩ce of the p紅ty press (SOU, 1995, no. 37: 11). 

Consequencly, newspaper pluralism was increasingly regarded as a questionable 
ourcome for the individ叫 p叩位s， as ir already was for p的iicstwice television news
This pluralism was referred ro as “internal pluralism" 的 opposed to external pluralism 
(the latter entail吐出e totd press Structure)(CavaliiI1, 1998).However, internal pihu心m 

叫i訂甜I叫耶肘V附e仗的r be昀een位en 叩 i吋s鉛su間e 品如rt伽he sel白le叫C

也i誌s 缸e阻a would 0血ffend the Freedom of t也he Press Acr. Instead, the selective subsidy sys
tem has developEd in the direcEion of a generai indUSEry subsidy}even though it SE血
扯一s onhsemdaqpapers-The basic idea now is thatcompetitionhrihe qudm 
1ty.Ot news reporting is important, and that the selective support should be abolished 
(which， ωsometimes discussed, should mean less 間取tition). The problem here, 
however, is that subsidies nowadays go to relatively few local markets. 

A System at an End? 

The sele缸ctiv，而e pn:臼活s subsidies i泊n Swed血en have been debated f必or mor，跎e t也h扭也ree de臼d臼低. 
T屯h坤坤pr仰res悶恥…臼臨趴…s“ωC∞O叫叫s鈞悶SS10討如10n叩n叫…伊E圳d山仙in t…E位m叫rmsofd帥叫位凹m叫no泊Oα叩吋a昀呵q可cy， which would enable all groups 
to have newspaper platforms, whereas critics have viewed the subsidies as an illee:i由nate
intrusion into free press or as a matter of “V叫ed interes凶" (cf. Bo時凡 1995: 203). 

On the basis of this overview it is fair to say not only that the subsidies were in
troduced to keep a broad polirical debate but also that they have stimulated pluralism 
III 出e press. Even though the 0句inal basis eroded when the old p訂ty press lost its 
role, the subsidies have given society a clear signal of the irnport叩ce of newspapers to 
political debate.This is probabiy onereason why there has been somebasic consensus 
in spite of all the controversies. 

The problem with the selective subsidies is that they could not change the cir
cumstmces ofthenewspaptf market, and probabiywere not even aimed attIn most 
cases the distance in market position between primary and secondary papers was too 
big, and the subsidies were too small to make a difference. However, in some markets, 
such as Malmδand Östersund, the subsidies resulted in increased competition, which, 
for a period of time, created problems for the primary papers.4 

A fìnal aspect of the press subsidy system is that it has focused on competition be
tween independeIU newspaper compmiESin iocai markets.However, in the last decade 
at least EWo changes have chailenged tht traditional subsidy model.FirsfiFEhe exp組“
Sion ofother media in SwedeIL the most imponant being theintroduction ofcommerm 
cial television in 1991 and private radio in 1993, has presented newspapers wi也 lll
cre訟íng competition. Secondly, as a consequence of this competition, Sweden has seen 
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an increasing n凹nber of mergers between primary and secondary papers, as well as be
tween primary papers on neighboring markets. Most of these mergers have meant that 

nonsocialist, prim紅y papers have taken over socialist papers and integrated administra
tion, technology, and advertising departrnents, but kept the smaller paper as 阻 edition.
For this edition, which in most cases has a content profìle of its own, the prim位y pa
per receives the press subsidy. These subsidies to prim位y papers have been criticized血d
might even open up a new debate on the role of the subsidy system in the new media 
era. Thus, subsidies, although important for many ye帥， seem to have lost much of their 
signifìcance in terms of出e pluralism of the Swedish newspaper m位ket.

Notes 

1. The reason given was 也e establishmenr of television, regarded as the new important 
medium, in 1956 (Hadenius 叩d Weibull, 2002). 

2. It is interesting ro note 出at some of the liberal newspaper critics of the direct subsidies 
also 吋ected the indirect ones (e.g., the reduction of the value-added tax). The implication is 
由at such a measure was an inrrusion in the free press, which rnight make newspapers depen
denr on the political power. 

3. The right for everybody ro establish newspapers is a basic requiremenr: No censorship 
shall take place，組d individual sources ro newspapers are strongly protected. The cenrer of the 
law is the newspaper owner, not the citizens if 出ey do not themselves own a newspaper--or 
publish books-ro influence public opinion. The law presupposes a situation in which it is very 
E街y ro start a newspaper, th凶 reflecting the origins of the press in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries (Hadenius and Weibull, 2002). 

4. As has been noted, a consequence of the subsidy rules is that when a secondary paper in
creases its household coverage by more th扭曲 percenr， it loses its support. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Commercialism and Critique 
CALIFORN尬~S A工TERNATIVE WEEKLIES 

Rodney Benson 

Critique and commercialization need not be mutually exclusive, as the Comedia 
(1984) research group long ago conceded. But alternative media researchers who have 
followed in 出is vein (e.g叮Khiabany， 2000; Pimlott, 2000) seem to prefer commer
cialism in small doses一in other words, just enough to survive. Two assurnptions gen
erally follow 丘om this formulation. Advertising is seen as 出e bogeyman to be avoided, 
whether at the national or locallevel. lndeed, local television and daily newspapers 位E

often far more sensationalistic and de-politicized than their national mainstream coun
terparts (Underwood, 1995; McMant時， 1994). Thus, paying audiences are viewed as 
the preferred form of commercial suPPOrt (Bagdiki凹， 1992; Baker, 1994), a philoso
p旬出at guides such venerable alternative publications as The Nati仰， Mother Jones, 
and Le Monde Diplomatique. 

Americàs urban “alternative" weeklies challenge bo出 of these ass山nptions， with a 
vengeance. All are distributed in a single metropolit叩位ea， all of them receive nearly 
100 percent of their funding from advertising. Most s盯prisingly， many (if not all) of 
these weeklies offer genuine critical alternatives to both local and national mainstream 
media. Y祉， with the exception of a few excellent social histories (e.g吋Armstrong，

1981; Peck, 1991), this paradoxical blend of a commercially successful yet politically 
叩d culturally radical press has largely escaped scholarly notice. 

The earliest and most famous example is the Vil/age 峙的， founded by a collective of 
Greenwich Village writers and cultural critics in 1955 (Frankfort, 1976; McAuli品，

1978). The ~分ice's outsider image and style inf1uenced the fìrst revolutionary “under
ground" papers of出e 1960s, such as the Los Angeles Free Press founded in 196是 and 出e

Berke句 Barb started in 1965, as well as the urban consωner (non-revolutionary, but gen
erally left-reformist) weeklies from S扭扭扭cisco to Boston 出at took hold shorcly there伊
a丘er. At the end of the 196郎， according to D. Arms訂ong (1981: 60) , 400 American un
derground and alternative publications had a combined paid circ叫ation of 5 million. 

Currently, the 118 member-publications of the Association of Alternative 
Newsweeklies (AAN) have a combined free circulation of 8 rnillion 叩d ann叫 rev

enues of about $500 million (AAN, 2002).1 Some of these “alternatives" have long 
used free distribution, others have only recently shifted-the 防l/age Vóice went “free" 
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in 1996-一-but the “paid" status of the old underground papers is somewhat of a mis
nomer, since m叩y of these also relied heavily on advertising. Fi在y-three percent of the 
MN weeklies belong to chains, defìned broadly as “companies that own at least one 
other media property," although 出e average size of these alternative chains is only 
about 出ree papers.2 During the 1990s, while U.S. daily newspaper circulation de
clined 10 percent, alternative weeklies more than doubled theirs 叩d the largest of 
these, such as the UJice and the LA 協ek令， now routinely approach profìt m位gins of 
15 to 20 percent (Barringer, 2000). 

τüday， no one disputes alternative newsweeklies' commercial appeal: their ab且ity
to effìciencly reach the affluent, college-educated, 18- ro 34-year-old urban single wi出
plenty of disposable income and the propensity to spend it (MN, 2002). "Alterna
tives" 紅E 也e place to be seen for advertisers cultivating an edgy, hip attitude, and both 
readers and advertisers are ostensibly attracted by edirorial copy 也at is culturally 叩d
stylistically “radical" (Schnuer, 1998). R且ther， what remains puzzling, to rephrase 
David Hesmondhalgh's problematic (2000) , is why alternative weeklies actually 0旺er
alternative political content. Why do some alternatives even bother to go after City 
Hall? Whydo 也ey ever cover 也e local environmental protest? And why do they attack 
也e corporate world that pays their bills? Or do they? 

Californiàs Alternative Weeklies: 
General Features and Hypotheses 

To answer these questions, I take a closer look at the leading alternative newsweekli臼1n
two of Californiàs major media market←也eLA 研呦 and New Times LA in Los 加m
geles, and the B.句， Guardian and SF協ekly in San Francisco. California was 出e birthplace 
of much of the underground and alternative press, and it con也lUes to be a trendsetter in 
伽叫tural and m巴拉 realm. Another reason for 出e comparison is that 也ese four pub
lications 0能r a microcosm of the contemporary American alternative weekly ind囚的r.

The Bay Guardian, circulation 150,000, was founded in 1966 as a politically com
mitted (though pointedly non-underground) urban weekly joining investigative and 
consumer "service" journalism. It is still independencly owned by founder Bruce Brug扭
m阻n. In Los Angeles，也eLA W告ekly has been the dominant alternative newspaper 
since the late 1970s 叩d curre叫y has a circulation of 220,000. The 協'ekly wωpur
chased in 1995 by Stern Publishing, which had also bought New York's Village 協lce
in 1986. Stern's alternative media properties, in turn, were sold in 2000 for an esti
mated $150 million to Village Voice Media, a newly founded corporation headed by 
Voice publisher David Schneidermann though e能ctively owned by the private equity 
fìrm ofWei鉤， Peck & Greer, associated wi出 the Canadian Imperial Bank of Com
merce (Moses, 2000a; Smith, 2002; Cotts, 2002). 

Originally titled the San Francisco Music Calendar, the SF 協'ekly， circ叫ation
110,000, has been the B.句， Guardian's m且jor alternative competitor since the e紅ly
1980s (Alternet, 1995). In 1995, local owner Scott Price sold the paper for a reported 
$1.3 million to New Times, Inc. Likewise, New Times L哇， also circulation 110,000, 
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was created in 1996 after the New Times corporation bought and closed two other al
ternative papers in Los Angeles (Adelson, 1996). From its founding in 1970 as a uni
versity antiwar paper in Tempe, Arizona, New Times has expanded to 11 papers with 
ato剖 weekly circulation of 1.1 million, making it 出e largest alternative chain (Iw;阻，
2001; MN News, 2002). In 1999, an undisclosed portion ofNewTimes (now 0間
cially NT Media) was sold to the venture capital group Alta Communications, in or
der to underwrite the continued exp叩sion pl叩s of founders Jim Larkin and Michael 
Lacey (COttS, 2002). In October 2002, as this chapter was being finalized for publica
tion, New Times LA was closed as p紅t of a deal with Village Voice Media 叭汽而在). In 
addition to paying NT Media several million dollars to effectively leave Los Angeles, 
VVM also agreed to shut down its competing Cleveland weekly, leaving New Times 
with a monopoly in that market (Carr, 2002; Moses, 2002). 

Data on individual papers' advertising bases 位e diffìcult to obtain, since alternative 
weekly comp甜的紅e not publicly traded and thus are not su句ect to financial disclo
sure laws. However, a 2001 MN survey found 由此 on avera阱， 65 percent of 
newsweekly revenues come from local display advertisements and inserts, 2是 percent

from classifieds, 7 percent from national advertising，組d 2 percent 丘om personals.3 

Since 2000, national advertising in alternative weeklies has dropped sharply-especially 
from tobacco companies, which provided more than 60 percent of all national adver伊
tising during the 1at巴 1990s. The other major national advertisers 紅e alcohol and ph研
maceutical companies and, varying according to 出e 10cal market, telecommunications, 
clothing brands, and automobiles (Bates, 1999; Srnith, 2002; MN, 2002). Sex-re1ated 
advertising, both disp1ay and classified, provides an estimated 10 perc巴nt of total alter回
native weekly revenues (Neuwirth, 1998). Some publishers, such as 也e owners of the 
Chicago Reader and San Di喀o Reader, refuse such a啦， but they 紅e the exceptions. 

A page space analysis of a sub-s位np1e of three C泣llor凶a alternative weeklies (see tab1e 
7.1)是 shows that “10臼1 display" (chiefly for reta且 shops) is by far the dominant type of 
advertising. 5位 ads take up relatively more space in the two Los Angeles newsweekli低5
C1assmeds 紅e most import叩t for New Times LA. National advertising-for cigar侃es，

Table 7.1. Types of Adve吋ising in California Alternative Weeklies 
(propo付ions of totαI ad pages) 

SF Bay Guardian 
9 January and 
24 April 2002 

LA Weekly 
7 7 January and 
26 Aoril 2002 

New Times LA 
70 January and 

25 Apri/ 2007 

.50 

.20 

.00 

.26 

.04 
133 
192 
.69 

Local display 
Sex 
Personals 
Classifieds 
National 
To• al ad pages 
Total pages 
Ads as propo付ion
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liquor, and portable telephones-tak臼 up only 3 to 4 percent of the advertising page spa臼
at all 也ree weeklies. 

Turning to demographic statistics, we see that 也eB句， Guardian's readers 位e the 
youngest, with about 44 percent ofits audience in the 18-34 age group,6 and 出emost
prosperous, with an average household income of more than $80,000 (see table 7.2). 
Readers of the two New Times publications are more educated 叩d more likely to hold 
professional or managerial jobs. The LA 協'ekly's audience is 也e most female，出e least 
educated, and the least likely to include professional or managerial workers. Neverthe
less, the overall impression of these data is not of marked di佐rences ， but of the week
lies' shared success in reaching their target audience of young, affluent professionals.7 

In s凹， there seems little in the basic funding 組d audience features to sharply dis
也許ish th臼e four papers from one ano也er， or to s可gest 出at any of them rnight pub
lish politi臼lly radical or 訂叫y “alternative" editorial content. The politi臼1 economy tradi
tion of media research predicts 出at an advertising-dependent p悶兒 such as Americàs 
urban alternative weeklies, would emphas泣εculture over politics, disd泣n social protest, 
andignoreeconornici吋ustice 叩d corpor的 malf叫扭扭扭agdiki妞， 1992; Bakeζ1994; 

Lemert, 1984; Collins, 1992; Undetwood, 1995). This srudy takes 直ve randornly selected 
weeksfrom 也e fìrst half of2002 (the weeks beginning 6 January, 20 Jan凶哼'; 27];血也句，
3M紅品，組d 21 April) 叩dputs 白白e hypotheses to a (prelir也R訂y) t叫: First, how ofren 
and in what manner is culture vers山 governme肘 news treated? Second, how ofren and in 
what manner is civic activism facilitated and encouraged? And, third, how ofren and in 
whatm且ner 紅e corporate ab凶e and economic injωtice covered? We w迦 comp紅e the 
alternative newsweekliωwith each other and, implicicly, wi也 daily newspap帥， which, 

though also primarily advertising supported，位e somewhat less so 出扭曲e alternativ臼 8

How A1ternative Are the A1ternatives? 

CULTURE VERSUS INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS 

Within the news and commentary pages (also labeled "n巴ws& 叫ture" at some of the 
papers) , government stori臼 outnumber cultural stories at all fo叫 wee凶es9 (see table 
7.3).10 C叫ture， of course, is not necess位旬出e opposite of politiα. While culture stori俗
的 often light and humorous (e.g叮 theSF研'ek合法 "Clear Wrndow: The 13th annual In
ternational Window Cleaners Association Convention is transparencly enter闊別ng，" 30 
Janu紅y)，也e genre allows room for political critique and reflection. In a B句， Guardian 
cover story ticled "The apotheosis of cute: How flu冉rb山m悶， bouncy kittens, and 出E

Clinton era brought cuteness to an awful clim缸" (23 Janu叮)， culture editor Annalee 
Newitz offers a wide-ranging critical assessment of contemporary American culture，也e

kind 出at wouldn't seem out of place in a hip acadernic journal (indeed, Newitz is a for
mer Berkeley graduate srudent in English and a founding editor of the Berkeley online 
c叫tural srudi叫ournal Bad Su妒cts). This pass喀巴 glV白白的cle's flavor: 

Cultural amnesia, according to [the late Berkeley culture critic] Michael Ro
g泊， is all abolit using appealing images to wipe out Olit memories of painful 
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Tαble 7.3. News Article Topics in California Alfernafive Weeklies (Spring 2002) 

SF Bay Guardian LA Weeklγ SF Weekly NewTi付1es LA 
(n = 68) (n = 87) (n 括 23) (n 77) 

Culture/lifestyle 7 (.10) 15(.17) 7 (.30) 1 (.06) 
Culture/political 8 (.12) 13 (.15) 。 (.00) 5 (.29) 
Total culture 15 (.22) 28 (.32) 7 (.30) 6 (.35) 
Media 11 (.16) 18 (.21) 2 (.09) 8 (.47) 
Governmen• 51 (.75) 34 (.39) 9 (.39) 8 (.47) 
Citizen activis付1 21 (.31) 17 (.20) 4 (.17) 2 (.12) 
Economic inequalities 12(.18) 6 (.07) 1 (.04) 1 (.06) 
Business 13 (.19) 6 (.07) 6 (.26) 1 (.06) 

Source: Author's content onolysis 01 011 news ond opinion 0什icles oppearing in live rondomly selected 
issues from Spring 2002. Arts ond restouront reviews/listings not included. 

historical and polirical realities. Looked at from 也is perspecrive, cuten間 IS

a kind of culrural decoy. . . . It's no coincidenc皂白at the recent run on U.S. 
flag fashions dovetails nicely with cuten臼s. You c叩 get weensy teddy bears 
waving American flags and neato sp位凶y tops an仕be!l是borroms in red, 
white，叩d blue. There's no contradicrion, in other words, in the partnership 
of retrograde narionalist spectacle 阻d mainstream raver chic. Ulrimately, 
the danger of cuteness is 出at it's a sryle 出at plays into the most conserva
rive American tendencies. It vaunts a frivolous, impotent feminini句; car
toonish racial representarions，阻d a passive, apolirical view of the world. 

Another political, if not strictly government-oriented, aspect of alternative wee趾ies'

news coverage (partly overlapping with the culrural category in table 7.3) is criticism 
of mainstream media organizations. At the LA 協ekly， for instance, John Powers' 11 
J叩U訂y “On" colurnn laments the virtual absence of any mainstream media investiga
tion of the Enron bankruptcy sc叩dal 叩d its potential connections to the Bush ad
ministration. New Tímes L位Rick Barrs is widely credited with exposing the Los An
geles Tímes' secret “Staples Center" deal, a blatant editorial conflict of interest, which 
in turn provoked a national debate over 也e excess臼 ofmarketing-driven journalism. 11 

In its heavy coverage of government institutions，也e B.句/ Guardían is clearly the 
most political of the four weeklies examined. Typical government stories focus on in
sider gossip (who is up, who is down in local city politics), investigations (e.g叮 the po
lice cover-up aner the shooting of a local black man) , and the paper's own political 
causes. One of the paper's favorite camp句ns is on behalf of “public power" (and thus 
against the private Pacifìc Gas and Electric company), evident in such stories as “Util
ity stonewall: PG&E won't give records to CPUC" (9 January),“Following up on pub
lic power" (6 March)，組d “Volt revolt: PG&E faces increased criticism from investors 
and activists alike" (2唾 April).

TheLA 1路'ekly also takes politics seriously, al也ough the emphasis is often national 
or statewide as well as local. Harold Meyerson (the paper's former execurive editor, who 
recently moved to Washington, D.C., to edit the left-liberal opinion magazine Amer
ícan Pro.有pect) contribures a column primarily on national politiαin which he consis
tentl 
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from 也e mainstream press is its ability to go in-depth and offer multiple perspectives, 
such as in its “Dissent Now" issue (1 February) and, even more impressively, in an is目
sue (26Apr且) commemorating the tenth anniversary of the 1992 L.A. race riots. Read
ers were 山也kely to fìnd anywhere else not only riot posters created by local school
children bur the fìrst-person account of a man who participated in the looting, as well 
ωthoughtful postmortems. The journalistic “voice" at the TI梅特 is often highly p恥
sonal, even impassioned (e.g. , Sara Cataniàs “'A Killer Job: How a lousy lawyer landed 
Stephen \'(;甸rne Anderson on Death Row," 25 January) , but also intellectually honest, 
acknowledging that there are other sides to the story. 

Journalists at the two New Times papers cover government aggressively, ever on 
the lookour for corruption, dishonesty, or hypocrisy from politicians. In his column 
"The Finger," New Tímes LA editor Rick Barrs regul位ly skewered local and national 
political fìgures. Vintage sarcastic Barrs from the 24 Janu紅Y 2002 issue: 

You Go, Girls! Right-wingers were squealing 山e a gaggle of li叫e girls last 
week about how they'd bitch-slapped a bill in the Legislature that would've 
brought Vermont-style civil nnÍons for gays to California. “We th缸lk
God for this tremendous victory!" 學lShed. . .恤e] head of the Campaign 
for Califomia Familiω. “Enough is enough!" shrieked . . . [the] president 
of Focns on the Family, a C活1'1S自;all outfit Out of Colorado. But hold 也e
phone, ladies! You may have srirred up all your Bible-thumpin,' homo
hatin' hi-atches wi也 catry howling about how civilization's gonna end if 
gays get the same legal benefits 臼 married straight couples. But you ain't 
even reduced by an inch the hard-on that The Finger's favorite WeHo as
semblyman . . . is sport泊， to reintroduce his civil-union b剖， probably next 
year. (original emphasis) 

If the tone is h位品， the reporting is usually solid. One critic notes 出at New Times 
muckrakers 干refer exposing individuals to illuminating the systems and institutions 
that perpetuate inequality and injustice" (Bates, 1998). But it would be unfair to char
acterize the New Times approach as cynical or apolitical. Barrs and his New Times col
leagues clearly care about making government more honest and e能ctive.

CITIZENACT趴在SM

Advertising funding has been said to promote a consumerist vision of the wor泊， en
couraging readers to seek answers to their problems in the shopping mall rather than 
at city hall. Bur the San 1有nncísco Bay Gtωdían somehow bridges 也is consumerl citi
zen divide, consistently addressing íts artícles to activist-cítizens, with such headlínes 
as “The drive for a mínímum-wage híke should pur poor people's needs 自rst， advocates 
say" (6 M紅ch) 叩d “Nuke the nukes: Need for radioactive storage gives activísts a new 
weapon" (23 January). Articles often close wi也 exactly the kínd of “mobilizíng infor
mation" (Lemert, 198是) that is said to be missíng from the mainstream pr，臼s. For ín
stan間，也e “Nuke the nukes" story ends wi也 the suggestion,“To get ínvolved or to 
send a donation, contact San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, P.O. Box 16是 [etc.]."
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Sim知1y， an article on a government proposal to te位 down affordab1e housing to build 
a parking garage (“'A 10t of prob1ems: Hastings College p1ans monster garage," 6 
M紅ch) offers this notice: “'A public hearing on 也e draft environmental impact report 
will be he1d Wed紹， 2 p.m. , State Building [etc.]." Of the newsweeklies in this samp1e, 
only the B砂 Guardian publishes 叩 editorial page, on which it features an op/ed 紅心
cle by a 10cal activist as well as one or more editorials representing the official view of 
the newspaper, usually 1inked to news stories appearing in the same edition. Each is
sue also prominently features a halιpage of “news alerts," essentially a bulletin board 
of protests, 1ectures, and meetings sponsored by 10cal activists an吐 po1itical officials. 

Compared with the B句， Gua呦n， 出eμ 協呦 IS more aα仙alent about politi
叫 activism. The LA ~活ekly also lists 10cal 可olitical events," but they are buried inside 
the regul紅 Calendar at 出e back of the issue. The “Dissent Now" cov叭叭叭1 theLA 
協呦，“ February issue 的心ned 1ess at叫Vl拋出叩 at interes吋，慨盯ke叩申pt也1， b句y副

s訂ta扭nd申er沁s. The special issue includes an extensive, and largely sympathetic, article on 
antig1obalization protesters and a backgrounder exp1aining their chief policy demands. 
Buta 出ird， perhaps intentionally balanci嗯， fìrst-person testimony by co1umnist Judith 
Lewis offers a rationalization for not getting invo1ved. Activists and protest movements 
紅e often covered more for 出eir curiosity and sensational value than for any real politi
cal signifìcance. Typi叫μ協ekly headlines include “Review出s Book or Else: The lat
est gripes from the 'gun-toting 1esbians'" (8 M紅ch) 組d “Three Guys and a Megaphone: 
The JDLS shrinking role in Jewish extremism" (1 1 Janu紅y).

The New Times papers are 出e most consistently antiprotest. Activists appearing 
in their pages always play comic roles. For instance, the SF協ekly delights in exposing 
what it calls “only in San Francisco" protests. In “Horse Senseless" (23 Janu位y) ， staff 
writer Matt Smith ridicules a group of horse owners who refused to relocate their 
horses from city-owned stab1es in Go1den Gate Park, including one wom叩 who

threatened to “kill her 18-year-01d Jo Jo on the steps of City Hall unless supervisors 
decreed the horse could remain at the stables." Smith concludes,“In San Francisco, it's 
possible to spin a struggle for private privilege into a fìght for social justice, and 出e
public won't have the horse sense to know the difference." 

CRITICISM OF CAPITALISM 

Critical stories about businesses and economic inequalities appe位 most frequently in 
the San Francisco B句 Guardian. As noted, one particul位 E訂get， the California Pacifìc 
Gas and E1ectric utility company, reappears in several issues. Other articles ex位叫ne a 
proposed bill to raise 出e local minimum wage, report a study on understaffing at low
income nursing homes, and ìnvestigate possibly illeg泣， backroom deals between de
velopers and city officials. The Bay Guardian doesn't just report the news, it takes sides 
and often leads readers by the hand to the “correct" conclusion. If the tone is some
times simplistic or preachy, the paper is neverthe1ess sensitive to the contradictions of 
movement po1itics. In “Home Creepo" (23 January) , Cassi Feldman presents the clash 
between antigrowth activists opposing the construction of a new Home Depot and 
black activists supporting the chain retailer for its ab泣ity to create jobs. As the title not 
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so subtly hints, the B句， Guardian ultimately sides with 伽叩tigrowth forces, while 
urging additional efforts to expand emp1oyment. 

While generally ignoring poor peop1e, the SF ~石ekly often writes about big b間，
ness, sometimes even critically. In a story about America On-Line ("Serfìng the Web," 
9 January) , Matt Smith doesn't shrink from broad criticisms of American capitalism: 

Sometime during the last two decades of the Technology Age一月perhaps it 
was atter the publication of the 250th touchy-feely man喀巴ment best seller, 
or atter the broadcast of public television's 100th Sesarne Street一like invest
ment tips show-Americans carne to fully accept the idea that profitable 
companies 訂e like churches. Successful companies emphasize Love: “'At 
firms with strong cultm白， employees care about the company, each other, 
and customers," writes WhitneyTilson, a m叩agemem analyst. . . . But 也IS
can be a corrupt faith. A class-action lawsuit ag位nst the world's most suc
cessful online comp叩y suggests 由at profitable corporations still make 
money the old-fashioned way: They expl祉， manipulate，且d underpay em
ployees; they usurp Americans' common patrimony; 也ey flout .the law. 
They're certainly not churches. 

In contrast to the tenets of mainstream journalism, Smith concludes 也e article with 
his own policy recommendations, such as greater scrutiny of “technology age compa
nies" by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Labor Department. 

But more typical of the New Times approach to business and economic issues is a 
focus on the co1orful, controversial entrepreneur or 也e 。在beat enterprise. Sometimes 
this approach can include a critical element, as in J也 Stewart's “Master of Disaster: 
HowL人's super-rich G紅y Winnick is trying to wash blood from the Global Cross
ing implosion off his hands-and make more money in the bargain" (New Times L哇，
25 April). Just as often, business stories 位e stripped entire1y of politics, focusing in
stead on the amusing and bizarre，訟 ill馴服ed by 出ese SF 協'ekly headlines: “The 
Garden East ofEden: Is it a dream一吋r an obsession-when someone pours a $75 mil
lion forrune into 叩位nusement park, based on 位ees， located in Gilroy?" (6 M紅ch);
叩d “Death of a Death School: The 72-ye缸-old S扭扭ancisco College of Mortuary 
Science-perhaps 也e coun句's premiere institution of funeral service education一-has
its 1泌t graduation 阻d moves (gulp) into the great beyond" (2是 April).

The typical LA 協'ekly story is 閥混cely to dwell on corporate misbehavior or ec。但
nomic injustice. But via也 occasional special issue (e.g叮“The LA Riots,"“Dissent Now") 
and the regular col山nnsof趴在可erson， Powers, and M紅c Cooper (also a contributing ed
itor for The Nation) , the 臨ek.步 often 郎郎中臼tions 也at 位組scend the usual main甜甜n
(promarket) politi叫 consens凶﹒As Cooper writes in the 26 April issue: 

In t出he pa訂rkιE←吋d吋叫SI泣z巴吋d back y戶ar吋d of a well-咿融拍戶-白

Canyon mansion, under a massive remed circus tent, every table perfecdy 
adorned with fresh flowers 叩d gleaming press kits, liberal [i.e., left] Hol
lywood reached deep into its pockets to fight the Bush administration's 
opposition to expanded stem-cell research. No problem with that in itself. 
But 的T to organize a similar benefit for 也e 30 percent in L人 who live in 
poverty， or 出e 11 percem who try to get by on the minimum wage, and 
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see what kind of rurnout you get. Better cancel the valet service and scrub 
the caterers. . . . And these are the liberals! 

What Makes Alternative Weeklies “Alternative" ? 

This quantitative 叩d qualitative analysis of alternative weeklies fìnds the San Fran
cisco B.句 Guardian consistencly more “alternative" than the other three newspapers in 
the sample, at least by measures of political versus cultural emphasis, citizen mobi
lization, and capi叫ist critique. While not traditionally leftist, the NewTimes-owned 
weeklies still offer important alternatives in their impassioned, provocative writing 
style and muckraking investigative journalism. In 也is sense, New Times papers also 
contribute signifìcantly to engaging (if not mobilizing) the public in debate, rather 
than just providing it wi出 basic information (Baker, 1994: 43). The LA 協ekly em
phasizes serious comment紅y and analysis, approaching complex events like the 1992 
L.A. riots from a broad range of perspectives. And all four publications are far more 
politically oriented than predicted. How do we account for these findings? Type of 
advertising cannot be discounted entirely as a broad background factor distinguisι 
ing alternative weeklies from the more “mainstream" press. However, before analyz
ing the role of advertising, 1 discuss three other factors that vary more sharply 釘nong
the alternative weeklies 叩d may also shape editorial content: ownership and profes
sional identi哼; audience composition and motivation, and competition in the local 
journalistic field. 

O\X明ERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY 

TheSan 民-ancisco B.砂 Guardian is the sole independent, nonωchain-owned newspaper 
III 出is study. Independent ownership, combined wi也出e continued defense of a po
litical mission by its founder-publisher, clearly makes a difference. Bay Guardian cul
tural editor Annalee Newitz12 portrays the weekly's identity in both personal and his
torical terms: ''A lot of the B.句/ Guardian's activist stance comes from [founder] Bruce 
[Brugmann] and the fact that he started it as 叩 explicicly political project. But also at 
the time he founded the Guardian, there was a much stronger sense [出an today] that 
alternative newsweeklies had more of a political mission." Newitz hesitates .to call the 
B句 Guardian itself a "social movement," instead labeling it a “socially-conscious busi
ness', or EVEn “like a non-profit association": “The money we make is totally in the ser
vice of the cause." At the s位ne time, Newitz reports that Brugmann, far more 出anhis

editors, is also passionate about the paper's “Best of the Bay" issue, pu間“service jour
nalism" in support of urban consumerism. It is this seemingly incompatible mix that 
has allowed the B.句 Guardian to survive and thrive. 

The New Times chain, despite being vilified as 出E “Gannett of the alternatives," 
also is driven by a cause, if a different one ftom 出at of the B.砂 Guardian. Shorcly aι 
ter purchasing 也eSF協ekly， co-publisher Lacey was quoted as saying, "If it is politi回
cal, we are against it, meaning 出atwe 紅e skeptical of political movements and politi-
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cians" (Alternet, 1995). At the same time, m叩y New Times staffers appreciate the 
fteedom the chain has given them to dispense with traditional, cautious “objectivity" 
in order to “tell the truth," as former Los Angeles Times reporter Jill Stewart 位gues.
Stewart13 recalls how she joined New Times: 

[After lea"泊ng the LA 1ìmes] 1 had been doing this power brokers colurnn for 
h也m咿zine. It was kind of e旬，州的 bitsno叮﹒ ...Th可[出eN研Tirn岱
owners] said, we w血t you to keep doing something alòng those lines. Any
thinggo白的 longasyouαn prove it. Thar's the fìrst tÎÌne 1 had ever heard that 
as a journalist. 把specially at 也e LA 1ìmes where that is-absolutely not伽叫c

where there were so many sacred cows. . . . 1 thought, my God, that's what I'd 
come to jo山nalism for. That's 凶ce， back from 1976 when 1 was in college. 

Before the recent change in ownership at the LA 協ek步'，.former staffwriter Ruben 
Martinez14 defined his relationship to politiαin a way quii:e distinct from most daily 
newspaper reporters: “1 came from alternative journalistic circles [where] the relation
ship between alternative journalists 叩d activ帥， they're one and the same. We all hang 
out together." Another LA 臨'ekly writer, Sandra Hernandez，的 described her vision of 
journalism in clearly alternative terms (though in sharp opposition to that of New 
Times): “1 think a journalist's responsibility cert也ùy goes beyond . . . ranting and r軒"
ing simply to sell more papers. 1 thi叫c my responsibility as a journalist . . . is to bring 
forth some of the voices and some of the interests of those people who generally have 
been left out of the debate." 

After having been passed on to its third owner in less than ten years, the LA 
協d仙“的叫i呵， identity today is less certain. While New Times LA was staffed 
with several ex-LA Times editors and reporters (and proud to be “ex") , LA ，時ekly jour伊
nalists tend to be more closely allied with the mainstream press. Long-time editor Sue 
Horton is now Sunday opinion pages editor of the Los Angeles Times. The c肘rent ed
itor, Laurie Ochoa, was most recencly at GOU1met m苟且ine. Most important, Village 
Voice Media CEO David Schneidermann has said he wants to remake the LA 研'ekly
so 出at it will compete “on the level of all the major media in L.A. . . . not just . . . al
ternative medià' (Burk, 2002). 

In sum, alternative weekly journalists distinguish themselv郎， albeit in diverse ways, 

ftom their mainstream colleagues. But, as elsewhere, publishers have the last word. 

AUDIENCE COMPOSITION AND MOTNATION 

Alternative journalists propose two theories about how audiences affect their work. 
One is that readers, most of them, only pick up the paper to read the non-news sec
tions at the “back of the book"-arts and entertainment listin侈， restaurant reviews, 

and the like-and 出at 出泊， ironically, gives them more freedom to do what they want 
with the “front of the book." As the founder of the C方icago Reader once said,“If they 
read the articles, fine. If they don't, fine" (Armstrong, 1981: 283). 

But alternative journalists also invoke their readers' engagement with what they do. 
The B.句/ Guardian's Newitz sees “progressives" as constituting the “core" of the paper's 
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readership. If the B.句， Guardian is not exaccly a case of radical media being supported 
by radical social movemen臼 (Downing， 1995, 2001) , its success does demonstrate the 
importance of org阻ized activist associations and independent alternative businesses, 
many of which ate extremely loyal to the paper. 

Assuming出at political indifference on the part of“'commuters" looking for weekend 
entertainment is relatively constant, then the size and visib血ty of local activist networks 
ate probably the mo紀 crucial faαors in shaping each weekly's p紅tic叫位 form of political 
engagement. Nevertheless，也e importance of the “indifference fa<αor" should not be en
tirely discounted: it is the economic base 也at giVIωpublishers maneuvering room to risk 
offering some form of alternative politi四1 conte凹， even 正only in small dos低

COMPETITION IN THE LOCAL JOURNALISTIC FIELD 

E也e B.句， Guardian's activist orientation is p位clydue to 也e strength of the S扭扭扭ciscol

Berkeley/Oaldand progressive political commUl前句; how then do we account for the 
SF協ekly's disdain for what it views as “only in 詔" political extremism? Here, Bo凹dieu's

notion of a c叫tural fìeld (1980; see also Benson, 1999) is a 山eful concept. C叫tural dis
courses, whether literary, politi臼1， or journalistic，紅e produced in discursive and social 
fìelds matked by the stru臨le for distinction. In order to 位ist in a fìe泊， one must matk 
one's difference. The SF協g峙 and other papers, such as S位吋e's The Strange1月" havecom
peted by positioning themselves slighcly to the right, or rather towatd the neo-populist 
center, of the s叮viving activist-era weeklies. 

Yet in those m紅kets where the only paper is center or center-right, it is import阻t

to acknowledge that few papers ate emerging now to take up the vast unoccupied space 
on the left. In other words, the left-orientation of many older alternative weeklies is 
not due to contempor位y struggles for distinction bur, rather, is a residual feature of 
the fìeld's constitution during the relatively radicall960s 叩d eatly 1970s. Unless there 
is a revived left mobilization (not impossible, given.出e impetus provided by the over
reaching of an antiterrorist, national security-oriented U.S. a也叫nistration) ， we should 
probably expect a continued centering or even rightwatd shift in local alternative 
weekly fìelds. 

Vigorous local competition itself may also have been a tempor位y condition, f立信
cilitated by a growing economy and rising advertising expenditur巴s. The Village Voice 
Media!NT Media deal may indicate an increasing trend towatd local monopolies, as 
happened long ago with most U.S. daily newspap巴rs. 16 As a res叫t， surviving weeklies 
will be in a better position to compete with daily newspapers. Indeed, im芷nmed副iat岱el甘y 芷ι
ter the folding of ̂ 怯恥怯伽1ω07且Time.叮's LA, Schn肘1旭吋el社de位rma詛nn r記em訂ke巴d:

making u山s mor紀ec∞omp巴仗吋titiv吋e， particul 訂ly with the LA Times. Like most daily newspa
pers，也ey have an aging readership and 出ey want our readers. We're not going to sit 
atound and let them have them" (Blum巴， 2002). Indeed, mainstream media corpora
tions such as the Tribune Company (owner of the Chicago TJ-ibune, Los Angeles 刃mes，

叩d a host of other television and print properties) and Gannett (也e latgest U.S. news
paper chain) 訂e st訂出19 to buy up alternative weeklies and to create their own week
lies aimed at younger readers. 17 With mainstream daily ownership, one of the fìrst ed-
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itorial elements to disappeat from the alternatives, not surprisingly, is the media criti
cism colUlllns. 

In SUlll, I do not shate the optimism of some that the matket is simply “self
correcting" when it comes to restoring matginal or iconoclastic political voices. Nev
ertheless, local cultural ent閃p記neurs， Wl也 li品αto activist networks 叩d a willingness 
to accept less than phenomenal profìt m位gins， could conceivably move into the audi
ence and advertiser “spaces" left vacant by either mainsm叩ning alternative chains or 
their major corporate competitors. 

“OUTLAV;尸， ADVERTISING 

Many of the most radical underground weeklies of the 1960s were funded by adver
tisers who paid a premiUlll because no one else would take them: 由e sex industry. This 
advertising was “of a sort unlikely to impose pressure on 也e paper to become tradi
tional," wryly concedes media scholat Edwin Baker, otherwise a staunch critic of 
advertising funding (1 99丑: 154, fn138). One 臼n go fatther 出an that, positing that 
certain kinds of advertising may be better th叩 others in facilitating critique. In a sense, 
也is is the flip side ofThomas Frank's (1998) atgUlllent that American dissent has been 
almost completely commodifìed. To the extent that 可Os-era radicalism spawned new 
kinds of enterprises and professional activist organizations (head shops, eastern religion 
bookstores, environmentally friendly ice個cream manufacturers, and Greenpeace, to 
name just a few) , a sector of the economy 出口s arose with a need for cons山ners， con
triburors, and low-paid workers sharing these alternative ideas and lifestyles. 18 This al
ternative business sector has been particularly important and extensive in California. 

As we have seen, a 趾均gh加e叮r pr閃rop伊or吋tio∞n ofse扭r犯E伽i恤a位帥E臼叫ed ad忱V間巴rti帥i

扭dNe跆Tew 7古zme.仿'sL吐 d由oe臼s not c∞orr跨吋elat記ew叫it也h a mor認e rad也lca祉1 politic白al postur跨e f品or t出he臼se

weeklies v叫IS扭主令益L扭V吋is t也heB.句砂， Guardian. Bur there does seem to be a correlation between 
也e journalists' attitudes toward sex-related or other “ouclaw" advertising and the ex
tent of the weeklies' radical editorial posture. At one extreme, the Bay Guardian's An
nalee Newi也 sees sex advertising as 干位t of our political mission，"也at is, helping sex 
workers make it on their own "rather than rely on pimps," and in gener泣， promoting 
a “S叫“positive" attitude. For Sandra Hernandez of the LA 研ekly， however, back-oι 
the-book quasi-pornography is an embarrassment or at best a necess位yevil:

Look at the paper. 1 me阻， it's kind of funny. We're supposed ro be a left pa
pery哎， if you look at the advercising in terms of women, it's completely 缸，
meaning to women. . . . 1 也ink there's a sense 位nong 出e reporters 叩d ed
irors that we wish we had a different advercising base, sure. But you know, 
I've never been in an edirorial meecing where I've heatd somebody say, 'Tve 
had it! You know, 1 don't w叩t to see any more 900 number “call 在ixie for 
a good time" 在ds!Th泣's jωt not, that's not patt of it. 

Whatever the effects of p紅紅ul位;如缸， mixes, or amounts of advertisi嗯， their 4n
pact is clearly indirect and di伍lse. Just as wi出 the mainstream American press, alterna
tive journalists speak of a “church/state" wall that striccly limits interaction between 
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business-side and editorial-side employees. Yet it would also be wrong to dismiss any 
"elective a血且可， berween type of advertising and editorial content. Despite 也eir dif
ferent approaches to mainstream and movement politics, all fo山 weeklies in 也is study 
cover sexuality and alternative lifestyles to a far greater extent and far more sympathet
ically 出an the typical daily newspaper. Conversely, in seeming repetition of earlier 
American press history (see, for example, Schudson, 1978), publishers of alternative 
wee組ies that want to be less partisan, professionaliz缸， broaden their reach, etc. , speak in 
the same breath of “expanding their advertising base." Village Voice Media's Schneider扭
m叩n has indicated his desire to a佼ract more national and mainstream business adver
tising while supposedly "dow句句r[ing]血 body-part ads that fìll the W否'ekry-plugs for 
breast enhancements, face-lifts and the like" (Smith, 2002). The private eq叫ty group 
behind Village Voice Media has been described as operating according to the following 
modus operandi: [They] 可rpically look for a return on their investment of about 35 
percent compounded annually over fìve to seven years. . . . At the end of that period, 
也e company-Village Voice Media, in this case一句-often is sold or taken public" (Moses, 
2000b). If such rumors 紅e true, one might 位pect 詛咒entering" or 可nainstrearning" of 
the 研'ekly to make it more attractive to mainstream adve吋sers，血d 也us more palat
able for such a sale. And 也is， according to recent reports, is exactly what is happening 
(Smith, 2002). 

Conclusion: Small (But Not Too) Is Beautiful? 

This study has called into question the common research 的S凶nption 出at commercial
ism, especially advertising, necessaJ吵 undermines the critical, 0月ositional stance of the 
press. Although rel抖ng on advertising to a greater 間倒也an U.S. daily newspap帥，
many叫b叩 newsweeklies offer news and views ignored by the mainstream media, as well 
as 叩couraging passionate democratic debate and, in some cases, active politi臼1 involve
ment. This study does not prove that advertiserωsupported media are more critical and 
oppositional 出an audience-supported media, all 。由er fa，αors being equal. But the fore
going discussion certainly establishes that the most advertisi嗯-reliant media are not nec
ess紅ily the most conservative and c叩 even be q叫te progressive in all senses of the term. 

Explaining these fìndings is a more diffic叫tma吹er. It appears that critique is fac逝，
tated by a complex interaction of multiple factors: publisher commitment, audience in伊
volvement, local journalistic competition，叩d type of advertising. All four factors distin但
guish alternative weeklies ftom their mainstream competitors. However, since 出eB砂
Guardian is the most politi臼lly radical of the newsweeklies 目位前ned 叩d differs most 
from the others in ownership and audience involvement, we may conclude that 出ese fac
tors are p紅ticularly crucial: This is not to deny 也e positive features of the other weeklies 
proflled here. Ideally, audiences should have access to a broad range of alternative papers. 

Urban newsweeklies c叩not replace more experimental and intellectual “small 
journals," bl汰出ey do offer one key advantage over these types of publications-their 
potential not only t。“:preach to the converted" but to broaden the worldviews of or
dinary citizens who were literally just looking for a movie on Saturday night. 
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Notes 

1. According ro AAN executive director Richard Katpel (telephone interview with author, 
4 Ocrober 2002)，叩 additional100 general-interest urban weeklies could potentially join the 
AAN but have either not applied or not been accepted for membership. The AAN's bylaws 
(available online at www.aan.org) s句1血te that newsweeklies adrr的drocl跨越sociation

“should exhibit sufficient public service through journalism and edirorial distinction and excel
lence ro merit designation as a positive edirorial alternative ro mainstream journalism." 

2. “Chain Ownership in the Alternative Newspaper Business," internal AAN document 
e-mailed ro 出e author by Richard Katpel. 

3. Author interview with AAN direcror Katpel. The 益gures do not add up ro 100 percem 
because of rounding and the exclusion of small miscellaneous revenue sources, such as website 
advertising and out-oιarea subscriptions. Of the association's 118 member papers, 75 chose ro 
participate in the survey, but some of the largest 戶戶時， such as 也e Village VtJice, did not. Papers 
in the survey averaged $3.8 million in annual revenues, versus Katpel's estimate of $20 million 
at the LA 研'ekfy and the Chicago Reade凡吋 $35 million at the Village VtJice. 

益. Given仙也e data are from just rwo 吋tions，也e figures are sugg'叫ve only, bur a less 恥"
tematic survey of omer editi<.ms showed no significant variation in advertising propo民ions within 
papers. The SF研呦would not ship back issues ofits papers，也凶 its non-inclusion in帥的le﹒

5. In the AAN survey, sex advertisements were categorized as local display or classifieds and 
not reporred separately. 

6. Fi學lfes for the Bay GzlaJl品的 are provided for only 也e 21-34 age r叩ge.Oneαn reas。如

ablyass山ne that if43.7 percent ofits readers 紅e21-3喔， even more would be in the 18-34 r叩ge﹒

7. Demographic statistiαare selιreported by publishers and then posted on AAN website 
newsweekly profile pag臼﹒ According ro the webs肘， sources for the demographic data 訂e as fol
lows: R2 2001 5扭扭扭cisco Scarborough Report (San Francisco B.句I Gztardian); MRI and Me
dia Audit, u吋ated (LA 協ekfy); 品d Mediamark Research Inc叮組12000 (SF研ekfy and New 
刃mes LA). Selective presentation of these da間， produced by private marketing firms using dif
ferem methodolog悶， mak臼 any hard and fast comp位isons di伍c叫t.

8. Most American daily newspapers earn from 75 ro 80 percem of their revenues from ad
vertising, with the rest provided by subscriptions and daily street sales (Baker, 1994). 

9. If we take imo account all edirorial 叩dqu位i-edirorial copy-ar岱叩d emertainmem (in
cluding restaur叩t) reviews 叩d events listings as well as news 叩d opinion colurnns
culture/lifestyle is the dominant focus of all four alternative weeklies. In the same editions ana
lyzed in table 7.1，紅ts and entertainment reviews/listings as a proportion of all edirorial pages 
ranged from 61 percent at New 后;mes L.t吐 ro 67 percent at the San Francisco Bay Gzlardian and 
68 percent at the LA 研ekfy. But 山S 的pect of alternative weekly content is already well known. 

10. For the LA TI海必合， SF Bay Guardian, and New Times LA, coment analyses 間 of acrual 
print copies. Srories for the SF臨'ekfy were taken from its website, the contents of which are 
supposed ro match the prim version (confirmed, at least, bya comparison of p訂mer newspa
per New Times L.t位 print version and website). Since m叩y srories were coded for multiple rop
泊， ropic Ns exceed srory Ns. 

11. An unwritten rule of American journalism is that a metaphorical “wall" ought ro separate 
the domains of news and advertising (Benson, 2000). Dramatically violating 也lS e也ical princi
ple, in 1999 the Los Angeles Times created a special news supplement abour the Staples Center
a new spor臼阻d entertainment complex in which the Times was also a “foundingp位mer"-and
then privately split the advertising revenues from the supplement with the Center. 

12.τèlephone interview with author, 1是 September 2002. 
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13. 1nrerview with author, Sherman Oaks, California, 14 March 1998. 
14. 1nterview with author, Los Angeles, 6 March 1998. 
15. 1nterview with author, Los Angeles，哇 March 1998. 
16. Nore, however, thar the d位nageα凶ed by rempor位y losses in narional adverrising rev

enues was exacerbated-in NT Mediàs case, by heavy borrowing in service of corporate exp必
sion, and in Village Voice Mediàs case, by its need ro maximize short-term profìts for irs out
side invesrors in anticipation of an evenrual sale. 1n orher words, reliance on adverrising per se 
need not ulrimately lead ro 10α1 monopolies. 

17. The百ibune Company founded its own weekly in 1991 , City Li祉， ro compete with a New 
Tunes paper in sou出Florida，組d now owns the New England-based Advocate ch公n of alterna
rive newsweekli臼﹒ Recenùy，也e Chicago 日如11e announced plans to launch a paid-circularion 
weekly with the 啪啦ng riùe of Red母e in the Chiαgo region. The Chicago SII11-Times, owned by 
Hollinger 1oternarional 1oc., quickly announced pl阻s ro start its own compe血g weekly tabloid. 
Gannett Corp. is in the proc帥 oflaunching weeklies in Lansing, Micl泣gan (reportedly ro be riùed 
Noise) , as well as in Boise, 1daho. Daily newspaper company-owned weeklies possωs at le在st one 
powerful weapon in their battle a"aainsr exisring alternarives: economic deep pockets thar allow them 
ro charge signifìcancly lower ad rares. See Gilyard (2002), Kirk (2002)，叩dM叫lman (2002). 

18. For example, in the 24 April 2002 Bay Gual"dian, a display ad for the women-owned 
srore Good Vibrarions is headlined “Think Globally, Masrurbare Locally，"間d ahal已page clas
sifìed ad riùed '‘Progressive Opporrunities" lists job openings ar the acrivist organizations Clean 
Water Action, Swords ro Plowshares，叩d the Sierra Club. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Has Feminism Caused a Wrinkle 
on the Face of Hollywood Cinema? 
A TENTATIVE APPRAlSAL OF THE '90s 

Andrea L. Press and Tamar Liebes 

The short answer to whether feminist ideas have inftltrated into mainstream Holly
woodfùmis-“somewhat, perhaps." The longer answer has to rely on recognizing the 
constraints of the industry 叩d agreeing on some idea of what ferninism 話， on what 
would be considered a feminist representacion, and on how to assess influence. This is 
not an easy task considering the harsh market reality ofHollywood, the indeterminate 
me扭曲19S of紅丸叩d the difficulties we as feminists have had in defìning unifìed goals 
of the movement. 

One of the key problems blocking women's visibility in Hollywood cinema 紅lses

from the econornic constraints particular to the movie industry since the ascendance 
of television-making any feminist expectacions more di血cult to achieve in cinema 
由叩 on television.τV series play in and for the domescic scene, using their potencial 
for close-up psychological realism that thrives on continuity and no c10sure (New
comb, 2000), experimencing with forms of everyday life in v位10山 genres， and gradu
ally buildingup viewers' conscituencies. Hollywood blockbusters, on the other hand, 
have to drag people Ollt of their houses, away from the everyday screen, and to sell seats 
around the glo說， often to viewers who would rather watch a chase or a shoot-out than 
listen to words or, worse, read the subtit1es (McChesney, 1999).τrapped into produc
ing grand, p阻oramic， larger-than-life accion movies-at the forefront of crime, w缸，
and science-since television made its way into American homes, Hollywood has es
chewed tradicionally female forms such as family melodrama or simply drarpacic fùms 
in favor of those that showcase ftlm's ability to create spectacles through its ever
developing technological capacities. Parcly because of these fmancial realicies，叩d

p紅cly because of the rnindset of fùm executives, which biases them against imagining 
the female fìlm audience or recognizing women's decision-making power as con
sumers, fìlm roles for women 阻d storylines centering 紅ound women 紅e st山 limited

in today's 日ollywood.

Looking back over Hollywood histo哼; we see 也ree moments during which roles 
for women underwent signifìcant change and development. The fìrst can be dated to 
the strong women st位s ofthe '30s 叩d'哇Os， bankable enough to inspire many woman
centered frlms in those decades. The second traces back to the rise of television, when 
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there was increasing interest wi出in Hollywood in the panoramic blockbuster 組mand
a declining incidence of domestic storylines that showcased women 叮叮s. This phase 
was coterminous wi也 the setbacks women experienced in the overwhelmingly domes
tic culture of the '5郎， when women began to be barred from entering the professions 
of medicine and law, and marriage ag'ωdropped. Third, with 也巴 rise of the feminist 
movement in the γ恥， a brief flowering of feminism occurred in Hollywood, with no
table woman-centered fùms such as Gir.伊.iend (1 978), An Unmarried'路man (1 977) , 
叩dJulia (1977). Unfortunately, this very brief moment did not lead to a perm叩開E

feminist transformation in Hollywood fùm. 
Other changes in Hollywood's economic logic affected roles for women. Manyat

tribute the most recent change to the enormous success of Spielberg's Jaws in 1975. 
The type of money this new kind of special-effects blockbuster pulled in led produc
ers to develop in 也at direction 阻d to eschew domestic drama once again. Y缸， the '90s 
witnessed some notable changes in feminist directions even when compared with fùms 
of the late '70s and '80s. This trend is what we examine here. 

First, we want to acknowledge that defìning a feminist perspective on fùm is not 
a simple task. The feminist movement is di伍lse，的 ideas often contradictory. Particu
l訂ly today, in 出e wake of widespread criticism of feminis吼叫d of the feminist move
ment itself for lacking diversity 叩d encompassing only white, middle-class women (a 
category both of the present authors fall into), there is no agreement on what “femi
nism" is. In fact, there is some question as to whether it's relevant to speak of “femi
nism" at all, given 出e current emphasis on cultural, economic, and other di丘'erences
between women. Any attempt to pin down what “feminism" is will necessarily be in
adequate. However, there 訂e three key issues 出at most would agree 紅e central to fem
inism: (1) the need to increase 也巴 presence of women in central roles in a variety of 
genres; the need to broaden the acceptabili句; on screen, of women of various ages, 
sizes, sexualit悶， races, and appe位朋ces; 阻d (3) the need to allow women to ass凶ne
roles of a status equal to those held by men. Our discussion seeks to focus on these is
sues，叩d to highlight how women have been treated in the most popular mainstream 
fìlms. Of course, over the last several decades, there has been a proliferation of femi
nist fìlms, most of them made independencly or outside the United States. But here we 
confìne our concern to the way feminist ideas appear or don't appear in Hollywood 
fìlms; we feel 也is is an important question, given the enormous impact of these fìlms 
worldwide. 

Next, as sociologists, we worried about method: how to address an issue as broad 
as fùms of the '90s, or of any era，叩d whether to make any generalizations about fùm 
at all. How to determine which years were most important to treat? How to decide 
which fùms were most salient vis-à-vis feminism 叩d its issues? How to avoid the com
mon practice in fìlm criticism of extreme in-depth discussion of only one or two fìlms, 
which one can always fìnd to illustrate a particular theoretical point? How to refrain 
from falling into 出e scientistic trap of superfìcially addressing hundreds of fìlms with 
a mere content analysis, thereby saying no出ing interpretively interesting at all? We felt 
that assessing feminism's me叩ings is so complex that neither a focus on a few 自ms
nor a broad superfìcial analysis of a large sample would be e能ctive for addressing 0盯
initial question. 
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We decided to n訂row our focus by concentrating on fìlms of the most recent past 
decade. Once this decision w泌 made， we had to confront 出e 必rrr“able oroblem of 
selecting fùms from the m叩y that had been pEoduced throughout the decade.Wb des 
cided on a list of the ten most popular fìlms made each ye紅 from 1990 to 2000 (see 
Appendix) 叩d then broadened our list to include 20肘， covering 120 fùms in all. This 
scheme allowed us to treat a variety of genres, and to include fIlms seen by the widest 
possible number of people. Rather th叩 discuss the entire list of 且lms， we decided to 
take a more in-depth approach to those 在lms in which women play a central role, those 
出at highlight either a particul紅ly new, or particularly stereotyped, treatrnent of 
women; and those that deal with issues of interest to women, either physically, n位Ta
tively, or generical年 Since fìlms in which women play a major role 訂e fewand f:紅 be
tween on the highest-grossing li仗， we occasionally discuss a 品m 也at is of particular 
interest from a feminist perspective but is not on 也at list. And，品lally， we've divided 
our discussion roughly according to genre, even though the genre bound甜的 arefl山d
and have changed with the times. Throughout, feminist influence may be seen in three 
contexts: through the inclusion of women in roles (narrative and professional) from 
which they've previously been excluded, thTOugh the endowment of these roles with 
new qualities, and through changes in stereotypical endings or other defìning aspects 
of genres 也at thereby transform the meanings of the genre texts. 

Police/Legal Dramas 

Thede臼de began with the Academy Award-winning, seventh咖highest grossing fIlm of 
the 伊拉 Silence 0/ the Lambs (1991), a fIlm出at we consider innovative in a number 
of ways.l Silence 0/ the Lambs (hereafrer Silence) is primarily 叩 investigative police 
thriller, though it has elements ofhorror given 也e ways in which the killer kills his vic
tims. Normally in a police thriller, crimes 位e investigated and solved by strong, tough, 
determined men, who at the end of the day save the 凶ler's female victims from hor
rible, cruel fates. In ma叮 horror fùms, however (伽i站nc∞ont削 to 出ed倪cti由忱V咒e gen間吋)
E伽he沈er叭巴叫IS叫ayou叩ng girl-Carol Cαi伽ove的rf品，ks ‘“ζ百h缸n叫al girl" (1992)一who remains to destroy the 
killer even when all the police and other men and women 閃而g to do this have failed 
and/ or been killed themselves. Ofren extremely young, almost virginal, and somewhat 
androgynous in appe紅叩開 and action，也is fìnal girl Qamie Lee Curtis's character of 
Laurie Strode i切n 正晶{al，品'10仰ω仰 i誌s 也加e prototype) h恤的 high mo叫自品b叮叭a阻nd c∞con叫∞n郎nS1芯s悶i
fuses t昀o employ the sexual wi且le臼s shown to cha紅ra缸ct臼e仗吋flZ犯e her pe自ers' behavior. This kind 
of sexualized image for women is r紅e outside of the traditional horror fìlm (which gen
erally has a more specialized teen audience and rarely makes the top-ten lists; on hor
ror and its audience, see Freeland [200凹， Pinedo [1997], and Tropp [1981]). Silence 
is actually a blend of the police and horror genres in that the female lead is herself a 
police officer, but also one who single令andedly struggles wi出 the killer, and defeats 
him, even when the entire (male) police force has failed to do so. 

Other police dramas of the '9郎， such as ln the Line 0/ Fire (1993) and Seven 
(1 995), feature demented serial killers who really get under the skin of the detectives 
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or secret service agents investigating their 問se﹒ Butag也n， what's different about Silence 
is the gender of the police detective. Jodie Foster plays Agent Clarice Starling, just out 
of the academy and, for her training case, given the assignment of extracting informa
cion from a serial ki1ler in prison (Dr. Hannibal Lector, played by Anthony Hopkins), 
whom the police believe knows eith巴r the details about or the psychology of a current 
serial ki1ler who imprisons large women, kills mem, and skins them. 

Clarice and Dr. Lector have several meetings in which he trades information about 
the ki1ler in exchange for intimate information about Clarice's personal 位fe. Beyond re
vealing her background to 也e audience, his tactics change the balance of the relation“ 

ship between 也e two. Cl刮目 was born to a coal miner and orphaned by 出e age of 
ten. She r組 away from her cousin's sheep farm, where she could not take their slaugh
tering of the lambs; she then grew up in an orphanage, and worked hard to get through 
the police academy and 也se her social-class stat叫﹒ In m叩y horror fùms, the revèla
tion of secrets is extorted by force. Here, it becomes a p紅t of Clarice's professional 1:ac
tics, but at the same time it makes her vulnerable, putting her into the prisoner's hands 
psychologically. The reason for reluctance to expose one's secrets is that knowledge of 
one's intimate secrets gives another person power over ones巴lf. Therefore, revealing 
what no one else knows about oneself is p紅t of a professional relationship with a doc
tor, a 也erapl泣， or a lover.. 

In the fùm, Clarice is depicted as a wom叩 alone in a sea of men, who seem to re
sent her as a competitor 組d reject her status as one of the team. They keep making 
her uncomfortable with st紅的 and sexual propositions. What is unusual about her 
character is that she consistencly refuses to be sexualized in any 位aditional fashion, fol
lowing the more androgynous tradition of Clover's fìnal girl. Clarice responds to her 
superiors and colleagues wi出 professional remarks ar仙

-e臼st泊ab仙lis品he臼s her seriousness about developing her c紅ee巳阻d gra吋dually c臼巴me凹nt鈞s her s釘ta街
tu叫s a街S “"on肘e oft出he boy.餌s."Wi泊出 LecαEωO叫r， however, she chooses to make use of her gender 
identity. Here, she is vulnerabl巴， anything but one of the boys. His offering to ex
change information about the killer for the most painful, traurnatic information about 
herself is a device for restoring some form of equality to 出eir relationship. By showing 
his skills in “readi呀l' her, and understanding her psychological makeup, he makes her 
indebted to him. For her, opening up the wounds is a form of liberation and, at the 
same time, creates a s叮ong bond with him. 

It's interesting to comp紅e Clarice's role here with 也at of, say, Clint Eastwood in 
1n the Line 0/ Fire, a 如ülar genre fìlm in which the self-doub臼 ofth巴 protagonist (in 
this c帥， a male) are central. The ki1ler taunts Hollywood macho hero Clint Eastwood 
with what he knows 位e Eastwood's own doubts about his p巴rformance as a secret ser
vice agent at th巴 time President Kennedy was shot. Did he really do everything he 
could to protect the president, or was he a bit cowardly? Clarice's self-doubts have 
nothing to do with anxiety about her past p巴rform叩ce; rather，也ey arise out of her 
uncertainty about her move as a working-class wom叩 into a nontraditional profes
sion. One interesting difference between the fìlms is that while Eastwood is not per
mitted to respond to the killer's sexual overtures, Clarice does respond to Lector's sex
ual innuendoes. By the end of the fùm, they have forged a special relationship. She is 
unafraid of hir泣， having developed confìdence in his respect for her. She has respect for 
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him too, in contrast t0 the relationships between male cops and criminals in 1n the Line 
0/ Fire or Seven. In another deviation from the typical Clint Eastwood fìn祉， Clarice 
trembles with fe訂 as she triurnphancly yells to the victim,“It's FBI! You're safe!" Clarice 
continues to sweat and shake in terror as she tries to fìnd the ki1ler in a darkened room. 

Clarice's role as triurnphant detective redefìnes 也e persona: Without losing her vul
nerab函中i she effectively counters both the macho Hannibal and the effeminate, cr位ed

killer. This persona contrasts, for e祖mple， with the Renee Russo charaαer in 1n the Line 
0/ Fire. Russo aCts as tough as the boys on 出e job, is s呵T as hell (at a reception for the 
president, Eastwood jives her about where she 臼n hide her gun under such a body
hugging gown) , and becomes the romantic love interest for Clint Eastwood. In fac孟缸C叫E已， Jodie
Fo臼st臼er品k gF巴n肘1迫erallyd巴臼se位X泓m叫uali詛

de缸rwhy只r， 1泊nt出he t岱E鈺 y問r昀s ofHolly叭y叭r叫羽r心O∞odfìlms we'的，、ve 位釘I叫1泣ined，出is kind of image is so rare 
for women. Foster's almost ur討que position in Hollywood as a powerful actress and female 
director, and her well-known feminist convictions, raises the question of whether it was 
Foster's interpretation rather than the director's concept 出at accoun臼 for the 血泊法 femi

nist statement. In more typical 割肉 women's sexuality is almost always highli的ted as a 
major part of their charaαer and, th凹， as a driving force behind the narrative. 

One such fìlm is 1992's Basic 1nstinct, another top-grossing fìlm of the decade, 
starring Michael Dougl泌的出e San Francisco detective Nick Curran, and Sharon 
Stone as the wealthy, beautiful Catherine Tramel, a murder suspect he is investigating. 
We call this fìlm an example of “Hollywood feminism." Hollywood feminism plays on 
the ambiguity of women's desire to see stronger roles for ac位esses in Hollywood fìlms 
(mirroring women's growing role in public life); yet, instead of being just unambigu
ously stro呵， she is evil as well , in a throwback to the femme fatale of fùm noir-one 
of the strongest images for women in earlier Hollywood. Unlike the fìlm noir heroines, 
whose power completely resided in their sexuality, '90s Hollywood paid lip service to 
feminism by granting “Hollywood feminists" successful careers, almost as a sideline to 
their sexual power. B.的c 1nstinds Catherine Tramel is a successful mystery writer, 0已
ten shown working out plot details or surrounded by drafrs of her latest novel. Thomas 
Austin's (2002) study of the audience for this fìlm shows that she was much adrnired 
by young women, many of whom saw her as a role model for themselves, admiring her 
“cool" image, her weal血， her glamour, and her confìdence, and ignoring 出e clues that 
suggest she's a serial murderer (to be fair, the fìlm leaves this ambiguous). Note，的0，

that the mousy girlfriend (played by the also gorgeous and petite Jeanne Trippelhorn) , 
who was not a murderer, was less admired. 

Another convention, which began in the '80s in the wake of feminist reforms but 
be臼me overwhelmingly common in the '9郎， is the plethora of women professionals in 
top-grossing fìlms; examples include Susan Sarandon as an attorney in The C古ént， Demi 
Moore as an attorney in A 1是ω GoodMen, and Helen Hunt as a meteorologist in Twister. 
Sarandon's character, Re部ie Love, is a lawyer who defends a young boy in grave d叩ger

ofbeing murdered by those who stand to be convicted through his testimony. Sarandon, 
while not an enormously powerful attorney, succeeds in protecting her child-client be
cause she is sensitive to his fears, and to the needs of his working-class mother, whereas 
the male professionals 位e not. Predictably, Hollywood displays an essentialist view of hu
m叩 nature by representing female lawyers as “intuitive" 組d “sensitive." A1ternatively, 
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theyare 問st as evil, like the insensitive “user" C位。i戶1 Polhemous played by Gr，巴ta Scacci 
in Presumed Innocent (1 990). Of course, some women pro長ssionals are sensitive; but 
some men 訂'e as well, and some women are not. A systematic bias toward 出is type of 
repf<臼entation promotes stereotyping of pro長ssional women in the culture. 

Another instance of Hollywood stereotyping of professional women c阻 be seen 
in the charact巴r of Lieutenant Commander JoAnne Galloway, played by Demi Moore 
inA}妙。odβ1en. She is initially contrasted to Tom CruÎse's Lieutenant Daniel Al
istair Kaffee, who, since he is 出e brilliant lawyer, has been given the role of leading in
vestigator in the court-martial of Colonel Nath叩 Jessep， played by Jack Nicholson. 
Initially portrayed as a by-the-book weenie in con臼ast to CruÎse's unbelievably in
stinctive mode of operation and the charisma 出at justifìes it, Demi Moore's character 
develops into a true partner, helping him to strategize and ultimately win his difficult 
case. Notably, however, CruÎse is the one who has the insight into what really hap
pened during the night in qu的tion， and he is the one who risks being court-martialed 
by daringly confronting Colonel Jessep in the courtroom-this atter being warned by 
Moore to act more timid, and not to try it, marking her as lacking the presumably 
masculine nerve and creativity that 位e necess位y for a brilliant, rather 也甜 merely

competent, law career. It's interesting that women lawyers can lead when the plot de
mands sensitivity and empathy, but "women's intuÎtion" is not the s訂ne as the bril
liance demanded by other plots, usually displayed by men. 

Thrillers 

The cutting伊edge cyber-tech thr到er Dísclosure is aαndidate for one of the decade's low
est moments for women. An adaptation of the Michael Crichton novel of the s位ne ticle, 
Dísclosure wins the prize for backlash 血m of the '90s. The fùm features Michael Douglas 
asτom Sanders, a computer executive in the fìrm DigiCom, and Demi Moore as Mered
ith Johnson, the young, sexy woman hired to be his boss. It's interesting 出at， in the 
novel, the characters 位巴也es位ne age, whereas in the 自m there's a twenty-year age gap 
between Moore and Douglas-ano出er example of Hollywood's preference for pairing 
older men with younger women, and of the widespread reluct阻ce to cast women older 
出an thirty-fìve. Douglas plays a middle-aged project head expecting to hear about his 
promotion when confronted with the news that he has been passed over for Moore, who 
has been brought in from the ou臼ide and, incidentally (and unluckily, as it turns out) , is 
a former girlfriend. When, at her invitatio犯， he stays atter work to brief her on his proj
ect, she comes on to him sexually, invoking their past relationship to 位Y to rekindle his 
interest. Tom, now married with two childre泣， rebu旺s her advances despite his initial re
luct閻明的 overcly rebuff his boss, trapped in a reversal of 出e classic dilemma of sexual 
harassment. Meredith becomes angry and screamingly throws him out. 

Tom learns the next day 出at Meredith is suing hím for sexual harassment. Tom 
procures a feminist lawyer to defend himself, even though the technical defìnition of 
sexual harassment would make it impossible for him to be the harasser. The lawyer's 
character is quite transparencly modeled atter real-life feminist attorney/author 
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Catharine MacKinnon (who is frequencly quoted in the news when cases of sexual ha
rassment, such as the Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas controversy, come up). Ironically, 
unlike petite, blond, glamorous, fashionably dressed MacKinnon (who could pass for 
a movie st紅 herself)， Roma Maffia, the actf<臼s cast for this role in Dísclosure, is an 
unconventional-looking woman: not a petite size 哇， not bloI址，問d so on. Rather, in 
line with the Hollywood stereotype of “feminist," she is relatively tall 阻d lar阱， with 
untinted “natural" gray hair, li吋e or no makeup, loose，自owing， slighcly ethnic-looking 
rather 出an tailored clothing, and loud, blunt speech peppered with curse words. 

Meredi也 gets fìred for her actions, but even this satisfaction is tempered by her 
announcing that she is already being recruÎted by another high-powered fìrm, passing 
on the message that there is no end of interest in compensating young, beautiful 
women at enormously high salaries for occupying positions that 位e far above their 
competence and knowledge. More important, Dísclosure por叮叮s sexual harassment, a 
crime normally perpetrated by the most senior bosses against junior women, as some
出ing evil 出at women perpetr位e upon 出eir innocent male underlings while claiming 
“rape!" when the men complain. At a time when acknowledgment of sexual harass
ment is still precario凶， this fìlm tells us 出at feminism has put all honest, competent, 
and hard-working white 'men in danger, and should thus be f每位ed and distrusted. 

It should also be noted that the fìlm version transforms Crichton's narrative into 
an antifeminist story that it is not. 在ue， ln 也e novel Meredith is a "bitch," but the 
so叫ce of her power is her unrelenting promotion by 也e fìrm's CEO, who adopts her 
訟 the daughter he never 1叫 Thus， the charac間 1S 也e tradicioI叫 fìgure of a young 
star brought to power by an elderly male sponsor. The other women characters (such 
as Stephanie, Tom's supporter within 也e 且rm) 位e independent, self-made women, de
fìned not by their sexuality but by their spirit and human warmth. In spite of the 
novel's tremendous success, the fìlm producers must have felt the need to push 出enar
rative in a more stereotypical direction. The casting of the older Michael Douglas op
posite a much younger, tougher, and more successful Demi Moore is a change in the 
direction of“Hollywood feminism": Instead of a weaker character pushed by a stronger 
older man, in the fùm Moore's Meredith is herself a huge success, as well as a source 
of evil. Given th坊， the fìlm chronicles the triumph of the white male antagonist over 
也e evil wom阻 (though it's important 也at she is not destroyed but simply moves on 
to stalk other men in another fìrm). 

A similarly 0峰的ive，的tally age-inappropriate role was played by Nicole Ki也nan
in the 1997 thriller The Peacemaker. In a not-to七e-believed bit of casting, she portrays 
a scientist who, at 出e age of twenty-nine (Ki也n凹's actual age at 也e time), is in charge 
of a team of about fifteen m且1t叮 officers， all male and over 血肉T years of age. Her or“ 

如何 one 也可-year-old gen叫 to assemble a staff 叫“don't mind taking 0吋rs
trom a woman" may please feminis俗， but the incongruity involves the question of age 
叩d experience rather than of gender, indicating 出at the scriptwriters understand fem
inist issues only in the most superficial ways. 

This type of casting is an example of the basic Hollywood ensemble common to 
many adventure and thriller films, consisting of several middle-aged men and one 
young, se勾Twom血﹒ (She is 站nost certainly under 出irty-fìve， or has had enough plas
tic surgery to appe紅 so ， while the men's ages can r阻ge from early thirties onward; some 
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的 in their seventies.) Virtually the only 位ceptions to this rule are Susan Sarandon, 
Mery1Stre旬， and Diane Keaton, who continue to be 臼st in 1eading ro1es in their 
a丘ies.2 A recent documentary produced by Ho11ywood actress Rosanna Arquette, titled 
Searchingfor卸的 Wt'nger (2002), documents the prob1em of middle-aged Ho11ywood 
actresses who fìnd themselves out of work. 

Science-Fiction/ Action 

ln the sci-fì/action fìlms of the middle to 1ate '9郎， we 且nd some strong, even central 
ro1es for women, in a genre that would not have included women a decade ear1ier (re扭
扭11 Bladerunner, for ex也可l巴， or Schwarzenegger's Total Recall from the beginning of 
出e '90s). One examp1e is the ro1e p1ayed by Julianne Moore in Spielberg's successful 
sequel to Jurassic Pa泊， titled The Lost防科: Jurassic Park (the second highest-grossing 
fìlm of 1997). In 也1S 血m， Moore p1ays Dr. 5紅ahH紅ding， a scientist cast alongside 
the men. Somewhat surprising1y, Moore's ro1e is comp1ex, and central to the action of 
the fìlm. Extremely skillful at establishing rapport with extÏnct reptiles (as a good 
woman scientist should be) , she travels to Jurassic Park out of a gen凶ne interest in 
1earning more about dinosaurs. 

Another turn for the better is Linda Hamilton's ro1e as 5位也 Connor in Termina
的r 2 , where, in reprising her ro1e from the original Terminator (1984) , she again 叮叮S

opposite Arno1d Schwarzenegger, who p1ays T-800 (The Terminator). However, in the 
newer 扭扭 (a result of feminist criticism of the former?) Hamilton is 1ess the victim 
叩d more the strong, fìerce, fìghting mother willing to 1ay down her 1ife in defense of 
her son John Connor, in the tradition pioneered by Sigourney Weaver in the Alien 
fìlms. (These also featured a fìerce mother protecting her child.) Hamilton has put in 
her time in the weight room, bulking up to achieve the female equivalent of 
Schwarzenegger's unbelievab1y muscular physique. Nevertheless, in line with the iron 
1aw ofHo11ywood producers, she's still a petite size 4, reminding us yet again 出at “nor

mal" women-that is, anyone taking size 10 or, worse, 12… 14, the average size of 
American women-are banished from the screen. Y仗， Hamilton is no p山hover in 也1S

fìlm-we see her breaking out of a mental hospital, wielding huge machine guns to 
fìght cyborgs alongside Schwarzenegger，問d generally p1aying a key ro1e in saving hu
mankind from takeover (though in the end, of course, Schwarzenegger p1ays the big
ger ro1e, and he does have to save her on more than one occasion). 

It's worth mentioning 也at the ye位 2001 witnessed two fìlms within this general 
gen自: Lara C呼，了òmb Raider, fc叫lfingA呵;elinaJolie， and Ang Lee's Cr，ωching Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon, starring Michelle Yeoh and Ziyi Zhang, which 0技èred innovative pro
tagonist ro1es for heroines, albeit very young ones. In the former case, Jo1ie, a wealthy 
heiress, becomes a techno-super hero(ine) in the tradition of Action Man and Super
man; in the 1att仗" Zhang simp1y 1earns the ancient 訂t of Chinese fìghting, but 1earns 
it extreme1y well (and attains semi-superhero powers). These may be the pioneering 
ìlms in a possib1e new genre-出e genre of female action heroes. If so, the current 

decade will be an interesting one to observe: Perhaps the feminist 1egacy of Terminator 
2 叩d Silence of the Lambs 出at 1an伊ished in the mid-'90s has fìnally been continued. 
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Buddies 

Another fìlm that established a feminist statement in 1991-a statement that 也e
decade seemed to drop-一was the buddy fìlm Thelma and Lou帥" wide1y heralded as 組
examp1e of a traditionally male genre，也e "road movie" or 也e “buddy movie," into 
which female 1eads have been inserted. Though the fìlm did not make 也e top ten that 
ye缸" the pub1iciry it garner吐， and its unusual feminist qualities, justifìes including it 
in this discussion. The fìlm continually surprises us by showing us how different a 
genre fìlm can be when the gender of the 1eads is switched. Se世ng out on a weekend 
trip, Louise kills a man on the verge of raping Thelm且，叩d the two of them flee the 
scene since there is only weak evidence that the crime was in self-defense. They dr的
into more and more criminal activiry unril 出ey 位e in too deep1y to get out. 

The vio1ence against men in 出1S fìlm was wide1y criticized, yet both violent 
scenes一-Louise shooting the rapist, and 也e two women setting fìre to a harassing 
truck，缸's rig-were provoked by sexist vio1ence 叩d harassment against them. This fea
ture was not recognized by most of the fìlm's critics. While we don't want to condone 
ramp叩t vio1ence in fìlm, what is infuriating about the fìlm's reception is that frlm crit
ics don't seem bothered by the huge amount of vio1ence, both against men and against 
women, present in most “male" genre fìlms. The overt feminism of Thelma and Louise 
provoked hosrili旬; proving how little feminism custom位ily comes from Ho11ywood, 
especially in genres 出at include vio1ence as an accepted part of their form叫a.

Another fìlm about female bonding 也at put 1eading women in ro1es highlighting 
their physical s旭11s was the pioneering 1992 frlm A League ofTheir Own, directed by 
Penny Marshall, one of the few successful women directors in Hollywood. A historical 
drama based on the real story of the women's baseball1eagues formed during World 
War Il, the 血m portrays a unique period in which women had the opportuniry to p1ay 
professional baseball. Featuring 扭訂ray of female stars including Geena Davis, Lori 
Pe旬; Madonna, and Rosie O'Donnell, this frlm delves into the story of the personal 
1ives of several of the women in the Al1 American Girls' Professional Baseball League, 
which was formed in 1943 in response to the war-caused absence of male baseball p1ay
ers and then disbanded after the w也It chronicles the importance of the sport, and of 
也e opportuniry to p1ay it professionally, for each of the women invo1ved. In a touch
ing epigraph the fìlm features the real-1ife members of the women's te也n engaged in a 
g位ne. Though 出叮叮e quite old now, their athletic grace is obvious, and we are 1eft 
wondering what might have been had women's sports played a more important ro1e in 
sociery 也胡也eydo.

Romance 

Looking at the rypically female genre of rom叩ce (including romantic comedies and 
romantic adventures) , we fìnd 山 com1c rom叩ce Pre.句協man (rated 也ird in 1990) 
se出ng 叩 alarming tone for the decade. Along with Disclosure, this fì1m is ar研lab1y
p紅t of出e backlash ag泣nst feminist ideas in its adoption of a conventional romantic 
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forrn叫a to tell the story of the proverbial prostitute with the heart of gold, who turns 
into a princess. We 也ink of this fìlrn as a cross between Cinderella 甜d Pygrnalion's 
(and My Fair La呵)is) El凹， in thatJuliaRobe悶， Vivian is both saved from pove呵Tand

granted fabulous weal曲，叩d educated in the ways of the upper class during the course 
of the filrn. It should be noted, though, that Vivian:'s hilarious cutlery lesson as an 品
lustration of social class di位rence is only a pale imitation of the British Eliza's diction 
training-a thin reed on which to base an entire sense of class identity. 

Unlike the innovative figure of the prostitute in the feminist fìlm K加e (1 971), a 
product of the early '70s ferninist period in Hollywood, Julia Roberts' Vivian presents 
quite a di旺erent irnage.3 While Jane Fonda's character Bree Daniel was 叩戶hingbur

clean-cur, Vivian is supposed to be a prostitutej yet every detail of her personali哼，
words, and behavior actively denies 叩y of the negative attribures of this identity. Un
山ually optimistic 組d cheerful for one in her profession, in 也e first ten minutes of the 
fùrn Vivian expresses shock 也at her roommate is spending the rent money on drugs. 
Vivian herself has only safe sex with her clients and is knowledgeable about cars. She 
proves her srnartness in a feminist way by refusing to have a pimp manage her busi
ness, and by maintai叫ng good hygiene in 由at she worries abour her gurns and flosses 
regul位ly. Finally, she is beautiful in a very healthy way, which we learn as soon as 出e
clothes and makeup come 0缸: along with the wig. (Why would she need a wig wi也
such beautiful hair?) Without the gear, we see a farm girl who has simply ended up in 
the wrong place, now hired for the week by the wealthy Edward, played by Richard 
Gere, as his escort since his girlfriend has just left him. In the co叫se of the week, in 
improbable fairy-tale fashion, Vivian and Edward fall in lovej in princely fashion he 
transforms his Cinderella frorn a cheaply dressed prostitute, who has never been to the 
opera, into a Rodeo Drive-clad lady who cries at the opera 叩drn組ages 由e art of eat
ing snails in elegant restaurants while making polite conversation. The fantasy ending 
features Edward riding to her apartrnent blaring 也e theme from Madame Bu前功，
conquering his fe訂 of heights to climb her fire escape 叩d save her. lronically, what he 
saves her from is her plan to go back to school, finish her degree, and actually rnake 
something of herself. Instead he carries her 0缸: presurnably to marriage and the good 
life of the fab叫ously wealthy (to which we all aspire, of course). 

Frorn a feminist perspeαi珊， the 扭扭 (s世1 rnaking money in video) is full of alarm
ing contradictions. The story's insistence that Vivian is a lower-class heroine rernains un
convmc峙， relying as it do臼 on trivial rnatters like table rnarmers, the ability to w間 a

cocktail dress, and inexperience in listening to partic叫ar forms of music to make配 ωe.

If anyt趾呵， it highlights our confusion with class identity in 也lS co凹的r. While Edward 
is portrayed as upper class, there isn't much distance in terrns of inter，白也 marmers， and 
identity between thern. (Do upper-class Americans r，也lly spend their time at the horse 
races?) Social science dernonstrates that there is rnuch less class rnob血哼; even in the al
legedly egalitarian United Stat白，由叩 rnost of us believe there is (Wright, 2000). The fìlrn 
draws on stereotypical fìlmic irnagωof the upper class people: They're rich bur unhappy, 
their lifestyle is constrained by their money (presurnably along with rnoney comes the lack 
of ability to enjoy it, p紅ticularly if you are born to 峙， and they don't have real hurnanity. 

Bur the filrn's class confusions 訂e rninor relative to its facile equation of gender 
with class. A lower-class, powerless wornan is shown winning over a powerful man wi出
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her naturally feminine vulnerability and sensitivity. It is she who teaches him the es
sential moral truths of the film: 出at he should focus more on building comp臨的出m
tearing them apart in his work, and 出at he should pay attention to the feelings of those 
with whom he makes business deals. The fantasy of the fìlrn lies in the idea 出at a 
wealthy rnan would d巴pend on a prostitute for these lessons, and that he would fall 
deeply in love with his teacher. Presurnably this gives all women viewers the hope 出at

if they develop their “classless," al位叫stic， empathetic ferninine qualities (and 正也可
look like Julia Roberts) , they will a仗ract their knight in shining 紅mo丸 who will take 
care of them in s勾rle. Thirty years of feminist research denying the wisdom of this ap
proach as a life-plan-both because of its inefficacy (given the high divorce rate) 組d

because of the dependency involved-pale in comparison to the strength of this fan
tasy, rea血rrned by the extraordin紅y popul紅ity of the fìlrn. 

Another fantasy rornance of the decade is 出e 1993 位m Sleepless in Seatt.舟， st訂e

ring the extremely bankable Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan. Like Pre句協man， Sleepless 
is a storybook romance, except 也is time it's the Cinderella of the '90s who picks her 
prince and go的 our to seek him. Meg Ryan (a beauty certainly unlikely to be wanting 
for suitors) plays a career wom阻 who has never found her “趴在r. Right." She is eng喀巴d
to someone who is Mr. Wrong and decides to leave him, despite her friends' allusions 
to the farnous Newsweek article of the '80s which reported 出at unmarried women over 
thirty have more chance ofbeing hit by lightning 出叩 of ever ge的ng married.4 Sleep
less one night, Ryan hears widower Hanks talking about his love for his wife on a ra
dio progr位n. By this time, we 訂e all sobbing. The fìlrn situates itself with repeated reι 
erences to the 如此間抖cer melodrarna An Affair to Rem仰的 rernade three times, 
in which the lovers 訂e supposed to reunite on the top of the Ernpire State Building. 
RyanandH位企s unite in the s紅ne place at the end, in a st。可 that claims they 位eeach
the "one sp巴ciallove" for each other. Frorn here on, as in all classic rornances，出ey pre
surnably live happily ever after. The film was truly an old也shioned rornanc巴 (though

m 也e '90s twist, the couple are set up by Har郎， son一巴巴-children always know best!). 
Another story of a wornan rebelling ag泣nst Mr. Wrong is 出at of Rose, heroine of 

也e blockbuster 剖m 昂的2Íc (1 997), based on the real-li五 sinking of the luxury cruise 
ship in 1912. Featuring teen he缸-throb Leonardo DiCaprio 叩d rising s間Kate

Winsle設 (of Sense and Sensibili月y farne) , the film was both a commercial 阻d critical suc
C帥， sweepmg 也e 1997 A回dernyAw釘釘， farnous for repeated viewings by teen groups. 
While rnost critics found the rornance stilted and protracted, audiences warmed to 出e

unlilcely love story pairing the boyish DiCaprio (playing poor Jack Dawson, who 前ns

his ticket in a card garne and bounds onto the cruise ship with no 1可gage) 組d the rnore 
staid, rnature-seeming Winslett (Rose DeWitr Bulcater), a first-class p訟senger engaged to 
the domineering character played by Billy Zane (Cal Hockl昕一叩 eng:喀巴ment forced 
by her rnother, who is motivated by her desire to 血se the far叫ly's waning fortun低

For our purposes the film's interest lay in the plucky Rose's push toward indepen
dence, both from her mother's exploitative interference and from the dornineering per
sonality of her fiancee, as she discovers her own desires and moves toward Jack. While 
Jack perishes in the disaster, Rose is saved and goes on to lead a full and adventurous 
life, particularly so for a worn叩 ofher era. The scenes in which Rose is encouraged by 
her feelings for Jack to explore her sexuality are partic叫arly appealing. And Winslett 
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maintained her popularity with Hollywood audiences, despite cricicism for not having 
the sy1ph-1ike fìgure of the typical Hollywood actress. 

A more realistic romance is the 1996 位mJerry β1aguire， featuring Tom Cruise in 
the cicle ro1e 叩d Renee Zellweger as his 10ve interest.5 This high-profìle, high個grossmg
fìlm is a mixed bag for feminism. Jerry Maguire tells the story of a man who works in 
a fìrm represencing spo位s st紅s who becomes disillusioned with the impersonal way the 
fìrm 位eats their clients. His p1ea for more personal and humane treatment of the a血，
1ete clients ge岱 him fìred. Dorothy, a secret位ial support worker in the fìrm, goes off 
with him to start a new, alternative fìrm. (Why is she so clear1y subordinate to him? 
And why is the division of 1abor between men 叩d women in this fìrm so unques
cioningly assumed?) When Jerry is fìred, and his c叫urre臼en即tg斟irl蛤f公如恤k泊咐1er吋1(吋d 1ea前.ve臼s him (she 紀岱d 

a弘1S鉛es tωo su叩pp仰or此t him and cal1s him a “10s紀er") , 
Do位rot也hy予} 扭da訟S t出h巴叮ys位t缸t their fìrm tωog阱et也her， he marries her and makes 企臼i巴凹nd也sw吶it也h 1 

her small son. Yet it becomes clear to Dorothy 出at he is not really emotionally happy 
with her, and she leaves him. 

1n a scene that is perhaps the low point for feminism in Hollywood fùms of the 
'90s, Maguire comes back to Dorothy during the weekly meeting of the feminist sup
port group for divorced women run by her sister. The women spend much of their 
time engaging in both general male-bashing and p紅ticul訂 criticisms of their own ex
spouses. Dorothy refuses to join 也1S “negative，" "man-hating" activi哼; differentia由19

herself by th巴 belief 出at she has had some bad luck but is not giving up the search 
for Mr. Right. The only visibi1ity for “feminism" in this fìlm (and in many other '90s 
fìlms) is this extremely caricatured group of women, most of whom, in con訂astto
Zellweger's movie-star 100站，的 overweight and ill-kempt. When Jerry returns to her 
(during the meeting of the group) , all 出e women get up and cheer for rom叩C的

“happyen缸， clearly the victor over the embittered man-bashing sessions 也可紅E
used to (implying that a litcle romance would cure 叩y woman of her man-hating 
tendencies). Relying as it does on a negative stereotype of feminism to highlight the 
且lm's own faith in relationships and marriage, Jerry Maguire, too, may be considered 
a backlash fìlm. 

Conclusion 

As feminists interested in the representation of women, we 在nd that the fìrst 出ing to 
point out is their absence in a variety of fìlms. Many of the top-grossing fìlms of the 
'90s are built around the adventures of a m凹， or men, W1出 women occupying either 
minor ro1es or none at all. A quick glance at these fìlms tells us 血紅叩 analysis of 
women's screen time in the fì1ms on this list, vis-à-vis that of men, would yield an 
alarmingly smal1er ratio than one might expect given the existence and extenr of fem
inist criticism over the last several decades. 1nde吐， women are virtually absenr from 
T加 Perfect Storm (2000) and The Patriot (2000) , to name just two examples from the 
1ist of highest-grossing fìlms of the decade. Gaye Tuchman, in one of the fìrst feminist 
media 且也ologies published in 1978, noted the “Symbolic Annihilacion of Women" 
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wrought by their overwhelming absence from leading roles in prime-time television of 
the era. Needless to say, their analogous 1ack of presence in the pop叫ar Ho11ywood 
fìlms of the '90s is almost as overwhelming. 

Now, Hollywood fans might venture a 吋oinder to this criticism by saying 也atit's
simp1y 也e “male" genres that they represent，叩d that in these genres6 one carmot ex
pect to fìnd women in leading or even very interescing roles. Even if we gr叩E 也坊， as
Hollywood fans ourselves (Andrea at least has seen every one of the 在lms discussed in 
this chapter, several cimes!), what's noteworthy is the absence of a corresponding “fe
male" genre, at 1east one that is presenr to anywhere ne位 a similar degree. 

Neve民heless， as our chapter attests, there are some high-profìle 也ms， even in “malen 
genres, in which women do appear in 1eading ro1es in the '90s. 1roni阻lly， in these fìlms, 
we fìnd that women have made the most progress toward what we would call a “femi
nist" image or representacion. That is, in 白白e fìlms-specifì臼句話rminator 2, Crouch
ing Tiger, Hi，枷z Dragon, Lara Cr.拼~. Tomb Rai，仇 andSi.必仰 ofthe Lambs-the 1ead
ing women are shown to have more status, and somecimes even more power，出組出elf

male counterp位ts. Since Charlie's Ang，品'， C吵吵 andLa，旬， Moonli.滸ting， and other tel
evision shows b1azed 出巴位ail for women to become central characters in formerly male 
genr俗， Hollywood has followed suit, somecimes featuring women in very nontradicional 
ro1es. Particularly in fantasy fìlms like Crouching TigeηH泌的 Dragon and Terminator 2, 
也ere 位e few restraints on the way women appe位組d perform, perhaps because there 紅e
no real-life role models from which these characters 紅e drawn. Once women enter these 
fìlms，也e genres themselves are orren transformed-women don't always play by the 
boys' rul也 A notable example of this is the horrorlthriller Silence ofthe Lam缸， in which 
the strong, succωsful deteccive heroine is also shown as vl血erable and sensicive-and in 
fact 叫esth間 qualicies to get vital informacion about her case. Another example is The 
C占阱; in which attorney Reggie Love succeeds because of her sensicivity to 叩dem抖
出y with her child-client's needs. 

1ronically, fìlms that traditionally feature women and are made for a female audi
m凹， dealing as 出ey do wi出 emotions and relationshi阱， seem to stay within tradi
tional genre bonds. Certain1y they seem much more regressive when compared with 
the brief flowering of feminism in Hollywood in the '7郎， when fì1ms such as Julia 
(1977) , An Unmarried'拓man (1 977) ， 組d Gù伊'Íends (1 978) were made fea叫mg

friendships among women and challenging tradicional fami1y forms. Apparencly exeα 
don't think feminism sells anymore; certain1y there isn't much evidence of its m缸，
ketability when you look at the top 100 fì1ms of the decade. Pretty 協man and Sleep
less in Seattle do 叩pe紅 on the li哎， however; and while feminist fìlms seem to have 
fallen out of favor, Hollywood made a spate of Jane Austen rom叩ces during the late 
V恥， following the phenomenal success of the BBC television version of Pride and 
p們cjudice in 1995. 

Some argue that romances appeal to women because they ful五11 a psycho1ogical 
need for nurturing that is not met in reallife (Radway, 198益). This is one possib1e con
clusion from arguments like the one advanced by N叩cy Chodorow (1 978), who 
stated that women 位e raised with a yearning for connection unfulfìlled in their rela
tionships with men. Others, like 1en Ang (1 985), argue that rom叩ce stories allow 
women to experience strong emocions and happiness vicarious1y, without paying the 
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price rhis would require were they to fall in love constantly in reallife. Certainly the 
continued popularity of romance stories requires an explanation; but w巴 also have to 
believe that executives 位e loath to abandon a tried-叩d-tested formula when each new 
fìlm now req也res such enormous 也pital investment and risk. The increasing success 
of adventure stories and cyber-tech 出r也ers featuring women shows that such fùms can 
be sold to both men and women. This is forrunate because there has been a push since 
Jaws becarne such a blockbuster in 1975 toward making movies dependent on enor
mously costly special effects, rather 也an fùms focused on smaller domestic and rela
tionship issues, and many more of the former 訂e being made. Perhaps rhis is part of 
出e explanation for the drop-off in feminist Hollywood fùms since the '70s. 

The feminism of th巴 '70s has become the Hollywood feminism of the '90s. As 
we've discussed, in Hollywood feminism the former femme fatale of fùm noir now ap
pe紅s in a wider variety of genres and holds a more powerful position, giving her power 
olltside of her sexual appeal. The problem, however, is 也at powerful women 位e too 
often portrayed as 也e source of all evil in the narrative of these 血ms， mal也g Holly
wood feminism a trap for women viewers who 位e faced with the dilemma of either 
identifying with the power and prestige of these women or hating them for their 
wrongdoing. We still 訂en't comfortable in popular fìlm with powerful women as a part 
of our everyday life. 

Despite the gains of the last several decades, women in Hollywood still have a long 
way to go. 

Appendix: Ten Highest-Grossing Films per Year, 
1990-2000 (in order from 1 to 10 for each ye位)

2000 
Mission 1mpossible 2 
Gladiator 
ThePe可ëctStorm

X-Men 
ScaryMovie 
What Lies Beneath 
Dii泣。saur

Nutiη Professor 11: The Klumps 
Big Momma 's House 
The Patriot 

1999 
Star mtn: Episode L The Phantom Menace 
TheMatrix 
TheMummy 
Notting Hill 
The Sixth Sense 
A描tin Powers: The Spy Who Sha!昆edMe

了àrzan
Runaw句 Bride

U勿在4防ld協'st

B糾呦

1998 
Saving Private )抑n

Armageddon 
There's Something Aboutβ1ary 
A Bug's L~持
The mtterboy 
Doctor Doolittle 
R弘rh Hour 
Deep1mpact 
Good Will Hun.泣嗯

PatchAdams 

1997 
Men in Black 
TheLo詰 ìVOr.社

Liar Liar 
Jerry Maguire 
Star 臨行 (reissue)

Ransom 
101 Dalmatians 
Air Force One 
My Best Frie.吟's Wedding 
Face/Off 

1996 
1ndependenεeDay 
Twister 
Mission: 1mpossible 
TheRock 
Eraser 
The Hunchback 0/ Notre Dame 
The Birdcage 
TheNutiη Professor 
Phenomenon 
A Time to Kill 

1995 
Batman Forever 
Apollo 13 
To茍句青句句y 5.品to

Poc.叫'tlhonti瓜街f 
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Casper 
Die Hard with a Vengeance 
Go社eneye
Crimson Tide 
~ti衍world

1994 
Thelλ'on King 
Forrest Gump 
True lies 
The Santa Clause 
The Flintstones 
Dumb and Dumber 
TheMask 
Speed 
Clear and Present Danger 
The Client 

1993 

Jurassic Park 
Mrs. Doub，卓:re

TheFu，盛的E

TheFirm 
Sleepless in Seattle 
!ndecent Proposal 
Mav衍ick

The Pelic，飢 B計4

!n the Line of Fire 
Schindler 's List 

1992 
Aladdin 
Batman Returns 
Lethal Weapon 3 
A Few Good Men 
Sister Act 
TheBo句rguard

~yne's World 

A League ofTheir Own 
Basic !nstinct 
Bram Stoker 's Dracula 

1991 
Terminator 2 
HomeAlone2 
Robin Hood' Prince ofThieves 
Beauty and the Beast 

Hook 
City Slickers 
The Silence of你e Lambs 
The A.甜'ams Fami.句

Sleeping 仰h theEnemy 

HAS 

The Naked Gun 2-1/2: The Smell of Fear 

1990 
HomeAlone 
Ghost 
Pret.η Woman 

Dances with Wolves 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtfes 
DieHard2 
Total Recall 
Dick τ泊:cy

The Hunt for Red 0ωber 

Back to the FUi泌的「ι Part!J!
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Source: Tracey 5t，的ens， Editorial Director, !nternational Motion Picture Almanac, 72nd 

ed. (La Jolla, Calif.: Quigley Publishing Co吋 200 1)， p. 14. 

Notes 

1. This fìlrn has been much disc凶sed; see especially Elsaesser 祖d Buckland (2002) 組d

Staiger (2000). 
2. See Durbin (2002: 20). 
3. In this disc凶slon we 位e indebted to Tasker (1 998: 43). 
是. See S品olz (1986: 55) 叩d Greer (1986: 是8).

5. Although technically this fìlrn is not a “romance" per se, inasmuch as its plotlines en
compass many other issues, we include it here because of the strong romancic subplot. 

6. Or genre-since we're taking a very loose defìnicion of genre here, which is necessary when 
looking at current Hollywood; perhaps there really is simply a genre we might call "male," char
acterized primarily by the absence of women, to which all of th臼e fìlrns belong. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Empire and Communications 
CENTRlFUGAL AND CENTRlPETAL MEDIA IN 
CONTE1\在PORARY RUSSIA 

τèrhi Rantanen and Elena VártaíηOV，ι 

Research on globalization has given much attention to 出e relationship between the 
global and the 10cal (see, for example, Hall, 1991; Robertson, 1995; Featherstone, 
1995, 1996). As a result, academic interest 出at previously concentrated mainly on the 
relationship between the global and the national has 晶晶ed away from the latter. It has 
been argued that the national has become much 1ess relevant, and that today the global 
and the 10臼1 can interact witholit the intermediary ro1e of the national. 

This research has m叩y merits, but also some faults. First, it has neglected the ro1e 
of media and communications in global泣ation. National media and communications 
have been ignored, although they still act as 血ters between the global 阻d the 10cal. The 
national is a much mo民 comp1位 phenomenon than has been acknow1edged, consist
ing of multiple 1ayers 出at act as mediators between the national and the 10cal. Second, 
previous research has failed to recognize that there 訂'e still coun叮悶， such as Russia, 

with a federal system including several different 1ayers of republics, disαlC臼 (okruga) ， re
gions (kraz) , provinces (ob如tj ， 叩d 訂E訟 (rai'on). Russia, a former empire consis由19of
fìfreen republics, has 10st a considerab1e part of its territory and peop1e, but it is st也 a
federation with eighty-nine “subjects" (i.e.，也fferent a'企叫nistrative ul由S Wl也in the 
state). Accordingly, the Russian m巴dia system comprises media outlets with v訂10山

types of distribution, news coverage, and professional quali句; which have different Ïm

pacts on their audiences. Relationships between distr徊， regional, and national media in 
different administra間可喇E帥"的“ssÏn1il訂: In some areas regional media 位e asub
stitute for and supp1ant the national media, while in other areas 也可紅e subordinate to 
由e national me品. This is also theωewith 出e hierarchy of technologically 揖erent

(print and broadcast) media, which form diverse alliances in regional media markets. 
The question of the di旺èrent functions of these media in serving the needs of, or 

contesting, the “empire" is crucial. As Harold Innis (1950/1972) has shown, media 
叩d communications play a crucial role in holding empires together. He distinguishes 
between two kinds of media: those 也at emphasize time and those that emphasize 
space. As he states: 

L紅ge-sαle political organizations such as empires must be considered from 
the standpoint of two dimensions, those of space 叩d tim缸，叩d persist by 

147 
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overcoming the bias of media which overemphasize either dimension. They 
have tended to flourish under conditions in which civilization reflects the 
influence of more than one mediurn and in which the bias of one mediurn 
toward decentralization is 0品et by 也e bias of ano出er mediurn towards 
centralization. (Innis, 1950/1972: 7) 

One of the key conflicts in present-day Russia is the conflict between centraliza
tion and decentralization of political, economic, and cultural actors. Centripetal and 
centrifugal vectors are present in many areas of social and corporate life, making the 
Russian situation extremely difficult to comprehend. Many scholars have pointed out 
the state of fl間， chaos, and “mosaic" as important characteristics of modern Russia 
(Petrov, 2000; Nechayev, 2000). N. Pokrovsky (2001: 是0-43) puts it bluncly: 

ln Russia we a缸re wime臼5臼血s泣mg a 5句pe倪Cl滔且c symbiosis of proaαi知ve global t訂rend心s 
wlt出h traditional, semi旬-feuda址lstrati滔ficαa位叩tions. [The] new economic system en
compasses very dissimil位阻d even impertine叫“fragments" like technolog
ically advanced post-industrialism 阻d quasi-m位k凶， revived archaic natu
ral exchange of goods, criminal economics, forced labor, industrialization, 
post-industrialization and de-industrialization. Moreover, the new system is 
not a transitional multi-faceted way oflife, bur [a] new stable social 叩deco

nomlc structure. 

Russia is an interesting case study in seve 叫 respects. It is a ma司恥j知O肘rp抖os仗E伊-Commt
C∞O叩tr可y 出a訂t has inherited s昀ome struc仙E紀es from the pa訟st t出ha紅t have turned ou叫t t叩o be 
V而er守y enduring, but it has also developed new structures that sometimes coexist with the 
old 蛇口ctures and at other times contradict them. The marriage between the old and 
the new media is particularly interesting in Russia, which inherited a media and com
munications system with relatively developed sections. These originate from different 
periods: the press from Imperial Russia, broadcasting from the Soviet Union, and the 
Internet from 出e post-Soviet period (Rantanen, 2002). The penetration of the differ
ent media and communications systems is uneven: Press, TV; and radio achieve a large 
audience, but the ftxed telephone lines needed for Internet access 訂e of poor quality. 
And satellites are n山nerous and comparatively advanced, but used by the milit紅y.

An additional cha11enge has emerged from the global environment resulting in a 
unique situation of “post但Soviet Russian transformation within an exterior framework 
of globalisation" (Segbers, 1999: 65). Despite its size and former status, pos• 
Communist Russia has experienced globalization in ways similar to other countries, 
but this has now resulted in increasing nationalism, in terms of both the content and 
出e reception of programs (Rant叩凹， 2002). The result has been a res訂ucturing of the 
media and communications system that cannot be observed except with tools 出at can 
explo挖出e emerging combinations of the old and the new, penetrated at di旺erent lev
els by processes that go beyond the analysis of the local to 也e global. Indeed, a detailed 
analysis of the different levels within the Russian media and communications system 
helps us to understand the complicated transformations taking place on four different 
levels: (1) global-national; (2) national-regional; (3) regional-local; and (是) various 
other combinations such as globιregional， global-local，組d nation泣-local. Territorial 
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Centralization 

Central govemment 

Taxes 

Military forces 

Political parties 

State Centralization 

Corporate life 

Decentralization 
Figure 9.1. Russian Federalism. 
Source: Adapted from Petrov (2000: 10). 

Regional elites 

Broadcast media 

Courts 

Banking and finance system 

Federalization 

Election system 

T、~ewspape芯， regional media legislation 

and regional diversity, economic unevenness, politi阻1 uncertain吟;m叫ti-ethnici句jand
multiculturalism 位e present in every combination. 

In 也is context, the Russian regional media provide 叩 import叩t dimension for 
illustrating 也e interplay between the “global，"也e “national" (which in Russian con
ditions is almost equal to 出e federal) , and the ‘'local" (which might be seen as both 
subfederal [e.g. , regional] 叩d communal). Media, being powerful “唔ents of ch扭虧"
contribute to contradictorγprocesses ofboth regionalization 叩d federalization, which 
supplement as well as contradict each other (see 且gure 9.1 for a diagram representing 
this scen位io); at the s位ne time, however, medi在 inevitably channel global influences. 
(New formats 且d new professional standards may also be found in regional and local 
media.) The media 訂e simultaneously, as p紅t of a changing reality, both dynarnic and 
vulnerable，出us reflecting a11出e problems of the R山sian post-Soviet situation. 

Gμmost， which was virtua11y 祖 unspecI主ed media policy in the Gorbachev period, 
1985-1991 (P:細品nna， 1995: 鉤， gave rise to enormous illusions about the changing 
role of the media in post-Soviet society. As a result, for a decade Russian people trusted 
their media more than any other social institution, believing 也at they would provide so
lutions to a11 political and economic problems that existed in the past. Since the estab
lishment of the ftrst Russian print newspaper Vedomosti in 1703 by Peter 1 (也e Gr，問t) ，

close relations betwe扭曲 country's political elite and the media had been the most im回
port:叩t characteristic of the national media system. In bo也 prerevolutionary 叩d Soviet 
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Russia, the merua remained subordinate to the central government/回rs/Communist

Party and dependent on the system of censorship that had existed almost continuously 
since 1796. The paternalistic relationship between the politi臼1 elite and the merua placed 
the latter in the position of a child mor，巴 or less obeying the will of an authoritarian f令
ther (Vartanova, 2001: 66). This was true at both 也e national and locallevels of the me
rua pyrarnid existing in the 50viet Union. 

Accorrungly, Gorbachev's fìrst attempts to introduce openness as a normal merua 
practice immeruately placed the merua at 也e center of public debate. The media be
came the governors of public thought, and journalists enormously influenced public 
opinion 叩d were e品rclessly elected as members of Parliament solely on the basis of 
their work for learung newspapers or national TV channels. This unique period in Rus
sian history lasted only from 1986 until 1994, but it created the false public irnpres
sion that the merua were a substirute for political parties and able to challenge the es
tablished centers of power in Russian society. A liberal ideology, wi也叩 emphasis on 
freedom of the press and free speech as the core of human rights 叩d values, was for 
someye訂s associated with the activities of the Russian merua. However, it became ob
vious to journalists and merua practitioners that only national merua could produce 
such a strong political and public e能ct. Consequencly, the rise of local and regional 
merua as a result of economic liberalization and the russolution of national comm山吟
cation systems (postal distribution, e旺ective railway transportation, transmission of 
TV signals) was seen as the most negative effect of postimperial developments. Trivial 
economic and managerial problems destroyed the revolutionary potential of也e pere
stroi如 merua，叩d 也e efforts of the new political elite to secure its dominance in p紅
liamentary and presidential elections in 1996 叩d 2000 fìnally began to contest the 
moral and professional independence of most post-50viet merua ouclets. 

The srudy of post研50viet merua shows how, at a time of enormous political and 
economic change, the issue of contesting merua power (inclurung alternatives to the 
established merua centers) took the form not of specifìc “alternative meruà' practices, 
as these 紅e conventionally understood, but, rather, of a shi丘ing balance between state 
and market forces acting on merua structures. The rufferent layers played a key role in 
也is process. Hence, we need to redefìne the local and ask what the relationship is 扭曲
tween the local and other lev品， including the rufferent levels of the regional and the 
national (federal). Evenrually, by analyzing these lev品， we can better understand not 
only 出e relationship between the global 組d the local but also how centripetal merua 
can contest the power of centrifllgal merua. In this chapter, we look at a r阻ge of ruι 
ferent merua in terms of their federal and regional operational practices in contempo
rary Russia. In p訂ticul缸" we consider three contrasting cases: the press, where the re
sult is increased regionalization; broadcasting (TV 叩d raruo) , where even market 
forces 紅e pushing toward the federal center; and the Internet, where the level of con
nectivity is so low that it is almost premarure to raise the issue of “alternative merua." 

The Press 

The number of newspapers in the 50viet Union was rather high. Trarutionally, the 50-
viet merua were moscly national (all-union): The number of national newspapers was 
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ταble 9.1. Russian Newspαper Circulαfion (1990 versus 1998) 
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是3. This is not to say that there were no regional or local newspapers. On the con叮叮y，
in 1990, before the rusintegration of the 50viet Union, there were 哇，808 national，兒，
gional, and local newspapers with a total rustribution of 37， 8銘，556，000. There were 
also 哇，765 small newspapers rustributed in and around the cities where they were pub
起shed (Pechat' Ross的是oi federatsii v 2000 go品， 2001: 100). However，也e most charac
teristic feature of the 50viet press was the pyrarnid hierarchy, which suborrunated all 
levels of daily newspapers to the central (national) newspapers published in Moscow 
(Richter, 1995; Zassours旬; 1997). Accordingly，出e content and layout of regional 
newsp叩ers often resembled those of natior叫 dailies， provi社ing adru∞nal items oflo
cal news. In 出1S way, the lower-level publications complemented the upper-level 
dailies, even though they never aspired to the combination of universality and com
prehensiveness that the central dailies could 0峰已

The collapse of the 50viet merua pyramid controlled by the Communist Party re
sulted in a drastic decline in the overall circulation of th己 print press. After econornic 
liberalization (1 994), the total circulation of the Russian press dropped from its 1990 
level of 165 ,546,000 to 肘，613，000. The decline was rather uneven: Although total 
circulation decreased eight times in eight ye訂s and the circulation of national news
papers fell fìfteen times, their overall number increased from 岳3 to 333 by 2000 
(Pechat' Rossiiskoi federatsii叫OOOgo品， 2001: 100; Sreds紅la massovoi i.φrmatsiiRo.成
l夕夕'7god, 1998: 3). Regional and local newspapers survived the economic rufficulties 
of the transitional period better 出血也e national press rud (s巴巴 table 9.1) and have 
demonstrated much more stab孔ity th扭曲e national newspapers. 

Both Russian and Western scholars have documented the problems of the press in
dustry in Russia, such as the crisis of the national distribution system and the sky
rocketing increase in prices of newsprint 叩d printing (Vartanov，草， 1996; McCormack, 

1999; 1. Zassours旬; 2001). These developments followed 出e collapse of m叩.y state 
instirutions, inclurung the postal service and the printing industry. During his struggle 
against the central 50viet leadership in the early 199郎， President Yeltsin quoted a well
known slogan一一“Grab as much sovereignty as you can"一in his e他rt to gain 出e sup
port of Russian regional leaders. 5ince December 1993, when the current Russian 
Constirution came into force, regional elites have gained more legal independence and 
have been actively purswng this strategy. 

For the print merua this circumstance has resulted in new centrifugal trends 出at
have rarucally changed the Russian print media. The circulation of national newspa
pers has decreased dramatically in the regions. In the late 1990s the market share of all 
Moscow dailies in Rostov was only 10 percent of that of the regional daily R的t'yanin
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(“Peasant"); in Vladivostok the disttibution of the national dai1y 1zvestya was more 
than thirty times less 出租 that of the 10cal daily Vladit泌的是 (Resnyanskaya and 
Fomiche嗨， 1999: 3). ln 1998, the number of national d位lies per 1,000 Russians in 
central Russia was 1ess than 60, and in 5iberia and the Far East it was only 1 pe此，000
(Grabel'叫kov， 2002: 11). Another ttend has been the change in periodicity of many 
E巴gional and local newspapers from a dai1y to a we巴組y format. This has he1ped the 
print media to decrease their disttibution cos岱.

Regional newspapers have 位perienced 也e same ttends as 也e cen位al 也血es-going
from political engagement in the ear1y days of pere.阱。i如 to disillusionment wi出 politiω

and 10ss of r，凹ders' 位自t. The regional and 10阻1 press had to fìnd new ways to survive 
econornically and to atttact readers. They 位penmen臼d with previous1y unknown 
tab10id form且也 attempting to build a clos巴 relationship with their readers. 50me sch01-
ars (e名叮 Tulup。有 2001: 15) have described this process negatively 鈞、。叫evardisation，" 
emphasizing that regional newspapers were becoming more sensational and scandalous, 
1ess profession泣，組dofpoorerq叫且可也an national newspapers. Unlike the national po
liti臼1 dailies, regional and 10cal newspapers began to concenttate on everyday issues such 
as gardeni嗯， housekeeping, and 1e伊l 阻d busin臼s advice, using humor, photos, and big 
headlin低 Many editors-in-chief of 10cal newspapers have suggested 出at the everyday 
usefulness of their newspapers' content and advertising-in short，由此 relevance to the 
pracri叫峰 of readers-has contributed to their success (Pressa Rossii, 1997: 61-69). 

An important factor behind the success of the regional press was the change in the 
politi問1 and cultural identities of many Russians. ln the past, many Russian and 50-
viet 伊拉tical1eaders made strong efforts to consolidate v紅10凶 regions into one econ
omy and one society. By contrast, Yelrs妞， in his attempts to challenge the central 50-
viet gover凹nent， put forward the idea of Russia's decenttalization in order to gain the 
support of regional 1eaders. lndeed，也e strengthening of regional independence be
位me the key feature ofRussian p01itics in the 1990s. The formation of regional iden
titi俗， especially in 位eas with multinational and multilingual populations and non
Russian minorities, therefore became a vital issue in cultural p01icies for inv01ving 也e
media, especially newspapers, in the construction of post-50viet society. 5upport was 
also given to new pub1ic movemen臼 and to the restoration of 10cal traditions, espe“ 

cially in economically and culturally independent regional centers 1ike Niznhyi Nov
gorod, 5amara, lrkursk, and 5tavrop01' as well as in the ethnic repub1ics ofTatarst甜，
Bashkorkost妞， and Chyvashiya 們Toronova， 2000: 6). 

The legitimization of regional independence became 甜的port叩t 公mform阻y

regional p01itical elites, who energetically used 也e regional press to win over and ma
nipulate public opinion during election campaigns (Pietiläin凹， 2000). Regional elites 
actively supported 叩d even inspired the creation of a regional myth010gy to justif示出e

existence of authoritative regional regimes, and the role of the press was perceived as 
crucial. By defìning a 1egal and operational framework for the regional press, local elites 
attempted to reestablish 01d 50viet means of securing their own positions. The local 
and regional press contributed to this process by advocating the concept of a maμrya 
rodina (“ li吋e motherland") to remind their readers of their 10cality. 

Local media regulation in Russian regions became a case that precisely illustrates 
the centrifugal role assigned to the press by 10cal czars (Richter, 1998/1999: 4). v:紅1-
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ous regulatory means (i.e. , additional subsidies to local newsp叩ers， reg叫ation of ac
cess to information and accreditation ofjournalists, and p位tial ownership oflocal pub “ 

lications) are used to incorporate the regional press into the system oflocal governance. 
However, this process has not always been a negative one; for the 10cal newspapers of 
n山nerous ethnic groups in Ural and 5iberia, it became 也e only way to survive in the 
new market conditions (Yakim。而 2000: 163). 

ln contrast to Yeltsin's p01itics of regionalization, Putin's strategy inv01ves the in
tegration of the federation. This change has resulted in a new wave of deregionaliza“ 

tion. 5ince 1999, Moscow dai1ies have been trying to expand into regional 也d10cal
m位kets. Komsomolsk，吵吵ravda， 1zvest抑，組d Moskovskii komsomolets, p油lished in the 
cap1叫 have int叫uced regional inserts with 10cal news 叩d advertising in order to ex
pand 也eir readership outside the big cities. However，出e press is not the main factor 
behind unifìcation. lt is TV that has become the key medium for securing Putin's pol“ 
icy of federalization. 

Broadcasting 

According to 也e Russian Ministry of Press and Broadcasting, in 2002 the au出orities
issued 1,276 broadcast 1icenses for TV broadcasting and 1,002 for radio broadcasting 
However, the core of the Russian TV market is composed of nine channels, avai1ab1e 
tomo紀也an 50 percent of population. 

• Three al1-national federal channels, though of di臨rent ownership: ORT (Ob
shestvennoye Rossiiskoye Televidenie, "Pub1ic Russian Television"); with a mixed 
structure of state and private shareh01ders; the state-owned RTR (Rossiiskoye Telev
idenie,“Russian Television"); and the privately owned NTY. 

• Four federal TV networks: TV5, broadcasting on the frequency previous1y allocated 
to TV-6, Ren-TV; CTC，組dTNT.

• Two regional channels with national distribution: 也e state-owned and fìnanced Kι 
tura (“Culture") and 出e Moscow municipal TVC (TV Center). 

The federal government maintains strong (formal or informal) relations with 
the nationally distributed state and private TV channels. Many post-50cialist coun
tries experience siinilar pressures from their central governments, which used to uti
lize the state broadcasters to promo自由eir own political philosophy and values 
(5p訂ks ， with Reading, 1998: 174). Jean Chalaby (1998: “6) has also shown simi
larities in the use of national TV to support the presidential republican regimes in 
France in the 1960s and Ukraine in the ear1y 1990s. He argues that, although pr時
idential regimes do not resort to overt or vi01ent means of coercion against journal
ists, in these conditions TV is perceived as a national institution with the obvious 
duty to present a positive image of the national regime and foster national cohesion. 
5ince the introduction ofYeltsin's p01icy of political and economic regionalization, 
也e federal government has increasingly used TV to promote Russian integrity and 
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challenge the influence oflocal authorities (Blinova, 2001). Indeed, TV has become 
the backbone of the federal media structure in Russia (Vartanova, 2001). 

Today, national channels op巴rate as relevision networks, although tbree all
national broadcasters-ORT, RTR, and NTV-operate as networks only in terms of 
signal transrnission. Practicallyall Russians receive two state-controlled channels: ORT 
is available to 98 percent 組d RTR to 95 percent of the whole population. The pri
vately owned NTV is available to nearly 75 percent of the population. Three other 
channels transmitted from Moscow have also achieved fìrm positions at the federal 
level: TVS (formerly TV-6) is received by almost 60 percent of all Russians, TVC by 
39 percent, and Kult叫a by 36 percent. However, the technical availability and popu
larity of channels v訂戶 41 percent ofRussians prefer ORT to other channels; 25 per
cent, NTV; 13 percent, RTR; and 11 percent, the commercial networks taken to
gether. Six percent of the audience has not consistencly voiced any preference 
(Telereklamnyi bus仰的'S， 2001: 83). 

The statistics suggest that the number of regional TV companies is still growing; 
according to the latest estimate there 紅'e 700 local stations, under different forms of 
ownership (Indi似的加 rossiiskikh sredstv massovoi informatsii, 2002). Not surprisingly, 
the development of regional TV has become an indicator of the economic situation in 
the Russi阻 regions: The most advanced and wealthy parts of the country have the 
most private TV channels. Of all 89 regions, territories, and republics of也e Russi叩
Federation, only 12 economically underdeveloped regions have no nonstate TV ch妞，
nels. In the most developed 15 regions, induding Moscow and St. Petersburg, the 
number ofTV programs r叩ges from a maximum of 58 in the capital 阻d 57 in the 
Krasnodar region to approximately 15 in the Tver, Vladimir, and Novosibirsk regions 
and in Bashkortostan. The overall number of available channels in these regions r胡啟s

from 20 to 72 (Freedom 01句“ch Audit 2000, 2000). 
The factual influence and popularity of regional TV位e less signifìcant 出an those 

of the national channels. There 紅e two particularly signifìcant reasons for 也is. First, 
也e state remains the key player in the TV market. In fact, the TV industry is the only 
segment of the Russian media wheæ the state maint位ns a controlling position: 50 per
cent of programming is provided by the state-controlled TV channels. These channels 
also receive 70 percent of all TV advertising (Industriya rossiiskikh sredsω massovoi 切，
formatsii, 2002). The unholy alliance of state ownership and private funding is crucial 
to the competition of state and private channels, especially in the regions. The state 
control of terrestrial 阻d sate臨時 transmission networks and licensing puts regional 
companies in very diffic叫t economic conditions. Local news, the most valuable type 
of local TV content, has had to adopt wholesale the criteria of sensational journalism 
in order to increase its ratings. Wi也 lows泣位ies and underinvesrment in TV technol
O缸，也is essentially dec闊的és the quality of regional production. Surveys demonstrate 
出at the preferred type of local TV news is 且可ositive model of life," promoting local 
integri耶 However， this often involves positive (noncritical，且也niring) attitudes toward 
regional elites 叩d local businesses as well as a lack of analysis and investigative report
ing, resulting in a growing standardi祖tion of regional journalism. 

Second, there is a question of how local the progr位ns really 訂E﹒ The number of 
regional and local TV stations does not nec的紅且ymean 叩 increase in local content. 
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On the contr位只 since the stations form TV networks，出ey often become a means of 
centralization as 也eir programming schedules and news 位e becoming synchronized 
and centralized. For example, in the Perm region，也e TV market leader is ORT (with 
a 40 percent sh紅e) ， but its s訂ongest riv泣， the private national channel NTV; has 
reached second position because it collaborates with a number of local stations. In ad
dition, the local station TV-M缸ima gained popularity tbrough its parmership with 
出e Moscow-based STS network (Blinova, 2001). 

At肘t眩empt臼sb句Y 由e stat臼e tωo e白st給ab恤位s血ht記echnica泣1 and structural dorninance i扭nt由heTV
ma訂rk主仗E仗tinsp抖ired i:益heD跎E叩or喀ga詛nl泣zation of t出hes釘ta盯te-仿-
holding c∞omp叩y now 0叩pe位ra仗te臼S t抑wo nationally distributed TV channels, RTR 叩d
Z叫tufaJ' 也e radio channel "R且也o Rossiyi," and part of the radio news channel 
"Mayak," of which it owns more than a 50 percent sh紅e. VGTRK also includes a net
work of 68 state-controlled regional television stations and 100 centers for the tr閻公
mission of television and radio sign品， which were separated into an independent 
company in 2001. VGTRK's regionally interconnected structure actually secur臼 a co
hesive progr位nming policy aimed at the promotion of a federal (national) identity, 
th師 supporting 出e policy of the central administration. 

The dominance of riational channels characterizes 也e regional TV market. Even 
the most popular private channels (NTV; TVS) experience heavy informal pressure 
from the federal political eli仗， and recent changes in ownership ofboth channels un
questionably proved 也is by putting them in the hands of companies loyal to the 
president. The political concerns of the Russian political elite 訂e obviously one fac
tor in the manipulative role of the national TV channels, but there are also com
mercial factors, such as advertising, affecting the signifìcant position of TV in 出E

Russian media system. Advertisers represent another strong pressure group vitally in扭
terested in the federalization of national TV and the integration of television sta
tions. Commercial TV networks (especially since 1999) form mutually benefìcial al
liances for central and regional channels. Modes of interaction indude the 
retransmission of programs from Moscow with no changes; partial retransmission of 
Moscow channels with the addition of regional programs, moscly news 叩d current
affairs programs; and the insertion of some programs from Moscow, mainly enter
tainment, movies, and news shows, into regional programming on the basis of spe
cial agreements. These alliances increased 由e probability 出at regional stations will 
rely on proven program formats such as talk shows, games; and low-cost soap operas 
mainly imported from abroad. 

?紅adoxically， commercialization also contributes to the growth of centripetal 
trends in Russian Tv. This is due to two factors. First, advertising in Russian television 
is increasingly targeted to national instead of local audiences. As a consequence, it is 
the national television that mainly benefìts from advertising revenues. Second, the 
pressures exerted by regional political elites over regional TV companies are much 
weaker than the pressures exerted by political elites on national television. Local au抖
出orities aim to cre假如orable economic and regulatory conditions for national TV 
compani訟， local affiliates by seeking Muscovite media mog叫正 support during election 
camp啤ns or by lobbying in the capital (Kachkayeva, 1998: 135). Consequen旬出lS

attitude p紅tially contributes to the centralization of the TV landscape. 
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The Internet 

Compared with its growth rate in other countries, the Internet began slowly in Russia. 
However, from 1993 to 1997 the number ofRussian Internet users doubled each year. 
The statistics show that the number of Russian Internet users now stands at close to 
12.8 millión (8.8 percent of the population). The progress of the Internet initially oc
curred in big cities, especial1y Moscow, but in recent ye位s it has also expanded to 也e
regions. The residents of Moscow and St. Petersburg now represent less th叩 20 per
cent of Russian users. The share of female users is close to 是o percent. Howl巴凹:ve吭r， 出E
m泊叫a司如j知on句E守yofu叫1泌sers臼s 訂ares仗t沮 educateda叩nd/o叫r此h祕ig拉h.ιh-iν叫-1廿-1

tl出hi呵

叩ds仗tu吋d巴叩nt臼s (恨Rl山l江me迫et凶nc叫a丸， 20∞02均).
The Russian media form the core of the Runet, the Russian language content sec

tor of the Internet. There are websites for traditional newspapers as well as for TV and 
radio companies that 0位r 叩 online version of their offline content. About 70 percent 
of Russian online media represent the Internet versions of paper publications (termed 
“clones" and “hybrids" by Russian scholars)，叩d 也e rest 紅e Internet-only papers 
(“originals"). The most popular original online sources are RBK.ru, Gazeta.ru, List.ru, 
Lenta.凹， and Polit.ru. These have no equivalent in the traditional media or news 啥en
cies and successfully comp巴tewi也 them， offering constantly updated news and reviews 
of other information sources. In contrast to many national newspapers, Internet news 
services have been promoting objective nonbiω吐 reporting and try to be above poli
tics. Today the Runet contains almost infinite content resources in R田SI甜甜d the 
languages of other ethnic groups. 

Distances and technical backwardness hamper the al1-Russian 凶e of the Internet. 
These problems arise mostly from the low level of the national telecommunications in
frastructure 組d the crisis in the economy. Only a smal1 number of Russian Internet 
users have access from home, due to low telephone penetration (no more than 180 
lines per 1,000 inhabitants) and the poor quality of telephone lines (ISDN lines 紅eex信
tremely rare even in big cities, and fiberoptics are almost inaccessible). Low living stan
dards also make rapid progress of the Internet unrealistic. 

The development of the Internet in Russia can be divided into three main peri
ods. The first one covers the ye紅s 1991-1993, when the main users were academic in
stitutions. In the second period, 1993-1996, the Internet spread mainly in Moscow 
叩d St. Petersburg among state 0伍cials， businessmen, and journalists in large media 
companies. And in the current period (since 1996), the most rapid growth has taken 
place in large academic centers (Novosibirsk, Samara, Ek且terinburg， Nizhnyi Nov
Eorod， Irkutsk， kf泊的，vs社) outside Moscow 凹d St. Petersburg. Altho嗎h 出E
progress of the Internet in the regions is obvious, its unevenness still characterizes 出e
present situation. Of all Russian Internet users, almost one-third 位e residents of the 
Central 叩d Northern regions and one-third 紅e in Siberia and the Far East, whereas 
the southern areas have a much lower share-8.8 percent (Perfùi叫 2001).

Following the recent creation of seven federal super“ regions, several big Internet 
hubs have been formed around regional administrative centers. And since May 2000, 
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Russia has been divided into seven federal regions (okru.β ， headed by plenipotentiaries 
appointed by the president to control the execution of federallaws in the territory of 
the Russian Federation. In many regions of the North Caucasus，出e only users 紅e re
gional universities (包nded by 出e Soros Foundation). Information 叩d technological 
wealth directly correlate wi也 the level of economic development of the region 組d the 
de-monopolization of the regional telecommunications market. In the competitive 
telecommunications markets with 出ree or more access providers (Novosibirsk, Nizh
nyi Novgorod, Ekaterinburg, and Samara), Internet use is much higher, due to the im
proving quality of communication and the decreasing costs of access. 

The uneven ch紅acter of the Russian Internet in 也e regions is characterized by the 
following features. 

• Access is largely limited to big cities; rural areas 紅e completely disconnected. 
• Regional content is very limited: The most popul位 content providers are in Moscow 

(online "original" media)，叩d the pr臼ence of the local media in the Internet is very 
formal. (Although regional media sites 切st， they lack interactivity 組d 紅e undevel
ope菇， with very limited and outdated content.) 

• Local au也orities 訂'e often noninteractiv，巴， and in one-quarter of the regions they had 
no presence on 出e Internet (twenty-four regional administrations had no sites in 
2000) (Perfùiev, 2001). 

The majority of regional acc臼s providers, however, are secondary providers 血d 紅'e tech
rn自11y unable to provide acc闊的 international networks. (In technical terms, the fact 
that 出ey are secondary providers m個別出at they 訂'e conneαed to other providers that 
have direct access to broadband networks. In short, regional access provideis are tecru吟
cally dependent upon other comp位註es located in big industrial centers.) Therefore, only 
in Moscow and St. Petersburg 臼n access providers connect users direαly with foreign 
networks. Another problem is the low number of domains 白白e regions. The number 
of domains in the Runet demonstrates the dominance ofMoscow (with 35.5 percent of 
its domains in the net.ru, com.ru, org.ru, and pp.ru zon臼叩d 66.5 percent in 也e .ru 
zone) , St. Petersburg (6.3 percent and 5.8 percent, respectively) , and foreign stat，白， that 
is, domain computers that are located outside Russia (32.9 percent and 6.9 percent, re
spectively). The presence of other Ri山SI叩 regions is excremely low (Rume甘悶， 2002).A

similar unevenness is found in the factual 山e of net resources: Visitors to Runet sites are 
mostly Muscovites (33.02 percent) , residents of St. Petersburg (5.97 percent)，組d 山ers
ftom abroad (30.92 percent). The residents of other regions are less numero山; for ex
ample, Krasnodar region residents comprise 1.46 percent; 也e Sverdlovskaya region, 1.39 
percent; and the Novosibirskaya region, 1.31 per臼nt (Rumetrica, 2002). 

Conclusion 

By comparison wi也出ec在ses on which many studies of alternative media focus, the 
Russian case not only chal1enges but also expands the concept of alternative media that 
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resist the power of the mainstream media. Alternative media do not necessarily exist 
outside the conventional media, but conventional media forms can become "alterna
tive medià' in the sense of contributing to a dispersal of the power of central media in
stitutions. This process was already present in the Soviet Union, at a time when old 
media-for example, samizdat (“selιpublishing")組d the Voice of America-served 
the fllnctions of alternative media. Today in Russia we can distinguish berween old and 
new media, and see how 也ey serve either centrifllgal or centripetal purposes. 

1nnis wrote about ancient empires and largely ignored the role of modern media, 
such as broadcasting. He considered the difference berween time- and space-bound 
media the most crucial one in relation to various empires. 1n his view, the media 出at

emphasize time-such as parchment, clay, and stone-are durable in character, 
whereas those 出at emphasize space-such as papyrus 叩d paper-are apt to be less 
so (1nnis, 1950/1972: 7). However, his observation about media and communica
tions as centrifllgal or centripetal factors is important even to 由e analysis of modern 
empires such as Russia, even though the Russian mèdia do not fìt his model of mate
rials: those that emphasize time favor decentralization and those that emphasize space 
favor centralization. 

1n the former Soviet empire, newspapers favored centralization. 1n contrast, the 
present Russian newspaper market has been transformed from a centralized market 
(neglecting the region泣， ideologically dependent, and constructed under state/party 
guid叩ce) into a variety of independent geographical submarkets. Most Russian news
papers promote decentralization and are more strongly connected to regions and re
gional identities; these in turn are mo記 dependent on 記oncrete" local celebrities, 
myths, symbols，組d images. Newspapers are the oldest media in Russia, but there 訂E
other factors , too, such as 也e size of the regions, the unevenness of population in some 
parts of the country, and the number of regional identities (dailies 紅e economically 
doomed to be regional) , that make them favor decentralization. 1n the Russian con
text, newspapers are space-bound, both because they primarily support regionalization 
and because their frequency is low (dailies have become weeklies) compared with the 
speed of electronic media. 

The media 出at emphasize centralization have a nonmaterial form (broadcasting 
waves, digits) and 位e easily distributed instantaneously across space. 1nnis's heavy ma
terials (parchment, clay, and stone) have become television signals. For Russia, a coun
try with a vast territory, this has a p征討cul位 signifìcance. TV is clearly a national 
medium, but it has some regional elements. It is also the most global given its formats, 
the dominance of transnational advertising, and news values. R且dio， on the other 
hand, is becoming the most “local of local" in terms of news coverage and transmis
sion, although it also demonstrates the most interesting symbiosis of the global (m心
sic formats) and the local (téchnical availability). 

The most recent medi山九 the 1nternet, c叩 be defined by its ability to overcome 
both time and space. There is evidence that the 1nternet fo立ows the s位ne lines as TV 
broadcasting in 叩 even broader sense, but 出is observation may apply only to a rather 
limited part of Russia. The 1nternet, surprisingly, is mainly a national medium, al
出ough the number of regional sites and the volume of regional content 訂e rapidly in
creasing. 1t potentially has an increasing role in forming regional identities, but it is 
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still under central control. P紅adoxically， the 1nternet plays 叩 integrating role, provid
ing simultaneous news coverage for the Russian elite (at least among those who have 
access) nationwide. 

1t would be simplistic to conclude 出at the Russian media can be categorized as ei
也er centrifllgal or centripetal on the basis of media technology. As we have seen, all 
forms of technology c叩 potentially be both. However, the important point here is 
that, inaHbrent periodsmd by mems ofdigerempoHticd or culmrai agmELthey cm 
be used for di蛙èrent purposes. 1n the context of this book, particularly where complex 
quickly transforming territories such 前 Ru叫aareconcerned， the distinction bet-een 
centrifllgal and centripetal media is crucial to an understanding of the construction of 
alternatives to older concentrations of media power. 1n this sense,“alternative medià' 
may be old media as well as new media. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Liberalization without 
Full Democracy 
GUERRILLA MEDlA AND POLITICAL 
MOVEMENTS IN TAIW必《

Chin-Ch泌的z Lee 

It turns our rhat an eerie type of chaos can lurk just behind a 
façade of order-一-and， y仗， deep inside rhe chaos lurks an even 
eerier type of .order. 

一Douglas Hofstadter (quoted in Gleick, 1987) 

Taiw叩 has been undergoing momentous transformation from authoritatian rule to a 
formal democra句; with all its precio山 achievements and vast problems. Straddling the 
process of democratizing the authoritatian regime have been three major revolts of the 
“guerr凶a medià': 由e Dangwai political mag臼ines (1 976一1986) ， the illegal cable 
channels collectively known as Channel Four (1990-1993) , and the undergroundra
dio stations (1992-1995).1 Over the ye訂s these outlawed, resource-poor, low-cost, 
small-sc缸， and technologically crude channels of communication-run by a small 
group of political activists rather than by professional journalists-rose from the m位a

gin to wage “hit 血d run" bartles wi出 state censors and 也e mainstrearn media by con
structing counter-hegemonic realities. The guerrilla media provided chief sites of con
testation for the dissenting voices and protest groups to launch ideological carnpaigns 
ag:泣nst domination of the power center. They took aim at the legitimacy of the au
也orit訂1an p叮叮r-state， challenging its patron-client system, its rigid control, and its 
hegemonic myths-cum-consensus intended to make such practices seem more accept
able (Lee, 2000). Instead of existing in a social vacuum, they were integrated into po
litical movements as powerful organizational and ideological Ïnstruments. They galva
nized mass support，在rticulated the grievances and interests of the oppressed, and 
questioned the p叮叮r-state's exclusiveness and f立.voritism that contradicted its lip ser
vice to democratic principles. The periphery thus threatens the cente已在s guerr也a

struggles undermine power domination. 
τhe eatly development literature (such as Lerner and Schratnm, 1967) doled out 

advice to Third World planners to adopt the big media, whereas activists on the left 
E叩ging from Hans Enzensberger (1 977) to Paulo Freire (1970) seem more sensitive to 
the unique potential of small insurgent media. The guerrilla media 訂e “weapons of the 
weak" with which to struggle from a position of matginality, whereas the mainstrearn 
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media tend to ally with state power and cater tO middle-class tastes. As John Downing 
(2001:15-16) 訂戶帥， the.radi叫 mediaprod間 counter-h咿mony "to disrupt the si
lence、 m coun-the lies, and to provide themrhf while oEedng “fresh ways of de
veloping a ql削ioning perspective on the hegemonic process." The unanticipa吋 and
shockingiy potent power oftheSEnd media (ledets, cassem tapes, mmizhdin defiIlm 
ing new political situations vis--amvis fbEEnidabiestate repressive and ideological appam 
ratuses during the Iranian and Philippine revolutions (Sreberny-Mohammadi and Mo
hammadi， l狗是; Dioni的， 1986)，訟 w忱吋el註i 訟 i泊nc∞on閥t叮n出bu叫t
forme位r Soviet bloc (Downing, 1996; Sp紅ks， 1997), has been most instructive. In Tai
wa泣，出e story of the guerrilla media may not be as dramatic, but it is st也 extraordi
narHy signittcanE in terms oftheir foie in OPEning up media spaces and ushering in the 
proc臼s of political democratization. As Karol Jakubowiα (1 993: 岳2) notes, small me
dia arise ouE of 1coincidence of politicai turmoil-"Once the g1Errih media accom
olished their historical role, they faded from the larger landscape of democratization 
when a more iibe叫 order obtained i口àiwan. 1 characterize the mixed legacy of the 
guerrilla media as “liberalization without full democracy." 

Dangwai Political Magazines 

In the wake of defeat by the Communists on mainland China, Chiang Kai-shek com
pressed his continental-scale quasi-Leninist Nationalist regime (Kuomintang, or the 
KMT) into the island ofTaiwan, where he took refuge in 1949 (Cheng, 1989). His 
harsh authoritarian regime controlled the 可riple alliance" of party organs, state ma
chinery, ar吋 m凶i跆1虹k氏m間ta缸叮Iγ a柳p押P叫us吼 T布ho∞u嗎吵g拉h neve位r口E民renoω叫ouncin呵gt趾he巴 pr仰rogr悶悶E臼SS1V耽e constitu
tion t出ha前tprom叫g伊at紀edl垃iber叫al po叫li崗d臼1 rights and Fabian economic eq伊uali垃i句ty， Chiang in
sisted that democracy must wait until afrer recove可 of the mainland. He declared 
m叫allaw in the name of anticommunism, which not only justifìed the suspension 
of constitutional rights and political participation but also exempted him from term 
EESErictiOIls-His police and spies routineiy deEained, jailed, orexecumd whoever dMd 
to challenge the 站在T's legitim呵; to expr的s doubωabout its ability to recover the 
lost China, or to advocate Taiwan's secession from China. 

Minority mainland elites who followed Chiang to Taiwan dominated the centers 
of power, whereas the local m :i.jority (descendants of earlier Chinese settlers who made 
叩 85 percent 9f the population) w訟 so marginalized 泌的 occupy less 也在n 5 percent 
ofEhe seats in i threedlouse parliament purportediysymbolizing 出e whole of China. 
While at liberty to dictate 出e terms of“nati叫， power structure，也e KMT had never 
established 阻y signifìcant ，link且ges with grassroots people and organizations in Taiw妞，
叩d thus decided to allow local elections at the county, township, and village levels as 
a legitimacy七olstering measure. Even if 出e KMT incorporated 10cal e1ites into its 
power orbit throud1reward-andepunishzIIEEit mechanisms and avidE-anddrllle tactics, 
Such eiections prWided ESSEntial poiikai schooling for would-bE oppo出叩 leade可
and their followers. Because of the regime's policy of “ internal colonialism," Taiwarís 
identity politics has, from 也e outset, been defìned in terms of ethnic cleavag巴s between 
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mainlanders and Taiwanese who speak different dialects and cons叮uαdivergent his
torical memories. In the ensuing dec在des， ethnic conflict gave force to what 也nounted
to democratic rebellion against 出e KMT (Lee, 1993), on the one h叩d，組d fostered 
exclusionary media discourses not conducive to democratic citizenship, on the other. 

Tom缸中叫ate public opinion，也e KMT declared a press b血 policy in 1951，詔"
fusing to grant more newspaper licenses to any aspiring competitors. The 間1S也19 也i吋個

one licens白， mostly owned by the p位可'-state and Chiang's mainland loyalists, were not 
凹的 into the hands of potential adversaries. To that end, the KMT siphoned off sub
stantial funds from the national treasury to 位nass a newspaper empire (owning more 
出an half of the thir可μone papers) while subsidizing its fìnancially weak fellow travelers 
江ee， 1987). Mystifìed by the illusive power ofhigh technology, the regime put up with 
small media (politi臼lmag位rnes 組d， late丸 crude cable service) on account of their pre
sumed insignifìcance. Denied access to influential m迅即叮阻m media, a group of liberal 
intellectuals (many of them western-educated) , intent on deriving a valuable 1esson from 
the mainland debacle, managed to raise m凹ger funds to publish 出e Free China Monthly 
in the 1950s. They courageo凶ly urged that 出e KMT abandon its autocratic past; irn
plement democra句; press freedom, and the rule of 1aw; restrain the secret police; and 
share power with the 10cal populace. Ar忽必19 that only democracy could defeat com
m山吋sm， they envisioned Taiwan as a beacon of democracy for 也e future post
Communist China. But their criticisms fell on deaf ears and instead earned harassment 
from 也e secret police. They concluded 出at no si伊追問nt change would be forthcoming 
without the checks and balances of a viab1e opposition p紅ty consisting of mainland仗，
10臼1 reforrnis臼. In 1960, no sooner had 也可 undertaken the fìrst p紅ty-organizing ac
tiviti臼 th曲曲e regirne crushed 由eir lives and orgaI吐血tion without mercy. 

Growing economic affiuence was outrageous1y incongruous with power discrirni
nation and deprivation; at the s位ne 由肘， Taiwan's expulsion from the United Nations 
in 1972 and ensuing diplomatic setbacks, the KMT's failure to fulfìll the prornise of re
covering the mainland, and Chiang K 且泣1-司品!
s叩O∞n凡， Chiang Cαhing兮-ku∞l昀0，在11 presented vast challenges to the regime's 1egitimacy claims. 
Ending a 6fteen-year interlude of silence, the emerging 10cal politicians reassembled to 
chart their e1ectoral contours. The fìrst order of business, in 1976, was to publish the 
Taiwan Political Revi，帥， explicitly 訟 a political project to mobilize grassroo岱 support

rather than as an intellectual vocation of the 1950s 1iberal elites. Wasting 且吋e time, the 
magazine broke strict taboos by denouncing what it called the “permanent parliame肘，'，
which, afrer m。但 than twO de回des， the regime still steadfastly upheld despite its in
creasing di品c叫ty in fìnding qualifìed 10yalists to replenish that body's mainlander seats 
lost to natural deaths.τò ease his power transition, Chiang Ching-kuo had to widen the 
representation for Taiwan province by opening up a lirnited number of parliamentary 
seats for e1ection, while keeping the whole s位ucture unscathed. Now the politi問lmove
ment rekindled around 出1S m苟且ine began to attack the “one Chinà' myth 出at gave 
the mainlanders their power privileges. Ordered to close down a丘er fìve issues, the pub-
1ication was signifìcant enough to set the tone for other journals to follow. 

Then凹y間" in 1977, marked the fìrst major surprise victory for opposition candi
dates when they 臼ptured irnpo氏紅lt S白.ts 血d won 30 percent of the pop叫ar vote. This 
i叫“山te of conquest，甜甜 apop叫紅 protest 布的st 出e KMT's election irregulari帥，
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funher ernboldened anti-KMT politicians to bring for也 a loosely or伊也ed Dangwai 
(“outside rhe party"), a narne adopted to avoid cl註mpdown as an unaurhorÏzed political 
p紅ty and to distance itself rrorn rhe autocratic regime. Dangwals cruef orga且自tional and 
ideological apparatus carne to fall on 也e increasingly bolder and critical F01mos，ιwruch 
enabled rhe newly energized rnovernent leaders and elected legislators to coordinate polit
ical ralli臼祖d prornote anti-KMT ideologies under rhe auspices of rhe rn苟azine's twenty
one island ser叮ce branches. The decided sru丘 of ernphasis in narn臼 rrorn Free China of 
rhe 1950s to Fonnosa of rhe late 1970s sugg'臼ted rhat 阻ti-KMT and internal power re
distribution took precedence as rhe rnovernent's prirnary rhernes in rhe larger background 
of anticornrnunisrn. 

As if to coincide wi也叩d to display its deep-seated insecurity abour Washington's 
switch of recognition frorn Taipei to Beijing in 1979，也e KMT arrested almost all 
Dangwai leaders arrer rhey clashed wirh 也e police in an lnternational H山nan Rights 
Day rally. Trus watershed event g位nered international attention and caused censure 
from rhe Carter administration. lt killed rhe Fonnosa m苟且ine itselfbut did not deter 
出e movement as public sympathies sent more of rhe victims' spouses and defense 
lawyers (one of rhem being Taiwalls current president, Chen Shuibian) back to 0品ces
in subsequent elections. Dangwai m苟且ines sproured lik巴 grass in its wake, all risking 
rhernselves to condemn rhe KMT. Their subversive and organizational roles becarne in
creasingly central to rhe opposition's need to rally electoral support. They heightened 
public consciousness of counter-ideologies, legitimized rhem, raised funds, coordi
nated political activities, and cernented an in-group identity wi也in rhe movement 組d
wirh its supporters-an identity rhat was vital to s間ain a sense of carnaraderie 叩d
common purpose in rhe face of external rhreats. In short, rhey formed a political 
united front, forcing rhe regime and pro-KMT mainstrearn media to 阻swer lllcon
venient questions. Since rhe KMT never formally renounced constitutional democ
ra句; it was no accident rhat a considerable number of leaders in rhe Dangwai move
ment carne from rhe rank of lawyers, all at rhe forefront of exposing rhe gl訂ing gulf 
between rhe KMT's nice words and bad deeds. They developed a powerful motif for 
rheir carnpaign appeal and for rheir political journals: “Return to Constitutional Rule!" 
The orher slogan was “Why pay 100% t且es for 5% representation?" Press freedom 
was hard fougl此， wirh appeal to such empowering western ideologies as “rhe public's 
right to know" 叩d “ched“組d bal叩ces" (L巴巴， 1987). 

By 也lS tlrne 出e rigid state þress organs had lost rheir influence, and twO privately 
owned newspaper groups had risen to defìne rhe center of editorial gravity. Wi也出巴1r
publishers borh co-opted into rhe KMT's inner circle，出e United Dai!y News sided 
wirh its conservative wing 叩d 也e China 后mes endorsed its liberal wing. They were 
generally unsymparhetic to 出e Dangwai's “unruly" practical politics and found rhem
selves constantly disparaged by rhe Dangwai publications for a display of timidity and 
hypocrisy. Bur they nonecli~less were active in reaffìrming abstract concepts of dernoc
ra句; press freedom, and rhe rule of law by inviting rnajor Chinese scholars, horne and 
abroad, to write daily colurnns expounding such principles. Given rheir audience reach 
and certifìed status, rhe rnainstrearn mediàs role in disseminatir嗨， educati呵， and le
gitimizing dernocratic values against rhe backdrop of aurhoritarian rule could not be 
underestirnated. Moreover, reform-minded reporters rrom rhese and orher newspapers 
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were found to have contributed-under pseudonyms and berund rhe back of rheir 
bosses-to understa位d Dangwai magazines rhe bulk of trenchant critiques of rhe 
KMT's bad behavior (Lee, 1993). 

In rhe 1980s, ideological rirrs 叩d competition grew more intense between rhe 
fractured Dangwai carnps: A moderate faction advocated reform rhrough electoral tri
urn戶， and a more radical faction was prone to take its griev:叩ces to rhe street. Each 
faction ran several org妞兒 sniping at each orher in addition to attacking rhe KMT as 
rhe cornmon enemy. The confused KMT censors hardened rheir repression by impris
oning more Dangwai publishers, acting on tip-o品 to irnpound rheir publications at 
rhe printers and producing far-right m苟且ines as countervailing forces-but all grad
ually proved furile. Trus round of repr，臼sion turned out to be rhe last hurrah before 
democratic ch組ge set in. In what Max Weber (1 958) describes as a process of"disen但
chantrnent of rhe world," state repressive power suddenly lost its rnagic, for Dangwai 
fìgures regarded going to jail as a litrnus test of loyalty 叩d a badge of hon呵" wirhour 
wruch rhey would have no political credential. 

The Dangwai mag臨ines grew adept at playing “rude and seek" garnes. Though 
censorship was increasingly rarnpant, random, and erratic,2 a total of twenty-one Dan
gwai mag且ines rernained in circulation. Each faction learned to acquire multiple “re但

serve" licenses for a weekly, a biweekly, and a monrhly so rhat in case one publication 
was banned, orhers could fill rhe void (Feng, 1995: 130). They even wrote passagωde
liberately intended to provoke rhe wrarh of rhe by“ now overworked censors, and when 
a particular issue was confìscated 出ey could irnrnediately have it reprinted somewhere 
else for underground circulation, orren en masse and at a rugher price. Unfortunately, 
rough competition for a niche in rhe saturated Dar呼叫i publisrung market, voracious 
demand for attention-grabbing materials, infìghti唔， and hostility toward the KMT all 
contribured to rhe gradual process of succumbing to market pressure, rhus repetitively 
manufacturing sensational and even unethical exposés, inside stories, and gossip (Lee, 
1993; Feng, 1995: 133). When idealism caved in to market imperatives, rhe Dangwai 
m苟且ines undermined rheir own credibility and, indeed, even rheir raison d苦的 forthe

lifting of rnartiallaw. 

Channel Four 

Having controlled rnost newspapers and radio stations，也ep叮叮T-state funher monop。但
lized all television charmels (wi也 rheKMT，出e stat巴， and rhe m血tary each owning a 
charmel) in rhe 1960s and 1970s. Television exhibited a bad combination of ideological 
rigidity and sharneless commercialization, reaping a windfall profìt av哎呀ing 20 to 30 per
cent per year compared wirh a gross national product growrh of 9 percent. The vulgarity 
and poor taste of television content (which was rhe so叫ce of its huge profìt) 也me under 
sharp criticisrn by borh prωidents Chiang, but even rhe pararnount leaders could not 
change rhe stations' mode of operation 阻d programr站ng as necessitated by market com
petition. ln 1976 sorne enterprising merchan臼 started accidentally to provide, for a small 
fee, rhe sernblance of a primitive but 刮egal cable service-in fact, by sirnply showing 
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pirated movie tap臼 from rental stores on the newly available VCRs via cheap co位ial ca
ble and basic retransmission equipment hooked to common antennas. Other stations 
soon spr;叩g up. Keeping themselves in a low pro日e to shun 0品cial attention, they 血me
to be informally known as Channel Four (也凶 euphemistically dis血ct from the 出ree

primary television channels). Despite sporadic and intermittent campaigns to confiscate 
their facilities , the state looked the other way insofar as these urban-based, low-cost，由令

伊1 operators were not perceived as a challenge to 曲也叮's power. By 1985, 1.2 million 
people in Taiwan (including 丑o percent ofTaipei residents) had watched Channel Four. 

The end of the thir勾r-seven-year-old martiallaw in 1987 me阻t abolition of the 
long-standing press ban poli句﹒ This development thrust the KMT into more fìerce elec
toral cont削s with 也e newly legaliz'吐， selιconfident opposition Democratic Progres
sive P;紅可 (DPP). Intent upon not losing further electoral ground, the ruling KMT 
regirne held on tightly to its monopoly over television, which continued to denigrate 
the DPP and protest movements. A DPP leader fìnally obtained a license to 叮叮t a daily 
newspaper, only to fold it within eighteen months after discovering how di品cult itwas 
to crack into the duopolistic market in a capital-intensive enterprise. It thereupon 
dawned on the DPP leaders that owning a radio station would be more cost-e能ctive

白血 running a press outlet to launch their cam戶gns or to promote 也eir ideologies. 
At 也is tirne, even though the KMT granted press licenses to new applicants, it contin
ued to deny public applications for a radio license. The frustrated DPP leaders decided 
to wage guerrilla w;紅fare again 叩d， in 1990, created the fìrst “democracy television sta
tion" by resorting to the use of crude microwave technology and cheap portable tr組今
mitters smuggled in from the Philippines. (Shortly after, they also launched an illegal 
radio station.) They de6antly interfered wi也 state television signals. Within a y間，
twen旬-one stations had mushroomed. They joined hands to form an island-wide, 
loosely federated Democracy Television Network, vowing t。“send state television mo
nopoly to the grave." What started out as harmless, minuscule commercial op巴rations
now acquired politi臼1 irnport that was both reminiscent of the Dangwaí publications 
and wedded to protest movements (Zheng, 1993). Anti-KMT rhetoric on Channel 
Four was vociferous and unrestrained, but sm四ms of long-winded speeches and mo
notonous rallies did not make best friends with what essentially was a visual medium一
one 出at demanded more capital and culrurallabor than 出e DPP fìgur臼 had assumed. 
The power of Channel Four was exaggerated. In fact, bad progr位nming prevailed. 

The authoritarian KMT regime was generally more concerned wi出 power pr臼er

vation, whereas its Communist counterpart on the mainland (at least unt且也e late 
1970s) was determined to maintain wholesale ideological brainwashing. Having toler
ated illegal merchants insofar as 也ey presented no challenge to the power, the KMT 
government now ordered a full-s臼le crackdown in 1991 to prevent Channel Four from 
becoming an anti-KMT platform.3 This and other crackdowns provoked many hostile 
skirmishes with DPP suppbrters. To avoid crackdown by distancing themselves from 
democracy station activists, about 100 operators pledged to the au出orities that they 
would maintain neutraliry in the upcoming elections. But the crackdowns eventually 
proved ineffective. In the post-martial law m血eu，也e DPP lashed out at the moral 
bankruptcy of the KMT for monopolizing the avowedly public airwaves and channels, 
not to mention that there was no legal ordinance to empower bureaucratic crackdowns 
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on new media. Cable operators were too many for censors to contend with. And, be
sides, cheap mobile cable eq也pment could be easily disguised, hidden away in higlνnse 
ap訂trnents or stored in separ的 locales to escape the censors' attention. It took one day 
for the censors to disrupt the service, but just one hour for the operator to revive it. 
Many cable operators also made friends with the local police and legislators-and in 
some cases, with gangsters-who would eventually provide advance tips about crack
down 甜empts and plead clemency with the authorities on the operators' behalf. 

Meanwhile, two events coincided. First, even though cross-border sate咀ite com
munication was still at an early stage, sp也over signals from abroad unexpectedly gave 
each of the 600 山egal stations in Taiwan fÚteen free channels. In particular, the Hong 
Kong-based St紅TY， owned by Rupert Murdoch, penetrated 必 percent ofTaiwan's 
households in the early 1990s-the highest rate in Asia before being overtaken by 
China and India (Ch凹， 199益). Given cable's increasing popul訂i句， an 0伍cial crack
down that would disturb the public's viewing pleasure did not seem politi凹llyadvis

able. Second, the United States was beginning to exert increased pressure on Taiwan to 
prevent local cable operators from infringing on the copyrights of American fùms. 
Awakened to 也e imminent threat by its U.S. patron of trade sanctions, the KMT gov
ernment that had resisted 出e opposition's challenge now became eager to pass the Ca
ble TV Act before the imposed deadline (the end of 1992). The proposed draft divide吐
Taiwan into 血肉T-twO cable regions (allowing one system per region) , seαing a formi
dable capital threshold for market en位y that was vehemently resisted by m阻y current 
cable operators with modest fìnancial assets. Failure to pass the ordinance before the 
deadline elicited a strong U.S. reaction by putting Taiwan on the watchlist for trade 
sanctions. This，的 well as increasing reluctance to push cable operators farther to the 
side of its DPP adversaries, forced the KMT government to change its mind by expe
diently allowing fìve channels per regi凹， thus in actualiry legalizing many illegal op
erations and bringing 也e total to 260 systems (Lee, 1999). 

The law was fìnally ratifìed in 1993-twenry品ur years after cable had exÏsted in 
Taiwan. With the guerrilla media fìghters now 叫isted as regul訂 media ar血的， the 
lack of scale economy could not sus也n 260 cable channels in a small geography. As a 
result, two conglomerates soon came along to quickly gobble up these small operators; 
one conglomerate alone ate up 75 percent ofTaipei's cable systems. In addition, the 
new ordinance lowered the “ indigenous content" requirement from 75 percent for tel
evision to 20 percent for cable-a huge cable channel capaciry serving as a conduit of 
Hollywood products. The “national" is thus being integrated into the global and 
transnational capital. Moreover，也e state tried to protect its television monopoly by 
yielding a coveted fourth television license to DPP leaders, who were preferred over 
other applicants who were better fìnanced and professionally more experienced. 

Underground Radio 

In 1992, the DPP general secretary launched the fìrst illegal underground radio sta
tion, which was cheaper than running a cable station, ag位nst the backdrop of the 
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KMT's continued media monopo年 The more radical Voice ofTaiwan came along in 
the following ye訂'. Others soon followed suit. Underground radio arose all of a sud
den, like a prairie nre, in a mayoral election that was considered ethnically and ideo
logically 也e most divisive, rancorous, and explosive confrontation to date. The end of 
martiallaw ushered in an uncertain period of momentous power redistribution arnid 
oscillating contests between various forc臼 over the future of Taiwan. 1ntense power 
struggles erupted within the KMT hier紅chy， in which a conservative and primarily 
mainlander faction (including the old guard 組d young Turks) rebelled against the nrst 
local-born president, Lee τèngh凶， who succeeded Chiang Ching-kuo. The New Party 
grew out of a split KMT faction, n叫turing 出e resentment of an ardent mainlander 
minority who felt threatened by the rise in power of the local majority and suspected 
Lee of colluding with the DPP to move Taiw叩 away from ultimate Chinese reunifì
cation. By the end of 19斜， at the height of the mayoral election, ne紅ly half (twenty
four) of the radio stations in metro Taipei were broadcasting underground, all divided 
by political allegiance (Feng, 1995). The DPP and the New Party berated each other 
as well as the KMT. The situation was so anarchic that the authorities' clampdown eι 
forts could hardly keep pace with the appe訂叩ce of new underground stations. 

Underground radio seemed to empower marginal 阻d forgotten members of the 
society (especially taxi drivers and other working-class people) and to bring partisan 
and ethnic division to the fore. Using call-in programs around the clock as 出e most 
popul紅 format， the hosts urged their partisan listeners to vent their discontent, pre
sumably “'with the opportunity only a phone call away." Politically charged taxi driv
ers not only carried p位血泊在ags around the city but also listened intently on their c訂
radios to p訂tisan propaganda em扭扭ng from 出eir favorite talk shows; 也巴yeven
rudely screened the political correctness of their c山tomers. At the pinnacle of the con
E祉，出e radio hosts mobilized taxi drivers to attend 也eir partisan rallies at announced 
dates and locations, creating havoc for public 訂ansportation. They even launched a ha
rassment campaign by publicizing some officials' phone numbers on the air. The DPP
leaning taxi drivers once encircled the Minisrry of Finance on account of a minor levy 
issue. The wrestling matches with the police caused unrest, and violent clashes 訂nong
different taJ品driver factions resulted in casualties. 

Catering to selιselective 阻d one-sidedly opinionated audiences, the call“ in pro
grams stimulated immediate and contagious arousal of emotion while pol紅izing eth
nic hatred. These programs cost little to produce. The anonymous called-in remarks 
tended to be inflammatory, repetitive, and verbally abusive. Underground radio, like 
other guerrilla media, highlighted the s叮uctural ineq凶ty of media resources. But it was 
dennitely not the best forum for Je他rsonian democra句; in which contending groups 
rationally resolve their differences of opinion through 位guments and persuasion; 
rather, it was a crude and démagogic instrument intended to inflame ethnic animos
i哼; discharge pent-up frustration , and demonize “the other." Most of these stations re
ceived no advertising support, and 出eir reliance on volunteer workers and nnancial 
donations could not sustain them beyond the election fever. 

1n fact, the government, under pressure, had started to gr叩t radio licenses at the 
end of 1993, but the effort was too late and too small to stem the growth of under
ground radio. The disorganization created by underground radio consumed so much 
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social capital as to invite public resentrnent. Afrer the election, the KMT sought to re
lease other batches of radio licens臼 while preserving its own existing advantages. The 
DPp, as the largest bloc of owners in underground radio, stood to pront the most from 
a liberalizing policy. The anti-Lee New Party was weakened afrer 也e defeat of its may
oral candidate, who was subsequently granted a radio license but transformed it into a 
prontable commercial operation, to the chagrin of his partisan supporters. Because of 
the KMT regime's acq凶escent poli句; most underground radio stations emerged 
above-ground to win a legal status. With the political taboos rescinded, more than 100 
new radio stations have rushed into the market since the enactrnent of the new 
Telecommunications Act in 1997, all peddling drug commercials (Feng, 1998). 

Liberalization without Full Democracy 

The guerrilla media have to be included in the treacherous story of democratic tr組Sl
tion in Taiw位1. They not only reflected 出e larger political and economic contex臼 but

also acted as an agent of politi叫 change. The Cold War context legitimized the 
Nationalist-Communist struggl巴， which in turn justifìed 出巴 KMT's authoritarian con
trol in the n也ne of anticommunisr泣， thus stifling political dissent and depriving the 
local majority of media voices. The guerrilla media would have been epiphenomenal, 
however, had they not been integrated into the larger struggles of political movemen臼
The reso盯ce-poor and disadvantaged movements, for w叩t of better alternatives, re
sorted to the resource-poor guerrilla media as their “organized intelligence." These me
dia gave voice to the opposition in challenging structural inequities and in subverting 
the dominant ideologies over the long haul, all in ways that were largely unanticipated 
by 也e powers that be. Political magazin臼 were instr山nental in rendering the press ban 
policy ineffective. The haphazard opening up of cable channels w訟 an unintended 
consequence of U.S. pressure 阻d domestic challen阱， while underground radio de
ned the authorities in a volatile political climate. The guerrilla mediàs low dependence 
on capit泣， technology;組d personnel maintenance offered the opposition its necessary 
operational flexibility and mobilizing poweιThis condition also imposed p紅adoxical
constraints on long.明rm growth and credibility of the guerrilla media: Editorial ex
cesses in the last leg of political magazines' life, certain chaotic aspects ofCharmel Four, 
and particularly the anarchic underground radio movement were not something to be 
vacuously romanticized 

1n retrospect，也e KMT had maintained power and ideological advantages in the 
context of a remarkably successful dependent-development capitalist economy (Gold, 
1986). 1n the face of challenges to its legitima句; the KMT這 nrst instinct had always 
been to crack down; but when crackdown efforts failed, it tended to move abruptly to 
preserve whatever interests it had enjoyed, even if出is meant having to cut deals wi出
major power contenders cum counter-elites or to acq山esce to the fait accompli of the 
guerr也a media-all the while without developing overall planning or requisite fore
sight. Since 出e end of the press b缸， more than 100 newspapers have rushed into the 
market-but only one of the n巴wentr叩ts has gained a foothold (Le巴， 2000). The 
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KMT's policy of legalizing Channel Four operators was so indiscriminate as to be ir
responsible, whereas opening up radio frequencies primarily benented counter-elites 
and commercial operators. Market logic has taken over the already distorted and frac
tured media order, paving the way for domestic conglomerate control and transna
tional capital. 

The opposition leaders, having moved into the political center, no longer depend 
on 也e guerrilla media and are grudgingly content with their new-found media bo
n扭扭 (Feng， 1998). Most dramatically, in what marked the nrst watershed change of 
power in Taiwan's history, the DPP defeated the KMT to become the ruling p位。Tln
2000. What has become of it since then? The DPP turns out to be a dutiful student 
of its former oppressor in terms of paying homage to privatization in a distorted ne
oliberal market. The DPP in opposition had allied with progressive intel1ectuals in ad
vocating the restructuring of state-owned television into a public-oriented system, and 
it was at least rhetorically sympathetic to progressive agend訟法in to what James Cur
E叩 (2000) proposed as a democratic media system incorporating the civic sector，出e

professional sector, the social market sector, and the private enterprise sector. The DPP 
in powel' has been aggressive in forcing the KMT to retreat from media control, but has 
so far done little to honor its c也npaign promise to safeguard the broadcasting media 
from undue political and market pressure. Public television continues to exist m紅gm
ally in the thicket of a widely despised commercial system. The pro-DPP People's Tele
vision (minshl) is as vulgarly commercialized as its three older siblings. Both the KMT 
and DPP governments, in their mirror images, have failed to act responsibly as a 
gua吐ian of what John Thompson (1 990) calls “regulated pluralism." 

Media liberalization is thus a prerequisite to, though by no me胡s synonymous 
Wl血， full democratization. There are multiple structures of domination and subordi
nation, and democracy is not a nnished product but an ongoing project 出at addresses 
emerging issues and agendas in an effort to achieve the never fully achievable aims of 
hum叩 liberation. In Taiwan, media liberalization means abolition of state stricture 
more 由組 it me阻s construction of a fully democratic media order. During the mar
tiallaw era, market forces did counteract state media control, but in its afrermath they 
have replaced the state as a main source of m巴dia constraints (Le巴， 2000， 200 1). While 
the media are virtually free from state censorship (a major achievement not to be dis
missed lighcly) , market forces are exercising a more insidious but no less consequential 
form of control on them. The glut of media ouclets competing in a disorderly market 
has caused nnancial losses to almost all players. Lost in their midst has been the 
vaunted “public sphe缸"

Instead of conducting democratically enlightening discourses, the media have 
been so desperate to survive in intensined market competition as to mimic the former 
guerrilla media's forms, formats, and content-not in terms of challenging the au
thoritarian order but in terms of creating populi哎， demagogic, and bombastic narr心
tives that are not necessarily liberating or conducive to the formation of political citi
zenship. Mobilizing insurgent partisan followers against the martiallaw, the guerrilla 
media showed little inhibition against exposing 出e dirty linens of their ideological foes 
with sensationalized material or even wi出 falsehood. More than nfreen years afrer the 
end of martiallaw, we are now witnessing a nighcly spectacle of six to seven talk shows, 
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call-in shows, and studio shouting matches packed one afrer ano也er into television 
and cable schedules一-all boisterously self-referential and focusing principally on polit
ical scandals, mudslinging，叩d manufacrured controversies. As a microcosm of Tai
wan's vibrant and rescless yet flawed democratizing process, the media symbolize the 
more extreme case of tabloidization and trivialization that characterizes most devel
oped capitalist economics (Sparks and Tulloch, 2000; Gun出er and Mughan, 2000). 
People living in stable democracies are said to be turning their attention away 企om the 
tired 扭d formulaic staple of formal politics and to be caring more about media fares 
出佼佼e pertinent to their lifestyle concerns (Dahlgren, 2000). Since pent-up energies 
for nasce肘 democratic change 紅ef訂 from exhausted, Taiwan has, in contrast, found 
itself mired in a perpetual state of political mobilization. Not only do activists invest 
their energies and egos in various c也nps of manufactured controve泊的， but 也e larger 
bystander public, too, nnds televised political drama a cheap form of commodifìed sat
isfaction. 

Ofp紅tic叫紅 concern is the inflamed ethnic division amid recurring and unre
solved questions about national identity. Since power inequity under the KMT was 
pr血紅且y demarcated by “primordial ties" (Geer泣， 1973) of ethnic di能rences， the op
position's ideological struggles appealed to such "civil ties" as fair representation, con
stitutional democracy, and human rights. When 也e KMT's grandiose pan-Chinese 
state ideology suppressed local Taiwanese identity, the opposition's struggles for fairer 
rights on behalf of local constituencies coincided with democratic ethos. Appeals to 
more universalistic values were profoundly liberating vis令vis the regime's autocratic 
domination based on particularistic claims. As Cliffor往 Geertz (1 973: 269) observes, 
however, political modernization tends initially not to quiet primordial ties but to 
quicken them. The Dangwai m苟且mes were as em叩cipatory in the late 1970s 叩d
nrst half of the 1980s as 也e underground radio movement was regressive in the mid-
1990s. In the process of democratization, continued overstress by the media on dis
tinctiv巴， essentialized, and reductive local identity has been transformed into some
thing pernicious, revengeful，叩d exclusivist to the mainlander ethnic group. This is a 
classic case of Marxist alienation. 

Present-day flu時 politic泣 and media gossip accentuates the "givens" of being 
born into a p紅ticular linguistic and ethnic community rather th叩 trying to trans
form primordial sentiments into civil order. Virtually all manufactured media con
troversies focus on partis甜甜de也nic conflicts, and 出e reg叫訂 proffers of wis社om
comprise a small circle of sharp-tongued politicians, loquacious and one-view-nts-all 
scholars, and journalists cum self-styled experts. The public is nowhere to be seen or 
heard. And the media have neither tackled diffì.cult but crucial agendas of democratic 
citizenship nor paid serious attention to other profound social, economic, or cultural 
issues beyond the n位row box of partisan rifrs. Crude media discourses pit Taiwanese 
against mainlanders. Ethnic conflict has been so absorbing and consuming that the 
media show litde appetite for either international or mainland Chinese news that 
should bear central relev叩開 for the livelihood of a small trading island-nation under 
也e siege of a giant opponent. The media have not contributed much to arriving at a 
broad democratic consensus over such key issues as justice, quality of li忌， and Tai
wan's selιidentity in relation to China. Vulgarization is in some respects a ghosdy 
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shadow of the guerrilla m巴dia anachronistically reincarnated. The result has been, in 

sum, media liberalizacion without full democracy. 

Notes 

1. For fuller accoun凶， see Lee (1993) regarding the 世e cycle of political magazines and Lee 
(1999) regarding 出e policics of cable television, in relation to the 1位ger issues of political econ
omy (Lee, 2000, 2001). 

2. From 1979 to 1985, a total of 340 issues were published. But almost 60 percent of them 
were confiscated. 

3. The authoricies impounded 44 transrnÌtters from 1987 to 1989, but 222 訂ansrnÌtters

from 1990 to 1993. 
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CHAPTER 11 

The Bishop and His Star 
CITIZENS' COMl\在UNlCATION IN SOUTHERN CHILE 

Clemencia Rodriguez 

Wherever you look you fìnd Monsignor Ysern. 

一Crisrina Barría (Quemchi, Chilo丘， 2002)

Citizens' Media and the Latin 
American Catholic Church 1 

The Second Vatican Council-a gathering of all Catholic bishops convened by Pope John 
XXIII-一-took place from 1962 的 1965. The next twenty y臼rs brought the most signi革"
臼nt changes 也e Latin American Catholic church has ever experienced (Cle旬i 1985; 
Puntel, 1992). Gaudium et學es， one of the concluding documents of the Counc且， stated 
也at “social justice and p間.ce were requirements of the church's mission" (Puntel, 1992: 
38); 也is and other Council statements2 would become the foundation for La血Americas

liberation theolo前i a progressive social movement that engaged Catholics, bo出 layand

cleri祉， ill pop叫ar struggles for social justice, fairness，叩d democracy. 
This chapter is intended to shed light on the connection between liberation 也e

ology and the emergence of hundreds of citizens' media, community media, radical 
media，叩d alternative media projects throughollt the region. The following pages fo
cus on the case of Bishop Juan Luis Ysern and R且也o Estrella del Mar (“Radio St位 of

the Oce叩")， a network of community radio stations in southern Chile. Y祉， Bishop 
Ysern's case should be understood not as 叩 exception but, rather, as an example of 
what hundreds of Latin American Catholic bishops, priests, nuns, and believers have 
made possible. If the presence of citizens' media is more robust in Latin America 出m

in other underdeveloped regions (Gumucio Dagron, 2001), it is parcly thanks to these 
progressive Catholics.3 

After the Second Vatican Council, under the leadership of Chilean Bishop Manuel 
Larraín, the Latin American Catholic church took even further the commitment to so
cial justice and popular resistance against domination. In 1968, the Latin American 
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Episcopal Council (CELAM) met in Medellín, Colombia, with the mission of apply
ing Vatican II to Latin American realities. The Medellín document concluded that 
“Latin America is a region suffering from two evils: external dominance and internal 
colonialism" (Cleary, 1985: 是2). The church called for change and comrnÌtted itself to 
join the struggle toward social justice. Finally,“the bishops at the Medellín conference 
agreed that the church had to choose sides. They chose the side of the poor and op
pressed" (Cleary, 1985: 42).4 

ln 1979, the Latin American bishops met again in Pueb站， Mexico. Their con
cluding statements further cemented the church's commitment to the struggles of the 
oppressed. The Puebla fì.nal document blamed economic systems that do not regard 
the human being as the center of society; the presence of multinational corporations; 
economic, technologic泣， political, and cultural dependence; the arms race; 叩d peas
ants' lack of access to land 叩d resources for “preventing or undermining communion 
with God" (Puebla fì.nal document, cited in Cle呵; 1985: 妥8-49).

Liberation theology ass山nes that the mission of all Catholics is to make the world 
a better place by repudiating pover句; which implies s位uggling against the evils of 巴x

ternal domination and internal colonialism. Liberation theology understands 血紅也lS

mission can be completed only through strong political activism, which can go as far 
as revolutionary activity and violent conflict. Finally, the ultimate goal of this struggle 
is human redemption, which “involves not only a cleansing from individual sin but 
liberation from oppressive structures of the world of today" (Cleary, 1985: 92).5 

Vatican II also originated a 晶晶 in how the Latin American Catholic church un
derstood its communic叫on actions. Traditionally，也e church used the media as tools 
for evangelization and missionization. That is, the media were seen as tools to transmit 
a message to the laity. However, in 1971 Communio et Progressio, a post-Vatican 11 doc
山nent， 1位d the ground for a wholly new understanding; here, the mission of all 
Catholic communication endeavors is interpreted as 出e quest for "commu血。丸"m
ideal state of togetherness of all humans modeled after the eternal communion of the 
Father, the Spirit, and the Holy Ghost (Ysern, 1993: 137). On 出is basis, the docu
ment concludes, Catholic communication and media should strive to break the barri
ers 也at separate humans, such as denial of access to information (both to be informed 
and to inform) and marginalization from shaping public opinion. 

On the basis of Communio et Progressio, the Latin American Catholic church ad
vanced its own reflection on communication and media. Several meetings and docu
ments subsequent to 也e Medellín bishops' conference spell out these novel ideas. lni
tially a meeting in Melg缸; Colomb泊， in 1970 denounced the monopoly of 
information in the hands of a few transnational corporations 叩d the mass media as 
instigators of consumerism and massifì.cation. Next, a seminar in Mexico in 1971 ap
pealed to 出e church to denounce the media as structures of domination and recom回

mended that the church become the voice of the voiceless. Further, three regional sem
inars in Guatemala, Argentina, and Ecuador in 1972 questioned the church's internal 
communication structu防部 vertical and recommended a more participatory model 
(Puntel, 1992: 113-118). Finally, in 1979, the Puebla fì.nal document denounced the 
big media as sustaining a status quo of domination through ideological manipulation 
叩d prompted the church to develop its own m巴dia structures (Puntel, 1992: 122-26). 
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Two important elements emerged: first, a new aw紅eness of the need for a di丘erent
model of communication for liberation and, second, a belief in small, participatory, 
horizontal media as alternatives to the exclusionary nature of commercial media. 

The model of communication for liberation was grounded in the 扭扭ilian

philosopher Paulo Freire's theory of “concientization." According to him: 

An interminable chain of economic, polirical, and culrural dependence has 
submerged rhe Larin American people (el ptteblo) in a state of “permanent 
objecrification" whereby oppression had stripped rhem of rheir h也n位吐q
and pushed rhem into 詛咒ulture of silence" (Freire 1972). To Fre肘， histor
ical oppression transforms acrive human agents (conscious human beings) 
into passive acritical mass閃出自e masses have lost what makes human b缸，
ings subjects: 出eir ability to establish an acrive, intenrional, conscious rela
rionship wirh social reality. . . . The core of Freire's work consists of阻 at

tempt to comprehend an historically 可紅naged" epistemological 
relarionship between rhe Larin American su句ect 叩d herlhis reality. (Ro
dríguez and Murphy, 1997: 31-32) 

Freire believed 出at ce況也 communication strategies based on democratic interaction, 
h山nan digni句; solidari句，組d empathy could liberate communities from their state of 
alienation, passivi句; and silence; he called 出is process conscíentizacao (“concientization") . 

During the 1960s and 1970s, hundreds of Catholic collectives developed their 
own citizens' media projects from Patagonia to the Rio Grande. Using technologies as 
diverse as theater, dance, puppets, murals, print, video, radio, cassettes, and loud
speakers, they embarked on a myriad of alternative communication projects. They ex
plored participatory and horizontal communication, concientization and action
research methodologies, all aimed toward one goal: the transformation of passive, 
voiceless, dominated communities into active shapers of their own destiny. 1n the fol
lowing pages 1 document one of these projects inspired by Catholic Bishop Juan Luis 
Ysern: Radio Estrella del Mar (REM) , located on the archipelago of Chiloé in south
ern Chile (see figure 11.1). 
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Bishop Ju叩 Luis Ysern has three nationalities: He is a Spaniard by birth, a citizen of 
Chile since 1959，叩d a Huilliche by adoption.6 As a young priest, Ysern moved 
from Valencia (Spain) to Chill孟n ， in central Chile. 1n 1972, he was ordained bishop 
叩d sent north, to 出e desert-like mining area of Tacama, a stronghold of labor or
ganizations. During 出e follbwing two years, one year before and one year after 
Pinochet's military coup in 1973, Ysern became strongly involved in the struggle for 
human rights _7 1n 19丸， he was sent to Chiloé in the south of Chile as bishop of the 
diocese of San Carlos de Ancud.8 Owing to Chiloé's isolation from the rest of the 
count可 and the world in general, some speculate that this move was an attempt by 
the Catholic church to remove Ysern from his involvement in the defense of 
Pinochet's victims. 
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1n 1978, Ysern learned of a plan to irnplement a major development project in 
Chiloé: 由e Proyecto Astillas (“W∞d-Chip Project"). The architects of the project were 
the Chilean Development Agency (Corporación de Fomento, or CORFO) 組d two 
Japanese transnational corporations; the idea was to log irnmense areas of Chiloé's na
tive forests 叩d to transform all the wood into woodchips for export. Fi位ing Pinochet's 
authoritarian regime, the project's design was conducted without 祖y type of consulta
tion among Chiloé's communities. Most Chílotes were not even informed about the 
project, pardy because the media self-censored any information about it.9 

Ysern was gready concerned about the mysterious nature of the project and its po司
tential impact on the islands. 1n what 1 learned to recog刮目 as his ability to detect even 
the slightest opening within 也e monolithic dictatorial regirne, Ysern took advantage 
of a declaration to the media in which CORFO法 director invited 阻y constructive crit扭
icism. Using his power as bishop, he invited national and international acadernics and 
CORFO dignitaries to a symposium about the irnpact of the Proyecto Astillas，叩d “it
became clear that they hadn't done any type of study on the environmental irnpact, 
and they didn't even understand the concept of c叫tural encroachment"lO (Ysern, p缸"
sonal communication, J山le 18, 2002). Several international participants spread 也elr
concerns regarding what was about to happen in Chilo丘， and due to bad publicity and 
pressure from]apanese religious congregations，也e two transnationals withdrew and
to Pinochet's chagrin-the Proyecto Astillas was shelved (Ysern, personal communica
tion, June 18, 2002). 

The experience made Ysern realize that Chiloé's prolonged isolation was corning 
to an end. During colonial times, Chiloé had strategic importance, as all ships going 
from the Pacific to the Adantic had to pass between the archipelago and the continent. 
Traffic and commerce through the archipelago's ports were intense. However, since 出e
opening of the Panar泊 canal， Chiloé remained greatly isolated from Chile and from 
the rest of the world. Upon his arrival on the main island in 1974, Ysern found a re
gion without roads, electrici吟; or schools. Ysern remembers that “the main island it
self was like an archipelago; the communities were not connected by land; people went 
from one to the other by sea" (Ysern, personal communication, June 18, 2002). Chiloé 
had remained in a quasi-premodern state. It was a land of small farmers; a selι 
su伍cient economy based on agriculture, dairy, and fishing; a community enclosed in 
itself, where everything revolved around family and communallife (see figure 11.2).11 
However, by the late 197曲， television had arrived12 and roads began to criss-cross 出E
archipelago. Large national and transnational corporations had begun to detect 
Chiloé's riches: salmon, shellfish, and timber. Ysern talks about his reflection at the 
time in terms 出at clearly express a Freirean inspiration: 

How should we be prepared? First, 1 rhoug恥， somehow rhe people of 
Chiloé need to gain aw訂eness of rheir own values; and second, rhey need to 
develop a strong critical consciousness to be able to decide what they want 
to accept and reject among all rhat was coming from rhe ourside. (Ysern, 
personal communication, ]une 18, 2002) 

From rhe beginning rhat was rhe idea behind rhe radio starions. The radios 
were conceived as an instrument rhat could help in rhe process toward con-
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Figure 11.2. Achαo， Chilo昏， Chile.

Source: Author's photo. 

ciencization. The idea was 出at if the people of Chiloé could express them
selves, communicate with each other, and p紅ticipate in the making of pub
lic opinion, they would develop cricical atcirudes13 toward a dialogue of cul
tures and avoid their transformacion into simple mass的﹒(Ysern，中oted in 
Radio 主strella del M缸'， 2002b)

Ag缸， rnaking use of his ability to fìnd hidden sudden openings wi也in the ranks 
of the powers that 址， Ysern decided to ask Pinochet for a broadcast license. A territo
rial dispute around 出e Beagle Channel had escalated between Argentina and Chile in 
1978. Pinochet could not afford an international conflict 叩d， for this reason, wel
corned the successful rnediation of Cardinal Sarnor丘， sent direccly by Pope John Paul 
II. Because Pinochet was grateful to the church at 出at rnornent, Bishop Ysern decided 
it was the right tirne to ask the dictator for a radio. Radio Estrella del Mar began broad
casting on Decernber 2哇， 198 1. 

The Bishop's Communication Project 

Bishop Ysern's ideas about cornrnunication, culrure, and identity have rnaterialized in 
cornplex cornrnunication processes that involve interpersonal cornrnunication, rnass 
cornrnunication, grassroots org阻izing， and educational practices. In this section, 1 a• 
ternpt to spell out 出is cornplexi句; although 1 have to warn rny readers of the 
labyrinthine narure ofYsern's project. 
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RADIO ESTRELLA DEL 1在AR

Radio Estrella del Mar is not really a radio; rather, it is a network of one AM plus six 
FM radio stations spread throughout the region. Four of the stations are located on the 
archipelago of Chiloé (AriCl泣， Castro, Quell的， and Melinca) and three operate on the 
continent (Futaleu品， Palena, and Chaitén) (see fìgure 11.1). REM broadcasts twenty
four hours a day, and its prograrnrning cornbines locally produced features with re
gional and national prog間nrning. Each station broadcasts sorne prograrns produced 
by local groups 組d organizations, sorne prograrns produced by other REM stations, 
品d a daily national news feature produced in Santiago. 

Frorn its beginning, REM has been regarded as a rnedi山n at the service of the 
cornrnunities of Chiloé. In a letter to the then-director of REM, Ysern insisted: “1 ask 
you to take into consideration what 1 have said rnany tirnes: what rnatters is not the 
radio, but the people, the hurnan beings" (Ysern, 1985).14 In the words ofMiguel Mil
lar, the current director of REM, the ultirnate goal of the project is to ensure that both 
the adrninistration of the radio and rnost of the prograrnrning stay under the control 
of the cornrnunity (Milla,r, personal cornrnunication, June 14, 2002). However, this is 
a cornplex and di品cult task. Cornrnunities 紅enot “narurally" able to take over the ad
rninistration or to becorne producers. In the period since its inception in 1981 until 
2002, REM has secured s巴ven hours a week of prograrnrning entirely produced and 
controlled by the cornrnunity; that is, alrnost twenty years of hard work were necessary 
to reach a level of 9 percent of cornrnunity-produced prograrnrning. Among REM's 
leaders it is very clear 出at training cornrnunity rnernbers in the technological aspects 
of production is only half their task; the other half，血d the rnost challenging, is to in
volve rnernbers of the cornrnunity in designing their own cornrnunication philosophy, 
the frarnework that will shape how the technology will be used. The challenge is di品，
c帥， because the only rnodel of cornrnunication and rnedia known by the cornrnuni
ties revolves around cornrnercial rnedia and inforrnation transrnission. A different 
rnodel in which rnedia are tools for cultural awareness, dialogue, and critical thinking 
has the texture of an intangi恤， fantastic utopia: 可叫 probably see a couple of gen
erations of Chilotes participating in our projects before we can see the re-appropriation 
of the radios by the cornrnunity" (Millar, personal cornrnunication, June 14, 2002).15 

These seven hours are clearly 出e pride of everybody at REM. 甸的叩dag徊，

during rny conversations and interviews with Bishop Ysern, wi也 the directors ofREM 
and Servicio de Cornunicaci加 (SERCO趴在)， wi也 professional journalists, and even 
Wl也 rnernbers of the audience, they ernphasized 出at what rnade REM di丘~rent frorn 
other radios was the fact that anyone in the cornrnunity could have their own prograrn. 
While observing production routines at the stations, 1 could corroborate the special 
place of cornrnunity-produced progr位ns.

For exarnple, one Sarurday at around 4:00 in the afternoon, sixteen-year-old 
Egon, eighteen-year-old Pedro, and sixteen-year-old Janet arrived at the Aricud station, 
as they do every week. The building was partially deserted; neither the journalists nor 
the directors were present. Only one radio controller was working. The kids c位ne 1n 

early; Egon went into a production srudio to cue his tapes and records. He worked en
tirely on his own; as 1 observed hirn corning in and out of the srudio, the control roorn, 
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and other offices in the station, 1 could see 出at he felt entirely at home. There was no 
hesitation; his feeling of entitlement was obvious. Thls is hls station. At 4:45 Egon 
went into the control room and handed the contro11er the tapes, CDs, and a few vinyl 
records, all cued; he also turned in a torn sheet of paper with the scr加 for the day's 
installment of Rompelat.瓜， a weekly progr位n about rock 'n' ro11 and hip-hop. After a 
few instructions to the contro11er, Egon joined Janet and Pedro in the recording Stu
dio, and 也e live production began. 

The day's show was dedicated to fathers, as the next day was Father's Day. During 
the fo11owing hour, the controller played the songs selected by the kids; the music fare 
combined classic rock (“Mother Brick on the Wall" by Pink Floyd) with heavy 
(“Daddy"叩d “Hey Daddy" by Korn and “Father" by Pillar) and rock en español 
(“'Amigo" by Attaque 77). Between songs, the three young producers talked about their 
own fathers and the fathers of the featured musicians. They teased each other fre
quently and made jokes about themselves 叩d their fathers. On the other side of the 
dividing gl街s， 1 sat with the contro11er, who laughed at their jokes, played their music, 
and seemed to genuinely enjoy working wi也 the kids. 

Throughout the show and un世也e kids left, no one told them what to do; no one 
suggested a different way to d。由ings; no one redirected their ideas, their talk about 
themselves and their fathers, or their music. 1 left thlnking how ironic it was 也at in thls 
place, so far from the centers of technolo缸; three kids have such access to media, while 
so many youngsters in New York or Ho11ywood are not even allowed in a radio station, 
much less permitted to produce their own progr也ns. How many conversations 紅nong
ki也 about their fathers and their favorite music have been silenced? (See 6學lie 11.3.) 

Figure 11.3. Producers of Rompelatas, Ancud, Chiloé, Chile. 
Source: Author's photo. 
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The seven hours of communi勾r-produced progr您別叫ng also include El 臨rken
(“The Wise One") , produced by the indigenous community of theBuilliches; Sin an
da l'te pOI' las ramas (“Not beating around the bush"), by Quemchi's pop叫位 commu
nicators; A la salud de la vida (“To life's health") , by a group of recovered alcoholics; 
Ancud convel'sa (“Mcud talks") , by a women's group; Semillita misionera (“Little mis
slOn訂y seed") , bya group of Catholic children; and other programs byagricultural 
technicians, 6shermen, and religious groups. 

In order to make the radio still more accessible to the community, R且dio Estre11a 
del Mar sets up small "production boo出s" in towns or communities where it does not 
have a station. A group 出at maintains a strong 叩d constant commitrnent to produc
ing its program is provided with its own self-su且cient production booth. No bigger 
出an a small closet，也is booth allows the group to gain more control over the produc
tion process. Connected via telephone to the closest station, production hooths enable 
groups to produce from their own sites. At the time of this writing, REM had six pro
duction booths-一one each in Ancud, Quemc妞， Dalcahue, Chonchl, Pulquedón, and 
Queilen (see 6gure 11.1). 

SERVICIO DE COMUNICACIοN16 

In the words of Angélica Rosas, the director ofServicio de Comunicación, "SERCOM 
is what gives meaning to the radios; it is 出e neurological center of the whole project" 
(Ros筒， personal communication, July4, 2002). Under Bishop Ysern's leadershlp, SER
COM was created in 1990 as a nonpr06t communication organization parallel to 
REM. The goal of SERCOM is to design and implement different communication 
projects as tools for liberation 且d concientization; Rosas explains: “The idea was to go 
beyond a project about media; the idea was that here, in R且也o Estrella del Mar, our 
work could encompass a whole series of processes of communication undèrstood as the 
construction of meaning, not as transmission of information" (Rosas, personal com
munication, July 4, 2002). 

SERCOM consists of a team of fewer than ten communicators working in differ
ent directions. SERCOM's staff members spend most of their time with Chiloé's or
g叩ized civil society; they interact with all women's groups, indigenous organizations, 
labor organizations, youth grou抖， religious groups，組d cultural organizations, as we11 
as with 出e agro-tourism network (也is last is explained below). SERCOM's responsi
bility is to stir dialogue within these organizations about the importance of communi
cation to their work-in Rosas's words,“to open spaces for expression withln the com
munity" (Ros訟， personal communication, July 4, 2002). 

Periodically, SERCOM offers communication workshops in which members of 
grassroots organizations learn the technological aspects of radio production and 
discuss issues such as culture, identity, communication, empowerment, and de
mocraC}ιMost of REM's community producers have “graduated" from SERCOM's 
training workshops. Mter graduation, a participant becomes a 可opular communi
cator." Popular communicators are members of grassroots organizations who c訂ηr
out different communication processes, including-but not restricted to-radio 
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production for REM to further their organization's goals. 5ERCOM graduates ap
proximately 血肉r popular communicators every year (Mil祉" personal communica
tion, June 1哇， 2002).

José Paillaleve,17 a popular comrnunicator in the community of Quemchi，況，
members his own experience: 

In 1990 1 went to check out one of those communication workshops and 1 
really liked it. Apart from being fun , the idea that we，的 a small and isolated 
commun旬; could have our own voice on the radio . . . because so many 
things happen in this communiry but they never have a place on the ra
dio. . . . No one thinks about corning all 出e way here to rescue a news-story. 
50 afrer our training we1B began producing stories about the activities and 
accomplishments of every local communiry org扭扭曲n; we kept doing 
better and better until today we have 0凶 own production boo品， wherewe 
do every也ing， interviews, scripts, and production. (Paillaleve, personal 
communicatio跤， June 20, 2002) 

Training the comrnunity is only half of 5ERCOM's rnission. Under the ass山np
tion that “a radio cannot broadcast sounds to an unknown interlocutor, because 出at
can lead to a situation where we 位e talking about things that have no meaning for 
them" (Ros筍， personal communication, July 哇， 2002) ， 5ERCOM operates as a facili
tator of intense interactions between REM 叩d Chiloé's comrnunities. Although on 
paper REM 叩d 5ERCOM appear as twO sep紅ate org阻izations， the articulation of 
the media project (REM) and all other interpersonal an社 group communication 
processes (5ERCOM) is tight due to the overlap of responsibilities and the closeness 
of the twO teams. REM Director Miguel Millar and 5ERCOM Director Angélica 
Rosas 紅E 趾ce a couple 也sing a family. Also, with few exceptions, such as the tecru吟
cians, most members of REM's staff work in 5ERCOM's projects. For example, most 
of REM's reporters and journalists have p紅ticipated in 5ERCOM's workshops as 
tramers. 

5ERCOM also works closely wi也出e region's educational institutions in 叩 e品rt
to uphold what 1 believe is the most inspiring 組d revolutionary of Bishop Ysern's 
ideas: 由e Cultural Encyclopedia of Chiloé. The encyclopedia project began in 1995 
with the following basic design: 5ERCOM enlists an interested schoolteacher to de
velop a booklet of the Cultural Encyclopedia of Chiloé，組d 出e topic is completely 
open, as long as it deals with local culture and history. Together with her or his class, 
the teacher selects the topic. Current topiαinclude the forest, local uses of wood, 
Chiloé's ch叫ches，的 the history of a local high school,20 and agro-tourism. With the 
help of 5ERCOM, the teacher produces questionnaires and other materials designed 
to collect information about the topic-for instance, local native forests. Using these 
materials, students interview their p紅'en凶， grandparents, and other members of their 
community about their complex interactions with the forest. For example, the students 
might ask how they used the forest in the past and how it is used now, how the forest 
has changed and why, what the forest me叩s for the comrnunity, and how the com
munity should interact with 也e forest. 
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All the information collected is then edited and circulated back to 也e community 
in several forms. First, a dra丘 of a booklet on the subject is produced by 5ERCOM; 
也e draft is taken back to the comrnunity, discussed, and approved in public readings. 
AlI booklets on a single topic 紅e edited together and 1,000 copies of the approved ver“ 

sions are printed. Each one of these editions becomes a volume of the Cultural Ency
clopedia of Chiloé. The encyclopedia's volumes 紅e used as class materials and 訂e also 
distributed by 5ERCOM to other schools and organizations in the 訂閱. 5econd, in ad
dition to the printed volume, teacher and students, working with a pop叫訂 commu

nicator, produce several radio programs for REM about the subject. Each volume of 
出e Cultural Encyclopedia takes about one ye位 to complete 叩d costs approximately 
U5$12，OOO.00戶

Ysern's ideas on culture and identity deeply permeate the C叫tural Encyclopedia. 
According to Rosas: 

The bishop is really the engine behind all this; we hang on to a light he 
seems to emit. The most urgent aspect we decided to address is 出e question 
of cultural identiry; that is, who we believe we 位巴， as Ch峙的， and whatwe 
see our role here in Chiloé to be. . . . We wanted to work toward each per
son feeling that he or she is protagonist of Chiloé's history .. . if he built a 
bridge, or nailed a board on a school building, the idea is 出at everyone can 
feel the importance of his/her participation in the malcing of the commu
niry. (民.os訟， personal communication, July 4, 2002) 

Ysern, a strong believer in processes over products, sees 也e strength of the Cultural 
Encyclopedia not in the production of printed volumes but, rather, in all those al
most invisible interpersonal communication processes provoked by the encyclope
dia: children and teens interviewing their elders around the stove;22 community 
members getting together to discuss drafts of booklets; a child, while doing home
work, reading a paragraph of the encyclopedia to her grandmother, who remembers 
her own version of things and voices her disagreement; a family hearing one of 
REM's programs about local uses of the forest and engaging in conversation about 
their own uses. Millar, a witness of these processes, attests: “It's so beautiful how all 
this activates memory; especially 也nong the elders; when 出ey listen to someone 
talking about one of these topi臼叩d then 也叮叮叮t remembering things that hap
pened fifty or sixty years ago. . . . The idea is to generate processes of dialogue to re
establish all those cross-generational communication bridges that have been frac
tured by modernity" (Millar, personal communication, June 14, 2002). According 
to Ysern, it is in these dialogues that a community raises its awareness of who it is, 
of its cultural identity. Ysern's preoccupation with ongoing processes of communica
tion and dialogue is so intense that he encloses a hand-signed letter in eve可 volume

of the encycloped詞， inviting readers to respond, to express their views, and to 
participate-thus “opening" every closed text. 

These interpersonal communication processes are just 出e fìrst step of the ency
clopedia's mission. In the words of Rosas,“To remain 訂apped looking at one's belly
button is not the point. 50 the next step is to begin a process of reflection about where 
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the community wants to go, about the future" (Ro悶， personal communication, July 
丑， 2002). Accordingly, SERCOM and REM org叩ize series of events in which each 
volume of the encyclopedia c叩 be critically anal戶ed by young Chilotes. Ysern further 
elaborates: 

Here the main goal is to work toward critical skills and creativity. [In these 
sessions] a kid says，“we益， here my gr阻dfather is saying that this is the way 
things are, but television is telling me something different," or “the elders 
紅e saying this, but 出e factory is saying something different." Here the idea 
is that 也e kids have to reflect on what their own ideas 訂e， making very clear 
that they should not equate what's old with backwar，也less and what's new 
Wl也 progress. 50 the question for each kid is: what do yOtl believe? (Ysern, 
personal communication, June 18, 2002) 

Bishop Ysern's e仇的 to stir dialogue 阻d critical 出叫cing are also reflected in his 
agro司ourism project, consisting of farming farnilies that welcome tourists into their 
homes. For a small fee, tourists receive basic services such as meals, a bed，在nd use of a 
bathroom; but the main goal is to experience life as lived by Chiloé's farmers. Thus, 
tourists are encouraged to join farmers in all activities, such as planting and harvesting, 
millcing cows, malcing butter and jarns，叩d fìshing. Ysern believes that awareness of 
se叮祖d critical assessment of the outside can emerge from processes of dialogue wi也
a different other-the to盯ist﹒ Maria Luisa Maldonado, one of the ago-tourism farm
帥， recounts her own experience: “We tell our visitors about using the leaves, or the 
roots, or the bark to make dyes, for the wool . . . that is, we become their professors, 
we teach them about our life little by littl巴， and in 出at process we realize that we, too, 
have our own wisdom, and at that moment we begin valuing who we are as a people" 
(Maldonado, personal communication, June 19, 2002). In the words of Millar,“The 
idea is to force globalization into a dialogue . . . so that globalization doesn't end up 
rushing in like a huge tractor，且attening everything" (Mill缸" personal communication, 

June 1哇， 2002).

AN ISLAND LOO阻NGATITSELF

Forming the foundation for SERCOM, and especially for 出e cultural encyclopedi宜， are 
Ysern's interesting theories about cultural identity, difference, and community. Accord
ing to Ysern 也eh山nan person can understand the world, others, and even God, only 
from wi也in his or her own culture. Thu叫1必s， ωr閃es叩pect a h山n詛 per.鈞'son a訟sas阻ub句j巴Cαtme叩s
t昀o res臼pe叩Cαth恤i誌s 0叮r her c叫叫叫E已， be叫C臼au帥1沾閻s仗E 也缸eh山uma阻np伊阿e仗r臼rso叩O∞n 扭dtl伽he況e c叫u叫ùtur仗e 缸缸E 由加e s甜缸arne巴

E出hi切ng岱.
出出i誌ss鉛en肘se已， tωoc∞ont哎tribute to the realization and fulfìllment of a community is to strengthen 
its cultural identity. However, Ysern understands c叫tural identity as a process in perma
nent 位UX; culture, for him, is more a process whereby "the active subject, the free and a仕
的nomous protagonist fìnds his/her own m凹血ng for his/her own path toward his/her 
gen凶ne realization" (Ysern, 1991: 2). On 出is basis, Ysern strongly disagrees with an un
derstanding of culture as a static essence: “The identity of a commu叫守自nnot be de-
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fended by locking it in the immobility of repeating always the sarne. This static a吋tude
deni臼 growth， life; it means d也th for a commw泣句戶， (Ysern, 1991: 2). 

When interacting with an other, the h叫nan subject experiences di鼓èrent types of 
changes in cultural identity. First, while cultivating one's own cultural identity, one 
should never lose sight of the presence of the other: 

1 stren酹len my own identi中;myownc叫lllfe， and 叫row叫間ory， but the 
point is not just to look at oneself in a chauvinistic act, but to recognize my 
contribution to 也e community; which means that 1 recognize myself as one 
able to contribute to the knowledge of the other; if someone in a dist叩I

community learns something from what 1 said in the encyclopedia or the ra
dio, it me血s that what 1 紅nc組 make others better, that my contribution 
C叩 help them do what they do better; ultimately 1 recognize my identity as 
a contribution to others. (Millar, personal communication, June 14, 2002) 

Second, the human subject's possibilities of growth and change 訂e conditioned on 
his or her interactions with others different from him- or herselE Citing 叩 import組t

document of the Latin Al;nerican bishops, Ysern writes: “Each person and each hum詛
group develops their own identity in their encounters wi出 others (。由erness23)" (Santo 
Domingo Document No. 270, cited by Ysern, 1993: 120). This moment where iden
tity and otherness meet and learn from each other is what Ysern identifìes as commu
nicaEion-2哇

Finally, Ysern's ideas about culture and communication 訂e tighcly connected to lib
eration theology via the concept of “community." To follow God's desire is to become 
acommun旬; understood as "to live wi也others， or to-live-together. This togetherness 
does not mean t。 但st side by side as a bunch of rocks would, each one enclosed in it
self; what it means is 扭扭counter with 也e other, sharing with the 0出er， to have a say 
in a life toge也er， or better yet, to build a life together" (Ysern, 1993: 120). 

During my fìeldwork in Chilo丘， 1 witnessed a complex mesh of communication 
and cultural processes that, despite 也e profound differences 訂nong them, share an 
important outcome: inciring, encouraging Chiloé to look at itselE Included 也nong
these processes were youth groups, women's collectives, and indigenous org血izations

expressing themselves through Radio Estrella del Mar; farming farnilies ex紅mnmg
and reflecting on their environment and their lifestyles; a collective of women entre
preneurs fìguring out how their “domestic" knowledge could have commercial value; 
a Huilliche day-care center designed to cultivate Huilliche cult叫e and language 
arnong indigenous toddlers and preschoolers; an exhibit by local painters in Ancud's 
city museum; several volumes of the Cultural Encyclopedia of Chiloé; 叩d tearns of 
pop叫ar communicators gathering information to produce news about events in their 
commulllnes. 

Systematic evidence and/or longitudinal studies would be nec臼sary to assess the 
strength of these process巴S to resist unwanted attempts t。“develop" Chiloé or to inte
grate it into globalization. However, one quesrionable development project, a plan to 
build a bridge over the Channel of Chacao, which would connect Chiloé to the con
tinent by road, has been met with strong resistance as expressed in n山nerous No al 
Puente! [“No to the bridge!"] graffìti (see fìgure 11.是).
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Figure 11.4. “No to the bridge!" Chilo忌， Chile.
Source: Author's photo 

Conclusion: Three Lessons 

In Fissu的 in the λ1ediascape (C. Rodriguez, 2001), 1 coined the term “citizens' medià' 
ωa more approp叫ew可 to refer 凹的闊的tym吋詞，“叫 m吋a， p訂戶ipatory
media, and/or alternative media. My idea was to render visible the metamorphic trans
formation of alternative-media (or cornrnunity-media, or participatory-media, or 
radical-media) p紅ticipants into active citizens. In other words,“citizens' medià' is a 
conc取出at accounts for 出e processes of empowermer也∞叫訓ization， and frag
mentation of power that result when men, women, and children gain access to and re司
claimheir Own media.As 也ey disrupt established power relatior咄ips and cultu叫
codes, citizens' media particip叩ts exercise their own agency in reshaping their own 

lives, futures, and cultures. 
Fieldwork in Chiloé has allowed me to further my theorizing about citizens' 

media in several di在erent directions. First and foremost, as scholars interested in the 
role of media in processes of democratization and social change, we should, in the 
words ofJesus Martín Barbero (1 993) , move on from the media to the mediations. 
1 came to Chiloé to examine Radio Estrella del Mar as a case of media in the hands 
of a community. Had 1 limited my study to REM, 1 would have missed seeing hoγ 
these seven radio stations are tighdy connected with a myriad of other processes ot 
interpersonal and group communication for social change. In some instances, the 
radio stations generate other processes; in others, they voice already-existing 
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pr()cesses; and in still others，出ey allow for previously nonexisting connections-,
among people, organizations, efforts-to happen. However, the radio stations 位E
only one piece of the puzzle. 

Second, we should move from the buzz-phrase of “putting the media in the hands 
of the community" to what Rosa María Alfaro has called a “cultural p叫ect， under
stood as the need to re圈出ink the me阻ing， styles, 叩d forms, of cornrnunication, [all 
出is] toward a new culture where the protagonists 訂e the social subjects themselves, in
volved in processes of knowledges in dialogue" (Alfaro, 200站， 2002b). Clearly, during 
the 1960s and 197郎，出e progressive Latin American Catholic church played a crucial 
role in the construction of 出is new vision, in which social change emerges from 
processes of knowledg巴s in dialogue. 

Frequendy we reduce the needs of what we call “'voiceless comm凶1ities" 的出E

simpl巴 question of their lack of access to technologies for media production. But I be
lieve that, as expressed by Sergio Rodr挖uez (2002) , all communities already have a 
voice; what is often missing within organized civil society is a holistic progr訂n that 
spells out the role of communication in processes of social change and democratiz告
tion. Also, too often our discussions revolve 唔am 阻d again around issues of access 且d

control of media technologies. However, Chiloé shows that if the cornrnunication, ex
pression, networking, and information needs of specifìc collectiv臼訂e intelligibl巴， is
sues of access, control, and ownership become clear. 

Third, citizens' media are valuable only insofar as they are connected to local pro
gressive social movements. Radio Estrella del Mar means nothing without the roles it 
plays for the Huilliche indigenous organizations, for Chiloé's women's movements, for 
local youth grou戶， for fìshing and agriculturallabor organizations, and for all other 
community organizations working toward social change. Zooming in on the case of 
Maria Luisa Maldonado sheds light on the role of REM in her participation in diverse 
local social movements. Maria Luisa received training through REM; every Saturday 
she listens to Palabra de λ公tjer [“Word of women"] as a way to stay in touch with 10-
cal women's groups; she listens to EI協rken as a way to sUPPOrt her friends and 1。“
Huilliche leaders; and she has participated in the production of several encyclopedia 
vol山nes， so she follows REM's progr紅ns about every new volume. Clearly, Maria 
Luis的 interactions with REM are multifaceted, inasmuch as she is a producer, a stu
dent, and a listener. At the same time, her relationship with the medium is deeply em
bedded in her p訂ticipation with social movements. In 出is sense, REM plays a crucial 
role in Maria Luisàs agency as an active citizen of her community. This is what makes 
REM a citizens' medium. 

Evaluation studies of citizens' media need to be carried out from this perspec司
tive, taking into consideration the role of such media as catalysts of processes, as 
connectors of people and collectives, and as enhancers of low-volume expressions戶
Replicating audience surveys designed for commercial media does nothing more 
than label citizens' media as unsuccessful due to their low ratings. In the words of 
Angélica Rosas,“1t's more important to get fìve new people to participate in Radio 
Estrella del Mar than to get a thousand new listeners" (Rosas, personal communi
cation, July 哇， 2002).
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Notes 

1. Although I grew up in a predominancly Catholic coun呵; I consider myself entirely non
iigio115.However, siIlCE EfIE Eariy 19805, onsemmi occasions, I have worked closelywith proj

ects and organizarions inspired by 位berarion theology. The Colombian Cinep is one exarnple 

(see C. Rodrigu位， 2001: ch. 5). 
2. Other influential V泣ican II documents include Pacem in Ten-is, Mater et Magistra, Pop個

ulorum Progr自由，組d OctogesimaAdveniem (Cle呵; 1985: 59-63). The most salient liberation 
theoiogans inchdt Gustavo GIldErrez(Peru), Leonardo Bog (Brazil), Hugo ASSEIIam(BE位且)，
Enrique Dussel (Argenrina)，叩dJu叩 Luis Segundo (Argenrina). 

3. The Catholic church has three organizacions dedicated to communiαcion: the Internacional 
CatholicOr伊也acion for Cinema (OCIC), the Internacional Catholic Organizacion for Radio 阻d
Television (UNDA)，阻d the Internacional Catholic Pr，臼s Union (UCIP). In La血America， the re

ional offices of these 出ree encicies decided to merge and have formed the Ser丸ricio Conjunωde 
Eommuch(SCC)， WMch 叮叩slat'臼訟石油t Communi叫on S師ice.'叮e SCC works wi出
more than 200 cicizens' media projects. Twice, Bishop Ysern has been president ofUNDA 

是.“From its foundacion the Catholic Church has been srructured basically into dioceses. 
These 'local churches' 位e geographical ur泣岱 centered around a bishop; [the bishopsJ relate di

reccly to Rome" (Cle位y， 1985: 11). 
5. For more on liberacion theology, see Cleary and Stewart-Garnbino (1 992) , Gucierrez 

(1 988) , an往 Levine (1 986). 
6. Huilliche is the main indigenous community in Chiloé. In 1995, twO of the highest 

Huilliche organizacions-the Con呵。 de Lonkos and the Fede即ionofIridigemus Communf 
cies of Chilo←approved 出e bishop's 叫U間 to become a Huillich巴， based on 也e bishop's 
“commirment to Huilliche s位uggles" (R且dio Estrel1a del Mar, 2002a). 

7. In 1995, the Chilean Comrnission for Human Rights honored Bishop Ju阻 Luis Ysern 
W1出的 Natio叫 Award for his commirmenr to the defense of hum阻 rights.

8. The diocese of San Carlos de Ancud includes all of Chiloé, Chait品， Palena, Furaleufú, 

and Guaitecas (see figure 11.1). 
9. Chilotes is the selιdesignation of the people of Chiloé. 

10. A幻-qprflb c1thud in EhE Spanish original.AH interviews were conducted in Spanish by 

出e author. 
11. Chiloé was so isol在ted that it became the descination for many ofPinochet's internal exil臼.
12. In most Latin American coun叮悶， television began during the 1950s. 
13. Aptitudes de discernimiento in the Spanish original. 
14. Bishop Ysern frequ叩句 writes letters to 伽se involved wi剖由 pmjem.Thel闊的，

archived in SERCOM, fo l1ow the progression of his thinking on communiαt10泣， c凶ture， me-

dia, and theology. 
15. John Downing confirms that evaluations of alternative media have to be carried out 

through longirudinal srudies (see Downing, 2001). 
16. In English: CommuniClJ.tion Service. 
17.lost paillaieve works jas quemchi-only medical practitioner;imand his son and wife, 

Cristina B位血， pa吋cipate in the agro-tou自m network. Alo時 with friends , José and Cristina 
p位EicipaEEin OEherctllElIrai aCEivides aswell, such as playing foik music and caring fbr Auα凡在
叫r island w泊甜甜cient chapel, a ceme叫叩d 叩 1m戶口創 role in local hist叫]吋
Cristina, and their friends have developed trails and g紅dens wi也 narive trees and plants 紅ound
the island. Bishop Ysern overs帥的 proj叫 b叫use the island belongs to 也e diocese of An“ 
cud; in the words of Cristina,“Wherever you look you find Monsignor Ysern" (Bar血， 2002).
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18. Generally, popular communicators work as tearns. The production tearn in Quemchi 
cons1s臼 of five adults and a child. 

19. The United Narions declared fourreen colonial chapels in Chiloé to be a culrurallegacy 
ofhωnanity. 

20. The school was established by the Catholic church during colonial times; therefore, re
covering the history of the school implies recovering some of the local history of missionization. 

21. The to叫 annual budget ofSERCOM plus that ofREM is US$220,000.00. 
22. In all Chiloé's househol缸， the stove forms the nexus for gathering during the nine months 

of winter. Farnily members, friends, and visitors congregate 位oundth臨 low-combustion wood
burning stoves located in the center of the k凶itc晶hen
ben肘l犯che臼s where ev，忱'er句yon即e spends most of t出he忱ir t白nne沈e befc必or紀E 詛da晶丘E釘rwork 0仗r s此ch加1昀O∞01.

23. Alteridad in the Sp叩ish original. 
24. Ysern's ideas have clearly been influenced by Latin American communication scholars 

such as Jesús Martín Barbero, Antonio Pasquali, and Rafael Roncagliolo (Rodríguez 叩dMur血
ph)也 1997). Since the 1野心， progr臼sive Latin American clerics involved with communicacion 
and Latin American crirical scholars have established close relarionships; they have attended 
each oth仗's events and have read each other's work. In the late 1970s 血d early 1980s, theyac
tively joined e他的 toward the New Informacion 叩d Communic混ion Order. 

25. See S. Rodriguez (2002) for a discussion of citizens' media as catalysts of the unsaid. 
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CHAPTER 12 

NewNation 
ANACHRONISTIC CATHOLICISM 
AND LIBERATION THEOLOGY 

Keyan G. Tomaselli and Ruth τèer-Tomaselli 

The South African press of the 1980s exhibited many of the schizophrenic aspects of 
the society in general. Deeply divided, s位ongly allied to p紅tic叫位 interests of lan
學lage， politics, and sociocwtural associations, the press mirrored 出e conflicts of living 
under apartheid at every level. The complexity of the press in South Africa during the 
last decade of apartheid is evident in the eleven categories identifìed by Keyan 
Tomaselli 血d P. Eric Louw (1 991: 5-6). Four strong press compan悶， two En哥ish
language and two A丘ika叩s-language， dominated the mainstream commercial press 
almost entirely. Almost witholit exception, the English-Ianguage newspapers could be 
characterized as liberal, capitalist-supporting, white個owned， and white-oriented. 
Afrikaans newspapers, on the con叮叮y， supported the apartheid National Party and 
were relatively conservative; but they, too, were aimed predominantly at a white read
ership (τomase缸， Tomase妞，扭d Muller, 1987). Black readers were poorly served: The 

Sowetan, owned by white capital in the form of the Argus Group and published in 
English, was the only mainstream newspaper specmcally aimed at an urban black au
dience. During this period, many black journalists were in detention or on 出e run, 
and most were dissatisfìed with the way the English pr的 was dealing with the situa
tion (Mpofu, 1995: 60). Into this vacuum, a layer of titles loosely known as the “al
ternative press" came into being (Tomaselli and Louw, 1991). The growth of this sec
tor was entirely politically driv凹， Wl也 the bulk of the money required for the 
establishment and sustenance of these publications coming from 叩ti-ap紅theid or
ganizations abroad. These publications were at odds with the corporate press; seeing 
the latter as a serv阻t of apartheid, they were under constant attack by 也e state, which 
characterized them as subversive and correctly saw them as a point of mobilization 
against the tyranny of enforced segregation 阻d political oppression. 

One such publication was New Nation. Based in Johannesburg, New Nation was 
published between 16 January 1986 and 30 May 1997, fortnightly at fìrst and, later, 
as a weekly. Most of the “alternative press," characterized by Tomase扭曲d Louw as a 
progressive扭alternative comm山泣ty press, was to be found at 也e locallevel 阻d was pre
cariously balanced on 也ekr泣fe edge of survival and dissolution. In contrast, New Na

tion, identifìed as part of the left-alternative commercial press (τomase扭扭d Louw, 
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1991: 5-6) was situated at the nacional level, well fund巴d， widely distributed, and 
hugely influential. 1t was the only South Mrican paper to provide a systemacic vehicle 
for expression of the social-democracic aspirations of the black urban working class. 

New Nation survived two related，叩d opportunistically allied, state-sponsored as
saults during its heyday. The Br且也叩 lay Catholic movement known as Tradicion, 
Family, Property (TFP) mounted a high-profile theological campaign to discredit 也e
South Mrican Catholic Bishops' Conference (SACBC), the paper's major funder. The 
rightωwing movement also made 阻 appeal to the pope to ban the newspaper; however, 
this proved to be unsuccessful. What Rome refused to do was happily carried out by 
出e South Mrican state, working within an ideological framework of“Total Onslaugl此，
Total Strategy." Three issues of the newspaper were banne社 in February and August 
1987, and the paper closed for three months later in the s位ne year. The editor, Zwe
lake Sisulu, was imprisoned without trial for nearly two years. Advertisers were intim
idated by state agencies and warned against “sponsoring a newspaper promoting revo
lution" (Boyle, 1988: 14). The 1987 banning was justified by the state on the basis of 
TFP's (1987) glossy booklet, T加“'New Nation" and Liberation Theology. TFP claimed 
出at the government had based its decision on 出e TFP report. 

TFP's opportunistic alli叩ce with 出e Catholic-baiting apartheid government is 
one of the concerns of this chapter. Our historical analysis of media and Catholicism 
provides the historical and politico-economic context within which TFP c叩 be un
derstood as an international exporter of repression from its base in Brazil. 1 1n the pages 
也at follow we analyze 也e hist。可 ofTFP in relation to its attack on New Nation, 10-
cating both in the broader South Mrican media spectr山孔

The Catholic Right and 配泌的African State 

Politics, religion, and the media are a heady combination, never more so th阻 in the 
dying days of the apartheid state, when the battle lines were drawn in blood; but the 
alliances and discontinuities owed a great deal to pragmatism and opportunism. The 
apartheid state was characterized in large p訂t as a marriage of the National Party 叩d

the Christian-Nationalism of the Mrikaner churches, leading to what has been de“ 

scribed as “white patriotic theology" (Villa八!icencio ， 1985: 112). Mrikaner national
ist theology, the theology used to propel the state, always rested on a seeming di“ 

chotomy between 也is patriotic 也eology and a privatized pietism. When the 
state-sponsored theological intellectuals faltered in their pa出otism， suggests C. Villa
Vicencio (1 985: 113) , or were “unable to substantiate their position against conflict
ing political theologies, the secular guardians of the nation, eager for what religious le
gitimization they [could] muster, opt[ed] for a form of apolitical pietism." These 
shifting positions were clearly spelled out five years before the establishment of the 
New Nation in the 1981 state-directed Commission ofEnquiry into the Mass Media, 
under the chairmanship of]udge M. T. Steyn (hereafter referred to as the Steyn Com
mission). Directed toward the media, the Commission Report (198 1) also delved into 
the nature of religion, providing a vision of reformational individualism that was co心
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straine社 by a patriotic fervor legitimating the conservative state. The essence of reli
gion, it was argued, was “a personal relationship between the individual soul 叩d the 
Godhead"; but, at the same time, any “social conscience" that may be exercised as a 
consequence of such a 的tionship must be of a moderate kind，血d never of such an 
intensity 出at it distracts from, or negates, the spiritual center (Steyn, 1981: 497). This 
lack of “moderation," according to the Steyn Comrnission, was the “essential failure of 
black and liberation theology" (Steyn, 1981: 岳98).

The consonance_ of ideals between TFP and the apartheid government was ironic 
given that, until at least the 197郎，出e Catholic church was barely tolerated by the 
South Mrican state. lmmigration of Catholics to South A企ica had been discour迎ed
actively until 出e fall of the Por略的e colonial呵ime in Mozambiq問 hl975.ALr
that ye缸， however, colonial Portuguese-speaking Catholics were welcomed openly to 
South Aftica. This paralleled a growing accept叩ce of Portuguese ex-patriots through 
es的li如nent of trade li啦， visits to Portugal by cabinet rniniste叫 and 加 brouhaha
surrounding the 1988 Bartholomew Diaz centen紅y celebrations﹒ Portu只al was one of 
the few European countries not to threaten a tr的 embargo in protest against 
apar也eid，阻d tfle700,OOO or so PormpIESE spedEEEs who had been reiocamd to South 
Mrica retained close linh with the mother country. 

1n the c∞ont紀ex泣t of t出he Cold War it seemed obvious t切o t出he a叩P紅出eid s仗ta位te t由ha仗tt由he
?枷O盯Vl加e仗t ma缸叫ch耐h站m叫吋位叫urnp戶h叫巴

.‘communist global domination p抖lotηbe出em呵gi臼nall詛lia詛nc臼ew_咐it出htl由he s仰y付τ gewaar (“black 
threat"). At the s剖ne time, the state was fearful of growing internal opposition from 
Biack Consciousness indiectuais such as SIEVE Bik0.Themore immediate hazaki 
however, w;街也e 的ival of black political and union organization after 1973, which 
resulted in the formation of huge urban labor movements within the decade. The 
English-language press, and more particularly the alternative press, including those 
parts sponsored by dissident, nonpatriocic religious organizations, were seen as con
duits ofblack discontent.The Steyn Commission ofEnquiry into the Mass Media, rem 
fbrred to above, waspreoccupied with the recurring themes of“politicised theology and 
theologised politics" 的問rn， 1981: 77), which it described as a "pa吋cul紅ly sigr函cant
紅ea of confluence wherein the Marxist, Third W前ld 叩d Western streams of 
anti-South Aftican action meet, mingle and reinforce each other" (Ste戶， 1981: 77). 

The influx of Portuguese-speaking refugees presented a conundrurn to 也e
apartheid government. 1n the legitimating doctrine of apartheid-Christian 
nationalism一-the Calvinist original doctrine of Salvation by Eleccion had been recon
stituted into a theology of white supremacy. Followers of this predestinarian 品出 saw
Catholicism as a 出feat， becamthelatmlikemanyotherreiigiommakes provision 
for a 的II to salvation. Thus, Mrikaner nationalist ideology 1吋 for manyye半s demo
nized the Roman Catholic faith as the Roomse gevaar (“Rom血 threat") ， on a p訂 with
blackness and commun江m誌叩I訂肌r

cial stance, which provided 叫idarity and income to the burgeoning black opp戶ition
to apartheid. 

Now, however, the state had been presented with large nurnbers of suitably disaf
K叫 skilled white people who, vanquished in 出eir struggle against ‘“咒ζbCOmmmm…1…叫ism，
we叮re nevertheless Catholic tωot出hec∞or跎e. These refugees imported a conservative Catholi-
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cism, heretofore not evident in South Mrica. That a reactionary view of New Nation 
came not from 白白e refì.學es bur v扭曲 religious conservative 也ss of 阻。由er
Portuguese-speaking count哼，扭扭il， is the real iron子 The belated 0品cial approval 
zrantEd Mozambican Portllglleseimmigrants, however, could now be Easily exEErikd 
hwhite BE阻ilians， the prior demonization notwi也standing.

Sources of TFP Philosophy: 
Ecclesiastical Conservatism and Class Privilege 

The philosophical origins ofTFP can be traced to 由e nineteenth-century papal cam
paigns to negate the trilogy of the French Revolution: “Liberty, Equality, and Frater
nity.." Plinio Corr是a de Olivei詞， founder of and arch-ideologue for 出e Br也i扭扭 TFp，
stresses that the Revolution's fìnal goal was an “血紅chic" society in which all inequal
ities would be abolished. On the other hand,“Rightism a且rms .，.出at in itself, in
Equdiq is notmjust-', In Imiverse in which God created d beingsmequdinclud
ing and especially men, i吋ustice is the imposition of the equality on 叩 order of things 
which God, fbr the very highesE reasons, made unequal,, (de Olivei間， 1980). This 
starkly dichotomized opposition ofleft and right enables de Olivei泌的紅gue that any 
political program 也at pays even lip service to 也e Republican principles of Libe呵，
Equali句，品d FEaEemity is EIECEssarily both anti-Christian md Communist. 

Betw巴巴n the installation ofPius IX as pope in 18是6， two years before 出e tumult 
of1848，組d 也e end of the papacy ofLeo 范II (1878-1903) , the church had to adapt 
to increasingly po闊的ù secular states. Under Pius IX 也E chuch opposed the也eo
logical 叩d social tendency of these changes, viewing them 路也reatening to 曲e au
thority of the papacy. Leo XIII also 0悍的巴d democracy 阻d liberalism, and increas
ingly centralized 由e Vatican's authority. However, Leo's pontifìcate marked a turning 
point, for instead of refusing the modern wor拙， he developed a tactical alli組cewl也
k In smdjustice polidαhe was pr唔m叫c:M吋m叫es pro刮ed a b品r against 
an位品y， and therefore cooperation was indicated (cf. 也e encyclical Rerum Novarum, 
1891). This was a shi丘 in stra時y ra伽 than in fundamen叫 philosophy: The church 
still refused th巴 legitiznaqr of Ehe French Revolution.Equaiiy important, LZO >QII EEe 
吼叫ized the Catholic intellectual framework and restored the thought of Thomas 
Aquinas to the center of Catholic theology. 

From this Thomist beginning, Catholic rationalism took hold. The intellectual re
vival encouraged by Leo XIII in his encyclicalAeternin Patris (1 879) resulted, in p訂戶
in the application of a rational, neo-sd叫astic theology, to be taught in serninaries and 
universiqfacdties of theoiFYU Ehroughollt Europe.NEOZfloznisIIL while iIIHuentiai 
among the new intellectual circles of the church, was not readily absorbed by the mass 
of Catholic clergy and 1公ty. Alongside this intellectual thrust, the popular experience 
of Catholicism was a more sentimental pie哼" a faith bound up in ritual, often borderω 
ing on credulity 叩d s1lPEESEition-For a iazge propORion ofthe CaEhoiic hiEhhL ne。"
品。lastic rationali訂盯凹的ed outside their experie帥，位terr叫 to their 出inkingand
never incorporated into 出eir rituals and traditions or celebration and observance of 
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their religious experience; in other words, it never became part of their religious (組d
sec叫ar) culture. Bernard Connor, Order of Preachers [Ordo Praedicatorum], points 
our 也at

borh rhe racional approach to rheology 叩d rhe sencimental feeling expres
sion of rhe religion were almost entirely a-social and a-historical. R且cional，

neo-scholascic rheology was concerned wirh “timeless trurhs," while reli
gious devotions appealed to each individual's emotions. In rheir own way, 
borh sought to get away from everyday realiries and especially social issues. 
Neirher quescioned rhe starus quo in sociery; it is in this vacuum, especially 
where Carholics are in rhe majoriry and Carholicism is largely idenrifìed 
wirh rhe prevailing culrure, rhat a right-wing movement could emerge. 
(Correspondence wirh 也e aurhors, June 1988) 

One such right-wing popularist movement was TFp, a moniker that sums up a great 
deal of its ideological thrust. The org阻ization was founded in South America in 也e
context of the militarism encouraged by the United States' Military Assistance Program 
of the post-World War II era (Lerno眩， 1982: “2-3). According to the Monroe Doc
trine, the cornerstone of U.S. policy for Latin America, the former country was be扭
丘iending right-wing dictators, resulting in what has been referred to as “Creole Fas
cism" (Lernol眩， 1982: 158)-a discourse that increasingly became part of populist 
politics. Even as fascism retreated from Europe (though it was not stamped out), the 
ideology survived well into the 1970s in Argentina, in Pinochet's Chile, and in the 
Brazil of Getúlio Vargas (Lerno凹， 1982: 156-59). It was during the regim巴 of Ar
gentinàs General Juan Carlos Onganía that TFP,“another throwback to 也e Middle 
Agesf 且rst made its political mark (Lernoux, 1982: 161). 

Latin American churches, ftom whence both TFP and Junta Fascism originated, 
werep訂tic叫紅Iy conservative. Their geographic isolation from the intellectual hearcland 
ofEurope 臼山ed them to be 巴ven slower to react to the influence of nineteenth-century 
rationalism. Furthermore, the churches of Latin America, well into the twentieth cen
tury, were extremely hierarchical, with bishops wielding great temporal power and priv
ilege analogous to the church in prerevolution紅y Europe. An example was Archbishop 
Dom Geraldo Proen伊 Sigaud of Diamantina，屯 wealthy landowner, staunch opponent 
of agrarian reform, and TFP founder. Sigaud belongs to the old school of Latin Ameri呵
呵n bishops who stilllive in palaces and own huge tracts of land" (Lerno凹， 1982: 300). 

趴在eanwhil巴， at the other end of the ideological spec叮凶九 the condoned conser
vatism pervasive in p紅白 of the church was to be challenged by the Second Vatican Coun
cil (1961-1963). When the theological paradigm did change in 出e 1960s, it was the 
Theology of Liberation that challenged the supremacy of the older observations. Since 
也is was a movement 出at unabashedly opposed the exploitative class s叮uctures of capi
talism, it was regarded as extremely threatening to the bourgeois elements of the estab司
lished church. Despite Vatican II 叩d the accompanying Liberation Theology, the senti
mentality, superstition, and conservatism of the previous period were never wholly 
eradicated from the lived experience, the active Catholic culture, of many of the 胎出fì.ù.
It was therefore the prerationalistic "tradition" to which TFP paid homage, and which 
Vatican II opposed. Above all, it was a tradition that felt 也reatened by critiques of the 
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inequitable distribution of wealth. 'Not surprisingly, TFP was hostile to New Nati仰，
which actively advocated social j山tice and class restructuring, and a post-\屯ti明n II phi
losophy (Evangelii Nuntiandi, 1975, p位a. 70). TFP 白山 o旺èred to the apartheid state 

• a repackaged super-conservative viewpoint 出at struck at the very heart of the legit
imate and established Catholic church in South A臼ca;

• a church-directed (TFP) mobilization against the black labor movement, the most 
serious threat to 出e government's s怔怔ity; and 

• an attempt from without South A丘ica to delegitimize New Nation and other alter
native media. 

Anachronistic Church Attitudes toward the Media 

Although TFP's notion of Catholic culture di能rs from the cultural impulses 也at in
form the following e泣ract， on 出esurf主ce there appe訂s to be something in common 
W1也 the encyclical Mirari 協'S， published by Pope GregorγXVI on August 15, 1832, 
which was a diatribe against the new “popul缸" media of the time: 

Here belongs rbat vile and never sufficiencly execrated 品d detestable free
dom of rbe press for rbe di伍lsion of all sorts of writings: a freedom which, 
wirb so much insistence，也ey dare to demand and promote. We are horri
fì.ed, venerable brorbers, contemplating what monstrosities of doctrine, or 
better, what monstrosities of error 訂e everywhere disseminated in a great 
multitude ofbooks, parnphle俗， written documents-small certainly in rbeir 
size bur enormo凶 lil 出eir malice一from which goes our over自 face ofrbe 
t位也出at curse which we larnent. 

The church's unease with the pop叫紅 media was widespread in 出e nineteenth centu句，
and elements of suspicion continued during the early part of the twentieth century. 
Popular forms of expression were regarded as trivial, degrading, and opposed to ro
mantic classical high culture. A direct influence in discrediting the pop叫ar media as a 
site of evangelism was the “rationalism of neo-scholastic th巴ology and the emphasis on 
an abstract, metaphysical mode of explanation" (White, 1986: 18). Neo也cholastic

theology identifì吐出e Word of God with cle缸， concise, logically defìned dogmatic 
propositions. The resulting abstraction of the language of religious faith discouraged 
the use of popular media for religious communication. 

Vatican 11, Conuilunication for Social Justice, and 
也已 NewNation

The thinking that informed the Second Vatican Council, and the documents that 
came our of this process,“began the process ofbreaking the long alliance between Ro
m叩 Catholicism and socially conservative forces" (Dorr, 1983: 12). As such, they 
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marked a sea change in 也e relationships between church and state. While it is a fea
ture of papal encyclicals to invoke links with the past in order to demonstrate that they 
are part of a long tradition of teachi吟 what marked 出e documents ofV.站Vat屯扭仗叩tica叩n IIw;… a泌i 
a叩n insistence 出a訂t t叮rad也iti∞10∞nal i.卸'Ssu的r仿'S wer仗巴 being discussed i站n 出el虹19只ht of c咄ha叩n立悍ed cir
C岫stanc叫臼吭， p阿a缸r民吋t1Cl

叩叫d Davies, 198 岳 : 1). As P 訓 of 也1S P 紅adigm shifr 1nt，叫I/irifica (1963) , translated 
as "Decree on the me叩s of social communication," called on戶e church to use the 
mass media more effectively, noting that "public opinion exercises enormous influence 
nowadays over the lives, private or publicsofaii citizens,, (fntrrjidiy19qA1963, para8; 
cited in Flannery, 1975: 286). It follows, then, that 

a responsible press should be encouraged. 眩; however, one really wants to 
inform readers in a truly Christian spirit, an a的entically Carbolic press 
ought to be 俗的lished and direc吋旬出e ecclesiastical au血。“鈞一 bv
individual Carbol悶， would have for its manifest p叫ose to form , to coι 
solidate and to promote a public opinion in conformity wirb rbe natutallaw 
andwi也 Carbolic docrrine 叩d directives. (p位a. 14 in Flarmery, 1975: 289) 

The Decree was a signifìcant break from 也e past, since now Catholic culture was 
reacting vigorously to forms of clerical authoritarian communication that had charac
terized the church for 也e previous 150 ye紅s. More important, it questioned the prin
句le that "divine knowledge" was above hist的 and 叫tural contexts (珊的，臼86:
27).Informed by these unkrstanding5, Ehe South Afkican Catholic Bishops, ConfbF 
ence(SACBC)dEcided on a three-pronged strateg towardhiEiiing its media-related 
竺胡也記 The fìrst aim w;瓜 to s叩port a specifìcally Catholic press wi出 the 50uthern 
crosssa nationaiiy avaiiable weekiy distributed through parishes asthe hgship-This 
newspaper was fìrst published in October 1920. While 也e 50uthern Cross was verv 
supportive of Vatican II, it w的 poli叫lly not 叩 activist newspaper 扭曲e 1960s, 
largely subscribing to the motto 出at politics and religion don't mix well. An exception 
WO11id k a bishop'S Statement concerning apartheid and social jusdccor a pardc叫位
current event 出at could not be ignored (though m組y such events were ignored). 

A change of editorship in the early 1970s coincided with a greater ourspokenness 
against ap位Eheid within the SACBC, iEd by Archbishop DEnnis Hurley and Others. 
This outspokenmss woldd increasingiy be rERected in the Soutbrm CTosin the 197OS 
叫 198已﹒While 出e newspaper would not ofren venture a poli叫 opinion， it did 
cover var10US storíes concerning the 阻ti-apartheid struggle, detentions of activist bish-
0抖， SEatEmenES on issues ofsodai jusEiccmd thE ike-However, Ehe newspaper was 
strongly criticized by Catholic anti-apartheid Justice and Peace activists for what was 
perceived as a lukewarm response to the political situation wi也in the country. 

The found叫on of Ne叫切i仰 coincided with 出e 1街t few months of心 oeriod
of the 1叩ory ofthe 50吵的。你 Editorial policy beωne more haphaza叭沾er the 
editorship of Cardinal Owen McCann (1 98ι199 1). It is apparent 出at no clear pol
I可 or vision existed in terms of political coverage, though “你uggle repor凶"we…till
published (Simmermacher, 2002). 

The SECond aim regMding the Catholic media mandate was tOPERtr 出e support 
ofa SEmii amber ofindependently produced newspapers in Afkican i叩guages，位nong
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which UmAfi如 w訟 the most important (see Tomaselli and Louw, 1991). The 出rd
aim was to sustain a more secularly orienred press whose main rationale was the pro
motion of social justice. This is where the SACBC's interest in 1准ω Nation played a 
role. The thrust of the newspaper was broadly ecurnenical, concerned with other areas 
of supportive Christian culture-not just wi出 Catholicism.

ln 1987 New Nation had a circulation of 66,000 and an estimated readership of 
260,000. By 199哇， at the time of South Africa's fìrst democratic elections, circulation 
had increased to 100,000. A qu位ter of its readers comprised students; a second quar
ter, workers; over a third we也 white-collar employees; and the remaining 10 percenr 
were unemployed. Readership comprised 13.5 percenrwhites, 7.5 percent "coloureds," 
2.4 percenr Asians, and 76.6 percent blacks (Orkin, 1987). New Nation focused 
mainlyon 出e acrivities of the Congress of South African Trade Unions, United Dem
ocratic Fronr a血liates， church organizations, and other nonaligned bodies adhering to 
nonracial principles. 

Country-wide stringers linked to activist leaders and communities in 出eir respec
tive 訂eas fed the paper with copy. As a national newspaper, New Nation could not re
ally serve individuals and organizations at 出e community level, as did so many other, 
far less highly capitalized community-based publications, which appeared once every 
fìve or six weeks (Tomase也叩d Louw, 1991). The newspaper attempted to represenr 
all of South A丘ica's major geographical regions, but the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vaal 
Triangle-the industrial hearcland-tended to dominate its news focus. New Nation 
Oohannesburg), Somh (Western Cape), and New African (Durban) established a co
operarive news-swapping system by the end of the 1980s. 

The paper was run on business principles with funding channelled from the EU 
and Nordic countries via the SACBC. Consensual editorial practices were developed, 
together with discriminatory advertising policies. For ex位nple， t也h巴 news叩pa叩pe缸r r，紀efì.弘IS鈴ed
E昀O 挂缸cc臼ep伊t advertising 丘om 也et叮ra叩nsna紅扣tio∞n旭叫a址lp巴仗E叮troleu山叩l江lfl跤mg哥la扭ntS品h唸ell， 紅忍伊lÍng 也a仗tdes哼pi泊t紀E 

由a仗E 叫npa叫n叮叮lη矽y危.'s i 盯肌E叫stmen叫1
c∞orporation was perceived to be a supporter of apartheid. 

lronically; while opposed to the liberal anti-apartheid but pro-capitalist English
language press, New Nation had to rely on this press's distribution company for i臼 na

tional circulation. 
The paper covered areas of social 叩dc叫m叫 importance， such as education, per

formance, cultural experiences and 凹pr'臼sions of all kinds; it also fostered commUl吐q
aw紅闊的組d offered comm山1Íty support. Polirics was only part of the diet it provided. 
In short, New Nation did not indulge in polirics for 伊拉拉cs' sake. The church's emphasis 
on “group media" 扭曲 1980s was incongruenr with Paulo Freire's (1 970) id間 on

consclo凶ness-r也sing， whereby parricipants of group discussions were “encouraged to be
come aware of their un也凶φ19 dependency on the cultural environmenr and to see them
selves as acrive parricipants in the crearion of culture and history" (White, 1986: 31). 

As this thumbnail sketch of the newspaper indicates, there was a clear antagonism 
between the aims of the newspaper and those of the ultra-conservative TFP: Whereas 
TFP's whole philosophy was to reclaim 叩 anachronistic， authoritarian Catholic cul
ture conrrolled by the dominant classes in socie句; making the poor and powerless de
pendenr upon it, New Nation wanted to democratize ecurnenical Christianity by 
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telling readers that 出ey have agency in conresting oppression. At 出es位ne rime, TFP's 
theology, which positioned blacks as passive recipienrs of an authoritarian culture im
posed from above, was totally opposed to the conrempor訂y Catholic church (cf. 
White, 1986: 34). 

TFP preferred to see people as victims of history in terms of prerational Catholic 
culture. New Nation was but one of hundreds of church initiatives around the world 
engaged in consciousness-raising. Since TFP worked from an inductive position, it was 
able to single out New Nation from the broader conremporary Catholic media culture 
and thereby generalize an戶hing written in the paper as "communist inspired." Locat
ing 也e newspaper within 伽 Catholic press in Africa, South America, and other neo
colonial countries would have forced them to claim that all Catholic media are “com
munist." As Robert White (1986: 3是) explains: 

The effortω 世ansform the media is part of the broader commitment to 
build a more j凶t and human sociery. In Lacin America, for example, Chris
cians working in radio started with a tradicional instrumentalist version of ra
dio and gradually, with 也e background of a出eracion theology, transformed 
it into a more participatory communicacion, the voice of the voiceless. 

The above quotes from White describe exaccly what New Nation was doing: moving 
away from the rubric of church-as-dogma to church-and-community. One element of 
this movemenr was the theology of liberation. 

NewNation 

New Nation was established to engage not only in a theology of liberation but, more 
fundarnenrally, in the post-Vatican II conception of where the church should be go
ing. While the philosophical underpinning was a move away from proselytization 
through an authoritarian didactical approach toward a small-group, communi可μ
oriented approach with a strong emphasis on social and community developmenr, the 
motivations offered by the paper's sta能rs were more bluncly mass-political. 
Post-Vatic阻 II theology goes beyond the traditional confìnes of doctrine; it moves 
from being a theology to being a culture of Chrisrianity 也at permeates all aspects of 
the lived Catholic (and broadly ecurnenically Christian) experience. Liberation 也eol

ogy is only a subs巴ction of the post-Vatican theology. The idiosyncrasies of how the 
paper's staffers interpreted 出is mission 位e not our concern here; however, though the 
paper was owned by SACBC, one staffer assurned that “the Church eventually ceded 
ownership to its staffers, who bec在me its 'custodians'" (Mpo缸， 1995: 62). 

ln conrrast to TFP's instrumenralist and hierarchical view of communication, 
New Nation fulfìlled its mandate for a community-oriented, theologically based peo
ple's paper, inspired by gospel values. This approach demanded that resources be redi
rected from the institutional church (parochial schools, expensive parish hierarchies) 
into mass-directed but community-orienred channels of information/media. New 
Nation was owned by the church but run by 出e laity (a movemenr away from 
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authority-directed instruction). ln attempting to build a communication of symbolic 
gospel witness through free, public, secular mass communications that the church it
self did not control, the church entered the public debate, making the paradox of its 
powerlessness, simplic旬; and commitment to 也e poor the basis of socioethical v品
ues III an a血uent， consumer-oriented society (White, 1986: 26). 

Meanwhile，出e international TFP Newsletter started life 扭扭扭il in 1980, with 
the South African edition fìrst appe紅ing in 1987, pub位shed by TFP's South African 
Bureau. Faced with changed political and ideological circumstances that are beyond 
the scope of this chapter, the newsletter disappeared after 1991. Despite its general po
sition of referring to the potential of all media to “influence the will" (TFP, 1987: 
12/13) , it was used specifìcally against New Nation to imply出at the paper was n叫“lll
fluencing the will" “correctly"-in other words, that New Nation was in keeping with 
prerationalist Catholic doctrine. ln choosing to use the late Pope Pius 姐1's position in 
their 位研立nent for action against New Nation , TFP leaders ignored his concern about 
freedom of thought, as expressed in the following quot巴 concerning his efforts to deal 
with the task of the Christian press: “ Peace is served by true freedom of thought and 
by man's right to his own judgement, always that is in the light of divine law. Where 
public opinion ceases to express itself free旬; peace is in danger." 

Church and State 

Ideologically, the church was a more diffìcult adversary for the apartheid regime 也an
either the labor movement or the press. The church had wide legitimacy 也nong the 
state's own broad constituency-white,“coloured," and lndian voters. The church was 
not marginal to the apartheid constituency in the same way as was the labor move
ment. In fact, labor was the adversary of the state's constituency-that is, big capital 
and much of the white working class. It would therefore have been extremely unwise 
to counter the church solely through coercion.2 The government attempted to dele
gitimize the church hierarchy in 也e eyes of its membership. ln 也is case it tried to de
stroy the popular legitimacy of the bishops, by supporting TFP's attack on the SACBC 
and thereby negating the authority of the church's resistance to apartheid. The entry of 
TFP into the arena, wi也 its neatly packaged neo-conservative theology and pseudo回
scientifìc content analysis of New Nation, added unexpected support to the state. 

Simultaneously, TFP's strategy of focusing on New Nation gave further impetus to 
the wider attack on the alternative press in general (cf. Tomaselli 組d Louw, 1991). 
Once government realized how TFP could be co-opted into supporting its onslaught 
against democratic opposition, the organization received state support and encourage
ment. In an interview withTFP (Durb組)， our researcher was shown copies of letters 
written to TFP by the state president and a cabinet minister in which they commended 
them for upholding the aims of the National Party government. The end result was 
that 出e state's reasons for the three-month prohibition of the New 1油tíon during 1987 
were couched in terms that TFP had tried to popularize through its publications. Their 
arg山nent rested, fìrst, on the assumption 出at the struggle against apartheid was a 
manifestation of Soviet imperialism; second, on the perception 也at the alternative 
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press 位nong other forces incited violent revolution; and 出i泣， on the belief that a con
spiracy allied 也is press to 也巴 forces of communist imperialism. 

TFP mobilized anachronistic elements of Catholicism in stating its case against 
New Nation. ln his critique of the Republican principle of Liber句; de Oliveira equates 
the advocacy of freedom with anarchy. Combating this tendency required the adop
tion of a highly authoritarian st祖ce， in which the support of the strong (preferably 
milit位y) state was an urgent n駝的ity. Further, his denunciation of those, including 
some “rightists," who “:made concessions to the egalitarian spirit" underscores the cen
trality of class privilege on which the whole of the TFP movement was based. 

The Post-Apartheid Era 

The fìnal edition of New Natíon appeared on May 30, 1997. Battered by 副ling read
ership, declining donor support, and a lack of experienced editorial staff, the newspa
per b位ely survived the installation of the democratic dispensation it had fought so 
hard to help install. lts previously banned editor was now chief executive offìcer at the 
South African Broadcasting Corporation. On the verge of liquidation, New Natíon was 
bought by New Africa lnvestments Limited (NAIL) in 1995, owner of the Black Con
sciousness, Pan A丘ican Congress-leaning 50wetan. NAIL was owned by African Na
tional Congress (ANC)一supporting Dr. Nthato Motlana, and his purchase of the debt
ridden New Nation helped NAIL to realign the 50wetan politically toward the ANC 
(Mpo缸， 1995: 79a). 50仰tan editor Aggrey 間組te told Bhe隘 Mpofu (1 995: 78) 也at

“Because 50帥tan was considered 阻ti-A1'駝， our new owners were under pressure 
from the ANC to ensure that they reformed the paper. We were also kind of lagooned 
into buying New Natíon because of its obvious connections with 出e people it sup
ported during the liberation struggle who 紅e now in power." 

The 50wetan had been sold by Argus to Motlana in late 1993. NAILS acquisition 
of New Nation twO years later also represented a growing consolidation of ANC-led 
black economic empowerment. Begun with 也at earlier transaction, this dynamic con
tinued in a deal in 1996 when uruon-held black-owned capital bought out South 
Africàs second-largest media conglomerate, Times Media, in th巴 largest cash transac
tion in South African history (Tomaselli, 2000). 

The contraction of the left-alternative and left commercial presses, in the fìrst in
stan白， occurred after 199是 becaus巴拉mding agencies accommodated the 晶晶 ftom ac
tivism against the state to a policy of affìrmation of the new representative state. The 
constitutional transformation of 1990-1996 removed the grounds for many org阻lZa
tions' raison d'在tre. The developmental problems bequeathed by the old state to the 
new one could be confronted. As a result, funding agencies channeled their support 
into government initiatives aimed at redress. At the s位ne time, the intellectual and 
managerial cadres from resistance org叩izations moved into parliament, government, 
and the state. New Natíon survived for only another two ye帥， during which time its 
socialist content was toned down. TFP disappeared soon a丘er 1992. 

TFP had totally misjudged the mood in South Aftica. lt neither obtained mass 
support from the local Portuguese-speaking immigrants nor managed to discredit 出e
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SACBC among white South Africans. TFP was most likely a tempor呵~ if useful，血泊
in the pan as far as the disintegrating apartheid state was concerned. 

White offers some germ叩e conclusions regarding two kinds of responses within 
the Catholic church on 也e experience of media. The fìrst is that the "Church has 
feared the popul位 media as a threat and as a challenge to the rigidities of its past in
stitutional investment" (White, 1986: 35). That 出is was the position of TFP is ab

solutely clear. The name of 也e organization, its revitalization of heraldic symbols, its 
reference to the words of popes long gone, its autocratic values, and its fear of the mod
ern age 訂e all indicated in its publications. The second kind of response-一one in 
which New Nation, for all its own internal religious, theological，叩d related contra
dictions and probler郎， can be located-“is that collectively the Church has wanted to 

take a longer, more profound look at this [the media] phenomenon in order to un
derstand 阻d appreciate its full signifìcance for human development and development 
III 鼠也" (White, 1986: 35).3 One seωin the Catholic media humanism and the great 
influence of the Second Vatican Council, especially the Pastoral Constitution of the 
Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et 學es). In 也is sense, the Council has been 
of great signifìcance for opening the culture of contempor訂y Catholicism to the new 

world of mass popular media run by the laity. 

Notes 

1. This analysis is based 0叩n c∞O叩ntraιαE 記悶search u叩1江m叫nd由ertaken b句'y t伽he沈eC臼on闊E紀巴m呻po仗ra吋r勾ry Ct心u曲l

Srudωle位5 Ur叫1吋ir on beha泣lf of 1、冶恥跆伽wl、Va臼d抑;0仰n (Che呵叮y石" 1988; CCSU, 1988). 
2. An exarnple of such coercion would be rhe banning or deraining of church personnel. The 

church's legirimacy 位nong rhe stare's broad consriruency did nor prevenr rhe stare from placing 
rhe Reverend Beyers Naud丘， a minisrer in rhe quasi-official Durch Reformed church, under 
long-rerm house arresr for his parr in leading a rheological revolr againsr ap位rheid.

3. Neo引holasric rheologies of communicarion shifred gradually as a resulr of biblical and 
hisrorical srudies mainraining rhar rhe “exacr wrirren formulas of docrrine were nor in rhem
selves idenrical wirh divine knowledge bur also reflecred rhe lirerary genres, hisrorical circum
sr叩ces and culrural conrexr of rhe rime" (Wh的， 1986: 28). The communicarive discourse of 
rhe Bible and of religion in general resrs on rhe connorarive, evocarive power of imagery, sym伊
bols, and myrh. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Falun Gong, Identity, and the 
Struggle over Meaning Inside 
and Outside China 

YuezhiZhao 

During prime time on March 5, 2002, the eight-channel Changchun municipal cable 
television network in Northeast China was hacked by practitioners of Falun Gong, a 
quasi-religious movement that has been the target of massive Chinese state repression 
since July 1999. For nearly one ho叫 Falun Gong propaganda replaced state propa戶
ganda on the television screens of a major Chinese provincial capital. Two videos were 
successfully broadcast into more than 300,000 households: One glorified Falun Gong 
and celebrated its global legitimacy and popularity; the other exposed Chinese state 
brutality against the movement, turning state propaganda on its head. Contrary to 
state propaganda abour the attempted selιimmolation of Falun Gong extremists in 
Tiananmen Squ紅e， the Falun Gong-produced video deconstructed CCTV footage 
frame by 丘ame， concluding 出at the whole spectacle w:在s conspired by the Chinese 
state in 叩巴品rt to discredit the group. The whole city, the birthplace of Falun Gong, 
was stunned. The result was extensive global media coverage and the Chinese state's in
tensified prosecution of Falun Gong members in the city. 

This is not an isolated incident but, rather, one of many dramatic episodes in a sus徊
tained struggle over representation between Falun Gong and the Chinese media. What 
is Falun Gong? How did it suddenly burst onto the Chines巴 and global political stage? 
What explains the intensity of the struggle? What does it say about the politiαofrep伊
resentation inside and ou臼ide reformed China? Moreover, Falun Gong is not an exclu
sively Chinese phenomenon. From its nascent Chinese origin, it has been quickly glob
alized, wi也 Chinese and n。如Chinese adherents throughout the world and a 
tr叩snational network of websites and individual practitioners as local contac臼. The 
Chinese state's ouclawing of the movement in July 1999 dramatically intensified the in
teractions between Falun Go嗯's overseas networks and its underground elements inside 
China. The two videos broadcast in the above-mentioned hacking incident, for ex也n
ple, were produced overseas. And the Internet postings put up by overseas Falun Gong 
members quickly reached underground members inside China. These observations lead 
us to a final question: In what ways do all of these episodes expose the contradictory na
ture of“network" communication-as impressively practiced by Falun Gong-which is 
heralded as liberatory and progressive yet, in this specific case, not only facilitated an 
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unprecedented challenge against a repressive state but also engendered a qu缸-religious
h平也mentalist movement with app訂ent conservative sensibilities? 

Falun Gong presents itselfωa virtuous form of self-cultivatÏon and spiritual e于
lie:htenment. The Chinese state denounces it as an anti占山n阻旬; antÏ-science, antÏ

shdevHc叫t﹒ Myp呻ose 1叭his chapter is to cl扭身 howFalun Go月 emerged as an 
alternative meaning system in Chinàs tightly controlled media environment and to ex
M世ne its communication pamrns from a domestic as wen as giobai pmpedive-I f且irsts仗t 

a吋ddr郎由伽e broad p戶oliti缸叫lC叫a
w吶i也i扭n Cl蚓1泣ina. 1 then expl位n the particular ideological and media environment 也at
e:ave rise to Falun Gon立 and its contestations over mainstream Chinese media repre
i已叫悶， cuiIIMEiniruts famous demonstration in B吋ing on April25, 1999. Fi
nally, 1 阻alyze the structural and discursive aspects of Falun Gong's multifaceted me
dia activism and discuss its implications. 

Falun Gong and the Dialectic of Chinàs Reforms 

Falun Gong's comp1exity begins wi也 its name. Both its popular name, Falun Gong, 
and 出e movement-own preferred rime, Falun DafLHgHight its practical and spirm 
itual dimensions. Falun Gong literally means “Dharma Whee1 Practice," which refers 
to a series of five stretchin反 and meditation exercises aim吋 at channeling 阻dh紅m。“
nizing the qi, or vital energy, that supposedly circulates through the body. Theories 
about the flow and function of qi 紅e basic to traditional Chinese medicine and health
enhancing qigong exercises. At the same time, because traditional Chinese culture as
sumes “a profound interpenetration of matter and spirit, body 叩d soul" (Madsen, 
2000:24品， Falun Go呵，;aswithotherforms ofqigo呵， emph訟lzes 伽 unity of phys
ical and soiritt叫 healing， in contrast to the Western distinction between medicine a叩n
E認吋eli炫只i切O扎了o bringabo肘health benefi院 the physic在1 exercises m間 be accompanied by 
moral cui加ation and spiritual exercisesωaw可 of focusing the mind. For Falun 
Gon丘， the virtues to cultivate 釘EMu也fulness，"“benevo1ence" 在nd “forbe位朋ce."

The religio帥部pect of Falun Gong is undersco吋 by its integration of folk Bud
也ist andτhoist discourses in its physicalmspirituai exercises-This is thE Context in which 
Falun Dafa ass叫nes its meaning. Falun Dafa literally means the “Dharma Wheel Great 
Dharma," a phrase in which “Dharmà' is the Buddhist 臼rm for both the cosmic 1aws 
and 也e rEVeiimydoctmes ta可;ht by the Buddha. Thus, whereas Falun Go月 E呵ha
駝的 mrydaypUckqFaimDa正 highlights doctrinal 呵成低 Following the tradition 
of Chinese folk Budd1由吼 Li Hongzl泣， the founder of Falun Gong, has written books 
about cosmic 1aws. This kirld of folk religion, often containing a millenari阻 element
that condemns the corrupt nature of the world and predicts its imminent end, has a 
10ng history in China--one that has even inspired massive rebellions. 

Falun Gong daims supernatural powers in curing incurab1e diseases, 1evitation, 
and clairv。可Farl-thfough a “third eye." Drawing upon oriental mysticism and tradi
tional Chi-se medici-, it criticizes the iimtsofmodem sci閃閃 vlewl時 traditional
Chinese science as 叩 entirely different, yet equally valid, know1edge system. Con-
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comitantly, it borrows 也e 1anguage of modern science in representing its cosmic laws. 
Th凶， Falun Gong is not conceptualized as a religious faith; on the con叮叮y， its mem
bers, which indude doctorate ho1ders ftom prestigious American universities, see it as 
“a new form of science" (Mads凹， 2002: 244). 

Falun Gong, then, is a multifaceted and totalizing movement that me阻s different 
things to different peop1e, ranging from a set of physical exercis臼叩dapr缸is of位朋s
formation to a moral philosophy and a new know1edge system. Its pro1iferation in 
China in the 1990s reflected the profound contradictions of the Communist Party's 
technocratic-oriented modernization drive. Although various forms of qigong had 
flourished in China in the 198郎， it is no coincidence that Falun Gong, the most in
fluential and ex位eme form, emerged in 1992. Indeed, it was responding to the deep 
and widespread ideo1ogical and identity crises that followed the 1989 suppression of 
叩 elite-1ed prodemocracy movement. In 1992, Deng called for an end to debates 
about the po1itical and social meaning of the economic reforms, and urged the entire 
population to p1unge into the sea of commercialism 組d engage in the pursuit of ma
terial wealth and national power. Falun Gong, in con叮ast， insisted on the search for 
me組ing and called for a radical transcendence of materialism in b。也出e mundane 
組d philosophical senses. 

Falun Gong does seem to address 出e multifaceted concerns of a pop叫ation 凹，

dergoing a drastic social transformation. One such concern is physical heal白， which as
sumed a new sense of urgency atter 1992 when the collapse of the state socialist health
C位e system made c位e increasing1y unaffordab1e to a 1arge proportion of the population. 
The pr凹的es of modernization and urbanization, which accelerated atter 1992, have 
1ed to drastic social dislocations and created an increasingly atomized society. But Falun 
Gong's group exercise activities build a血泊的s and provide a sense of community 
among its participants. On a moral1evel as well, Falun Gong-wi也 its celebration of 
出e virtues of truthfulness, benevo1ence, and forbearance, and its condemnation of cor
ruption, moral decay, excessive materialism, and ruthless pursuit of wealth and power
offers a powerful critique of the ideo1ogical and moral ba1求ruptcies of出e reform pro
gr訂n. Contrary to the who1esale condemnation of the state socialist experience by 
liberal intellecruals, Li Hongzhi's writings disp1ay nostalgia for the socialist morality of 
也e 1950s and 1960s and comment on the corrosive impact of commercialization. 

Falun Gong is a Chinese manifestation of a worldwide backlash against capitalist 
modernity and a testimony to the importance of meaning. It underscores the “power of 
identi勾l' (Caste恥， 1997). Though Falun Gong is grounded in Chinese cultural tradi
tions and responds to 山叫ue post“ 1989 Chinese realities, it addresses universal concerns, 
asking humanity to take a “fresh 100k" at itself叩dreex位副ne its dominant value system. 
It is p紅tly for 出is reason that Falun Gong appeals to some non-Chinese peop1e in the 
West. Although the Chin臼e government condemns Falun Gong as having fallen prey to 
premodern superstitions，也e movement acrually articulates a mixture of premodern, 
modern, and posrmodern sensibilities. It has estab1ished a “resist扭扭 identi可戶，一一one that 
r臼ists prevailing p山5位ts of weal品， power, scientific rationali句; and, indeed, the entire 
value S)叫em associated with the project of modernization. 在ue to 也e observation that 
such an identity is generated by “those actors 出at are in positions/conditions devalued 
and or/ stigmatized by 也e logic of domination, th叫 building trenches of resistance 阻d
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survival on the basis of principles di蛙èrent from, or opposed to, those permeating the in
stitutions of society" (Castells, 1997: 8), Li Hongzhi addtesses precisely the a'αors and as
pects of subjectivity bruised by 出e ruthless march of Chinese modernity-from bicycle 
riders struck by rec凶ess car dtivers to unemployed workers-and provides an alternative 
mear也19 system within which individuals 明n come to terms with their 位penenc也 The

multiple 山úolding struggles over 也is resistance identity match, in both speed and in
tensi哼; the wider social transformation in China. 

In a complete reversal of the events of 1989, which were characterized by an out
pouring of desires for po出臼1 participation, many people turned to Falun Gong pre
cisely because 出ey saw it as an apolitical response to their individual and social con
cerns. By focusing on self-cultivation and individual moral salvation, and by urging its 
members to take lighdy or give up “attachments" to the desires, arnbitions, and senti
mentality that ordinarily rule modern human盯è， Falun Gong is reactive, defensive，組d
politically conservative. Like many forms of religious fundarnentalism, it is not a pur
veyor of “a social project" (Caste祉， 1997: 106). Y仗， it turns out to be the most politi
cized and highly mobilized form of social contestation in post-1989 China. No other 
disenfr組chized social group, including ovettaxed farmers and laid-off workers, for ex
也nple， has been able to stage a mass protest near Zhongnanh泣，也e symbolic heart of 
Chinese politiαsince 1989. Similarly, although the post-Mao Chinese state attempted 
to avert ideological struggles, it ended up having to wage a Maoist-style ideological 間m
paign against the movement. Such is 出e dialectic of Chin詩“econornic" reforms. 

Falun Gong, the Chinese State，組d Media Politics 

If the contradictions of the Chinese reform prograrn provided the broad social and cul
tural conditions for the rise of Falun Gong, the partial retreat of the Chinese state in 
social and culturallife and the unique political economy of the Chinese media system 
made it a reality. Falun Gong was initially legitimated by the Chinese state, which tol
erates 叩d sanctions various traditional cultural practices. It was then spread by the 
highly commercialized and competitive book and audiovisual sectors of the Chinese 
media system and supported by a massive underground publishing and distribution 
market. As p位t of Chinàs rapidly expanding post-Mao quasi-autonomous civil soci
ety, various qigong societi白， including Li Hongzhi's Falun Dafa Research Society, were 
established under the umbrella organization, China Qigong Research Society, which is 
affùiated wi出世 State Sports Commission and thus incorporated into formal state 
structure. The involvement of a signifìcant number of people from all social strata 
across the country-as well ~ the participation and support of 0旺ìcials at the top and 
middle levels of the Party stâte hierarchy in Falun Gong, which has its strongest bases 
in Chinàs industrial and agricultural heartlands and arnong 出e late-middle-aged peo
ple who have witnessed the most drastic social transformations一increased Falun 
Gong's legitimacy and popular appeal. 

Li Hongz祉， a rniddle-aged clerk with a high school education, began to introduce 
Falun Gong in 1992 through public lectures. The practice spread quickly through word 
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of mouth and the demonstrative effect of the spectacle of group exercises in public 
parks. By 1996, Falun Gong had attra，αed millions of followers. I Reform-era Chinàs 
unique media and ideological environment provid吐出e necess訂y communication and 
cultural infrastructure. On the one hand，也eP位可T state maintained tight control of 
both media structure and content. On 如 other hand, the media system underwent a 
process of rapid commercialization. Both processes were intensi且ed in the years afrer 
1989: A massive post-June 益也 media purge aimed at re叫ning ideologiα1 control was 
followed by 也e further unleashing of market forces in the media in 1992 (Zhao, 1998, 
2000, 2001; Lee, 2000). In con叮ast to the Maoist approach of politicizing popul位 cul

ture and waging society-wide ideological struggles, Dengist reformers more narrowly re
stricted the ideological fìeld to explicidy political doctrines espoused by elite intellectu
als and tried to lirnit ideological carnpaigns wi也in the Party. The Party state kept a close 
eye on political and ideological challenges from both the lefr (iιthose who opposed 
恥地位 capitalistic developments) 組d the right (iιthose who advocated Western-style 
liberal democra可 along with econornic liberalization), while leaving considerable lee
way for "nonpolitical" content, best symbolized by both Western-inspired 
entertainment-oriented pop叫arc叫ture and traditional Chinese folk c叫ture， including 
qigong. At 出e s位ne that the state retained tight control of the news media and sup
pressed politically oriented alternative media oudets-from elite intellecrual journals to 
newsletters published by disenfranchized workers-it promoted 也e rapid di伍lSion of 
printing, audiovisual, and telecommunication technologies throughout society，阻d al
lowed the development of a vibrant private book distribution system 阻d阻 audiovisual
industry of popular educational and entertainment products. Rarnpant commercialism 
led state publishing houses, wi出 waning state subsidies, to print whatever would sell. 

Several official publishing houses served as fìrst-wave promoters of Li Hongzl泣's

ideas. Between 199是 and 1996, at least seven official publishing houses were involved 
in the publication of his books, compiled hastily and sometimes incoherendy from his 
lectures. Most signifìcandy, in late 199是 China Radio and Broadcasting Press, the pub
lishing arm of the State Administration for Radio, Film, and Television, publish巴d Li's 
main book Zhu Falun, which contains co閃 Falun Gong doctrines. Meanwhile, two 
major provincial audiovisual publishing houses in Northeast China released audio- and 
videotapes of Li's lectures and exercise instructions. The involvement of 0的cial pub
lishing houses, like the participation of elites in the practice, ensured the initiallegiti
macy of Falun Gong. By early 1996, Zhu Falun had become a bestseller in Beijing. 

The market appeal of Falun Gong publications led to the involvement of Chinàs 
powerful underground book publishing and distribution network. This uno伍cial net
work consists of。在ìcial publishing houses that have book numbers (that is, book reg
istration numbers or ISBNs, distributed only to state但sanctioned publishing houses) 
but are unable to fìnd marketable m叩uscripts and are therefore willing to sell the book 
numbers for cash; print shops hungry for any business opportunity at all; and under
ground book distributors and vendors eager to cash in on marketable books. The 扎
nancially struggling Qinghai People's Publishing House, for exarnple, illegally sold 
book numbers to book vendors who had been authorized by Li to publish his work. 
These vendors managed to produce 3.51 million copies of four more books by Li 
(“Three Major Cases," 1999). 
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The underground market also supplied numerous pirated versions of the official1y 
published books. These books benefited from the coordinated promotion of Li's 
Be句ing-based Falun Dafa Research Society and Falun Gong's network of local organ
izers. wi出 the official ban against al1 Falun Gong publications in mid-1996, the pro
duction and distribution of Falun Gong materials went entirely underground through 
businesses run byagents authorized by Li. For exampl巴， between 1996 andApril1999, 
Falun Gong's Wuhan director, through her husband's business outlet, sold millions of 
Falun Gong books and audiovisual products, as well as tens of thousands of exercising 
accessories, badges, picrures, posters, and banners, wi也 a total sale of 91.24 million 
yuan (US$11 m也ion) 組d a profit of 27.45 million yu叩 (US$3.4 m血on) (“Three 
M司or Cases," 1999). 

The Chinese news media, which is more tightly controlled, had a different rela
tionship with Falun Gong. The spectac叫ar rise of Falun Gong received scant journ泣，
istic attention. But by mid-1996, articles critical ofFalun Gong began to appe缸， a slgn 
that Chinàs media and ideological establishrnent were considering Falun Gong's in
fluence on society. On July 2哇， 1996, the State Press and Publications Administration 
issued an internal circular banning the further publication and circulation of Falun 
Gong material (“The April25 Event," 2001). 

A number of factors were involved in the souring relations among Falun Gong and 
the Chinese state and the news media, including infighting between Chinàs qigong es
tablis站nent 叩d Falun Gong (Schechter, 2000: 是2--43) ， and possible blackrnailing and 
lobbying efforts on 也e part of Li's qigong opponents and scientists-cum-ideologues 
with political motives and a血liations wi也 competing central Party leaders, which 
caused 出e shift in the state's position. Between June 1996 組dJuly 1999，出ere were 
intense struggles among Falun Gong, the mainstream media, and the Chinese power 
elite over the starus and treatment of this movement. While Falun Gong had some elite 
support (L泊， 2000) and was implicated in the elite power struggles , given 出at it was 
fundamental1y at odds with 0品cial ideology, there were individuals within the scien
tific, ideologic泣， and political establishments predisposed to attack Falun Gong in the 
media. Factional struggles aside, the ruling elite as a whole had three main reasons to 
be concerned with Falun Gong: There were more Falun Gong believers 出an Party 
members; there were Falun Gong members inside the state's military, securi句; educa
tional, and media establishrnents; 阻d Falun Gong operated with an organizational 
structure that was incredibly e能ctive in its ability to penetrate Chinese society. 

Elite debates over the Falun Gong we閃閃flected in the Chinese media. Despite 
sporadic negative articles, many in local and market-oriented papers, there was no sys
temic and large-scale campaign against Falun Gong in the official media between 1996 
叩d April1999. In fact, various media outlets 0位red occasional positive stories. What 
was significant, however, was Falun Gong's consistent response to any negative media 
story 叩d its relentless counterattack against the responsible outlets. Falun Gong mem“ 

bers were by no means the first victims of the Chinese mediàs symbolic violence. Nor 
was Falun Gong the only group that protested against media representation. Nonethe
less, it was by far the most mobilized and steadfast in its response to negative media 
portrayal. Between April 1998 and mid-1999, Falun Gong members initiated more 
than 300 protests over ne研討e media representation (“Falun Gong," 1999; “The Po-
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litical Objectives," 1999), with strategi臼 r血ging 丘om exercising in front of news or
ganizations to harassing individual editors and reporte瓜 Falun Gong's aggressive tac
tics had an impact. For exampl巴， in May 1998, after a sustained campaign against Bei
jing Cable Television over a negative doç凹nentary， Falun Gong members suçcessfully 
pressured the station both to broadcast a positive program (“The April 25 Event," 
2001) and to discipline a responsible producer. According to a Falun Gong source I in
terviewed,2 Beijing propaganda authorities subsequently imposed a blackout against 
any critical media material about the group. Consequently, He Zhouxin, a member of 
出e Chinese Academy of Sciences and Falun Gong's chief critic in Beijing, had to pub
lish his critique of the group in a smal1 publication in Ti叩jin in April1999. 

The three-year struggle between Falun Gong and the Chinese media over repre
sentation reached its apex in April1999, with sÍx days of protests by Falun Gong mem
bers over He's article in Tianjin, leading to a peaceful demonstration by more than 
10,000 Falun Gong members near Zhongnanhai in Beijing on April25, 1999. In these 
protests, not only were specmc claims disputed, but there was also 阻 insistence on pos
itive reporting of the movement. As the protes臼 would demonstrate repeatedly, at stake 
is not a matter of evidençe and opinion but, rather, a matter of “:truth," which is pre
cisely what Falun Gong's revelatory doctrines al10wed the group to attain. This deciι 
edly instirutional approach to “truth" is underscored by the fact 也at， unlike an increas
ing number of Chinese citizens who have taken individual media outlets to 出e co盯ts

in libel cases, Falun Gong did not entertain 叩y notion of separation between media or
ganizations and the Chinese government. Despite its explicit demand that the govern
ment 1挂出e publication ban against Falun Gong books, Falun Gong demanded more 
出叩 the right tO reply to media criticism: It demanded the censorship of opponents' 
views in the first place. Falun Gong, then, may be understood as a movement of resist
ance, but it is one 出at 0能rs no resistance to either the theory or the practice of cen
sorship. Indeed, the movement acrual1y urged the Chinese government to use its pow
ers of censorship to muzzle the opponents of Falun Gong. Perhaps the movement's 
intimacy and comfort with the notion of absolute “truth" and with authoritarian state 
powers of censorship can be more easily understood if we remember 出at Chinàs older 
socialist generation comprises the core Falun Gong membership. From the perspective 
of this generation，也e government is responsible for slanderous content in the media as 
well as “responsible for preventing their publication through its powers of censorship" 
(Madsen, 2000: 247). Just as the P紅ty does not al10w negative critiques of its doctrines 
and is averse to ideological pluralism, Falun Gong do臼 not abide any refutation of its 
claims and negative comments. Th凶， although the P位可r and Falun Gong oppose each 
。由er， they have in common their “unl阻y value orientation" (He, 1999: 24). 

Falun Gong and Its Global Media Activism 

Though Li Hongzhi began to lecrure overseas in 1995 and attracted overseas follow
帥， mostly among Chinese srudents and new immigrants, Falun Gong's global di
mension did not ass凹ne significant proportions until July 1999, when the Chinese 
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state outlawed it and began its campaign of repression. This compelled overseas Falun 
Gong members to assert their presence 叩d mobilize international opinion, pressuring 
the Chinese government to stop the persecution. 1f Falun Gong members before July 
1999 were audiences of an alternative discourse and the most aggressive negotiators 
over mainstream media content, state suppression made many of them media activists 
in an all-o叫“truth clarifìcation" campaign. 

1t is wi出 Falun Gong's post-July 1999 media activism that its hybrid and contra
dictory constitution becomes clear: 1t is one that combines a “rhizomatic" (Deleuze 
and Guattari, 1987) global communication network characteristic of information呵E
'e:rassrooted networks of communal resistance" (Castells, 1997), with a discip1ined and … i-Leninist 0叫咿r
已∞叫I叫α叮with 由缸師帥el叮lr c刊C∞O叩馴m叫E仗呻r叩P紅叫岱叫i缸倪叫恍ls of the network-a form of 0伊-
ization 10ng used by Chinese peas叩t rebels and the Chinese Communist Party during 
its insurgency in the 1920s and 1930s (Mads凹， 2000: 2瑩的. Falun Go嗯，s ifueracEive 
network of multilayered m巴dia activism encompasses several 泣ms: to sustain the global 
media sporlight on the Chinese state's ongoing prosecution; to gain direct access to me
dia outlets while at the same time b10cking negative views; and, most import叩t， to 
produce and distribute its own alternative media. Falun Gong's challenge against the 
bflintse staEe initidy EEceivedsympadltdc internationaimedia coverage, bllt the story 
soon 10st its freshness. While appeals by Chinese citizens in Tiananmen Square were 
wide1y covered by foreign media in the first few months after the July 1999 ban,“day
to-day media coverage dwindled, with interest rekindled only on special holidays 0几
more recently, during demonstrations by foreigners" (Falun Dafa 1nformation Center, 
May 9, 2002). To keep the story in 出e news, Falun Gong members have organized 
news conferences both inside and outside China, staged demonstrations and exercise 
soectacles at al1 kinds of international occasions, and created various news events. And 
in the United States, Falun Gong members have initiated 1awsuits against visiting Chi
nese officials including Ding Gu凹.'gen， a po1itburo member and 也e Party propaganda 
chief (Falun Dafa 1nformation center, May 口， 2002).

Falun Gong has tried al1 means to gain direct access to estab1ished media outlets 
outside China. One strategy was to acquire a regular programming slot in public-access 
cab1e channels. While Falun Gong has gained limited success in some U.S. cities, one 
Vancouver activist acknow1edged that this has not been an easy route. Vancouver's 
Shaw Cab1e, for ex訂np1e， simp1y responded that Falun Gong material was too contro
versial. Another s位ategy was to purchase acc巴ss on ethnic Chinese media outlets. 1n 
addition to paid advertising, one form is to exchange b叫k purchase of newspapers for 
editorial space. 1n Vancouver, for examp1e, Falun Gong runs a regul紅 Saturday “Falun 
Gong Special Page" in the ，拓rld Journal， 叩 overseas Chinese-1anguage newspaper 
with an anticommunist ideo1ogical1egacy. Falun Gong has also been very aggressive in 
1aunching defamation 1awsuits and seeking court injunctions to stop the pub1ication 
of unfavorab1e material in the overseas ethnic Chinese-1anguage media. Newspapers 
that have been targered by the group have included Les Presses Chinoises in Montreal 
and the China Press and Sing Tao Daily in N巴wYork.

Falun Gong produces 阻 extensive range of alternative media content. 1fbooks and 
audiovisual tapes were the main carriers of the Falun Gong message in its ear1y years in-
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side China, the 1nternet has been instrumental to its more prominent emergence as a 
transnational global community. This association between Falun Gong and the 1nternet 
is indeed 可 m訂riage made in 出e web heaven" (“Fulan Dafa and 也e 1nternet," 1999). 
Falun Gong has a massive and extreme1y sophisticated presence on the World Wide 
Web. Hundreds of websit吭 maintained by practi∞ners 加ougho叫做 world叫 m

multip1e 1anguages, promulgate a wide range of content and strategies: Examp1es in
clude the 。凶肘能achings ofLi Hongz姐， testimonies about Falun Gong's benefiωand 
the personal experience of practitioners, news of government crackdowns in China, 
counter-propaganda against the Chinese media, and online forums 阻d 阻nouncement

of all kinds of Falun Gong activities. Falun Gong's ability to deve10p such a sophisι 
cated virtual communication presence is exp1ained, in part, by the f主ct that most over
seas members are Chinese students and scho1ars who have both e前y access to the In
ternet 叩d the requisite cultural capital and technical capabilities. 1f one 10gs onto the 
global m叫tilingual network-www.falundafa.org--one ends up at many university ad
dresses. 1n Canada, Simon Fraser University, University of Toror悶，組d Concordia 
University serve as the network's Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal nodes, respectively. 

Falun Gong's interconnected network consists of several major websites and public
ity oumts wi出 specialized fimctions; www.falundafa.org serves as the point of entry 阻d

introduces the 0啥也垃組tion wor1dwide. Li Hongzhi's books and audiovisual pub1ications, 
which were banned, shredded, and burned in the millions in China after July 1999，問n
be free1y down1oaded. The New York-based Falun Dafa 1nformation Center 
(www.falu血nfo.net) ， established in 1999, is 出e equivalent of叩 0佰cial press office. lt 
hosts a sophisticated multilingual network of public relations and W出 design experts 
serving as the movement's spokespersons. The Center pr，昀ov吋ide白s n巴ws r，鉛巴1ea訟se臼閃s叮; f長k白ed也s a 
weekly Eng犀凶1ish-ι1-回已-拉-
P訂ue臼悶s衍; 叩d pub1ishe臼st出he journal Compa佑ss凶仿n. The Chin巴臼se令叫戶-la叩ng伊ua苟gewww.m扭ghu凶1丘1.0r喀g，

O叮r Minghui Net, and its Eng1ish equivalent, www.clearnet.o嗨，位e at 出e core of Falun 
Gong's multimedia production and distribution. Minghui Net 缸ts as the 0品cial voice 
of Falun Gong, serving up what in ano也er cont位t might have been 阻lled 也ε “P訂ty
1ine." Li Hongzhi issues new teachings exclusively through the Minghui Net. Minghui's 
editorial deparrrnent resemb1es 也e combined ro1e of the Party's propaganda deparrrnent 
and thel甸的Dai，步 in the Chinese me品 system. 1t issues calls 阻d instructions on car
rying out the “truth clarifìcation" campaign, identmes campaign priorities, releases au
ilioritative editorials that maintain ilie “correct" Falun Gong line, pub1ish臼 daily news 
and webzines, and screens web postings. Among Falun Gong's oilier major websites, the 
m叫t血ngual Zhengjian Net (www.zhengjian.org in Chinese or www.pureinsight.org in 
English) is a highbrow site, catering to members with higher education 1eve1s and carry
ing articles r叩ging from archaeo1ogy to new fìndings in biomedicine and as叮onomy.
Xinsheng Net (www.xinsheng.org), on the other hand, is considered a “10wbrow" site 
出at specializes in ilie exposure of evil and darkness. 

This extensive network of websites not on1y serves powerful communication, or
ganizational, and community-building functions but also acts as the depository of, and 
ilie resource for, oilier forms of media production and dissemination by Falun Gong 
members. These include World Falun Dafa Radio, a short-wave radio 1aunched in July 
2001 that reaches central and noriliern China, and Falun Gong's video production 
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位m， Fangguangming TV (FGMTV). Both produce a wide range of news, features, 
music, and other types of programming and have their own websites. Relying on Falun 
Gong's global membership as regional producers and local stringers, these operations 
have expanded their production capacities enormously in the past few years. FMGTV; 
for example, webcasts a daily news program that sh訂'es an位ne with CCTV's most au
thoritative prime-time newscast,“Joint News Broadcast" (Xinwen lianbo) and features 
stories related to Falun Gong activities worldwide. FGMTV's most influential pro
duction is the video “Self-Immolation or Deception?" This was the aforementioned 
video successfully broadcast in the Changchun hacking incident. First posted on 出e

Minghui Net in March 2001 and distributed widely on cassettes, the video has been 
one of the most accessed pieces on 出e Falun Gong nerworks. Falun Gong members 
have also circulated videos on selected current-affairs topics. One such video, for ex
ample, critiques Chinese foreign policy and, again, reveals Falun Gong's contradictory 
affinity wi出 the modern state form. This video claimed 也at Jiang Zemin made 
tremendous territorial concessions to Russia over disputed lands behind the back of the 
Chinese people in undisclosed bilateral agreements berween the rwo coun甘ies.

F公un Gong members have also published various newspapers in an effo民 toc紅ry

their “truth clarification" c位npaign ro the general public in a more accessible form. In 
Canada, for examp1巴， the first Chin臼e-language Falun Gong tabloid was published in 
Mon訂eal in October 1999. Members in τoron凹， Ottawa, and Vancouver q叫ckly f01-
lowed suit, putting out local papers in Chinese, English, and French. These papers 訂E
either print versions of webzines on the Minghui N巴t or irregular newsprint versions 
of various Falun Gong 郎的 and brochures. Regardless, the bulk of their content is 
downloaded from various Falun Gong websites. 

The emergence ofNew York-based 峰。ch Times in August 2000 marked a signif
icant development in Falun Gong-related media. The Epoch Times website 
(www.epochtimes.com) 組d the Epoch Times group of newspapers have grown into 
one of the largest Chinese-language news websites and newspaper groups outside 
China in the past rwo years, with 10cal editions in more than 也irty U.S. states, 
Canada, Austral詞， New Zealand, Japan, Indonesia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and m司or
Western Europe叩 countries. Localized versions of峰。ch Times, a free weekly newspa
per drawing upon content from the Epoch Times website，位e distributed worldwide 
and claimed a weekly circulation of 400,000 to 500,000 copies in August 2002 
(她out Epoch Times," Ju句話， 2002). While mainstream newspapers typically treat 
Web versions as an extension of the already-existing print version, the Epoch Times 
website serves as 也e master for all its worldwide print papers. All a local “fr叩chi詔"

needs t。這o is choose content from the website and add local material. On A啥叫 12，

2002，峰。ch Times launched its first daily in Washingto犯， D.C. 
Although Epoch Times <Ìisplays 叩 indisputab1e ide010gical 叩d organizational 

affinity with Falun Gong, aríd 叩 editor of an ear1ier Canadian version of the paper has 
confirmed 出at it is both produced and distributed by Falun Gong members or indi“ 

viduals sympathetic with Falun Gong, the 辱。ch Times tries to present itself as a “pub
lic interest-oriented comprehensive medium" that is “independent of any p01itical and 
business groups, free of any country government and regional interests，組d objectively 
and f:泣rly reports facts and truth" (“Epoch Times Pub1ishes," August 12, 2002). In 
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contrast to specialized Falun Gong media, the 辱。ch Times presents itself as a compre
hensive journalistic ouclet with news, current affairs，四d entertainment content. 
Norwithstanding its claims of objectivi吟，母och Times concentrates heavily on negative 
news of the Chinese government 叩d sympathetic special pages about Falun Gong. 
Thus Epoch 古mes represents a m得or step in the evolution of Falun Gong-related al
ternative media. Instead of focusing on promoting Li's doctrines or 也en紅row objec
tive of “truth clarification，"也1S paper c阻 be seen as a more Gramscian public org凹，
articulating the Falun Gong perspective on a wide r阻ge of issues. Indeed, through 
崢och Times, one can discern how Falun Gong is building a de facto media alliance 
with Chinàs democracy movements in exile, as demonstrated by its frequent printing 
of articles by prominent overseas Chinese critics of the Chinese government. 

The Discursive Strategies of Falun Gong Media 

As a nerworked structure that is constituted by dispersed nodes united under one 
1eader with a common belief system, Falun Gong's media activism disp1ays tremendous 
efficiency and flexibility. It combines bo也 centralized command and grassroots initia
tives. It takes advantage of both Internetωbased virtual communication and on
the-ground mobilization. The fact 也at the community is bo出 virtual and real, bo也
transnational and local, with fixed gro叩-exercise times and 10cations, makes it ex
tremely resilient and e品ctive. Just as each individual can download material from 
Falun Gong's websites, so he or she can contribute to Falun Gong's 叮叮-expanding
multimedia production and its collective knowledge of media production, distribu
tion, and subversion. This mixture of the Internet and other media forms, regular 
group-exercise sessions, annual international and regional experience-sharing confer
ences, and mobilization of individual members as foot s01diers of media activism 
makes Falun Gong an unprecedented force in contesting and subverting Chinese state 
media power. Despite the Chinese government's relencless campaign of suppression
from jamming Falun Dafa World Radio to banning, b10cki嗯， and hacking Falun 
Gong websites and arresting any individual caught displaying Falun Gong signs or dis
tributing 1eaflets-the movement's massive media ac的ism is growing in scope, soa 
phistication, and intensity. The resulting onslaught of Falun Gong material has been 
overwhelming. Every public space-from cyberspace to Tiananmen Square t。由 10-

cal shopping cen臼r and street corner, not to mention Chinàs media system-has be
come a site of struggle for representation. By late September 2002, Falun Gong had re
peatedly hacked not only into Chinàs cable television nerworks in various cities but 
also into the Sinosat state satellite, disrupting CCTV programming and many other 
provincial television channels, and into Sina, Chinàs most pop叫訂 commercial web扭

site. Never before has there been so sustained, pervasive, and coscly a challenge ag泣nst
a dominant media regime. Hundreds of activists have been arrested 叩d jai1ed for dis
tributing Falun Gong literature inside China and for media hacking. 

Falun Gong media material shares a n山nber of common discursive s位ategies. First 
and foremost is its aforementioned “truth" claim. Falun Gong media conflate rwo levels 
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of truth: the truth of Falun Gong-that is, Falun Gong's worldview as absolute truth一
叩d the tru曲曲Olit Falun Gong, pattÏcularly its benign natute and the Chinese govern
ment's prosecution of Falun Gong. Since Falun Gong does not make any dis血ction be
rween "faαs" and “'values," the statement that “Falun Gong 1s Good" is, from this 
perspective, as true as the fact 出at so 叩d so has been beaten by the police. This, against 
a bac恃round of the Chines巴 state's brutal prosecution 扭d graphic imag臼 ofpolice bru
tality, gives Falun Gong's “truth clarifìcation" campaign 血 extraordinary moral power. 

Second, Falun Gong material makes exrensive use of personal testimonies. These in
clude endless personal testimonies of Falun Gong's magic powers and the Chinese gov
ernment's persecutions. Since Falun Gong's truth is beyond the normallogic of r在tional
argurnentation, aside from Li Hongzhi's original insigh悠， individual experience of Falun 
Gong's physical and spirirual powers becomes 出e predominant mode of Falun Gong's 
叮uth telling. This general approach is extended to its exposure of Chinese government 
prosecution, through both 且rst-person and, more often，也ird-person accounts. 

Third, Falun Gong makes every effort to gain legitimacy from established au出or
ities of all kinds. Countless statements of endorsements by foreign governments and 
political and civic leaders, sympathetic news reports by the international media, even 
positive news reports by Chinese media before the 1999 crackdown，位e frequently 
cited as evidence of its legitimacy. 

Four血， Falun Gong makes extensive, though highly selective, use of associations 
and historical analogies. While it shuns any comparison to pop叫ar religious move
ments, such as the historical White Lorus movement in China and the contempor位y
struggle for religious freedom by Chinàs underground Catholic church (Mads凹，
1998) , Falun Gong fosters its image as a victim by drawing comp紅isons berween its 
members and those who underwent the Culrural Revolution，也e 1989 state repression 
in China, and even the Holocaust. 

Fifth, while Falun Gong has beenωeful not to foreground its lead仗.， Li Hongzl泣， it 
has been relentless in demonizing and attacking Chinese leader Jiang Zem泊， insis血g出at
i臼 opposition is directed against him and his operatives, not against 也e Chinese state or 
出e Chinese Communist Parry. 1n fact, Falun Gong plays into discourses of Chinese na
tionalism, presenting itself as patriotic (阿拉citly distinguishing itself from the D出
Lam且~s Tibetan independence movement) and painting a piα凹e of Jiang Zernin as a tr泣，
tor (but only in terms of the regime's relationship with Russ缸， not the United States). 

Finally, like many other media discourses associated with social movements, Falun 
Go嗯's media approach is one of activism. Norwithstanding 母och η'mes's lip service 
to objectivity, Falun Gong makes no pretense to be objective in the conventional sense. 
As an editor of the Canadian edition of Epoch Times said in 組 interview， his paper 
combines news and commentary, interpreting the world through a specific perspective. 
For example, in Falun Gong's view, a narural disaster is alw勾rs a sign of punishment 
for human evil. Almost all Í1arural disasters in China in the past few years have been 
reported within this framework. 

Though Falun Gong is the antithesis of the Chinese state, and its media strucrure 
differs from the Chinese state's traditional strucru詞， there are considerable structural 
and discursive similarities berween the rwo symbolic systems. Like the Party, Falun 
Gong maintains a “correct" ideological center and permits neither alternative nor neg-
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ative interpretations of its doctrines. Minghui Net, for example, has apologized for fail
ing to be vigilant in its censorship function after posting “articles with gravely rnistaken 
views" (“Statement of Clarification," 2000). S加lllarly， although Falun Gong has cor
rectly pointed out that the Chinese media use Cultutal Revolution language in their 
propaganda campaign against the movement, Falun Gong's discourse is also not free , of 
the symbolic violence typical of the Chinese official discourse (He, 1999: 24). Minghui 
editorials, for example, have a discursive style resembling those in the Peop的 Daily.

Conclusion 

The massive spread ofFalun Gong and its sustained global media activism is no doubt 
the most dramatic episode in the contestation over media pow巴r in the Chinese
language symbolic universe. The fastest and most spectacular progr位n of moderniza
tion involving the world's largest population over the past rwo decades has produced 
an unprecedented, if contradicto句; backlash against modernity. 1n short, one of the 
most tightly controlled modern media systems in the world has bred one of the most 
powerful counter-ideological communication nerworks. Compared wi出 the 1989 
prodemocracy disco盯se， Falun Gong's challenge against the Chinese media system 
and state power is more profound in its substance, more widespread in its societal 
reach, more globalized in its strucrure, and more sustained and milit叩t in its efforts. 
Whereas the challenge against 出e dorninant media system from intellecruals and sru
dents in 1989 was predominantly an ideological contestation from within a mod
ernist paradigm (berween authoritarian and liberal democratic versions of capitalistic 
modernity and berween capitalistic and socialistic modernity) , Falun Gong challenges 
the dominant meaning system bo出 from without and within. What is most remark
able abolit this challenge is Falun Gong members' insistence on 也e public and col
lective narure of their practices, their imperative to gain positive representation, their 
refusal to privatize 也eir dissent, and their willingness to fight for their beliefs at any 
cost. The Chinese Communist Party once glorified its m訂tyrs for sacrificing their 
lives for their beliefs; Falun Gong's list of martyrs who refuse to denounce their be
liefs to the Chinese Communist Party grows by the day. And yet, though Falun Gong 
is unquestionably symptomatic of the malaise of Chinese modernity, and 出ough it 
won the , hearts and minds of many followers, its ideological closure and single
mindedness are fundamentally incompatible wi也 any notion of democratic dis
course. The fact that Falun Gong is the target of a repressive Chinese state should not 
lead to kne吋erk reactions abolit the inherently progressive nature of the movement. 
As Félix Guattari commented in the context of mass subjective revolutions elsewhere 
in the wOrld,“large movements of subjectivation don't necessarily develop in the di
rection of emancipation" and emancipatory aspirations are often intermingled with 
“retrogressive, conservative, and even fascist, drives of a nationalistic, ethnic, and re
ligious narure" (1 995: 2). There are Chinese who genuinely believe that Falun Gong 
is a problematic belief system and who were critical of many forms of qigong, in
cluding Falun Gong, long before the Chinese state singled it Olit (Rosen也泣， 1999). 
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These individuals are entitled to their views in the Chinese media without harass
ment. Given Falun Go嗯's insistence on “positive propaganda" and the impossibility 
of debating 組d settling with it, the issue of whether freedom of the press in the con
text of a liberal media regime is “the only way out" (Zhang, 2002) and satisfactory to 
Falun Gong's representational demands remains an open question. 

Although Falun Gong's accelerated media activism continues to test the limits of 
media control in China, the sustainability of this movement is by no me叩s guaran
teed. Despite both the Chinese state's inability to process the demands of Falun Gong 
and the existence of a Chinese 可nedia c叫ture" (Co叫旬; 2000) that fosters “opposi
tional reading" (Hall, 1980) of official propaganda, the Chinese state remains power
ful, wi也 a core constituency 出at identifìes with its modernist and capitalistic reform 
program. lndeed, despite widespread reluctance and cynicism, m叩yChinese 訂e either 
apathetic to Falun Gong or complicit with the Chinese state. Outside China, Falun 
Gong has won considerable global sympathy, but this is conditional upon a' number of 
factors. Given the global political-economic elite's vested interest in achieving further 
economic integration with China and the global media conglomerates' own interest in 
reaching Chinese consumers, it is unlikely 出at foreign governments and the global 
media will go beyond sympathetic promulgations and the occasional media sto守的 se

riously pressure the Chinese government to legitimate Falun Gong inside China. Nor 
is Falun Gong as a belief system compatible wi也 dominant Western religious and sec
叫ar discourses. The escalation of Falun Gong's media tactics is a sign of both deter
mination and exasperation. Whatever the fate of Falun Gong's militant media ac
tivism，也 implications 紅e profound both inside and outside China. 

Notes 

1. Falun Gong claimed 出at a government survey had reported 70-100 million practicioners 
in China by rhe end of 1998. The Chinese government, upon rhe banning of rhe movement in 
1999, claimed only 2 million Falun Gong members. 

2. A number of interviews were conducted wi也 Falun Gong accivists in Canada between 
April 阻d August 2002. 1 have wirhheld rhe n位nes of these interviewees. 
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NEW MEDIA SPACES 



CHAPTER 14 

Global Journalism 
A CASE STUDY OF THE INTERNET 

James CUj付飢

If Darwinism dominates evolutionary theo句; Dawnism presides over the study of al
ternative media. The literarure on alternative media regularly procl泣ms breakthroughs 
in which a glad confìdent morning has dawned. Yet, the new star of the alternative me
dia fìrmament that it celebrates usua1ly twi成les only for a brief moment before fa也ng
to the ground. In a British context, much was prornised in relation to Leeds Other Pa
peηEιrt End News, Ne叫 on Sundaμ Leveller， the Rough τì:ade cooperati間， andm且y

other ventures 出at are now scarcely even remembered (Minority Press Group, 1980; 
Lan企y et al叮 1985; Sp紅ks， 1985; Chippindale and Horri巴， 1988; Hesmondhal帥，
1997). The same is true of a long roll ca1l of alternative media 訂ound the world, which 
were once hailed as momentous developments, and 紅e now forgotten (Downing, "“; Lewis and Booth, 1989). 

The extrav苟且t hopes aroused by alternative media venrures 紅e sometimes based 
on a fantasy constructed around new communications technology. It is hoped that that 
the latest communications innovation-whether it 扭曲e portable video recorder, cit
izen band radio, desktop publishing, music synthesizer, or cable television-will place 
a powerful me阻s of mass communication in the hands of the people and lead to the 
democratization of the m巴拉. This hope has been disappointed, time and time again, 
for a reason that should no longer come as a surprise: New technology has not funda
menta1ly changed the underlying econornic factors 也at enable large media org叩lZa
tions to maintain their market dominance (Garnham, 1990; Graham 組d Davies, 
1998; Curran and Seaton, 2003). 

Y仗，也e advent of the Internet has once again aroused familiar hop白，也is time 
pitched at a new level of extravagance. The Net, we are to祠， is bringing into being a 
cottage industry of sma1l independent producers who are sweeping away “the mono
lithic empires of mass medià' (Negroponte, 1996: 57). lt is generating a new culrure 
that is cri tical, selective，組d participatory. People can pull from the Web and digital 
media what 也ey want, rather than settling for what is pushed at them (Negroponte, 
1996: 84). More genera1ly, the Net is engendering 胡 egalitarian， emancipated, and in
terconnected world-"cyberspace"-that is reconfìguring the offline world in which 
we live, and making it a better place (Poster, 1997). 
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These arguments 紅e so insistent and fashionable 也at it seems necess紅y to inves回
tigate them further-warily and perhaps a little wear年 Is it just possible that 也ere
might be a scintilla of truth somewhere in what is claimed? The reason for purs叫ng
this further is 也at the Internet does appe位 to 0能r 叩 important new means of se叮
and collective expression. Attention, so 缸" has focused on 出e way in which organized 
groups have used the Net for mobilization, as in the antiglobalization protests (L缸，
2000) , or have appealed through the Net for international support, as in the case of 
the premodern Falun Gong in China.1 It seems worth investigating, therefo肥， whether 
the Net makes it easier th阻 before to publish alternative opinions, and also whether 
Internet technology makes possible new ways of doing journalism. These issues will be 
examined through a case study of a British-based Internet magazine called open
Democracy.2 What does this case study reveal about the reality 叩d potentiality ofNet 
“publishing"? 

Genesis 

OpenDemocracy began as a seemingly typical, rags-to目包lure saga of alternative media 
production. Born as a modest proposal to establish a networking facility between peo
ple involved in the constitutional movement in Britain, it was awarded a grant of 
f40,000 from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust, the offshoot of a Quaker choco
late dynasty. Howe師:ve叫r， its charismatic or泣i站ginator:ζ; Anthony Ba缸rnett， decided s叫ubs鈴E昀
q中u巴叩ntl句y to d血巴V吋elo叩p it into a mo侃r肥E 蚓b凶iti油d白O呱u山s pr仰ro你j知巴CαE一一一吐n Internet mag阱伊缸詛i問n即e t伽hat叫a 
Rown耽lt盯t叮r紀E巴 Trust member hailed, with intuitive insight, as a “virtual New Si似的man."

This was a reference to a leftish magazine concerned with public affairs and the arts 
出at has been in almost continuous decline since the 1960s. It had employed Barnett 
as a journalist in the 1980s, and had been a publication on which the related Joseph 
Rowntree Reform 在ust had expended a great deal of money without much credit or 
satisfaction. 

In the event, the Joseph Rowntree Charitableτrust refrained ftom becoming a maω 
jor backer of this bigger project-something 也at was to be a devastati峙， pre-Iaunch 
disappointrnent-although it allowed its original gr叩t to be used as seed money. Bar
nett gathered together a small group of people: David Hayes, a sl“led, intellectual jour
nalist (the first 叩d only one to be 戶d in the early, pre-Iaunch days); Susan Richards, 
a gifted film-maker and writer; 阻d Paul Hilder, another writer but the only one of the 
three to have had some business experience (訟 the founder of an 既perimental-theater

group), to be'in his twenties, and to have strong techie tendencies. 
From a g位age in North London's Tufne立 Park， they planned the new venture-a 

website that would publish oñ a forrnighdy basis articles on public affairs 阻d culture, 
to be launched on a pilot basis. The venture went through the usual financial exigen
cies associated with alternative publishing. Anthony Barnett and his wife remortgaged 
their house for 叩 additional f15 ,000 to help fund the project. Two directors lent 
money when things got tough. OpenDemocracy's current chairman recalls 出at one of 
his most pressing concerns in thè early days was to limit the m苟且ine's exposure to 
d巴btso 也at it could be wound up, if necessary, in a way 也atwas “cle甜甜d quick.吟
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However, two things made openDemocracy different from similar ventures, in ad
dition to its novelty as a Net m喀扭扭E﹒ Most alternative media are started by marginal 
groups, and 紅e committed to furthering a political project for which there is only a 
limited constitueng凡 By contrast, openDemocracy had a bloodline that connected it 
to the heart of British politics. Barnett had been the founding director of Charter 88, 
a pressure group that brought together a bundle of issues-devolution, reform of P缸"
liament and the electoral system, a written constitution, and a Freedom of Informa
tion Act-pack且ged together in a demand for a new constitutional setdement. The 
pressure group brought into being a new public, captured for a time the Labour Op
position, and gave rise to significant legislative reforms. It was one ofBritain's most in
fluential pressure groups of the 1990s. 

Barnett had also been a leading light in 出e Town and Country Forum, a small in
formal organization set up by Roger Scruton that during the 1990s had staged semi
nars about the relationship between city 叩d country. These had taken the form of de
bates between left and right, which many of its participants had found refreshin茲阻d
di街ent.岳 The format of these seminars provided 出eEempimfbr openDemocraq
an open forum in which I_Jeople could advance opposed views-and many of the peo
ple involved in the Forum subsequendy wrote for the mag但ine. OpenDemocracy thus 
developed an editorial formula that enabled it to appeal potentially to a wider audience 
than a typical alternative publication would draw. 

These two precursors-Charter 88 and Town and Country Forum-provided a 
network of influential connection. Charter 88 had mobilized reformist but generally 
centrist people who had been shocked by the authoritarianism of the Thatcher ad
ministrations of the 1980s, and had turned to constitutional reform 訟 a form of pro
tection and democratic renewal. The Town and Country Forum was linked to the 
Countryside Allianc巴， a formidable lobby that campaigned very effectively in defense 
ofhunting 叩d other issues in the early 2000s. Through these and other networks, a 
search was made for businesspeople who would give advice and provide a source of re
assurance for potential donors. After having first secured the independence of the mag
azine through the creation of a small trust, a formidable group of establishment figures 
were brought together, including the heads or former heads of現 H.Smi曲， Burmah 
Castrol, Chadwyck-Healey, and the leading city law firm Mishcon de Reya. 

This accumulation of social capital was transmuted into financial capital, though 
only after a prodigious amount of e旺ort had been expended by Anthony Barnett and 
his shadow te位n. Most of the money came in relatively small s凶ns from private indi
viduals, and also from miscellaneous charities such as the Andrew Wainwright Reform 
Trust, David and Elaine Potter Foundation, Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, Adantic 
Philanthropies, and Ford Foundation. These granωwere threaded like beads on a 
necklace to constitute openDemocracy's pilot project dowry, amounting to just under 
f250 ,000. 

This was enough to support a core staff of six people, an office and basic 缸，
penses, a group of unpaid external editors recruited from both left and right，組d
p位t-time workers, most of whom were young, were paid very little, and worked long 
hours. However，也is amounted to a considerable concentration of writing and sube
diting talent, supported by a network of goodwill that would generate free articles of 
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quality-probably the mag但ine's principal asset at this stage. In May 2001 , open
Democracy was launched as a pilot project. 

Globalization of openDemocracy 

It was an immediate f立ilure. Despite being free, the ma名azine attracted a mere 1,750 
visits a week in May-June 2001. Visits rose only marginally to a little over 2,000 by 
late August and early September.5 OpenDemocracy lay bec在lmed in a sea of neglect. 
Operating on a shoestring, it had no promotional budget and therefore no me阻s of 
escaping from its cyberspace ghetto. Its hinterland and inclusive approach counted, it 
seemed, for nothing. 

Then, something happened that transformed the magazine…September 11, 2001. 
The catal)叫 was Todd Gitlin, who had been a well-known, radi臼1 student leader in the 
United Srates during the 1960s, and had subsequently become a professor at New York 
University.. Seduced into being a volunteer media，且d also North American, editor of 
openDemocracy while on sabbatical in London, he had returned to New York in 由ne to 
watch with horrifìed fascination from his ap位朋lent the World Trade Center being en
伊lfed in flam也 Hewro自由en口t day in openDemocracy an imp阻ioned， eloquent ar
ticle 出at described the numbed horror ofNew Yorkers and called for r，臼位公ned retribu
tion. What was needed, he suggested, was "a foc山edm血凹y response-a precise one, not 
a revenge spasm . . . but an action that dis也19uishes 凶ers from civ出叩s." Ci由19 Han
nah Aren祉， he warned that “'violence is what happens when politiα&且s" (Gitlin, 2001). 
Meanwhile, the small t位m turned openDemocracy into a daily, commissioning contri
butions from India to the Lebanon. Gitlin's opening salvo triggered a rolling debate that 
involved contributors from around the world. Visi臼 to the magazine jumped from around 
2,000 to over 8,000 a week in September-October and continued to climb to over 泣，000
in the following month. The main reason for 也is surge was that a signi6cant number of 
Americans, dissatisfìed wi也 their own media, logged onto an alternative media source. 

The attention that openDemocracy gained as a consequence of its “~erSeptem

ber 11" debate won it a new audience. While visits declined in early 2002，出ey st且i

remained about four times higher 出an 出ey had been before September 11. This was 
followed by a sustained growth of membership as well as a further sharp increase in site 
visits later in 2002 (see table 14.1).6 

September 11 also changed the character of the m唔azine. Before, it had been very 
much a British publication. Its moving spirits, the garagist位， were all British, as were the 
paid staff they recruited. Its 0品ce was in London. While openDemocracy carried 訂ticles

about overseas countries, and was conceived from 也e outset as a global ma伊zine (its fìve 
founding val峙， honed by ~e “garage team," were to be Global, Open, Quality, Inde
pendent，叩dP甜i句ative) ， its main orientation was 0句inally toward its British base. For 
example, early issu臼 of openDemocracy carried a regular feature on Worcester Women, 
key swing voters in the upcoming British general election. Ar!d its media strand began in 
May 2001 with a debate about public-service broad臼5白嗨， a very British preoccupation. 
This debate took the form of a defense written by Oxford economist Arldrew Graham 
(2001) and an attack written by David Elstein (2001), a former head ofBritalls channel 
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Table 14.1. openDemocracy Audience 

Date Membership Weekly Visits Monthly Visits 

(Pilot Project) 
May-June 2001 1,750 

800b 

Sept.-Oct.2001 8,550 30,2670 

Oct.-Nov. 2001 12,900 

Jan.一Feb.2002 8,125 36,588 
4,284 

May一June 2002 37,734 
5,825 

Sept.-Oct.2002 60,000 
7,500 

(Full Launch) 
Nov.-Dec. 2002 195,156 

10,194 
Dec.-Jan. 2002/3 251 ,553 

14,031 

Sources: openDemocracy Board Meeting Statistics Repo巾; "openDemocracy Site Statistics since 2001' 
(January 2003). 

。 Relates to the four-week period up to 凸 October (Statistics Reports. 6 October 2001). 
b Estimated from Statistics Reports (8 August 2001. tàble 6. p. 7). 

5, who focused on 也e failings of the BBC. It was an insular beginning 也at typi6ed much 
ofthem啥也ine. Although openDemocracy acq凶red more of a European focus during i臼
fìrst few months, a watermark of Britishness permeated its content. 

A丘er September 口， the mag臼ine became more international. Todd Gitlin's role 
as North American editor was reinforced by the appointrnent ofRajeev and Tani Bh扭
gava as South Asia editors. More contributors were recruited from outside the U.K., 
組d the content of the journal became more cosmopolitan. By summer 2002, its most 
prominent concerns had become a debate about how globalization was changing the 
wor娃， an arg山nent about how American power should be used (and not ab山ed) ， and 
a discussion about Islam. 

Above all，也e geographical distribution of the mag盟ine's readership changed (see 
table 14.2). In the early days，出e majority of the mag路ine's readers were British; but 

Table 14.2. Geographical Disfribution of openDemocracy Site Visitors (percentαges) 

May July Sept.一Oct. April 
Location 2007 2007 2007 2002 

U.K. v
f
n
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』
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612 4115 
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門
L
q
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/』
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n
t
門
4
A
H
可

Con• inental Europe 
North Aη1erica 
Asia Pacific/res• of world 

Source: OpenDemocracy Board Meeting Statistics Repo巾 (8 August and 2 October 20凹. 4 May 2002). 
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during the September 11 crisis，組 influx of new readers reduced the Bì:itish contin
gent to a little more 也an a third. This shift was not just tempor訂y; it became a per
manent feature of the m苟且ine's audience profile. By April 2002, Britain accounted 
for a mere 28 percent; continental Europe, for 20 percent; 叩d the rest of the world 
(mostly Asia Pacific), for 8 percent of its readers. The largest plurality (是4. percent) was 
American.7 

In effect, the m苟且ine was adopted by a wider international community outside 
Britain, and was lifted into a higher orbit by the whirlwind force of globalizing trends 
叩d political developments. However, the key facilitating factor in this process was the 
Internet, which enabled people living in di旺erent parts of the world to log onto a 
London-generated website. It was the global nan江e ofInternet technology that assisted 
出e transformation of a failing project, hatched in a Tufnell Park garage, into 祖 inter國

national mag位ine of some significance. 
OpenDemocracy became a forum of debate for activists, acadernics, journalists, 

businesspeople, politicians, and international civil servants from around the world. 
This made it a more interesting project for charitable sponsors. Whereas more 出租 a

ye位 had been required to raise a quarter of a million pounds before the pilot launch, 
it proved much easier to 凶犯 over a million pounds for the m苟且ine to be launched 
as a nonexperimental project. Its main backers were the Irish-American Atlantic Phil
anthropies, the Rockefeller Foundation, and, criticall)石 the Ford Foundation. 

Them苟且ine acquired a larger office and a staff of seventeen people (m叩y part
time). It was launched in a fully fledged form, with a broader range of content, in No
vember 2002. Its external editors were marginalized, and its left-right debates became 
less prorninent. But it made a major leap forward in terms of quality and presentation, 
and enrolled 阻 increasingly impressive repertory of good writers and analysts. Boosted 
by small-scale promotion，也e magazine experienced a sharp increase in visits, receiv
ing a quarter of a million in the four-week period between mid-December 叩d rnid
January 2003. 

What will happen after 出is initial success cannot be foreto姐， especially in view of 
出e sorry history of alternative media.8 However, certain insights c扭扭 gleaned from 
the mag扭扭的 short history to date, as well as from other sources, about the way in 
which new technology a品cts the economics and practice of Internet journalism. 

Political Economy of Cyberspace 

Alternative media are usually started by journalists without business experience. They 
tend to concentrate on editorial content at the expense of marketing and promotion. 
Through no fault of their own，也ey often have difficulty securing adequate dis訂ibu
tion. Undercapitalization frequendy undermines quali句; causing alternative ventures 
to be shortωlived. 

In some respects, openDemocracy seems to fit this pattern. Most of its energy and 
resources were devoted to making the website good rather 出ange吋ng it read. The key 
time for generating free media publicity was 出e run-up time to its pilot launch when 
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it was an unknown, innovatory project; however，出e team chose to keep 出e project 
under wraps during 也is period in order to avoid negative publicity after its launch. 
This policy of not raising expectations too high (borne Out of defensive perfectionism) 
succeeded merely in squandering a golden opportunity for promotion. OpenDemoc
racy received relatively little attention in British media subsequendy, save from the 
BBC. During the pilot phase, the staffing of the magazine was organized overwhelm
ingly around editorial production，吶th few reso旺ces allocated to marketing. The pi
lot project was never supported by 叩y kind of paid promotion. 

Yet the m苟且ine won for itself-as planned-a second chance. A commercial di
rector, Rob Passmore, was brought in from the advertising industry in the s叫nmer of 
2002. Management systems were improved, and a modest but effi巴ctive advertising 
campaign was initiated. 

The m苟且ine was also di能rent ftom previous comparable ventures in 出at it 
basked in the advantages created by Internet technology. First, the Net lowers costs. 
Online reproduction and distribution costs are transferred directly to the receiver, who 
pays for the computer and connection charge. Alternative publishers online 訂e thus 
free from 也E 位pensive newsprint and printing costs that tend to account for the small 
size and poverty研stricken look of alternative, printed newspapers. The ne紅的E 吐吐ng to 
installing print machinery online is having a website designed. OpenDemocracy's first 
design (which did not work properly)COSEM0,OOO;its rushed second one，￡80，OOO; 
and its third, highly successful, post-pilot one, a further f鉤，000.

Second, the Net fac也tat臼 the recruitrnent of readers ftom di臨rent countries 一…a
crucial factor，的 we have seen, in the way that openDemocracy built up its audience. This 
has a cle位 parallel wi也 the art-house movie induscry, which survives partly because it is 
able to aggregate minority audiences ftom different co凹的es to create a critical mass. 

Thi泣， online publishers are able to bypass market gatekeepers. They訂e not in the 
position of radical filln-makers, who cannot get their films routinely shown in com
mercial cinemas, or of radical publishers (such as Tribune, a radical weekly in Britain) 
that c叩not get their publications routinely stocked in newsagent chains. Alternative 
websites can be accessed directly on the World Wide W坊， without restrictive third
p征。T mediation (at least in nonauthoritarian states). 

However，也is advantage is only relative. Search engines provide a sign-posting sys
tem that influences where people go in cyberspace (Patel函， 2000) One study found 
that only 42 percent of websites 位e listed by the totality of major search engines (In
trona 凹d Nissenbaum, 2000). Not being listed in the top ten or twenty of a search 
engine's rar企ings-broadly reflecting what is already popular and well resourced-also 
invites neglect since most people do not persevere beyond this point. In e丘ect， there is 
a distributional system 出at promotes the mainstreaming of the Web experience. This 
is why online promotion remains centrally important for alternative websites. 

But even if the cost structu仗， distributional sys記m， and global scale of the online 
market are relatively favorable to alternative publishing, there remains a major 
obstacle-namely, the di伍culty of generating revenue in cyberspace given the ingrained 
consumer resistance to paying for online content. This derives ftom the Internet's pre
market origins, and from the conditioningExperience ofhaving acCEssmfke webikes 
even during the Internet's commercial phase since 1991. Some 山ers are also concerned 
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about the secutity of online transactions, partic叫訂ly in relation to small companies 
(Office ofNational Statistics, 2002). Cautionary tales abound concer也nga眨巴mpts by 
Net ventures to charge, only to see their audiences melt away (McCh臼n可， 1999; 
Schiller, 2000). A recent example is Financial Times's decision to charge accωs for its 
special online features in 2001. 1ts user base of around 3 million yielded only 17,000 
paying customers, in the context of a market with a large number of institutional sub
scribers (Preston, 2002). 1n general, experience suggests that profìts can be made from 
only two categories ofWeb content-fìn品cial information and pornography. 

Consumer resistance to site fees carries over into advertising. Many users instantly 
press the delete button when 也ey see pop-up a血， while “c且ck-也roug缸， rates to adver
tiser sites 訂e generally at or below 1 percent. The time taken to download sophisticated 
audiovisual ads encourages continued reliance on primitive banner advertising. For all 
th臼e reasons, Net advertising has grown slowly. 1n 2002, it accounted for only 1 per
cent of total media advertising expenditure 泊 the u.K. (Advertising Association, 2002). 

But while openDemocracy was not m叩aged in a way that was well adapted to the 
market, it wasn't actually functioning in a market environment. 1t accepted no adver
tising and derived almost no revenue during its pilot phase. However, openDemocracy 
is now actively seeking ways of making money. lt launched a supporters' scheme in 
November 泊的 designed to extract volunteer subscriptions, and it is exploring me岱
ods of generating library subscriptions and selling its back content as e-books. But 
whether the m苟且ine will be able to buck 出e general market trend 叩d generate sub
stantial revenue from its online content remains to be seen. 

OpenDemocra句's straitened circumstances put into perspective Negropon肥's be
lief, cited earlier, that a Net cottage industIγwill undermine the media giants.In fact, 
all of the most visited websites concerned with public affairs in the U.K.訂e run by 
media giants-namely, the BBC, Guardian， 叫你raph， Financial Tim缸， Times News
papers，且d the Sttn (Curran and Seaton, 2003). Their dominance reflects the enor
mous resources at their disposal. For example, the BBC employs over 20,000 people, 
compared with openDemocraC)治 staff of under twenty. 1n addition, major media or
ganizations enjoy high visibility and use their media to promote their websites, whereas 
openDemocracy has no cross-promotional resources and remains largely unknown 
outside a restricted network. Above all, established media have the enormous inbuilt 
advantage of other sources of revenue for generating content in its original form as 訂m

ticles 叩dprog叫別﹒ Digitalization makes it ve可 E部y to repurpose and supplement this 
content for Web consumption. Y仗， with the exception of Financial Times, they 位e not 
attempting to defY the market trend by extracting profìt from Web content-a strat
egy that openDemocracy is, in effect, now 的Ting to 也ink through. 

Redefìning Journalism 

1t is often claim巴d that the Net offers a new channel of communication that is di能r

ent: 甘甜snational， interactive，叩d “postmodern" (e.g叮 Poster， 1997). Are these alleged 
qualities leading to a redefìnition of journalism on the Net? 
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Judging from openDemocracy, the answer is, rather surprisingl只 a qualifìed yes. 
The fìrst key way in which technology changed the mag四ine was, as we have seen, by 
enabling it to become a global mag缸me﹒ 1ts editorial agenda, its r阻ge of contributors, 
its orientation, and its cultural frame of reference all changed in response to 也eway
叩 international community adopted the mag血ine， t盯ning it into something recog
nizably different from its early British incarnation. 

Second, openDemocracy evolved from being a product of print journalism into 
something that contains elements of a new hybrid cultural form. The magazine's early 
issues looked like a virtual political weekly such as the U.K.'s New Statesman or 學ec

似的r: heavily text-based with articles rarely running to over 2,800 words. However, as 
出e magazine developed, it began to c叫 articles of varying length, including essays 
(6,000 words or more) 也at took advantage of the magazine's freedom from newsprint 
costs, and responded to what a signifìcant number of site visitors opted to read. The 
mag月zine also began to use visual material in ways that owed more to documentary 
fùm-making and fìne 位tth叩 to staid political journalism. 1n addition, its repertoire 
exp叩ded to include intellectual fìnger food, academic essays, journalism, debates, 
posted messag俗， fìction，且d photo-articles. Although each of these di丘èrent elements 
is derivative, they 紅e not found together in any other single genre. OpenDemocracy 
began to resemble nothing but itself. 

An example of its documentary style is the series of articles it offers, based on doctoral 
research, on “the politics of ve吋臼lity"何她m扭， 2002). Using maps and photographs, 
出ese 紅ticles convey a complex picture of the “three-dimensional battle over the West 
B位lk" in the occupied territory of 1srael. They show 也at the dispute is not simply about 
land but also about 甘甜sport， sewage disposal, histo哼， collective memory, and, above all, 
water. These insi拉ts， highlighting both the extent 朋d intractability of the confl峙，的
built up through an extensive use of space and visual detail 出at no printed pub坦白tÏon
even in the 194缸， d山ing the era of photojournalism一切叫d have afforded. Its near間
contemporary counterpart is probably a documentary television program. 

An example of openDemocracy's fìne-art approach is a photo-journey along a 
little-seen mural (Roma, 2003). Becaus巴 the computer lighting comes from behind, it 
gives the mural a s旬-like density and luminosity. However, this is not 也ilike the vi
sual aids found in some 訂t galleries. More innovative is a series of articles organized 
around the theme ofhair (still continuing at the time of this wri由19) 也at combine sci
ence, history, anthropology, cultural studies, fìction, jo叫nalis血， and 訂t to explore the 
comic, mythic, and symbolic me叩ings of people's tresses. Through a startling collage 
of images (drawn from paintin跤， illustrations, cartoons, photographs, and srills) 叩d
juxtaposition of quotations (企om poems, drama, fìction, plays, pop songs, and the 
Bible), the reader is taken on a roller“ coaster ride through different signifìcations of 
hair as a source of beauty and fe缸， fetish 叩d protest, global universality and local par
ticularity. While these collages 位e recognizably similar to a certain style of contempo
rary art exhibition, what makes them different is that they are linked to intelligent in
sights delivered through analytical essays (the best ofwhich come from anthropologists 
[Ossman, 2002; Dikotter, 2002]). 1n terms ofboth its aesthetic and its orientation, the 
series is very different from the book-fìlm-live event review format of traditional 紅的
coverage to be found in s叫d political wee區的.
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There are other ways, too, in which the mag誼ine broke free from the anchor of 
convention. Its early issues had a clear 叩d consistent tone-the modulated sonorities 
of mandarin English. They were full of examples of “good writing": metaphoric, rich 
m “shared" allusion, vivacious, and elegant. Enormous effort was expended by the 
openDemocracy te位n to, in partic叫ar， turn the closed language of academics into a 
public language that w在s eloquent and clear. But what resulted was a code that was in
stantly placeable in a national 叩d educational context: Oxbridge-bred literary English. 
When a group of mostly overseas postgraduate students were asked in February 2002 
why they did not contribute to openDemocracy debates, the main reason they gave 
was that the quality of the writing, though admirabl巴， was also intimidating, making 
them feel ineligible to join in.9 But as 也em苟且ine expanded in size and became more 
international, its style became less homogeneous. Different idioms and accents, some 
clearly foreign, could be heard. The informality of Internet English began to creep in. 
Readers' contributions, wearing the equivalent ofT-shirts, could be read alongside 缸"
ticles clad in elegant Armani suits or academic tweed jackets. For instance, two posted 
messages sent by Gary 1970, a U.S. army sergeant, had a natural forcefulness 出at
matched in its own way the eloquence of an anti-Iraq War article by novelist John le 
Carré, wi出 its practiced declaratory tropes (“This is High Noon for Arnerican de
mocracy") , or the sinewy ambivalence of novelist Ian McEw閥， writing about the 
prospects of w紅 (Gary 1970, 200加， 2003b; le Carré, 2003; McEw妞， 2003). The 
magazine，的pecially 的er November 2002, began to speak with different voices in a 
form that connected to the aspiration of its title, openDemocracy. 

AB the mag祖ine evolved, its dimensions seemed to change. OpenDemocracy is a 
vlews m苟且ine organized mostly around abstract themes. Its articles are not time
bound in the same way as those of conventional journalism because its editorial team 
is not steeped in a stopwatch culture concerned only with what is immediate. A lot of 
由e magazine's content is also linked to running debates. These di能rent aspects of the 
magazine, combined with Net technology, had three e娃娃cts as successive issues of the 
magazine were published. First, the equivalent of specialist m苟且ines-each account
ing for over 100,000 words on discrete topics such as globalization or ecology and 
place-grew up inside the space constituted by the website (posing questions about 
how it is used). Second, articles could be read in di虹.erent ways一且一el也er sep紅ately

when they are published or in batches, retrospectively, since all of them 位e more or 
less equally accessible through the touch of a keyboard. Third, a significant number of 
articles acq叫red a different meaning when they built up over time. They became rather 
like that most privileged of academic experiences-a "colloq叫凹丸" a rolling set of 
seminars in which different speakers carry forward the same debate while referring to 
previous papers and contributions. This is different from the journalistic form叫a that 
rounds up celebrity views on:.a current event and invites the reader to make lateral 
links. OpenDemocracy 0品rs depth of insight through the accumulation of reciprocal 
debate. In 出ese various ways, it thus provides a different experience-at least 
potentially-from that 0旺ered by traditional print mag血的﹒

The other distinctive feature of openDemocracy is that it enables open p訂ticipa

tion in debate. Initially, this was something of an ill凶ion. Ve可 few people actually 
wrote in and joined the formidable debates 也at the mag阻ine staged. Those who did, 
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however, produced some interesting co吋unctions， as in the debate over 出e politics of 
globalization that took place between a radical environmentalist in London, a right
wing libert紅ian in New Zealand, and a social-democratic carpenter in New York State 
(Belden, Kingsmith，叩dWa哎， 2002). It was only really in late 2002, when the mag
azine set up and moderated conferences，虹nked to its debates, that reader participation 
began to ga出巴r moment山n. A debate about an imminent invasion of Iraq, for exam
pl巴， attracted over a thousand messages and r叩 to over forty pages. 1O 

Net technology played a part in all these developments. Its interactive nature, its 
global reach, and the freedom from “normal" space and cost constraints that it 
conferred-all contribut巴d to a redefmition of jo世nalism that became an increasingly 
significant feature of the m啥也ine's development. But it was not only new technology 
出atmade a di臨時nce. Anthony Barnett, now a boyish sixty-y，凹r-old， and his team also 
proved adept at exploring the potential of出e Internet as a new medium. Indeed, the 
most signific叩t thing they attempted was to mediate international debate in a new way. 

Global Conversations 

Thea削ut也hor泣i勾守roft由hena叩ti∞i沁O叩n卜-叫e扭-

t長如b叮rr，紀ed pa訂rt句1句句Y tωo 1扭nt臼erna位叩tiona址1 regulatory a唔ge凹nCl悶E臼s， global financial markets, and 
transnational businesses (Leys, 2001; Held et al., 1999). But these growing centers of 
power are not held adequately to account because p位ticipatory politics is still organ
ized mainly around national governments, and because the world's news media system, 
apart from a few global news media like CNN, is still constituted primarily by national 
and local news media. Their news values tend to be inward looking; their scrutiny of 
global agencies is consequently inadequate; 叩d their linking of groups in political de
bate is organized within national polities. A void is thus opening up in which the dem
ocratic and media systems have not yet adjusted adequately to a shifr of political and 
economic power (Curr血， 2002).

OpenDemocracy is significant because it represents an attempt to 位ltl由 vacu也n.
It is one of a number of contemporary initiatives, including new Web ventures, that, 
in different ways, are seeking to build a new democratic order. Part of the fascination 
of looking at its pages is to see how it sets about hosting a global conversation and 
grapples with the problems that stand in 出ewayofme叩m訴.ù international debate. 

At 也e end of last century, 20 percent of the world's pop叫ation disposed of an es
timated 86 percent of its wealth. This a血uent fi借1 is in general the most technologi
cally advanced, computer-oriented p訂t of the globe. It generates most of the content 
of the Web and dominates the attention ofNet users. In particular, the United States 
produced almost two-thirds of the top thousand most visited websites and accounted 
for 83 percent of the total page views ofInternet users in 2000 (Caste祉， 2001: 219). 
Most people in the developing world 紅e excluded from computer-mediated dialogue 
because they lacks computer access. North Arnerica and Western Europe accounted for 
66 percent of the world's Net users in 2000, while the whole of Africa and Latin Arner
ica accounted for only 5 percent (Castells, 2001: 260). 
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People 紅e also excluded by language from participating online. An estimated 85 
percent of Web content is in English, even 也ough fewer than 10 percent of people 
around the world speak English as their fìrst 1組guage (Kramarae, 1999: 49). 

These inequalities and exclusions influence the dialogue mediated by open
Democracy. Mrica and Latin America are massively underrepresented in terms of their 
participation in一組d consumption 0ι-the mag但ine's debates, while America 叩d

northern Europe are greatly overrepresented. Japan is another signifìcant absence in 
openDemocra，句's global dialogue, though this outcome arises from linguistic rather 
than economic barriers. 

More generally, much of the discourse of the mag品ine-despite its staff's best 
efforts-is clearly a dialogue among elites in di能rent coun位的: among their intel1ec
tu品， politicians, administrators, NGO activis院組d businesspeople. The Foreign 
Ministers of Finland and Bhutan mingle in the pages of openDemocracy with the head 
of the International Chamber of Commerce 叩d leading antiglobalization activists like 
Susan George. The likes of Sergeant Gary tend to be confìned to openDemocracy con
ferences，也E 組terooms of debate. 

The debates staged by openDemocracy also reveal something about the dynarnics 
shaping global public di血跡le﹒ A signifì臼nt part of its discωsion seems to take the form 
of a dispute between the United States and the rest of the world. But fìrst app甜甜C臼 can

be deceptive. On closer inspection, the forurn entails not one p甜 of the globe talking to 
another but, rather, like“ minded groups-such as liberals in 出e United States and 
Europe-addressing each other. Alternatively, like-minded people talk to 自ch other about 
America. For 間ampl巴， a young Iraqi dissident advocates the U.S. invasion ofIraq as a way 
of toppling Saddam H山se妞， promp自19 an older Iraqi dissident to 位每提出at ge世ngrid
ofHussein should be 也e business of the Iraqi people alone (Alaska旬; 2002;Jab缸; 2002). 
Dialo學le thus orren fol1ows the closed circuits of discourse between those wi也在血nity

with each other. Part of the positive function of the magazine is that it has enabled those 
outside these circuits to eavesdrop, and even to break into the conversation. 

However, some people 位巴 reluctant to be drawn into a common discourse. En
gaging in debate with people holding a different position implies giving them legiti
ma句; and taking their arguments seriously. People on both lerr and right have proved 
at times reluctant to do this. For instance, David Elstein had enormous difficulty in 
persuading neo-liberals to engage in a debate that put corporate media power in the 
dock, despite his extensive connections as a senior commercial broadcaster and former 
Murdoch lieutenant. For defenders of media corporate power to participa臼 ln 也is de
bat巴 seemed to digni命 it， to irnply that there was a case to 叩swer， and to take seriously 
a Vlew em叩ating from an illegit加late area一-academic media studies. The reverse 
process happened in relation t。“antiglobalizers" (a misleading term) , even 出ough An悟

出ony Barnett 叩d the magaz,ine's international edit肘" Rosemary Bechler, had multi
ple connections with 伽 antiglobalization movement. Here, the p帥lem seemed to be 
that antiglobalizers were invited to engage in debate wi出 international businesspeople 
and bureaucrats who were liberals rather than neo-liberals. To p紅ticipate meant mud
dying the clear waters of pol也zed debate and taking seriously a position that was 
judged to be a fìg leaf. In the event, debates were brokered in both cases. But what 
these di伍culties illustrate is an underlying problem. While democratic politicians on 
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the lerr and right have to engage with each other because at periodic intervals they have 
to submit themselves to the will of the people, other participan臼 in public debate are 
under no such compulsion, and can remain contentedly in their sep訂ate enclaves. 

Global dialo學le is not only about conflict. The magazine also highlights points of 
similari句; as when south talks to south about globalization, when women inside and 
outside Islamic countries discuss their common concerns, or when lovers of the local 
connect to each other. To choose two items almost at random, there is a wonderful ac
count by a north London mother about going shopping wi也 her children that de
scribes the experience as an exhilarating adventure, a “S叮eet saf:扣" (Bai泣， 2001)， and 
a Czech describes with equal passion his weekend cottage and allotment, and what its 
rural setting me叩S to him (Pospisil, 2001). The two articles portray a sirnilar rom扭，
tic involvement with place, even if the contexts 位e completely di証erent.

But what emerges above all else is the segregated nature of much global debate. 
The global public sphere is subdivided into specialist communities, with specifìc forms 
of knowledge, organized interests, established NGOs, and wel1-trodden paths to m吐回
tilayered power. Much of their debate entails talking to each other in enclosed 叩d al
most apolitical ways. One of the merits of the magazine is 也at it enables their concerns 
to be communicated to a wider global community, and to be integrated into a politi
cal conversation about the future. 

In short, openDemocracy belongs to the constituency of alternative media, despite 
its elite connections, because it is engaged in a m訂ginalized， yet centr泣， project. In its 
brief and distinguished life to date, it has made a signifìc組t contribution toward 
building a global civil society. 

Notes 

1. See Yuezhi Zhao's chapter in this book. 
2. This study has drawn upon interviews and conversations with people working for open伊

Democracy, as well as upon its office fìles. 1 myself was involved marginally in the project, join
ing David Elstein and Todd Giclin as volunteer external editors of its media strand during its 
pilot phase, though Caspar Melville did most of the work on this strand. In 也is chapter, 1 com
ment in 叩 interim， interpretative way on the wider implications of openDemocracy. A more 
formal history will be pr'ωented in a chapter of my forthcoming book, Media Political Eco加以y，
due to be published by Roucledge in 2005. 

3. Conversation with Sir Charles Chadwyck-Healey, December 2002. 
益. The debates led to the publication of an interesting book (B紅neαand Scruton, 1998). 

In its introduction is the comment that “from 出e fertile disagreement of our meetings we have 
alllearned much" (p. xix). 

5. OpenDemocracy Board Meeting Statistics Report, 16 October 20肘， p. 2, fìg. 1. 
6. The magazine's internal audit shifted from weekly to monthly fìgures. Since it was a fort

nighcly magazine (with weekly updates) , its relevant monitoring unit should probably have been 
fortnighcly. 

7. It has not been possible to convert 也e raw data available for the more recent period into 
a form that would have been consistent wi出 the classifìcation system that was used for the mag
azine's early development. However, these raw data do confìrm the continuing international 
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character of the magazine's readership. Among other things they also show 出at， in the four
week period of mid-December 2002 to Janu紅y2003， 2， 5卻 visits to 出e openDemocracy web
site were logged by the U.S. military and 1,269 by the U.S. government. 

8. Alternative media have flourished only when great political and social movem闊的位fted
them over the economic hurdles 也可 faced， as in the case of the rise of the radical press linked 
to the growth of the trade union movement and mass social democracy in western Europe dur扭
i呵 thee訂ly twentieth century, and the rise of alterna由e media in countries like Korea and Tai
wan, linked to their democracy movemen臼 in the later twentie也 century.

9. MA Media and Communications course seminar, Goldsmiths Colle侈， University of 

London. 
10. This was at the time of writing in 間炒 February， more than a month before the 2003 

Iraq war. 
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CHAPTER 15 

The Independent 扎1edia Center 
Movement and the Anarchist 
Socialist Tradition 

John D. H Downing 

We do not hesitate to say 也atwew叩t people who will continue 
unce臼ingly to develop; people who 紅e capable of constantly de
stroying 叩d renewing their surroundings and renewing them
selvω; people whose intellectual independence is their supreme 
power, which they will yield to none; people always disposed for 
出m咎由at are betrer, eager for the triumph of new ide訟，位法10凶

to crowd many lives into the life they have. 

-Francisco Ferrer i Guardia1 

The lndependent Media Centers (Downing, 2002a, 2002b, 2003) , numbering over 
ninety worldwide at the time of出is writing in late s阻nmer 2002, sprang into being 
with remarkable 恥ed. The fìrst IMC had seen the light of day less 出m 加ee years 
previously, during the momentous WTO confrontations in Seattle in November-De
cember 1999. The others developed subsequently most often in response to (1) a par
ticul位 meeting of global power circles, such as the World Bank, the lnternational 
Monetary Fund, or the G8 countries' politicalleaders; (2) m司or world fora on issues 
such as racÍsm (Durban, 2000); or (3) p叮叮T conventions, such as the U.S. presidential 
nomination meetings of the Republican and Democratic p訂dω. Having been insti
tuted to help focus nonmainstream media coverage of protests at that particular time 
and plac巴， they 。在en continued on afterward, acting as communication nodes for po
litical resistance on b。由 local and international issues. 

At their simplest they comprised a connected server, a webpage，叩d one or 
more activists. Some were extremely active, with multiple postings every day; 0品，
帥， much less energetic; still others, somewhere in between. Overwhelmingly 也ey

were nonsectarian, defìning their role as a service contribution, not as directive. 
Their webpages carried text, still photos, cartoons, sometimes audio and video fìles, 
and all carried hyperlinks to each other. As of 2002 they were initially concentrated 
in the United States, Canada, and Western Europe, but were represented in Aus回

tral泣， Aotearoa/New Zealand, and Latin America as well as in a few other non
“Western" locations. 

2岳3
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The IMCs represented a remark且ble s旺ge of energy in rhe application of digital 
communication technologies to political contestation strategies. In this overview of 
rheir operation, or at least certain aspects of址， 1 locate rheir signifìcance wirhin rhe si
multaneous predicament and healrh of movements challenging rhe transnational cor
porate order, at 也e beginning of rhe twenty-fìrst century CE. In particular, 1 relate rhe 
IMCs to some of rhe leitmotifi of political rhought represented by rhe anarchist social
ist tradition. 1 fìrst characterize rhe current context as well as rhe po位tical tradition, 
rhough borh only in oucline, and 出en proceed to explore certain key dimensions of 
rhe “lndymedià' phenomenon as 出ey relate to rhis context and tradition. My argu
ment is rhat rhe IMCs may constitute a very fr山的.ù parh to pursu巴， among rhe many 
血紅紅巴 needed to lead out of our present dilemmas. 

The Current Context and Its Dilemmas 

5ince rhe collapse of rhe 50viet bloc in 1989-1991, endless toner has been devoted to 
discussion of rhe global consequences. The starg品ers have solemnly assured us of rheir 
own often mutually contradictory certainties: rhe end of ideolo前; rhe fìnal victory of 
liberal democra句; rhe imminence of Muslim convulsions against rhe world order, rhe 
assured coll叩se ofU.5. dominan白， rhe merits of rhe Blair-5chroeder “Third Way" be
tween capitalism 叩d sovietized socialism, rhe shift of global power to East Asia, and
not least-rhe conclusive burial of all hopes 出at a signi自cancly di能rent and more at
tractive world is possible. The newspapers and mag詔ines of quality, read by people of 
quali句T， and largely owned by corporations of tremendous wealrh and power, have 
moscly signed on to one or anorher of rhese certainti吼叫 have framed our r凹ge of 
options as lirnited to 也em.

50 what 訂e our options to deal wirh malnutrition, disease, high infant mortali句，
environmental disaster, plunder of rhe weaker nations' resources, racism, sexism, war, 
u吋ust laws, corporate 叩d political corruption, and, beyond rhem, systernic and 
transnational corporate priorities? Did rhe socialist alternatives dominating rhe previ
ous century 0位r a viable alternative to market-forces fundamentalism? 

The 叩swer has to be no. 
Had rhe 50viet bloc surviv，吐， it would have done so only as a monurnent to re

pression in rhe name of justice and equality. Admittedly，出e scale of repression slowed 
in a major way following 5talin's dearh in 1953, and began to tail off substantially in 
出e 198郎， but rhe structural foundations of rhe bloc were so deeply flawed, ethically 
and econornically, rhat true reform of rhem was inconceivable. 在ue， in rhe fìght 
against global 如cism and miliJ位ism in rhe rhird to fì丘h decades of rhe last centu句，
也e myrh of rhe 50viet Union 'as the homeland of justice and liberation served to 巴郎，
bolden councless people who put rheir lives on rhe line for rhe rest of us to defeat rhose 
rhreats. Tru丘，也at myrh also constrained capital to deal wirh workers' movements and 
demands more flexibly at times rhan it would have done wirhout rhe myrh, and rhus 
had much to do wirh 伽 welfare ri拉ts installed in many nations for a nurnber of 
decades. The very poor lot of 50viet workers enabled a better deal for rheir western 
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counterparts, just as rheir sacrifìce in tens of millions warring against Hicler was cru
cial in rhe collapse of fascism. 

All也is notwi出standing， rhe system itself was a step backward from capitalism
a “milit位于feudal despotism" as Nikolai Bukharin, one of its leaders liquidated in rhe 
1938 show trials, once put it. It was not a step forward, in and of itself. 

50cial democra句; rhe constitutional 叩d parli位目前位y alternative, eschewing rhe 
violence of a compulsory revolution (“The bourgeoisie will never give up power will
ingly, so comrades, let's go for rheir rhroats!") , had rhe corresponding negative virtue 
of seeking to talk our way into a better world rarher rhan shooting our way into it, and 
rhe altogerher positive virtue ofhaving organized better living conditions for many or
din紅y folk in m叩y countries.2 People in Britain used to laugh abour rhe hurndrurn 
meat-and-potatoes character of “municipal socialism," bur our lives are made up of 
hurndr山n details, and 出ey make an unromantic but worrhwhile difference. 

If rhat were as far as it went, parliamentary socialism might indeed be worth set
cling for. Life is messy, and muddling through may be rhe only option for m叩yofus
much ofrhe 也ne. In practice，也e story has been much more complicated and much 
less reassuring. In order to win rhe crucial electoral middle ground, social democratic 
parties have pre閃T consistencly struggled to adopt policies made popular by rightist 
parties and have pretty consistencly avoided a social justice agenda. This was especially 
rhe case over rhe fu叫 three decades of rhe past centu句; when healrh care and welE位E
rights, rnigrant workers' rights, labor union rights, women's rights, children's righ怨， rhe 
rights of rhe elderly, and citizens' information and privacy rights were cut back, often 
savagely, and when bellicose foreign policies favoring w紅阻d ‘'Third World" resource 
exploitation were much in evidence. Corruption 位nong leading politicians has been 
an equal-opportunity scenario, not at all rhe preserve of rhe historical Right. To be in 
power, to be able to play 也e game and not skulk forever in opposition, has dominated 
rhe process for 50cial Democratic3 political aspirants. 5uccessfully spinning rhe media 
has been much more important rhan developing democratic media policies. 

lt is in 由is context of continuing issues of global and local injustice and poverty, 
組d rhe inadequacy of twentie也-century socialism in practice to address rhem, rhat we 
are forced to look around for what else rhere may be to offer as a starting point, at least, 
for new reflection on rhe potential for progress. We need to be rurhlessly honest in 也lS
process, and 出at means, fr位船只 admitting rhat as of now，也ere 紅e no obvious step
by-step solutions to constructing a different world. Our conviction rhat a different 
world is possible is driven more by contemplation of rhe one we inhabit rh阻 by de
veloped, let alone coordinated, alternative policies. There is no point in pretending 也lS

is not 也e case: Indeed, doing so only slows us down and sets us back. There is no 
government-in-waiting at rhis time, no NGO or single political movement, rhat is 
abour to act as global beacon guiding rhe way to achieve constructive societal change. 

Thus it makes sense to look again at what may be found in rhe socialist是 anarchist
tradition, largely eclipsed in rhe twentieth century by communism and social democ
racy, and associated in the public mind with a love of disorder and of creating chaos, 
even wirh sancti有Ting terroristic actions against public fìgures. Let us take a risk, 
出ou阱，叩d peer for a moment beneath these conventional wrappings to try to recover 
a basic sense of what 也is tradition actually was abour, and to discover whether it still 
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has any clues or questions for us in the dilemmas we face in the search for social jus
tice. In particular, let us ask whether it is reflected in一叩d suggests fr凶的11 avenues 
for-current struggles against corporate media hegemony. 

The Political Tradition of Socialist Anarchism 

It may be helpful to recall how widespread socialist anarchist movements have been 
(Marshall, 1992; Préposiet, 2002) , especially before the Bolshevik Revolution, 
which had the effect of draining many anarchist activists away, impressed by the 
early Soviet state-or reports of it一…into thinking that perhaps the Marxists had 
gotten it right 的er all (Quail, 1978). Though not a泣， m叩y Chinese anarchists re
acted in a similar fashion to the 19垂9 Communist victory. The most famous ex位n
ple of anarchism in action is of course to be found in Spain, where it had been a 
tremendously powerful presence for eight decades until the 1939 fascist victory in 
the Civil War (Hofmann et al. , 1995; Rider, 1989). Spanish and Italian anarchist 
influences spread via migrant workers and political exiles to a number of Latin 
American nations, especially Argentina, Peru, and Mexico, and also in the Balkans, 
Switzerland, and France (Le可; 1989: 是4). Italian and other migrant workers were 
equally important in Brazil's anarchist movements (Alves de Seixas, 1992). Anar
chism in Russia was one of the major tendencies on the Left up to 1917 (Avrich, 
1973) , and from 1918 to 1921 it was the dominant political force in Ukraine 
(如chinov， 2001). Nor should the United States (Goldman, 1970) and Canada 
(Fetherling, 1998) be left out of this picture. India has had its share of anarchist 
thinkers and activists (Ostergaard, 1989), in some respects including even Ma
hatma Gandl泣， as did China and ]apan (Dirlik, 1991; Pelletier, 2001; Zarrow, 
1990) 抽出e earlier decades of the twen自由 centu可﹒

Moreover, some of the socialist anarchists' core ideas have become commonplace 
without most people knowing it. Their proposals for 可ntegral" education and the 
“'modern school" movement-science in the curriculum, sex education, coeducation, 
the importance of continuing adult education, secular education, the need for 
practic叫別-are now standard (Smi品， 1989). Kropotkin's argu~ents in favor of de
centralizing urban setclements were adopted by early urban planners and have contin
ued to be very influential in those quarters (Crowder, 1991: 166, n. 159). 

Tracing the later history of socialist anarchism in the twentieth centu可 is totally 
beyond my scope here. 1 would simply point to certain moments of great intensity in 
which keyan訂chist principles (也ough not necessarily language) have been evident
namely, the situationist movement, whose influence was so visible during the 1968 
Paris revolt (Vi臼et， 1992; Mare凹， 1998); political movements in Italy and Porrugal 
in the 1970s (Downing, 2001: 237-98); the U.S. civil rights movement (Egerton, 
199是; Payne, 1995); 叩d some key aspects of the feminist and ecological movements. 
The antiglobalization movement that emerged in 也e 1990s and continues to the pres
ent, the Zapatista movement in Mexico，叩d 也e World Social Forum meetings in 
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Porto Alegre are further examples in certain respects-and so not least is the Indy
media phenomenon, as we shall see in more detail below. 

A signal 吐ifficulty of the task 1 have set for myself in summarizing socialist an訂m

chist 出ought has to do wi出 its protean character.5 Anarchism has been as contentious 
a political movement as any other; and beyond that，的 basic premises have discour
aged even the emergence of competing absolute authorities such as Lenin， τrots旬， or
Mao. No single person has represented, or been able credibly to claim to represent, 
bue'，血紅chist philosophy. There are major influential names from the earlyanarchist 
period, running approximately from 1860 to 1930, but none of them has sacral status: 
Pierre-]oseph Proudhon (France) , Mikhail Bakunin (Russia) , Errico Malatesta (Italy), 
Piotr Kropotkin (Russia) , Fr叩cisco Ferrer (Sp泣n) ， and Emma Gol也nan (United 
States). Moreover, contempor訂y socialist anarchist thought often has a sharply 也能r
ent flavor, as we shall see in a moment. 

Even 位nong these classical ngures there could be sharp differences. Malatesta, for 
example, had no time for the assumption made by Kropotkin and some of the other 
classical anarchists that 也e historical process would automatically engender a decisive 
revolution; neither had he anything but contempt for sectarian squabbles,6 nor any in
terest in Bakunin's secret societies (Pernicone, 1993: 24ι況， 274一75). 趴在alatesta also 
denounced projects to socialize agriculture 出at took no account of farmers' wishes to 
maintain their farms (Levy, 1989: 是0). Proudhon argued that violent revolution might 
indeed be the consequence if 也e ruling circles dug their heels in against 組y reform, 
but that, in principle, violence threatens 出e very ideals of mutual respect and freedom 
that are anarchism's political objective (Crowder, 1991: 147). Malatesta and Kropotkin 
were both against physical attacks on people, while accepting them against physical 
property. Some anarchists have welcomed Marxist analysis while denouncing Leninist 
practice (Guér泊， 1989); others have fought tooth and nail against both. Some have fo
cused their e仇的 entirely on labor organizing (anarcho-syndicalists); others, on de
veloping a federated network of democratic, responsive power-centers. 

However, there is a dialectic between freedom and organized action in anarchist 
practice. Given the verballinkage “anarchism:;::anarch}""'chaos," it comes as a surprise 
to some to discover that organization is a central theme in socialist anarchist philoso
phies. Malatesta preferred the term “association," but saw it as essential 血d construc
tive. Proudhon and Kropotkin emphasized the principles of solidarity and mutual sup
port that 也ey 紅gued were evident in many facets of human history that anarchism 
could b山ld upon. And Goldman (1 969: 35) stated that “organization, as we [叩位
chists] understand it . . . is based, primaril只 on freedom. It is a natural and voluntary 
grouping of energi臼 to secure results benencial to humanity." She contrasted 出IS
“grouping" sharply and unfavorably with governmental and corporate “organizatio丸"
which she epitomized as "the ceaseless piracy of the rich against the poor" (capitalist 
industry),“a cruel instrument of blind force" (也e milit訂y) ， and “a veritable barracks, 
where the human mind is drilled 叩d manipulated into submission to various social 
and moral spooks" (formal education at alllevels). 

Anarchist organization, in this perspectiv巴， was not a constraint on freedom but 
an expression of the public's actual interdependence, of which the cooperative 
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movement was one example (Cahi且， 1989). It did notpreclude variety or conflict
ing views. As Serge Salaün (1 995: 323) puts it in his description of the language of 
anarchist publications in Spain: 

To daim to generalize about the totaliry of Spanish anarchist movements is 
highly haz訂dous on account of 也eir multifaceted, motile (sinuosa) , plural 
dimension. \月erbal practices give the impression of flucruating from one pe
riod to another, from one region to another, from one group (including one 
individual) to 叩other， from one newspaper to 阻other， and even wi也ln a 
single newspaper. 

And yet, as Nick Rider (1 989) notes, there was nothing primiti珊， disorganized, or 
convulsive in the tactics developed during the organization of a major rent strike in 
Barcelona in 1931, when anarchist influence was predornin叩t. The strike was 
grounded in popular conditions and grew out of community networks. 

Thus for anarchist thought, the following logo, popul位 in the Spanish anarchist 
press, has no contradiction: 1加抑e anarchist will not be chained, even by anarchists 

themselves (cited in Litv此， 1995: 220). 
Here we see the heart of the discord between classical Marxism and classical 扭扭

chism. For advocates of the latter, it was impossible to see the state as anything other 
than a restraint on 丘eedom 扭d，出erefore， as entirely antithetical to 出e practicalities 
of achieving a just and free society. The situation was akin to asking an enraged 
800-pound gorilla to lie on its back to have its tummy tickled, whereas for Commu
nists and Social Democrats the state could be slewed around in its tracks and pointed 
in a just direction, by revolution or legislation, depending on the viewpoint in ques
tion. (Evaluating the results of these strategies is entirely another story.) 

τoday， with 出e bonus of hindsight, some of these 紅guments may seem to we紅 a

different hue, and even to look rather patchy. In the twen自由 century many states in 
a船uent nations undertook welfare and education functions, even if with contradictory 
results and for contradictory reasons. The state was no longer simply poli間， courts, jails, 

and the military. By the end of the century there were some 200 nation扭states， possess
ing radically different levels of autonomy in the transnational corporate era, and various 
kinds of interstate “re哥mes" were emerging even as the Soviet bloc disintegrated (with 
the EU, NAFTA, and the WTO in 出e lead). The public's experience of the negatives 
of state bureaucracies had provided fertile soil for 出atcherite 叩d reaganite antistatism 
and the fetishism of market forces, which began in earnest in the 1980s. 

lt was a different pl血et﹒ Yet the attempt to hold at the center of one's political vi
slOn a m位riage of justice, freedom，叩d organized activism to those ends can hardly be 
dismissed as irrelevant. These 位e not the only features of anarchist thinking wor出 not

ing, some of which have certainly moved on from the earlier an直rchist period. Never
theless, let us briefly examine them, recalling 出at there is no anarchist c阻on except as 
regards the broadest of principles (freedom, justice, activism) , and 出en apply them to 
the lndymedia movement as it has developed since 1999. 

Three ongoing principles of socialist an紅chist 也inking that especially deserve at
tention are the priority given to movements over institutions, the attention given to pre
figurative political activity, and the place allocated to direct action. 
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The fìrst is the logical corollary of anarchism's deep distrust of the state, though as 
suggested above we also have to ask whether that distrust might not more usefully be 
conditional than absolute. 

Prefìgurative politics have been nicely defìned by D. T. Wieck and by David 
Porter, and 1 will rely on their words to indicate what the term means: 

Anarchism proposes the continuous realization of freedom in the lives of 
each and all, both for its intrinsic and immediate values and for irs more re
mote effects, the .latter unpredicrable because 出ey depend on 也e unpre
dictable behavior of persons not known and of non-personal historical cir
cumstances. (Wie仗， 1979: 144) 

Any liberated are訟， however limited, are a challenge to the capitalist or
der. The challenge lies in their visceral resistance to and struggle against 
the system, and in their offering time and space for potentially less sub
limated behaviors. . . . Such zones sustain the energies of militants. 
(Porter, 1979: 223-24) 

Hakim Bey (1 991: 95-141), similarly, has argued for the notion ofTemporary 
Autonomous Zones, places or activities in which for a while people may live and work 
as though m叩y of capitalism's priorities and the state's restrictions do not apply. Like 
Jon Purkis (1 997: 1也--42) ， who refers to the “ àirytale illusion of the nineteenth
century European insurrectionary model," Bey denounces what he sees as 出e qUasl
suicidal strategy of seeking to overthrow the state 叩d the hopelessly compromising 
tactic of trying to infùtrate it. Alan O'Connor's (2002) account of Who's Emma? (a 
Toronto queer pilllk record store) both evocatively describes one such project and ad
dresses the conceptual issuesjnvolved. 

These zones do not equal political quiescenc巴， however. As Lindsay Hart (1997: 
52) proposes in his discussion of direct action, 

An anarchist perspective of civil disobedience goes further th阻 one which 
merely αlls for the powers that be to respond to direct action in a positive way, 
so that the dir的叫on can ultirn前甸 C間E﹒Inst叫，血紅chi路 beli間 that

poliúcal acúvism goes beyond the ins甘umentalism of the Srate and established 
channels, and 出at the purpose of direct acúon is to crea記 or伊ûzaúonal 阻d
social sttucrures which α且阻ddoα1St ou臼ide ofand b句Tond the State. 

Thus these three aspects of socialist anarchist thought-the priority of movements 
over institutions, prefìgurative polit悶，組d direct action-are intimately linked. 

τoday's 血紅chists， while no more tighcly unifìed than before, are likely also to 
have at the center of their thinking such issues as ecology and feminism (Bookchin, 
1989), how to operate in relation to popular 叩d mass c此間 (Davies， 1997; Goaman 
and Dodson, 1997; Rosen, 1997) , how to gain influence over private and government 
land development initiatives (W:訂d， 1982), and how to respond to globalization and 
consumerism (Purkis, 1997). By and large, the expectation of a cataclysmic revolution 
出at will usher in a radically new and constructive world has righcly ebbed away. The 
long haul is here for good, with no quick fìxes. 
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However，也is does not preserve anarchists, or many of them, from concinuing neg
acives: their tendency toward M位吐ch自n policical rhinking; their habit of seeing danger 
from capitalism and the state, but not from wi也in the public itse叮 in its own colleccive 
accion (an implicicly perfeccionist view ofhurnan beings); 也e weakness, at least until re
cencly, of their internacional 姐在lyses; and not least，也eir tremendous v唔ueness about 
how to sustain levels of econornic funccioning that would maintain acceptable standards 
of mass global health 臼re， even in a non臼pitalist or postmarket economy. 

It is useful at this point to import some of the perspeccives in Foucault's work into 
our discussion. Todd May (199是) has argu吐出at Foucault, along with Deleuze and 
Guatt血， developed a 可oststructuralist" an紅chism. The core of May's 訂gurnent ap
pears to be deduced from Foucault's emphases on (1) the potential of power to make 
things happen, rather than simply stopping them from happening by repressing them, 
and (2) the di飢lseness of power, the error of seeing it as purely located in capital and 
the state. Foucault's 紅gurnent about the di伍lseness of power has somecimes been 臼r

icatured, as 也ough he no longer perceived capital 叩d 出e state as having any power; 
but this would hardly explain the work he put in on reforrning French higher educa
tion in consultation with the Ministry of Education, or 出e cracked rib he received 
from a police baton in one of the m叩y militant street demonstrations in which he 
joined. At 出e same cime, his acknowledgment of the rnicro-circ凶ts of social and cι 
tural power 叩d 出巴 necessity to defY them on that level is one that works well in rela
∞n to socialist 血紅chist 出ought， helpi時 to exp叩d it beyond some of its tradicional 
posltlons. 

It is at all these points on the compass, posicive and negaci珊， that 也e emergence 
of the Independent Media Centers sugges俗， and perhaps provides, a major s記p for
ward. Let us see why. 

The IMC Movement, Communication, 
組d Strategy四Building

There is always a danger in getting overenthused about a new development, and Inde
pendent Media Centers, at the cime of this wrici嗯， certainly qual泊ed as new. It is pos
sible that just as they sprang up 凶ce mushrooms a丘er 出e 1999 Seatcle confrontacion, 
so 也ey might melt away，出ough the heavy-handedness of transnacional corporacions 
and police suppression of peaceful ancicorporate street protests were likely to demon
strate without further ado how much they 紅e needed. None也eless， even were IMCs to 
vanish, the experience of their accivicies would concinue to be important to understand. 

Sy戶r芯st臼ema缸叩tlC S泣tu吋di悶臼 of 叩a呵耳仄￠出出h趾IS抗t me吋d也la a盯E閃e r閃ela恥划a仗叩ti忱vel砂yfew叫;7 m詛ya缸cc∞O叩t俗s of 叩紅扭-
ch叩i

t出h叩 in t也he白ikr Own Edig拉ht.8 Alt出ho叩ug拉h Li1句y Litva拉k(口1995) pr犯巴s鉛巴nt臼s 叩 absorbing account 
of the intricacies of readership practices and of both content and layout in the Span
ish anarchist press, there has been a fairly frequent tendency 位nong anarchists, it 
would seem, to ass凹ne that the media communicacion process is relatively unprob
lematic. The working public simply needed to hear the message and then it would act, 
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instantaneously. Or governments and mainstream media were perceived as “systemacic 
poisoners, interested stupefiers of the pop叫ar masses."9 This naïve model of the me
dia communicacion process can h位dly survive 出e scruciny of a Gramscian-influenced 
Cultural Studies, or Foucault, and indeedJude Davies (1997) makes a strong pitch for 
the relevance of a Cultural Studies perspeccive and of Situacionism for anarchist cul
tural politiα. 

The IMCs have not described themselves as anarchi鈍， although some, like Indy
media Nigeria, have been strongly in tlille with eco-anarchism. In terms of cight defi
nicions，也erefore， they do not fully fit 出eb也. Nonetheless，也ey fit it better than any 
other working model of media activist policics, inasmuch as they typi臼lly did not ally 
themselves with any particul紅 policical group with a claim to absolute truth but, rather, 
sought to be of service to a variety of ancicorporate tendencies engaged in direct accion 
and publicacion. There was no ambicion to be any kind ofLeninist direccing center, any 
mo自由an there was interest in allying IMC work with any mainstream policical party. 
The IMCs were 銬在m叩aged， and 且也ed to each other in a voluntary Malatesta-style 
federacion. Their only app紅ent uniforrnity was in webpage layout, which was repro
duced ra也er systemacically on 出e Seatcle model; but this had to do wi也出e simplicity 
and speed of taking over 胡 exiscing design, which would also be compatible in terms 
of its hyperlinks wi出 the other IMC sites. The Seatcle site, as the oldest and wi出 one
of the biggest teams, inevitably wielded p訂cicul訂 influence in the first few ye紅包 but
nevertheless shunned funccioning as any kind of authoritacive Curia. 

Building on a long prior experience of grassroots organizing (Kidd, 2002)，也E
Seatcle IMC funccioned during the WTO protests as a voluntary communicacions cen
ter. 1O Around 100 independent videographers roamed the streets during the con
frontations, working inside the demonstracions, not on the other side of the police 
lines as mainstream journalists moscly do，叩d so were able to 自pture the reasons peo
ple were there in their own words, as well as the tra山nas they faced from the police. 
They got the full sto哼~ in other wor血， not 出e “violent 阻ci-叮ade flat-earthers" story 
that wide句 circulated in mainstream accounts. 11 Others-still photographers, audio
recor，泌的， print and Web journalists-join巴d the videographers in 出ese micro-circuits 
of power by downloading their materials onto the servers in the IMC's tempor位y site, 
which could then be immediately transmitted to other machines at a distance. Those 
who wished could leave their materials for use by docurnentarians seeking to provide 
various kinds of records of the event, such as emerged not long afrer: Seatcle Indy
media's Showdown 1n Seattle (2000), Big Noise Fi1ms' 1苦力 Is W海'at Democracy Looks 
Like (2000) , and the Paper Tiger Television series. 

The Seatcle sto吟~ like most of the other IMC genesis stor悶， fused 出e global 叩d

the local, and in the months and years that followed, this constant adrnixture charac
terized the daily and weekly postings on the Indymedia site.As such, it represented an 
important g泣n in media activism, which all too easily opts for one over the other, ad
mittedly sometimes for lack of resources to cover the internationallevel. Yet the com
bination of dual-level coverage wi出 hyperlinks to all the other IMCs as well as to nu
merous other accivist groups around the wor泊， provided an extraordinary freeway to 
users to connect up policical, economic，叩d cultural issues as needed, or simply to ex
plore, and thereby intens時也eir state of informacion. 
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Furthermore, there was 叩 opportunity for constant dialogue on a level much 
more vital 叩d immediate th阻 that of the relatively stodgy newspaper readers' letters 
format. This dialogue could also be and frequencly was international, and constituted 
p甜 of the ongoing available analysis of the current global conjunctur巴， whether re回
lated to w;位 in the “Middle East," to exploitative trade and labor practices, or to on
going crises such as the AIDS pandemic. The discussion in most if not all IMCs was 
very open, although after much internal debate the Seattle IMC found itself compelled 
to respond to neo-Nazi a位empts to 且ood its discussions by hiving off those postings 
to a separate fùe where they could be examined if users wished. 

The Seattle website (seattle.indymedia.org/policy) , like others, constancly invited 
contributions. Here is how it did so, as of fall 2002: 

The IMC newswire is designed to empower individuals to become inde
pendent and civic journalists by providing a dir間， unmoderated for凶n for 
presenring media, including t位t arricles, audio and video recordings, and 
photographs, to the public via the internet. 司Wìthin 出at general framework, 
we specifìcally encourage individuals to publish: 

• Researd吋， rime炒甜icles;

• Eyewimess accounts of progressive acrions 阻d demonsrrarions; 
• . Coverage of Seattle/Northwest 記gional issues; 
• Media analysis; 
• Investigative reports exposing injustice; 
• Stories on events affecting underrepresented groups; 
• Media produce往 from within underrepresented groups; 
• Local stories with national or global signifìcance; 
• Stories on people or projects working towards social jusrice. 

One of the most significant innovations of the Seattle site was the construction of an 
archive of discussions, labeled Process, about strategy and tactics during the course of 
both direct-action campaigns against corporate globalization and the development of 
也e IMC's own modus operandi. The term “archive" sounds pre叮釘y叩d dusty, but 
its importance in the contemporary political context is signal. 

As I 紅gued above, there is much to learn from twentieth-century experience of 
contesting power, but much of it is also negative, going in directions 也at would have 
been far better not taken. In the meantime, because of the hegemony of the “seemingly 
practical," much experience that did not fit inside the 叩ti-utopian realisms of Lenin
ism or social democra句; including socialist anarchist, feminist, cooperative, ecologic泣，
and-tl叫 goo的d一仰C如物ble political movement stories, floated aw可 on 伽

tides, and is now accessible only in dusty back numbers of forgotten pub拉問tions 叩d

mo叫 history interviews wi中'aged political ve間ans.

Thus having a nonsectarian open archive that can be accessed easily, retaining ar
guments over time in the la呵uage 0/也e time about how to organize contestation and 
media activism most e位ctively， represented a vital forward move. The need perpetu
ally to reinvent the wheel was correspondingly reduced. Corporate and government 0ι 
fices have their memory banks on disciplinary stra記g悶， but the public movements 
challenging a whole range of negatives rarely, if ever, have generated their own archives. 
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This is what is particularly valuable now in a webpage format, where a v;紅iety of po
liti問1 experiences c阻 be reviewed and sh紅ed even across nations and continents
and, moreover, on an ongoing basis. Socialist anarchism does not me叩 disorganiza
tion, as already underlined; rather, it entails organizational development against-and, 
so far as possible, outside-the hegemony of capi祉，也e state, or organized religion. 
Historical memory of past c訂npaigns， debates, and decisions is a vital part of that or但
ganizational development. 

We do not know yet how to b山ld a different world of a kind most of us w。“
W胡t to live in, only that the twentieth century offers more negative 出an positive il
lustrations. In the course of continuing to def示出e powers 出at be, global and local, 
and by discussing our experiences of doing so through "glocal" counter-public spheres 
such as the Indymedia network, it is possible and even likely that constructive new 
ideas and perspectives will begin to germinate. It is virtually impossible to imagine 
their emergence other 血紅1 through such an open and painstaking process. 

Conclusion: The IMC Movement 
and Socialist Anarchism 

Historically, socialist anarchist movements have had their own vices: sectarianism; 
Manicheism; naïveté concerning the public's universal instinctive addiction to cooper
ation, or concerning the necess位y imminence of a decisive totalizing revolution; some
tÏnles an aggf<ωive economic reductionism (in the case of many anarcho-syndicalists). 
Even some of their virtues, as set out in 出is chapter, may seem to be more negative 
出an positive: a necessary skepticism concerning the state, and toward transcendencly 
correct revolutionary parties, thus avoiding the Bolsheviks' disastrous descent into Stal
inism; a readiness to acknowledge that "democratic" parties of the Left play not only 
by the democratic rules but also often anti-democratic roles. 

Yet certainly, too, there are positive virtues in this political tradition that need hold
ing onto: a genuine interest in the public's interests and cultures; a passionate sense for 
也e public's righ的ù sovereignty; a ferocious commitrnent to freedom in co吋unction

with, inseparably from, social justice; a vision of social units small enough for people to 
feel and exert a connection with decisions made in 出em; a vision of the potential for 
federated political s叮uctu的; an internationalist commitrnent; a dedication to forms of 
learning and mental growth 出at dissolve traditional boundaries of gend叫“race，" and 
class, and are profoundly open to fresh perspectives; and, not least, a continual orienta
tion toward forms of direct action, both to challenge injustice 血dtoc時ate those mo
ments and locales which prefìgure the reality 出at another world is possible. 

In the light of th臼e perspectives, the various oppo江山泣ties brought into play by 也E

Independent Media Center movement are grist to the socialist anarchist mill，阻d
whether 也e term itself is used does not partic叫紅ly matrer. Systematic thinking about 
media and communication has not, so far as 1 know, been energetically pursued wi出m
many anarchist circles, although in 紅tistic terms socialist anarchists have often fìgured 
prominencly (Gustave Courbet, Canlille Pissarro, and Frantisek Kupka, to mention only 
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出ree particularly well-kno明1 names). But many anarchists have been fascinated by 也E

potential of new technolog悶， and have embraced them enthusiastically (pace Mahatma 

Gandhi). The upsurge of Independent Media Centers，也eir openness，也eir blend of in
ternationalism and localism, theirωe of hyperlinks, their self-management, repr，臼ent a 
development entirely consonant wi也出e best in the socialist anarchist tradition. 

TheIMCs 釘e not heaven-sent. They are ours, us at work, to act as best we c叩 to
make them empowering agencies and fora-not uniquely so, but as p眼 of the tapes
try. As the Indymedia Italy site puts it: “Don't Hate the Media! Become the Media!" 

Notes 

1. From Ferre此時 Origins and 1deals 01 t，紛紛紛'rn School (London: 就間， 1913), cited in 
Smith (1989: 222). 1 have taken 出e liberry of re-translaring hombres in the original as "people." 

2. Millett (1997) makes a valid observarion in his attack on the historiα1 welfare state
nam旬出at orren it did not do much or even an抖lÌng for the very poorest. But he 伊es about his 
case with a bludgeon rather 出血 as叫pel 血d， in so doing, omits to consider those poorer people, 
very large in number, whose lives were enhan臼dbywe迫re measures. Norhing was perfect: The ter
rible tower bl。也凶ed to house them, whose construcrion greacly enriched building fìr悶， are one 
ofm阻ycas臼 of the contradicrions involved. But the siruarion was contradictory, not just negarive. 

3. 1 include here, for breviry's sake, p紅ties such as the C叩adian Liberal Parry and the U.S. 
Democratic Parry, whose practical policy history has much in common with Social Democraric 
p位ties despite the difference in official ideologies. Of course, the specific histories of all these 
parties 位e both different 叩d significant, but there is no space to explore those dimensions here. 

4. 1 位n aware that 叩archists of the Lerr have long held to v位10山 terms to describe them
selves, and “socialist" has not usually figured as one of them. But 1 am wriring for a more gen
eral readership, for whom the term srill has some sense attached to it of a generic concern for 
global social jusrice 叩d freedom. Moreover, there is 叩 individualisric anarchism of the Right
quite common in U.S. popul位 culrure， forαample-which therefore necessitates some quali
如可 a句ecrive for the tradi∞n discussed here. 

5. For a lucid and fair account, though longer than 1 c叩 offer here, see the “lntroducrion" 
to Goodway (1989: 1-22). 

6. Pernicone (1 993: 話7) writes: “Utopian blueprints, a priori ass山nprions， absttact 血d

rigid formulas-Malatesta eschewed them all. . . . Theorerical di丘èrences should be subordinated 
to the immediate demands of the common s叮uggle against the state and bourgeois socie亭" Ab
solutist doctrinal splits had bedeviled 出e anarchist movement in ltaly, Spain, and Argentina. 

7. See Atton's (2002: 80-156) srudy ofBrirish anarchist print media and Walter's (1 971) 
srudy of an earlier phase rrom 1945-1970; Dickinson's (1997) srudy of the British local alter
native press; 也e srudies by Sakolsky and Dunifer (1997) and Soley (1999) of the U.S. rree ra
dio movement, and Kogawa's (1985) srudy of the Japanese micro-radio movement; 叩d the 
srudies of the Spanish anarchist press up to 1939 by Lirvak (1995) , López C位npillo (1 995), 
Salaün (1 995) , and Tavera i García (1995). 

8. See, for example, Pernicone (1 993: 2是3-46) and Krebs (1998: 117-48). 
9. See Bakunin, cited by Davies (1997: 66). lt is only fair to note that some an紅chisr jour

nalisrs, such 臼 the ra出er f1amboyanr Felipe Alaiz in the 193仇， c∞om呻pl凶訂叫nedbi仗tte句 of 伽 ‘“、‘冠油sωo

cial prose" of publicarions with “neither vigor nor color . . . pale, plain, drab, without exuber
ance, without spice (jt位。)" (τàvera i Garc鼠， 1995: 389). 

10. DeLuca and Peeples (2002) 紅乎超出at， in fact, at the Seatcle confrontation, dramaric vi
olence enabled issu臼 to be venrilated on television, which they suggest we term “the public 
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screen" (as opposed to Habermas's public sphere); and that the absence of such violence on the 
Tuesday (the 出ird day), and at some subsequent top-level globalizarion policy get-togethers in 
other locarions, was ref1ected in the lack of news coverage of trade policies on those ocαSlOns: 
“[The] emphasis [was] on the new, drama, confl祉， objecrivi吟; and compelling visuals, open up 
the public screen" (p. 136). Their claim for the polirical potenrial of telespectacle and the pub
lic screen is stim叫ari呵， if cor也oversial. They do not make reference to the Sea前le lndymedia 
operanon. 

11. Rojecki (2002) similarly 位學les from a srudy of U.S. op-ed commentaries, USA Today, 
叩dCBSTVNews 出at 叫or U.s.meda werefbr EhE mosE pmsurprisingly OPEn to the PEP 
specrives of the demonstrators, largely disringuishing 也e majoriry from “the anarchists" who 
smashed windows. 1 have screened some of the movement documentaries to various groups with 
ohen no prior interest in or commitrnent to the issues involv咕，組d， indeed, my own sense is 
that an image of the even臼 as one in which unruly cr泣的 took over Seattle's stteets has become 
p閃閃r widespread, and that 也is image has since consistencly sruck to movemen臼 contesring
corporate globalization in 出e United States and elsewhere in the world. A difficulry in resolv
ing these seeming contradicrions comes from our lack of information as to how op-ed com
ment紅y in major dailies inf1uences whom. 
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CHAPTER 16 

The Gay Global Village 
in Cyberspace 

Larη Gross 

A half-century ago homosexuality was 姐姐也e love that dared not speak its n位ne: It 
was a crime throughout the United States (whereas today it is criminalized in eighteen 
states) and in most countries around the world. Newspapers and mag位ines referred to 
homosexuals only in the context of police arr臼ts or political p凹g白， as in a 1953 head
line: "State Department Fires 531 Perve悶， Security Risks." Hollywood operated un
der the Motion Picture Production Code, which prohibited the presentation of ex
plicitly lesbian or gay characters and ensured that any implied homosexual characters 
would be either villains or victims (Gross, 2001). 

The emergence of a gay movement in the United States in the 1950s coincided with 
出e societal transformations wrought by television and the increasing centrality of com
mur泣cations technologies in American society. In也is post-World War II America, lesbian 
women 血dgaymen be伊凡 with 晶晶c叫郁的 cr，也te alternative channels of communica
tion that would foster soli出Iity and cultivate the emergence of a self-conscious commu
nity. Typically, the fìrst alternative channels to appear were those with low entry barriers, 
minimal technologi臼1 needs, and relatively low operating costs. Indeed, newspapers 組d

magazines have long been the principal media created and consurned by minority groups. 
In recent decad白， new technologi臼 have made it possible for anyone wi也 a video cam
era叩d a computer to produce nctional and nonfÌction progr位加﹒ But 也e problem of dis
tribution remains a major hurdle, and most independent fìlms rarely break out of the fes
tival ghetto; those that do are likely to be con且ned to subscription cable channels. The 
balance of power shifted somewhat wi出 the emergence of the Internet, which utilizes a 
relatively cheap technology to provide Web-based news 叩dm啥也mesl帥， chatlin俗， bul
letin boar也， and mail networks. For the fìrst time, it seems, control over the m阻ns of re
production has been placed in the hands of ordinary citi泌的-the residen岱 ofcyberspace. 

“Cyberspace" is a term nrst introduced in 1981 by science-nction writer William 
Gibson to describe the newly emerging electronic frontier now widely referred to as 也E

Internet. Cyberspace offers an elecrronic ag01泣如t comes close to a level playing neld of 
information and opinion. It also gu訂叩tees a cacophony of competing voices in which 
yourm臼sage may suffer 也ef主te of the tree falling in 出e forest with no one to h間r it. The 
scarce commodity in 出is new world is not information but attention. However, for all 也e

259 
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blooming, buzzing confusion of cyberspace, it is possible to navigate as well as surf, to fìnd 
information, and to make friends and influence people. 

New media create opportunities for the formation of new communities, and the 
Internet is no exception. In contrast to most other modern media the Internet 0位rs

opportunities for individual engagement both as senders and receivers, permitting the 
coalescing of interest-based networks spanning vast distances. The potential for friend
ship and group formation provided by 出e Internet is p位tic叫紅ly valuable for mem
bers of self-identifìed minorities who 紅e scattered and often besieged in their home 
surroundings. A brief tour of the Web will reveal councless sites devoted to specialized 
interests 出at draw like-minded participants across national and international bound
aries. Notable among the interests served by this (so far) uniquely egalitarian and open 
medium of communication 紅e those represented by sexual minorities. 

Queers were among the fìrst to realize the potential of this new technology. As叩
Associated Press story put it，“I自由e unspoken secret of the online world 出at gay men 
and lesbi位lS位e among the most avid, loyal and plentiful commercial users of the In
ternet" (24 iJune 1996). Not surprisingly, it wasn't long before entreprene盯s began to 
develop 也is promising tract of electronic real estate. An explanation was 0丘èredbyTom
Riell拱出e founder of P!anet Out, an electronic media company 也at began on the Mi
crosoft Network in 1995: “Traditional mass media is very cost-intensive. Gays and les
bians don't have a high level of ownership of mainstream media properties. The Inter
net is 也e 且rst medium where we c阻 have equal footing with the big players" (Rielly, 
quoted in Lewis, 1995: D3). For Rielly 阻d his fìnancial backers, the attractions of mar
keting t。在 large and underserved group we記 obvious. But cyberspace also provides "a 
gathering point for millions oflesbians, gay men, bisexuals, transvestites and others who 
may be reluctant to associate in public" (Rielly, quoted in Lewis, 1995: D3). For those 
who 位巴， with or without good reason, af全aid to visit gay establishments or subscribe to 
gay publications,“gay online services bring the gay community into their homes, where 
they're shielded from their neighbors and coworkers" (Associated Press, 24 June 1996). 

Thequeer C}枕rnautwho se臼 sail 忍耐ed by the many search engines available on the 
Internet will readily 街ldawl凹lth of information and orgar由ational resources. The Queer 
Resources Directory, for 位ample，。能rs a structured map of topics 阻d 訂閱s housing 磁es

and 蛤汝s to other sites. Among the national organizations in the United 5tates 也at can 
be reached via the Internet 位巴也e National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the Gay and Les
bian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) , the Hum叩Rights Campaign, and Parents 
and Friends ofLesbians and Gays 扭曲FLAG) ， as well as several specifì臼lly electronic mag
azines and cyber“ versions of print m咿zines. Beyond the organizations and the electronic 
m啥也ines lies the vast territory of the “chat rooms" and bulletin-board discussion groups. 
“On 阻yglven 凹ening， one-third of all 出e member-created chat rooms on America On
line are devoted to gay topiα;" (Associated Press, 2是 June 1996). 

Queer Teens as Demographic Niche 

The changing circumstances of gay people in the 1990s led quite predictably to 也e

emergence of media products not only produced by gay people themselves, which af-
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ter all had been the case since the start of the gay liberation movement (then called the 
homophile movement) in the 195缸， but also t位geted at segments not previously ad
dressed so direccly. Notable 位nong these are gay youth, who have been generally 
avoided-both as customers and subjects-by media w紅y of the accusation of “re
cruiting" or seducing 由巴 innocent.

XY, a 5an Francisco-based magazine for gay male teens, was founded in 1996; by 
2002 it boasted: 可í1e sell over 60,000 copies per issue and have more than 200,000 
readers 企om all over the world. Our average reader age is 22, according to our last reader 
S盯vey， and XY is 0品cially targeted toward 12-29 yo [ye研old] young gay men." The 
m啥也ine's twenty-four-year-old editor told the San 卉-ancisco Chroni，品，“1 don't 出ink

there's a magazine in the coun甘y 也at means more to its readers. 1 say that because we're 
dealing specifìcally with a demographic of gay teenagers who 訂e not living in L.A. or 
NewYo汰， or some place where being gay is accepted. There's really no other forum for 
them to read about 出at experience." The magazine's price一$7.95 per issue and $29 for 
a six-issue subscription, in 2002-might be a deterrent to many in 出emagaz恆的帥"
get audiences. A competing magazine,]ory, w訟 modeled on mains位E位n teen magazines 
such as Seventeen 1 (Fisher, 2000). The 益rst issue of Jory included a Frequencly Asked 
Questions (FAQ) section ìncluding: “I'm not out to my paren俗， so 1 don't want to have 
Jory delivered to my house. 50 how do 1 get 出em苟且ine?" The answer wasn't likely to 
reassure potential subscribers: ‘'jory is mailed in a very plain business-like envelope. If 
your parents 訂e violating your privacy and opening your mail for you, then you have 
our sympathi瓜" Jory did not survive long, and left 出e fìeld to XY. 

If the success of magazines for lesbian and gay teens is lirnited by steep prices and 
prying parents，也e Internet offers most young people readier access and greater priva可
(those without acc巴ss to computers and the Internet are also less 值cely to have the 
money for a subscription to Xη. The website for XY, in fact, offers much more 由組
enticements to subscribe to 也e magazine, order back issues, or buy such tempting 
merchandise as "glamourous larninated cardboard containers to neacly store your XY 
issues ... only $12" or a $5 XYbumper sticker. The section called Bois contains per
so叫“profìles"一called "peeps"一submitted by yo叩g men after 出ey type in their 
name, e-mail address，阻d age (the site pledges that complete privacy will be mai心
問ned). As of August 2002 there were 13,559 profìles listed on the site, many of them 
containing photographs. 5canning 也rough the lists一it is possible to speci有T location 
and to view only 也ose pro血es that contain picrures-one discovers that the listings 
紅e far from evenly distributed across the United 5tates and beyond. Still, the numbers 
缸e often impressive, as is the geographical dispersion. Alabama listed 132 peeps (35 
with photos) and Montana had 60 (17 photos) , whereas Chicago boasted 390 (193 
photos). Outside the United 5tates the patterns are probably predictable, with Toronto 
0位ring 175 peeps (86 photos) , London 54 (18 photos) , and Australia 104 (2垂 pho
tos). Once we leave the English-speaking world, the numbers fall 0缸; as would be ex
pected. There are 28 listed in Germany (12 with picrures，叩d some of these would ap
pe紅 to be older than the t紅get age) , 8 in Fr叩ce (3 photos) , 7 in Japan (4 photos) , and 
only 1 in China, without a picture. 

While there is no lesbian equivalent of XY， 出e most successfullesbian m苟且ine，
Curve, includes on its website extensive “personals" 泌的侈， with and without photo
graphs, that specifÿ ages beginning at eighteen (and going up to ninety, although there 
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seem to be only two listers above seventy). In the section called "community," discus
sions are posted under many group and topic headings, including, for inst訊問“Baby
Dykes-Youth Hangout." 

Sites run by mag缸mes 紅e only the tip of the Internet iceberg, however, when it 
comes to opporrunities to post personal ads 阻d engage in conversation. Despite a slant 
toward the interests of those old enough to get into bars and spend more money，出e
major gay websites appear to be accessible to gay teens. PlanetO叫 the 1位gest commer
cial gay site, boasting over 350,000 personal ads that seem to r阻ge from fìfreen to 也e
early sixties, is likely to attract the attention of many teenagers looking for information, 
connections, and for m叩只 no doubt, sex. There 位巴， in addition, sites specifì扭扭.y de
veloped for gay youth-such as Ou♂'roud， Oasis, and Mogenic-that combine support, 
counseling, and information with news and links to other youth-oriented sites. 

Growing Up Gay in Cyberspace 

In today's wor峙， young people grow up reading words and seeing images that p民Vl

ous generations never encountered, and few can remain unaware of the existence of1es
bian and gay people. Yet despite the dramatic increase in the public visibility of gay 
people in nearly all domains of our public culrure, most young lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgendered people still fìnd themselves isolated and vulnerable. Their experi
ences 叩d concerns 位e not reflected in the formal curricula of schools or in our soci
ety's informal curriculum，也e mass media. For these teenagers the Internet is a god
send, and thousands are using computer networks to declare 也eir homosexuality, 
meet, and seek support from other gay youths. 

“Does anyone else feellike you're the only gay guy on the planet, or at least in Ar
lington, Texas?" When seventeen-year-old Ry叩 Matthew posted 出at question on 
AOL in 1995, he received more 出叩 100 supportive e-mail messages (Gabriel, 1995). 
The stories that fly through the ether make all too clear that the Internet c叩 literally

be a lifesaver for many queer teens trapped in enemy territory: 

JohnTeen 白。ohn Erwin's AOL name) is a new kind of gay kid, a 16-ye紅s

old not only out, but already at home in the online conve咿nce of activists 
that Tom Rielly, the co-founder of Digital Queers, calls the “Queer Global 
Village." Just 10 years ago, most queer teens hid behind a se添加lposed
dont-訟k-don't-tell policy unt旦出ey shipped out to Oberlin or 5叩 Fran

cisco, but the Net has given even closeted kids a place to conspire. Though 
出e Erwins' house is in 阻 unincorporated area of Sanra Clara County in 
Califor悶， with goats 阻d llamas foraging in the backy紅d， John's access to 
AOLS gay and lesbianJorum enables him to follow dispatches from queer 
activisrs worldwide, hone his wriring, fl泣， try on disposable idenrities, and 
bartle bigors-all from his home screen. (Silberm凹， 1994: 1) 

Kali is 叩 18-year耐old lesbian ar a university in Colorado. Her n位ne me叩S

“fìerce" in Swahili. Growing up in Califor間， Kali was the leader of a young 
women's chaprer of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. She was 
also the “Girl Saved by E-mail," whose story r血 last spring on CNN. After 
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mood 5Wings plummeted her into a profound depression, Ka且一沮ce too 
m叩y gay teens--considered suicide. Her acc臼S to GayNet at school gave her 
a place to air those feelin跤，叩d a phone call from someone she knew online 
saved her 峙. Kali is now a regular conttibutor to 5在ppho， a womens board 
she most appreciat<臼 because there she is accepred as an equal. “They forgive 
me for being young," Kali laughs，、hough women come out later th叩伊戶，
so there 位enr a lot of teen lesbians. But it's a high of connection. We joke that 
we're pos也19 to 500 of our closest friends." (Silberman, 199是: 1) 

Jay wo的 be going to his senior prom. He doesnt make out in his high 
school corridor the way other guys do with their girlfriends. He doesn't re
ceive the kind of safe-sex education at school 出at he feels he should. He can 
never fully relax when he's spealcing. He worries 出at he'lllet something slip, 
也at 也e kids at his Long 1s1and high school w凶 catch on. He'd ra也er not 
spend his days at school being bearen up and called a faggot. 1t's not like that 
on the Inrernet. “Ir's hard having always ro watch what you say," said Jay, 
which is not his real n位ne. “Ir's like having a fìlter that you t<urn on when 
you're at school. You have to be real careful you don't say what you're thi的w

ing or look at a certain person the wrong way. But when I'm around friends 
or on the Ner, the fìlter comes off." For m叩y teenage時， the Inrernet is a 
fascinating, exciting source of information 叩d communication. For gay 
teenagers like Jay, 17, it's a lifeline. The momenr the modem stops screech
ing and 出e connection is made to the Net, the world of a gay teenager on 
Long 1s1and can change dramatically. The fear of being beaten up and the 
long roads and inrolerant views that separate teens lose their irnpact. 
(McAllester, 1997: 84) 

Je岳ey knew of no homosexuals in his high school or in his small town in the 
heatt of the South. He prayed 出at his errant feelings we但在 ph甜﹒ Butas the 
truth gradually sertled over him, he told me last s山nmer during a phone con
versation punctuated by nervo凶V1S1臼 to his bedroom door to make sure no 
family member was listening in, he became suicidal. 汀'm a Christian-I'm 
like, how could God possibly do this to me?" he said. He called a crisis line 
for gay teenage眩， where a counselor suggested he attend a gay support group 
in a city an hour and a half away. But being 吟， he was too young to drive 且d

afr泣d to enlist his p紅ents' help in what would sure炒 seem a bizarre 叩d 叫

picious errand. Ir was around this time 出atJe岳'ey fìrst typ吐出ewor也“gay"

叩d "teen" into a search engine on the computer he'd gotten a few months be
fore 血d was staggered to 街ld himself訟wirl in a teeming online gay world, 
replete with resource cenrers, articl白， advice colurnns, personals, chat rooms, 
message bo訂ds， porn sites and-most crucially-thousands of closeted and 
anxious kids like himself. That discovery changed his life. (Ega凡 2000: 110) 

Wìthour unfetrered access to the 1nrerner at Multnomah Counry Public Li
br訂戶 lιyear-old Emmalyn Rood restifìed Tuesday, she might not have 
found courage ro tell her mother she was gay. “1 was able ro become so much 
more comfortable with myself," Rood told a special three-judge panel weigh
ing the constitutionality of the Childrens 1nrernet Protection Acr. “1 basically 
found people 1 could ralk to. 1 di血't have anybody 1 could talk to in real 
life." In the SUll1IDer of 1999, Rood was a freshman at Porrland's Wùson 
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目前 School， confused abollt her Sexllal identity bllt eager to lea吼了。day，

she is attending a Massachusetts college 叩d is a determÏned plaintiffin a law
suit aimed at sclltcling the new federallaw, which she said would have hin
dered her search. (Barne仗， 2002)

Simi1ar accoun臼 abound， not only in the United States but in m叩y other p位ts of the 
world. Sometimes, as in the case of Israeli gay teenagers interviewed by Lilach Nir, online 
discussions offered them contact and confìrmation unavailable to them in 出甜可叫'， en

vironments of smaller cities, rural villages, and kibbutzim. While one of the clichés of 
computer-mediated commUt泣cation is that oneαn hide one's 位ue identity, so “that no
body knows yoùre 15 and 且ve in Montana and的 gay" (Gabriel, 1995), it is also true, as 
N ir's inform阻ts told her, that in their Internet Relay Chat (IRC) conversations 也可‘ke
unm訟站19 the cove必出可 are forced to w凹 inth拉伯拉拉t 也且y liv，郎" (Nir, 1998). 

Beyond the Anecdotes 

In September and October of 2000 an online survey was conducted by two of the 
largest websites serving lesbi姐， gay, bisexual, and transgendered youth: (1) OutProud, 
問訂m of the National Coalition for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and τransgender You出，
founded in 1993 to provide advoca句; information, resources, and suppo口 to in-the
closet and openly queer teens through America Online 叩d the Internet，組d (2) 。去

sis Magazine, which came online in December 1995. The survey, authored by Ol汰"
Proud director Chris Kryz叫， was advertised on the two sponsoring sites, as well as on 
several other youth-orient巴d websites 阻d， as it turned out, two sites devoted to gay 
and lesbian eroti臼﹒ The survey was completed by 7,884 respondents, of whom 6,872, 
aged twenty也ve or under, constituted the prim紅y sample. 

Thes盯vey permitted respondents of any age to complete the form，也us hopefully 
discouraging older respondents from pr臼enting themselves as younger in order to p紅
ticipate. Obviously, respondent a阱， like anything else queried over the Internet, is sub
ject to falsification, but there seems li佼le reason to imagine that many people would 
be moved to spend an average of thirty-eight minutes pretending to be something 
出ey're not. Nearly 60 percent of those beginning the s盯vey completed it. As the re
searchers discovered mid-way, slightly more than half of the respondents (60 percent 
of the males) entered the survey site from an erotic stories site targeted at gay males; 
however, there were no systematic differences in respondents corresponding to the 
point of entry. This pa訣ern does, however, reveal something about the importance of 
erotic content sites for gay youth, who aren't likely to find similar erotic material in 
mainstream media, as well as g~ving further evidence of the centrality of pornography 
to the Internet's appeal. For queer youth, of course, pornography is often the only 
available source of the sort of sexual imagery and information widely available 抽出e

media for heterosexual youth. 
While the respondents clearly do not constitute a probability s訂nple from which 

one can generalize about queer youth-and, indeed, no such s位nple c叩 ever be ob
tained for gay people, who remain largely hidden 台om the survey researcher's samp且ng
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frames一出e size and diversity of the group do offer illuminating insigh臼 into the lives 
of queer youth and their relationships to the new communications technologies that 
C位ne into the world as 出ey were being born. 1 

The sample of respondents included 5,310 males, 1,412 females，但d 150 indi
viduals who identified as transgendered. The median age of the respondents was eight
een (the mode was seventeen), the median age reported for realizing that they were gay 
was thirteen，叩d 也emedi阻 age of accepting 出at they were gay was fifteen.2 As might 
be expected, this is a group of young people who are [;缸叫H紅 with the Internet: Nearly 
half of those sixteen and under and two-thir也 of those twenty and over had been on
line for at least three years; fewer than 10 percent had been online less th扭 one year. 
Over 90 percent of the respondents reported going online at least once a day, nearly 
half said several times per day. About 50 percent reported spending mo挖出an two 
hours online each day.3 The most frequent activities online included: looking at spe
c的c sites, 28 percent (mal臼 more th叩 females cited this一-presumably “specific sites" 
include 也e erotica site from which so many respondents came to the survey); chatting, 
24 percent; 阻d e-mail, 20 percent (these last two were cited by females more 也組
males). Unspecified surfing absorbed 20 percent, reading message boar也， 2 percent. 
Downloading music, the .Recording Indusuy Association of America (RIAA) would be 
relieved to learn, accounted for only "5 percent of repotted 血ne.

Given the makeup of 出is sampl巴， one would expect the respondents' online ex
periences to be related to their sexuality. In fact, two-也irds of the respondents said 也at
being online helped them accept their sexual orientation; and 35 percent, that being 
o叫出e was crucial to 也is acceptance. Not surprisingly, therefore, many said they came 
out online before doing so in “reallife"-although this was much more 也e case for 
males (57 percent) 也an for females (38 percent) , and also more the case for those who 
had spent more tÏme online. 

Connections online sometimes lead to real-life meetings: About half of the re
spondents reported such meetin侈， and 12 percent of the males (but only 4 percent of 
也e females) said they met someone offline for 出e purpose ofhaving sex. About a quar
ter of both males and females met someone “with the hope that we might become 
moreth叩 friends." In gener泣， a quarter of the respondents said that they met the peo
ple they've dated online. It is good to know that 83 percent 閃ported having enough 
knowledge of STDs to follow safer sex practices; nearlya third cited the Internet as 
their primary source for 出is information. 

Queer youth often feel isolated and rarely have access to a supportive queer com四
munity in their vicinity. Sixty percent of the respondents said they did not feel as 
though they were part of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered community; but 
52 percent said they felt a sense of community wi也 the people they've met online. 
Mass media, even minority media, do not necessarily provide a great deal of contact 
and support for these young people. Only 47 percent have bought a gay or lesbian 
m苟且ine， and only two of these, theAdvocate, the largest U.S. gay m苟且ine，叩d XY，
for young gay males, were read by as many as a 且丘h of the sample. Even fewer r跎eporte吐
&如細I丘m恥i句守叭w祕i泊出 O伽仰叫丸 出配e lon叫∞19仰臼閻E刊F

Af仕k巴呵qu閏en肘t cωon缸ce叮rn r記ega紅rdir嗯1喀g 也e 1誌so叫la仗te吋d 叩dv叭uln巴rable s泣itua站tio∞n facing m叩Y
queer youth i誌st也ha前E 出E叮:y a紅re pe缸cu址ùia刮rly vulnerable to suicide, and, indeed, it is commonly 
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reported that 也e rate of attempted and completed suicides is disproportionately high 
位nong也1S group.是Among 出e online survey respondents，岳o percent of the femal臼 and
25 percent of the males reported seriously rhinking about suicide sornetimes or often; 30 
percent of the females and 17 percent of the males said they had in fact 位ied to kill them
selves (the median age for th臼e attempts was fourteen). For queer teens the Internet 臼n
often be a lifeline: 32 percent of the females and 23 peréent of the males in the sample 
said they've gone online when feeling suicidal, so 出at they would have someone under
standing to talk to. Among those who reported ftequent suicidal though筒， 53 percent of 
the females 血d 57 percent of the males said they've gone online for 也IS reason. 

Electronic Gemeinsch祈

lt isn't only teenagers for whom the Internet c阻 provide a lifeline 組d a bridge. Mov
ing beyond the highly developed and fully furnished gay subcultures found in most 
western and westernized countries, emerging gay comrnunicies in many p訂臼 of the 
world have found the lnternet a venue for solidarity and support. 

ln 1973, Canadian sociologist Be吋amin Singer observed the impact of television 
on Mrican Americans in the United States and suggested that “al出ough mass media 
may have a conformacive potencial for m司ority grou阱， [television] possesses a trans
formacive function for rninority group idencicies." Singer saw in television a 干otencial

for revolucionizing rninority groups" by extending 出eir communicacion networks be
yond the boundaries of their local environment. “TV makes rninority groups lose 出elr

rninority weakness and perceive their strength through nurnbers in other cicies and be
come bolder as lines of communicacion are opened up; the black community becomes 
extended much like McLuhan's ‘global village'; a process of electronic gemeinschaft has 
accomplished 出is." Singer further proposed that “with future developments of mulci
channel cable vision and other ‘individualized' media，組 accentuacion of出is process 
may occur" (Singer, 1973: 141). The phenomenon Singer identifìed c叩 readily be 
seen in the role of the lnternet in facilitacing the emergence of selιconscious and or回
ganized gay communicies in many countries-by connecting gay people wi也 others in 
their own country, in neighboring countries, and around the world. 

Polish gays, sp位kingto 叩Ameri阻n journalist, noted that 山山ke neighboring Hun
gary叩d the Czech Repub祉， where gay life Hourished after 也e fall of comrnunism, dem
ocracic Poland was influenced by the Catholic church, and there was little tolerance for 
gay lifestyles. A fo呵r-year-old sofu凡rare engineer credited the Internet revolucion, more 
出血 anything else, with acceleracir啥也e emergence of a gay comrnunity in Poland. “The 
lnternet has been a huge force for change. The access to informacion, to literature, to 
other gays一一也1S IS 0盯 real reV叫ution，" he 叫d. “The new generacion, the ones in 也elr
20s who use the Internet, have a completely different view of themselves﹒ I 問n see it in 
the way they think about themselves. Gays from my generacion st出 feel 也is shame, and 
we are scill afraid to talk openly, but not the new generacion" (Hundley, 2002: 8). 

ln South Afr悶， one of the few countries in the world to include in its constitu
cion a prohibition against discrimination based on sexual orientation, the editor of that 
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country's fìrst gay and lesbian webs泣， Q-online (www.q.co.za/). sees the lnternet 
"playing a vital role in connecting South Afri臼n gays and lesbians with 也eir counter
parts on the rest of the continent and around 也e world. . . . Qonline m叫t become 
泊、mbrellà site for gay and lesbian Mricà' (DiGiacomo, 1999). 

ln lndia, where gay people are的 accepted by society and, as a result, have been ex
tremely closeted, the gay community has “moved into and Hourished on what has 
probably been the most accepting space they could have ever hoped to fìnd-the ln
ternet. . . . But in lndia, the Net is still an urban phenomenon, available only to those 
who can afford to be connected as well as comrnunicate in English. Now, the more aι 
Huent meet people online and avoid the dangers associated with cruising the streets to 
lookfor p位mers" (lyengar, 2001). ln 1999, Vinay Chandran started Swabhava, a non
profìt website providing online, telephone，組d personal counseling to sexual minori
ties: “Then訂ne originates from the word s闊的aava which translates into: sva me扭扭
ing self, inner or innate 叩d bhaava meaning nature, expression or temper位nent.
Swabhava was set up to provide support services to marginalised populacions like les
bi妞， gay, bisexual, transgender people and others" (www.swabhava.org/weare.htrn). 
Chandran is slowly mobilizing resources and networking with similar organizacions in 
lndia to repeal the antis6domy statute scill included in the lndian Penal Code insci
tuted by the British in 1861.“The Net has helped us bring about some sort of change," 
he said. “Like when 1 go to a debate about gay rights, there is so much rnore informa
cion availabl,e now that it gives us an idea of the bigger pict間一about what groups in 
the West are lobbying for，叩d on what they are basing 出eir argurnents" (Chandr品，
quoted in Iyengar, 2001). 

China has no nationallaws forbidding-一or even involving-homosexuality. Still, 
it's hardly congenial territory for sexual minoricies. “Gays and lesbians in China aren't 
so much in closets as in concrete bunkers, inhibited by a tradicional family structure 
and an intolerant Comrnunist government. But social progress-slowly emerging as 
more Chinese gain in affluence and leisure cirne…-appears to be giving the growing 
middle class a chance to ponder 出eir sexual idencities and explore them on the streets 
and over the lnternet" (Friess, 2001a). The Internet enables them to read gay maga
zmes 在om the United States such as The Advocate叩d to meet in chat rooms. “lt is im自
possible for the government to control the lnternet," Zhen Li, thirty-nine-ye紅-oldgay
activist in Beiji嗯， told American journalist Steve Friess. “It is a great tool for people 
to fìnd the gay world in a secret way" (Friess, 2001 a). Friess reported estimates of 250 
gay-themed websites in China, r阻ging from local chat rooms to one for gay Bud
dhists. Even the nation's largest Web porrals, Sina.com and Sohu.com, offer gay s閻明
tions for posting messages and chatting. The nurnber of lnternet users concinues to 
skyrocket, too, with an estimated 27 million Chinese having access to the Web. In No
vember 2001 the Chinese gay movement experienced a minor revolution when the 
owners or operators of some thirty gay and lesbian Chinese websites met in Beijing to 
discuss how to use the Internet to promote HIV/AlDS aw訂eness and create a more 
comforrable environment for tongzhi (gay) people. "We provided a physical space for 
website owners to meet face to face and get to know one another," Hong Kong-巴based
gay activist Cheng To told Friess. (Cheng is the founder of the Chi Heng Foundation, 
which funded the meeting.) “They have the most potential to reach out to gay people 
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in this coun吋﹒. • . It's still a small number compared with 也e general pop叫ation， but
it is growing very rapidly and it is usually a younger, better-educated, more socially re
sponsible population," Cheng added. “It's a different crowd than those who hang 
around toilets and parks looking for sex. That's not to put a value judgment on that, 
but the Internet population is more likely to do something signifìcant about being gay" 
(Cheng, quote社 in Friess, 2001b). 

w也 the Circle Be Unbroken? 

The involvement of teens, gay or otherwise, in the Internet highlights one of the most 
controversial aspects of this electronic frontier-its ability to transmit sexually 巴xplicit
images and words. Every new communications technology has been put to work in the 
service of humanity's boundless interest in sex. “SometÏmes the erotic has been a force 
driving technological innovation; virtually always, from Stone Age sc叫pture to com
puter bulletin boards, it has been one of the fìrst us臼 for a new medi自n" (Tierney, 
1995: 1E). Thus the Internet quickly attracted the attention of the censorious and, as 
would be expected, the protection of children was their rallying cry. 

When Anthony Comstock secured passage by the U.S. Congress of An Act flr the 
Suppression ofTrade in, and Circulation 0] Obscene Literature andArticles oflmmoral [泣，
which President Grant signed in 1873, he was focused on the distribution of informa
tion about abortion, contraception, or sexual activity through the mails, and in his spe回
cially created position as Special Agent of the U.S. Post 0血ce he served as Americàs 
censor for forty years. “Spread throughout the coun旬~ indiscriminately accessibl巴， pub
lic and private at once, the postal system had (odd as it may sound) something se可
about it. Left unpoliced, sex bred chaos; uninspected, the mails might do the same" 
(Kendrick, 1987: 1是5). If Comstock were alive today he would be even more terrifìed 
of the Internet, as it far exceeds the postal system in speed (to put it mildly) and in its 
potenti司的 reach those he considered susceptible to 也e traps laid for 出e young. 

U.S. Senator Jim Exon, Democratic Senator from Nebraska, like his predecessors 
back to Comstock, presented his role as protecting children, not as restricting expres伊
s1On. 呵'm not trying to be a super censor. The fìrst thing 1 was concerned with was kids 
being able to pull up pornography on their machines" (Exon, quoted in Andrews, 1995: 
D7). Special Agent Comstock was present in more 出叩 spirit， however, as the U.S. 
Congress enacted Senator Exon's Communications Decency Act (CDA). The CDA 
prohibited making available to minors online materials that,“in context, depicts or de
scribes in terms patently 0能nsive as measured by contemporary community standards, 
sexual or excretory activities or org叩s." The CDA was 出e target of an immediate law
suit fìled by the ACLU in th !1'name of a group of plaintiffs that included the Critical 
Path AIDS Project and the queer teen website 路uthArts. In 1996 Federal Judge Stew
art Dalzell wrote that “the Internet may fairly be regarded as a never-ending worldwide 
conversation. The Government may not, through the CDA, interrupt that conversa
tion. As the most participatory form of mass speech yet developed, the Internet deserves 
the high巴st prot巴ction from government intrusion" (ACLU v. Reno). The following ye位
the U.S. Supreme Court voted 7 to 2 to affirm the lower court's decision. 

<
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Having lost the battle of the CDA, congressional censors turned to a technologi
cal fìx akin to the V-chip mandated for inclusion in TV sets: The Internet School Fil
tering Act of 1999 required that Internet “fìltering so丘ware" be used by schools and li
br紅i臼 to block material deemed inappropriate for children.5τhis law, too, was struck 
down by federal courtS, as was the Children's Internet Protection Act of2001 , ano也er

a位empt to mandate fìltering technology in schools and libraries. The court, while sym
pathetic to the goal of “protecting children," ruled 也at the technology blocks so much 
unobjectionable material 也at it falls afoul of the First Amendment. The author ofthe 
opinion, Judge Edward Becker, wrote,“Ultimately this outcome, devoutly to be 
wished, is not available in this less 出扭扭st of all possible worlds" (Becker, quoted in 
Schwartz, 2002: 1). 

Web users in m叩y parts of the world have reason to en叮 citizens of the United 
States, whose “less 出叩 best of all possible worlds" includes constitutional protections 
of free speech that ofren restrain the devout wishes of the establishment. Authorities 
in other countries have more power to block sites and control access to the Internet.6 

The nascent gay community in China is sprouting 扭曲e electronic soil of the Inter
net; yet, according to a Rand report，必u've Got Dissenι “出e government's crackdown 
on dissidents is succeeding in cyberspace. As a result, while the Internet may ulti
mately support change, this w也 more probably occur in an evolutionary manner" 
(Chase and Mulvenon, 2002). Still, the authors conclude，“的出e use of the Internet 
expands across Chinese society，出e government will have a harder time suppressing 
information, making it 間ier for dissidents to expand their efforts and perhaps push 
the count可 toward gradual pluralization and eventually maybe even democracy" 
(Chase and Mulvenon, 2002). Democracy is only a f也nt hope in Saudi Arabia where, 
according to a Harvard Law School study, the government is censoring public Inter
net access to a degree that goes “signifìcantly but haphazardly beyond its stated cen
tral goal of blocking sexually explicit content that violates the values of Islam. The 
study's detailed list of blocked sites offers a glimpse into the areas 出at the Saudi gov
ernment has deemed most troubling. Among them are sites related to pornography, 
women's rights, gays and lesbians, non-Islamic religions and criticism of political re
strictions" (Lee, 2002). 

Government censorship isn't the only threat to 也e viability of the Internet as fer
tile soil for emerging grassroots communities. The growing consolidation and com
mercialization of Internet companies raise concerns 也at as single companies begin to 
control both Internet content and systems for gaining access to that content，也eW出
could resemble a shopping mall with no prime space available for st訂閱ps with li吋e

money. Lesbian author and Internet innovator Patricia Nell Warren, founder of the 
queer-youth website YouthAr，釘" warned: 

Alreadywe間 the eme呼nce of gay big business-banking, adve吋討嗯， 1n

vesrme院 media conglomerates, mega-malls, mega-sites. Alread句Y 1泊也 q中u臼

tio叩na站blewhe紀et出he叮r everything GLBT [俱Gay， Lesbian, Bis既ual， τransgendered]

on the Net can be found rhrough our own search engines. A publicist tells 
me that cost of promoting a new GLBT site to the Net is now $5000 rnÎn
imum. Who c叩 afford thls? If the Net is to conrÎnue to nurrure the "gay 
commuru阱" and keep it inclusive, it's important not to forget the original 
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reasons why rhe Net attracted us: low cost, grassroots access, ease in fìnding 
each orher, inclusiveness, rhe dignity of rhe individual. 仰V紅ren， 2000) 

1n 1988 1 concluded an essay on 出e ethics of media representations on a pes

simistic note, observing that “history offers too many precedents of new technolo
gies which did not live up to their advance billing; which ended up being p訂t of the 
problem rather 出anp訓 of the solution. . . . There surely are opportunities in 也e

new communications order for more equitable and morally justifìable structures and 
practices, but 1 am not sure we c叩 get there from here. As Kafka once wrote in his 

notebooks,‘1n the fìght between you and 出e wor恤， b巴t on 出e world'" (Gross, 
1988: 201). It remains to be seen whether the odds are b巴tter in the gay global v品

lage of cyberspace. 

Notes 

1. Most (77 percent) of rhe respondents were from 也e United Stat白， wirh rhe next largest 
number from Canada (8 percent) , rhe U.K. (5 percent) , and Australia (是 percent); seventy-two 
orher countries contributed fewer rh叩 1 percent each. In gene祉， few differences seemed to fol
low from geographical origin, suggesting 也at many of rhose responding from orher countries 
might not have been of local origin (e.g., children of diplomats or overseas businessmen). A 
somewhat similar, more qualitative survey was conducted by rhe Australian Research Centre in 
Sex, Healrh and Society (Hillier et 斗， 2001). 

2. There were signifìcant correlations between rhe respondents' reported position on rhe 
Kinsey scale (0 = completely heterosexual, 6 = completely homosexual) and rhe age ofbecom
ing aw位e of rheir sexuality [-.06] and rhe age of accepting rheir sexuality [-.20]. That is, rhe 
more strongly 也ey identifìed as gay, rhe earlier 也ey recognized and accepted rheir sexual ori
entation. (These correlations 位e controlling for gender.) Needl闊的 say， causality may run in 
eirher direction. 

3. The usage fìgures reported in rhe survey put rhese young people well above 也e average of 
9.8 hours per week found in rhe 2001 UCLA 1nternet Report, Surveying the Digital 昂的tre

(available online at www.ccp.ucla.edu). 
是. A comprehensive list of studies and orher materials on queer yourh suicide c扭扭 found 

at www.virtualcity.com/yourhsuicide/. 
5. The 1nternet School FilreringAct opened a door much wider rh叩 rhar of rhe local school 

叩d public libr紅y， as commercial providers have rushed to offer parents a v紅iety of fìltering ser
vices. In rhe words of Joan G訂ry， executive director of rhe Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against 
DefamarÌon (GLAAD),“We had gone from rhe frying pan of active censorship [rhe CDA] into 
rhe fìre of censorship by passive omission" (GLAAD, 1997). Commercial fìltering sofrw訂t

works by blocking access to sires based on keywords presumed to signal sexual content, and 
rhese ofren include rhe very words “ga正，“lesbian，"“homosexual，" or even “sexual orientation." 
Parenrs-or schools and libraries:一rhat install such fÙtering so加扭曲us prevenr reenagers 
(and adulrs, in many instances) from gaining access to support groups, informational sires, and 
even rhe Association of Gay Square Dance Clubs. 1ndeed, sites offering safer-sex information 
are routinely excluded by m叩y fìltering programs (along wirh sites focused on breast cancer). 

6. U.S.-based 1nternet providers can even be inrimidated by rhe laws of orher counrries. 
1n 1995 rhe online fìrm CompuServe (larer boughr by AOL) remporarily blocked access ro 
hur 
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cited German anripornography laws. A CompuServe spokesman told rhe New York 刃仰ι
“Ir's a huge global marker, and in order ro play in each counrry we have to play by rheir 
rules" (Meers, 19%). 
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CHAPTER 17 

The Internet, Social Networks, 
and Reform in Indonesia 

Md子naLim

The lnternet is quickly expanrung beyond its origins in the United States to the rest of 
the world. At present, 533 rnillion p巴ople in the world 紅e estimated to be active ln
ternet users (Cyber Aclas; 2002). This fìgure is growing exponentially，組d by 200是 a

preructed 945 million people will be using the lnternet around the world. Due to this 
rapid growth, the Internet has made a huge impact upon societies everywhere. 

Research on this impact is increasing. Among the leading issues being sturu巴d is the 
relationship between the Internet and democracy. For some 由ne prophetic scholars have 
envisioned the Internet as a source of ideas for a possible transformation toward demo
cratic politics (B訂ber， 198是; Becker and Slaton, 2000). Mor<巴over， there 位e politicians and 
policy experts, notably in the United Stat白， who seem to have 鼠也 that the Internet is an 
app扭扭19 force for democracy 也at will undermine authoritarian regimes 訂ound the 
world (Frie也n阻， 2000; 就在Ig恥， 2000). Howev叫 the population of Internet 山ers is still 
very much concentrated in higher-income democratic countries. This raises the question 
of what impact the Internet has made upon politi臼llife， especially in terms of advancing 
democratization in authoritarian stat低 How might this impa<αchange in the future? 

Until recencly, lndonesia was still among those countries under authoritarian con
trol. For decades following independence, informational media in lndonesia developed 
under the strong control of the state. The Suharto regime made use of the merua as a 
me叩s to spread its propaganda over the archipelago to legitimize and maintain its 
identity as a progressive “developmental state." Communications and merua technolo
g帥， particularly satellite and television, were deliberat巴Iy used to build a national iden
tity under the state, thus block且rung society from accessing information other than 
that which the state provided (Kicley, 1994; Shoesmi血， 1994). 

The lnternet, which came to lndonesia during the early phase of the political cri
SlS 1ll出e 199郎， has risen b。由 economically and politically to become an alternative 
medium that has found its way out from under the control of the state (Hill and Se泣，
2000; Lim, 2002). However, the lnternet was initially just available to a small segment 
of society. The meruum was still very new, immature, and elitist. How, then, could the 
lnternet have had a pervasive impact on lndonesian society? 1s it true 出at it helped 1n
donesia become a more democratic state? And if so, how was this accomplished? 
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These questions cannot be resolved just by looking at the Internet and its users. 
Rather, the answers emerge from a deeper exploration beyond the Internet. The rela
tion between technology and society ranges 如 beyond 出e causal relationship between 
也e technology and Ïts imrnediate users. Rather，也e interconnection between technol
ogy 阻d society is historically 叩d culturally rooted in a local context, which is 也e
nexus where technology and society meet, and the basis on which technology's impact 
spreads widely through society. 

Using the case of Indonesia, this chapter addresses both democratization of media 
阻d democratization in general, with 也e aim of demonstrating a nrm connection be個
tween 也e two. lt also describes how the Internet could have wider impacts than those 
revealed by statistical analysis. These impacts are greatly facilitated by th巴 convivial at
tribl泌的 of the Internet itself, which in turn foster a multiplier effect starting from the 
small Internet ca起一the warne• -and spreading to people 組d places throughout In
donesian society. 

The Internet: A Convivial Medium for Ci討1 Society 

Communication media c叩 be used by different groups for various purposes, but some 
are more suited to certain purposes th叩 to others. For democratization, these media 
should have features that are suited to civil society and grassroots citizen action by 
making it less easy for a small number of groups to control the flow and content of in
formation, knowledge, and ideological or symbolic representations. These features in
clude one-t。但one comrnunication, affordable cost, ease of use, broad availabili句; and 
technological resistance to surveillance and censorship. 

The Internet is a medi山n that possesses most of these features. E-mail, for exam
阱， allows one-to-one communication at a relatively low cost and isωy to use. 
Through the availability ofInternet ca自 and other public-access points，也e Internet is 
now broadly available not only in developed countries but also in developing countries 
like Indonesia. The anarchic characteristic of 也is technolo前; originally designed by 
the U.S. Deparrment ofDefense to facilitate survival of a nuclear w紅 (Abbate， 1999; 
Cerf et al叮 2000) ， is what hinders e他的 to control or censor it. lndeed，也e over
whelming volume of information floodi呵由e lnternet in open networks rather th叩
in a hierarchically controlled form limits such attempts. The Internet can thus be con
sidered a “convivial medium"一borrowing Iv叩Illich's (1 973) concept of “convivial 
technology. " 

The conviviality of the Internet as an informational and comrnunication medium 
is more crucial for civil society in authoritarian states th叩 in democratic states. How
ever, when th巴 space for dialogûes and exchanging information is limited to Internet 
users，也出巴r than encompassing larger segments of society, the conviviality of the In
ternet is less eff閃閃出an its potential suggests. lnformation that circulates only 
紅nong the members of a small “elite" loses its power to mobilize people to challenge 
也e cordons of hegemonic power. No political revolution c叩 happen without involv
ing society on a wider scale. Even 也ose efforts made wi也in cyberspace are fruitless un
less 出ey can be extended into real social, political, and economic spaces. 
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Through a narration of the Indonesian experience, the remaining sections of this 
chapter explore how the Internet has risen as a medi山n that, while new, is nonetheless 
rooted in traditional culture and social networks-thus providing its users with the 
ability to reach wider strata of civil society and to be engaged in challenging the dom
ination of the state in both private and public life. 

May 1998: The Question of the Role of the Internet 

When the “father of development" à la New Order, President Suharto, was forced to 
step down in May 1998, some writers drew a parallel between 出is event and the Za
patista's Net movement in Chiapas, Mexico-implying 出at 出e political revolution 
in Indonesia was (Inter)Net-driven (Basuki, 1998; Marcus, 1999). However, many 
Indonesian media and information technologists do not accept this opinion, argu
ing that it was impossible for the Internet to have such a role in the overthrow of 
Suharto's New Order government. This dissenting opinion is heavily based on the 
following 紅gument:

1. According to a statistical analysis, the estimated number of Internet 山ers in In
donesia in 1998 was just less 出an 1 percent of the population, and this 1 percent 
was assumed to be an elite group that was unlikely to join in anti-hegemonic actions. 

2. In any case, the Internet is only 叩 extension/advancement of old/previous media, 
and as such-even though it has transformed the mode of communication and the 
transfer of information-it is considered a neutral technology that could only re
flect the existing power structures of society. 

3. By inference, the Internet is p訂t of the media and culture of dominant social forces, 
retaining a rigid connection with existing power holders. 

These reasons are suffìcient to explain the long domination of the Indonesian state 
over the use of communication and media technologies. All of these technologies, from 
the telegraph to the radio, from satellites to television, have been developed to suit 出e
quest of domination byelites (Kitley, 199岳; Shoesmi曲， 1994). It is app紅ent 出at 也e
vast majority of people have never been able. to exercise power from their m紅ginalized
positions. However, by putting the Indonesian experience in th巴 picture， this chapter 
argues that the lnternet is not neutral with respect to power and, further, that power 
C阻 act in unpredictable nonlinear ways in cyberspace as in other cultural sites. In 
short, those with limited power can create or continue their own agendas, and their 
own forms of identity, culture, and community, by using a medium such 在s the 
Internet-especially one so new to its users. 

τo be e能ctive， however, the Internet would have to reach far beyond the com
puter. To explain how the Internet works in Indonesian cultural sites and how it can 
serve as a medium that supports those who are dominated as they attempt to challenge 
the hegemonic power of the dominant (state) , the following section describes how in 
lndonesia the Internet was transformed into a new medium based on a traditional net
workc叫ture.
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1路rnet: A New Medium Arising 
from a Traditional Network 

5uperfìcially, the Internet is a “non“Indon臼ian" technology. Imported fÌom outside, it 
came to 1ndonesia in the early 1990s and began to be commercialized only in the rnid-
1990s. Available to just a small segment of society, the Internet was so lirnited in terms of 
social access 由此 it seemingly could have no si伊站cant impact on society. For exam阱，
data fÌom the International Telecommunications Union (1TI乃 indicate that in Indonesia 
in 1999 there were only 21,052 Internet hosts with 900,000 users, while in 出e United 
5tates during the same y'自f 出的 were 53,175,956 hosts wi也 7位 million 山的 (1TU，
2001). By20肘， however， the number ofhosts in Indonesia (46,000) had increased by 120 
percent and the number of users (往 million) by 350 percent, compared with a 100 percent 
increase in hosts (106， 193，339) 組d users (142.8 m凶ion) in the United 5tates (ITU, 
2002). These fìgt江es sugg臼t an explosive, even chaotic, rate of growth in Indonesia. 

Even these 且思rres of rapid expansion tel1 much less th血 the full story. The im
pact of the Internet on Indonesian society cannot be measured simply by counting the 
number of direct 1nternet users. It is di品c叫t to see the dynamics of change at the 
macro level that only tallies numbers of nationwide Internet users. 1f we step down 
from the macro-level to 出e micro-levels of the district, the community, the neighbor
hood, and the family, where real Indonesian sociallife is lived, only 出en c叩 we see 
出at the actual channels of access to the new technologies 訂e much wider than previ
ouslyappe位吐， including the real and potential uses by segments of society that 紅e ex
cluded from direct use. Dynar叫c social mobility in 也e unstable context of contem
por紅y Indonesia allows usage of the new media to grow in “invisible" ways. But, 
paradoxicall弘 the Internet may be simultaneously elitist and not elitist.That is, while 
it is directly accessible to only a very few, th巴 social and culturallinkages 也at connect 
others to these select members of civil society create non-elitist-and even 
counter-elitist一-tendencies as wel1. 

To understand the Indonesian Internet is to understand 出e social dynamics of its 
smallest but most popular Net-access point: the Internet café, or warnet (see fìgure 
17.1). From 1990 to 1994, the only access to the 1nternet was through universities or 
research institutions. But in 1995-1996, with the emergence of commercial Internet 
service providers (15Ps) , Indonesians could suddenly have an independent di吽up 1n
ternet connection from their homes or offìces. At least some Indonesians could. What 
with the economic crisis under way, and the combined costs of a subscription fee, con
nection fee, and telephone t位前; I5Ps were prohibitively expensive for most people. 
Also, telephone penetration was stilllow. 50, in this context, the warnet emerged in 也e
mid-1990s as an alternative poi~t of access for the public (Li血， 2002).

As with Internet cafés in other countries, use ofthe warnet does not necessitate 
computer ownership or I5P subscription. Access is instead rented by the hour or 
minute. However, what does differentiate the warnet from generic 1nternet cafés is 
that the warnet is attached to the historic cultural context of 1ndonesian life. The 
ωarnet is not only a point of Internet access but also the result of a transformation 
and localization of 1nternet technology; in short, the warnet is an Indonesian In-
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Figure 17.1. A warnet (Internet café) in Bandung, Indonesia 
Source: Author's photo. 

ternet. The Internet, as embodied in the warnet, is a medium that is “continuous 
with and embedded in other social spaces," within everyday “social structures and 
relations that they may transform but cannot escape into a selιenclosed cyberian 
apartness" (1在iller and 51ater, 2000). 

1平"'árnet and the Traditional 1協rung

The term warnet, which is an abbreviation of “ warzmg Internet," is rooted in the term 
warUl侈 which refers to a very simple place where people fÌom 出e lowerωrniddle 組d
lower classes buy snacks or meals and congregate wi也fÌiends or farnily while eating. A 
warung can be physically located in the fÌont part of a house, usually in an erstwhile 
gues位。om. Alternatively, it can be built as a room extension in the frontyard or on the 
street. ，路rung usually consist of just one small room with one table. However, some
times 出ey have a bigger room , allowing for more than one table. In 出1S 句peofwaru嗯，
people would sit on 出e floor (lesehan) and eat on the short tables. This lesehan type is 
more family-orienred. A common feature of warung is 也e k，ψryak-a bamboo curtain 
used for covering the fronr side of the structure (see fìgure 17.2). The kl1明，ak has twO 
fìmctions: By separating the people inside from the public outside, it protects them 
from 出e sun and gives them a sense of priva句﹒
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Figure 17.2. The traditional warung 
Source: Author's photo. 

The physical appe紅叩ce of traditional warung has been substantially adapted by 
the warnet. The physicallocation of the warnet is exaccly that of the warung: the front 
Dart of a house. Wood and bamboo also dominate the materials used to culturally im
part a lω1呵feeling to ma叮 of the warnet in Indonesia, particula句 in Bandung. The 
klψryak is commonly used either as a window cover (for sun protection) or as a p紅心
tion separating computers from each other. The lesehan type of warnet is very pop叫ar
among teenagers. In a lesehan room there can be three or four computers that a single 
group c血 reserve for a certain duration. This yields a sense of closeness and group pri
vacy. Even in terms of its physical attributes，也E口， the warnet is attached to local cul

tural practices. 
Yet, such “traditional" adopcion 自n be superfìcial. The physical elements of the 

warung represent only one attem抖， albeit an import叩to肘， to anchor the warnet in In
donesian c叫ture. To enable its lir求ag臼 to be 位uly realized, social networks based on cul
tural traditions m山t also flourish .in and beyond the built environment of the warnet. 

Traditional Social Networks 

Beyond its physical attributes, the warnet is culturally entrenched in a traditional so
cial network formation that has existed for hundteds of years. As a traditional food out-
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i哎， the warung is an important social and c叫lD位y focus for most Indonesians (包路，
1996). The presence of a warung in the neighborhood is very important, especially to 
lower-rniddle 叩d lower-class people. Whether in a city or a village, the wal'ung is si
multaneously a point of commerce, a meeting place, and an information network for 
the households in the neighborhood. Not just a place to eat, the warung is where peo
ple meet to chat and to g泣n and spread information-although the most pop叫位 form

of information spreading is gossip. It is a place to talk about various things from the 
price of meals to business matters, from love life to politiα. It is public, yet altogether 
private. ~rung and warung-like places such as the pasa丸。r “traditional market," take 
on the role of civic space-that is, as one of“出ose spaces in which people of different 
origins and walks of life can co-mingle without overt control by government, com
mercial or other private interests, or de facto dorninance by one group over another" 
(Douglass et 泣， 2002). This role is sin叫位 to that of the old個拖拉ioned coffee shop in 
North America and Europe, where people 紅e generally free to linger andωn engage 
in conversation at a reasonable cost 叩d with few commercial nuisances. The warung 
also parallels the public ba出s of Japan and Korea, where all people in a community 
gather not only to bathe but to engage in conversation (Dou攝制， 1993). 協nmgcan

also serve as micro-civic spaces. The conversations and dialogues created in warung紅E

brought to other communities, such that markets, families, working-spaces, and paddy 
fìelds all become civic-space nodes for social engagement. Together with these nodes, 
出e warung create a network of information flows 也at reach far beyond the nodal sites 
themselves. 

However, with the influence of globalization, which has trapped people in hyper
reallifestyles, much of the urban middle class no longer has an opportunity to go to 
warung or warung-like places.τhe habit of visiting such places has been replaced by 
frequent 的ps to fa鈍-food restaur叩ts and shopping malls, which do not provide spaces 
for dialogues or 也e privacy to talk freely for any length of time. Most of the conver
sations 出at do happen there 紅e commodifìed and i吐lÏbited.

In this setting, the warnet has emerged as a reincarnation or contempor訂y form 
of the warung. Even though people c叩 access 也e Internet from other places like 
home, offìce, public libr位y， or unlversl句; the warnet accounts for approximately 60 
percent of total Internet users. l As叩 entry point to cyberspace, it provides spaces for 
dialogue and acc的sing information that 紅e substantially free from intervention 叩d

manipulation by the state and corporate economy. People can make use of 出is tech司

nology without losing or comprornising their personal or social idencities and without 
being inhibited by matters of policical correctness or commercialism. 

As a physical space, the 似的功et is also a kind of civic space. Accessing the Internet 
from the warnet, unlike connecting from home, offìce, public libr位只 or university, is 
a direct form of social engagement. While si設ing at a computer in the warnet, a user 
interacts physically both wi也 the warneis physical space and with other users. Those 
who want to enjoy accessing the Internet together wi出去iends c叩 choose a warnet 
Wl出 a private lesehan lounge, where they can rel且 by sitting on the floor and sharing 
interesting URLs or listening to songs downloaded via MP3 technology. And those 
who want privacy can sit in the k l'epyak's partitioned space, where 0也ers cannot see the 
computer screen. 
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Thus there are social networks as well as physical spaces created by cyberspace. The 
most common online activity in the warnet is chatting. The privacy provided by chat 
rooms IS P紅tic叫arly import組t to lndonesian youth, especially those 叮ing to g泣n
more autonomy from their parents or 出e older generation 出叩 is possible in offline 
space, especially in matters of social relations between 也巴 sexes (Sl位na， 2002). lndeed, 
the lnternet offers access to a subculture 出at is distinct from other spac臼 and places 
in society. Just like the waru嗯; it is both public and private. 防rnet， too, facilitate not 
only online social relationships but also offline ones-as when young people meet in 
person in a warnet as a follow-up to their online chat. 

The physical and virtual nodes created wi也in and by the warnet are aspects of so
cial network formation, wruch does not stop in the warnet itself. R且也er， the warnet 
extends its flows of information outward to other social networks within society. Us
mg 也e existing cultural foundations of communication, including the traditional net
work of warung-like places, lnternet users spread 出is information beyond the warnet 
and capture spaces where people may not even be fru叫liar with the word “lnternet." 

As anex位nple ofhow information flows from cyberspace to 也e warnet and to tra
ditional networks in lndonesia, let us now consider 也e political revolution that oc
curred there in May 1998. 

From Global Flows to 也e 1物rnet回 1物rungand the 
Political Spaces of Revolution 

The flow of informacion from global to 10臼1 s自les of interaccion was facilitated by the 
existence of virtUal and physical nodes of the warnet linked to tradicional social networks. 
Both the warnet and its warung-like lli求ages to the r臼t of society were crucial to the rise 
of civil society in a vety short period before the downfall of Suharto in May 1998. 

As previously noted, up to the advent of the lnternet, all informacion that c位ne
into and spread througholit the coun叮 was subject to policical cleansing by 也estate's

ìltering apparatus, manifested in the creacion of the Ministry of lnformacion. All 
broadcast television and radio channels relayed only 也at information wruch did not 
endanger the harmony and unity of the nation-state. The press was under the strict 
control of the state, with tight practices of scruciny, censorship, and banning. ln this 
regard, during the last four to five ye紅s of the New Order era, lnternet-based infor
mation was considered a luxury. The maÍn reason is 出at the lnternet could supply con
troversial information that was previously unavailable to most lndonesians一-for ex
aIllple, details related to the lndonesian Communist Party (PKI) or to Suharto's 
wrongdoings, or that would ungermine the president and Pancas均.2 To be able to ac
cess such information was a pdvilege for lndonesian lnternet users. 

There were a few major sources of this kind of information. Among the most im
portant were Apakabar,3 George Adi司ondro ，4 S凶R (1 998a) , Pijar (KdPnet, 1998), 
Munindo (2000) , and CSVI (2002). Of t也he inf品伽b缸rm江ma位叩tio∞n cla踹5鉛SI苗f且le吋da訟s “、una盯va位ilable 詛d 
C∞ontrov，叩址al，" 出血e mos臼侃E叩po糾P抖叫血紅 w叫街 t血he沈ef缸伽立訂臼aIllO叫u肘sD蚓拼枷枷d仰a1' R品Kek，句咿翩'aan S;品u叫枷伽伽b仰仰伽d仰U叫1'，

Su叫illa紅rt昀o's wealth." This information was originally written by Aditjondro, an lndone-
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sian professor teacrung the “Sociology of Corruption" at 出e University ofNew Castle 
in Australia. He called himself “the scent dog of Suharto's wealth." 

The original information comprising the “list of Suharto's weal血" was not a list but, 
rather, a series of fo世 long e-mails under the su句ect Kek，砂'atln Suharto' (“S咄aIto
Wealth") , versions 1 to 哇， Wl曲研yasan-y旬的'an Suharto: cakupan, dampaι dan pertang
gungjawabannya (“Suharto's foundations: their cover啥e， impact, and blaIll酬。由iness")
as a subtitle. These e-mails revealed how Suharto used rus "charit)戶， foundations to cover 
his corrupt business network, who was involved, and the aIllount of money spent or 
g泣ned. On 31 January 1998, .A釗on的 sent the e-mails to John MacDouggal-the 
moderator of Apakaba1'-一叩d to other coll問學1臼組d friends. MacDouggal spread 出ese
e-mails through the Apakaba1' mailing list on 1 February 1998 (Ac甸ondro， 1998c). 

Among the other earliest recipients besides Apakaba1' were Munindo (Adi呼ondro，
1998a), Pij紅 (KdPn哎， 1998), and SiaR (1 998b). All published 出e informacion on 
也eir homepages and/or spread the information 加ou拉 maili呵 lists. By April1998, 
many other websites had also published 也is information. Additional websites, even 
personal ones, added linlcs to it. Some of the reproductions of Aditjondro's original 
message used the title he , had specified; others used an edited citle wi出 a more mcen
di紅y vocabulary; scill others used a ticle with a much more provocacive, cynical, or hi
larious line.5 The format of this information was also modified-for eXaIll戶， from a 
long narrative into a shorter version. Some changed it into a s山nm訂y; others p位k
phrased the narrative. 

Amongth臼e changes, the most remarkable was the transformacion of a long n訂ra
cive format into a short list (Luknanto, 1998b). Trus list captured only the naIlles offoun
dacions and 也eu 仙水stob也iness networks, but it provided a kind of informacion that 
was simpler 叩d more readable for ordinary people. Meanwhil巴， the process of dissemina
cion concinued intensively, especially by e-mails corresponding to Indonesian mailing lists. 
Just a few months a丘erAc惘。ndro posted rus article-especially by March-April1998-
the informacion about Suharto's wealth had effeccively spread througholit cyberspace. 

ln April1998, some activists published their online tabloid first edicion, called “ln“ 

donesia Baru." While publishing 出is policically related information，也ey also described 
five ways to disseminate information in their website. Two of these were as follows: (1) 
Print out 也is homepage's contents and fax 也em to your friends; andο) photocopy the 
printOlit, then give it to non-Internet users (lndonesia Baru, 1998). The latter sugges
tion was a true breakthrough. Other websites 也us published the SaIlle request. 

From April to May 1998, many mysterious faxes-sent anonymously and c訂ry
ing various messages, the most popul紅 ofwruch was the "list of Suharto's wealt缸，一
caIlle into private and public 0伍的 in major cities in lndonesia. The people in those 
offìces-from directors to janitors-becaIlle aware of也is information and were will
ing to spread this information to other people within their networks. 

The printout version of this information was also disseminated. Many warnet in 
B阻dung plit 也e list on their announcement board, together with other Net-related 
issues such as the “top-10 hot IRC chat rooms." The warnet users then spread the list 
to other warnet users and sent the photocopied materials to nonusers. 

The photocopied version of the “list of Suharto's wealth" was commonly found on 
the streets during March-May 1998. Newspaper sellers and street vendors sold this 
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photocopied version at 位affìc lig恤， gas stations, and bus stops and stations. In Ban
dung, one page of a copy of the list sold for 1,000 rupiahs (approximately US$.10). 
From here, the information reached ordinary people in cars, motorcyc拙， buses, and 
other public transport. 

In Jakarta, two social groups had speedy acc的 to political information: (1) taxi 
drivers, who always knew where the students held or would hold street demos, and 
who updated their passengers with this information, p位cly just to avoid traffìc jams, 
and (2) 也e warung owners near universities, where students live and engage in their 
activities. These ordinary people developed sympathy for the students, listened to their 
gripes, and occasionally supplied them with food. The cabs and the warung thus be
C位ne smalllocal hubs in the information flow. From these and other hubs, politically 
charged information reached m叩y people. The traditional style of networking infor
mation had been awakened. The end result was the creation of resistance identities that 
spread from a small segment of society to 也e mass scale of civil society 叩d， a丘er

thirty-two years of Suhart。這 authoritarian rule, rose up to overthrow his regime. 
As the information reached innumerable people from various walks of life, it was 

nnally time to launch a real mass-based anti-hegemonic movement. The accumulation 
of collective resistances reached its peak in May 1998, when students and ordinary 
people joined to demand that President Suh訓o st巴p down. Greacly affected by 出e1m

pact of the military's violent practices, which resulted in the death of some students 
during the protests，叩 intense social movement reverberated through civil sociery, 
generating an authentic political revolution 出at culminated in S咄arto's resignation 在S

president on 21 May 1998. 
Various actors took key roles in the successful dissernination of information dur

ing this process. The informants (e.g. , Adi呼ondro) 組d 也e nrst layer of disserninators 
(e.g叮 the owners of Munindo, Pij缸" and lndonesian Daily News Online) 'were moscly 
based abroad.6 The second layer consisted ofInternet users in Indonesia who, for the 
most part, had accessed the information from the warne.ιComprising the third layer 
were the mediators (e.g., newspap巴r sellers, street vendors, taxi drivers，組d warung 
owners) who connected 也E “elite" with ordinary people). And the nnallayer was made 
up of average citizens at large. The interconnectedness of all actors from all of these 
layers created the necess紅y multiplier e能cts for information dissemination to result 
in mass mobilization and political reform. 

Indeed, the Indonesia st昀or句y shows how me詛i血ngless t也hE previously mentioned figur紀e of‘“ζ'1 pe叮rc臼巴n囚t" wa訟sa鈞sa叩n indication of t出he scope and 垃rm甲pa缸ct oft由he Int仗erne位t's s叩pr，臼'ea吋d 
ofi泊nf必orm虹mation. As the crisis broke, Indonesian authorities had no geared-up plans for 
controlling or censoring the Internet and were quite naïve about its political 
potential-in stark contrast to the methods the regime had used to censor previous 
forms of communications and rpedia. This situation put the Internet in a unique po
sition to support antiregime sodal movements. Under such 叩 immense crisis, it was 
叫ier for civil society-including cyber- as well as student activists-to make use of 
出e Internet to awaken and tap into traditional networks of information that had been 
suppressed under the authoritarian regime. Through such nonhierarchical networks, 
social groups could have multiple horizontal as well as vertical interconnections. Une
ducated, elderly, technologically blind, poor, female, and other marginalized segments 
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of society no longer faced a cumulative set of barriers to p紅ticipation in transforming 
也e spaces of information flows. 

The Retreat of the Ci討1 Society Movement 
and the Rise of the Corporate Economy 

Even though it was available to only a small segment of Indonesian society, it is clear, 
from the events ofMay 1998, that the Internet has become a novel space for informa
tion exchanges. It has enabled political discourse to be 臼rried out without substantial 
barriers and thus，的gether wi出 the traditional network 也at brought information to 
也e public, has accelerated the transformation of Indonesian society into a mo自 dem
ocratlc one. 

Although 也e new informational web of the Internet intensined the political rev
olution in Indonesia, since the fall of Suharto it has not supported a continuation of 
出e civil society momenturn toward reform. Up to the point when the revolution 
reached its zenith in May 1998, people had focused on a common agenda, which was 
confronting the government. However, a丘er the May 1998 political revolution, the so
ciety did not know what to do next. Like its predecessor, the new, semidemocratic gov
ernment lacks a clear political agenda or strategy, placing society in a chaotic political
social-econornic simation. 

The new post-S咄arto democratizing yet unstable regimes have embraced more 
openly 出an ever before the world economy of the transnational corporations (TNCs). 
The International Monetary Fund, acting as an agent ofTNC globalization and using 
loans to cover the Asia nnance crisis of 1997 as its leverage, has compelled Indonesia 
to open its economy to trade and investrnent 叩d to privatize its government-owned 
companies and institutions. This circumstance has provided the TNCs with unprec巴，
dented opportunities to capture 也e spaces of information flows 阻d to create ano也er
front of accumulation in cyberspace. At the s位ne time, economic reform is worsening 
the politic泣-social-econornic situation by diverting public resources from social funds 
to subsidize competition for vagabond capital (Douglass, 2002b). The student move
ment continuously confronts the new government but without a clear vision, adding 
to the chaos. Currencly, individual interest has taken over the political agenda of civil 
society, while communal interests 位e pitting elements of civil society against each 
other around issues of race and religion-thereby underrnining the "civil" a肘1-
butes of civil society (Lim, 2002). 

Thus while civil society movements 位e dissipating, and the state is in a state of 
chronic instabili句; a shi在 is occurring in hegemonic tendencies away from authoritar
i叩 regimes toward global capital. As evidence of this shift, warnet, which used to 說，
long to 也e younger generation and students, are being seized by big national corpora
tions 叩d TNCs. A new corporate economy has entered the arena 叩d is steadily 
capturing this valuable t閃asure of civil society. One of the most ambitious companies 
is M-Web Holding Limited, a South African media gi組t that has also invested in 
Thailand, China, Namib泣， and Zimbabwe (M-W泊， 2001). Starting its business by 
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acquiring Cabinet, an 1ndonesian 15P, in May 2000, M-Web saw 出e warnet as a 
prospective t訂get for monopolizing the 1nternet business in 1ndonesia. Thus, in J叩u

ary 2001 , it acquired PT Warnet Gemilang (M-Wc品， 2002), a company that has 
H此ed nine big warnet in Jakarta. 5ubsequently, in collaboracion wi也 m的y universi
ties in major 1ndonesian cities (e.g. , the University of 1ndonesia in Jakarta, the 1nsti
ture ofTechnology 5epuluh November in 5uraba戶， and the University of Gajah Mada 
in Y叩rakarta) , M-Web set up the biggest warnet-network in 1ndonesia (M研恤，
2002). 1n less 出叩 one year M伊Web has already established more th叩 1 ，500 stacions 
in its network 

The1ιweb type of warnet is nothing like the small, old-generation version with 
its simple, tradition址 look. One 1nternet center-the “5tudent 1nternet Centre"-has 
more th叩 30 screens; others have more than 200. An appropriate name for it would 
be “Net研mall，" because it resembles a shopping mall much more than a simple warun，各

M-Web has also killed the individualω'arnet businesses located near its 1nternet 
centers, which cannot compete with this giant company (NamitNet, 2001). By 叩m

nouncing its goal of“making the 1nternet widely available for everybody, especially stu
dents," M-Web has successfully drawn universities into its commercial ground, and 
with its mott。“Eve可thing is provided here," it ties the students to a commodifìed 
identity. M-Web and other actors of the corporate economy 位e increasingly commer
cializing and contro11ing the 1nternet through giant warnet, 15恥， and other 1nternet
related business. 

As a result of this 晶晶 of ownership from 也E “people" to 也e corporate economy, 
the 1nternet is on the way to becoming a sanitized medium. While the change in the 
places where people access the 1nternet might not by itself lead to such 叩 E能ct， it is 
the damage done to the link between 1nternet use and civil society 也at is crucial. 

Conclusion 

The 1ndonesian political revolution of May 1998 may be considered 叩 1nternet

“coincident" revolurion, bur in fact 出e 1nternet was not the only or even the principal 
source of information for social mobilization leading to the downfall of 5uharto. How
ever, it is clear that the 1ntern巴t emerged in 1ndonesia at precisely the cime when other 
forms of media were being tightly controlled and traditional networks of informacion 
circulacion could st也 be tapped. The most important factor was not cyberspace itself 
but, rather, the linkages between cyberspace: cyber nodes such as the warnet and 也e

physical spaces of cities, towns, and villages. 
Manuel Caste11s (1996: 469) argues that, in 也e current information a阱， domi

nant functions and processes 位e increasingly being organized around networks. Net
works constiture the social morphology of our society, and 出edi飢lSion of network
ing logic has substantially modifìed the operation and ourcomes involved in the 
process的 of production, experience, power, and culture. While the networking form 
of social organization such as 出e warung has existed in other times and spaces，也e

warnet paradigm has provided the basis for its near-simultaneous expansion through
our the entire social structure. The power of network flows has become more impor-
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tant than the specifìc interests they represent, so it is vital now to be present in a net
work and not to be excluded from it. At a certain moment in history, the nodes of 
句ber呻s呼pa削C白E一w，ι岫4正t

cl出ha吼t巳， i泊n 也e ca瓜se of 1ndonesia a缸tcl由he 巴n吋d oft出he twentieth c臼entur可y，石;wa訟s more dynamic 
t出h且扭nt出h巴 cω011芷叩ps討III呵1宅gr肘l閃etwo叮rks oft出h巴 stat認巴-c∞or叩po叫ra仗te economy. Caste11s refers to 也is out
comeas “出e pre-eminence of social morphology over social accion" (1 996: 469), a pre
eminence that is the main characteristic of network society. 

τüday， the 1ndonesian stat巴 is still trying to recover from 出e crisis. Civil society is 
no longer so cricical of government in terms of democracic reform, though 也e la技er
continues to be 阻 issue. More generally, the concern is shi丘ing to the corporate econ
omy. This new juggernaur can potentially depolicicize cyber“ exchanges by transform
ing civil society into little more th叩 a sum of individual cons凹ners having no iden
tity other 出an the biggest name br叩ds and latest corporate commodicies. Th凶， as
noted e紅lier， the 1nternet may potencially become a sanicized, homogeneous medi山n
whose main funccion is to se11 consumerism to people and people to advercisers. Hence 
the 也reat to the 1nternet's role as an ideal public sphere, one that facilitates a racional
critical discourse where everyone is 叩 equal parcicip阻t and supreme communication 
skill is the power of 紅忽lffient (Haberm訟， 1991). This deformacion of the public 
sphere is happening through 也e growth of culture industries and the penetration of 
large private interests into the ownership and control of cyberspace. Large companies 
紅e devoted to maximizing profìt and turning 也e 1nternet into 叩 agent of manipula
tion toward the same end. As summarized by Jürgen Habermas (1 991: 185), through 
the shift from state to corporate hegemony "it [becomes] the gate through which priv
ileged private interest invaded the public sphere." 

Cyberspace 阻d the warnet, as well as all the tradicional social networks attached to 
them in Indonesia，紅'e now back to their long sleep, hidden under the flood of con
sumerism and waiting for students or civil society or society at large to wake them up. Like 
the developmental 泣的 of the 5uharto government，出is global corporate force seeks hege
mony over social power and idencity while masking state“ corporate relations 出at continue 
to 出reaten 也e rise of an authentic, politically active society. 5山闊別ng an active civil
society presence in th巴 public sphere thus faces forrnidable challenges related to both state 
詛d corporate economic penetration of the virtual and aαual physical spheres of power. 
Technology in general, and 凶e of the Internet in parcicular, m肘E 也erefore be seen as 
comprising a dynarnically changing milieu in which policical s位uggles w血 continue into 
the future. Whether the new shadow will be the commodi且ed world of econornic 時
change spreading over 10回1 communities 叩d culture is a question for fu地位的earch to 
叩swer as globalization continues to weaken government as a source of記gulacion over 出e
economy 叩d submerges nacion-states in the turbulence of successive international crises. 

Notes 

1. Based on the survey done by Swa and Mark Plus magazine in November 2000. 
2. Pancasila is literally 位朋slated as "fìve principles." These principles 紅e fundamemal fQr 

the society. 
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3. The e-mail address for Apakabar is Indonesiaωl@indopub.com. 
4. Adi材ondro fled Indonesia a short rime after his lecrure in Yogyakarta in 1994. This lec

ture, abollt rhe oligarchy of rhe political regime, was claimed ro be insulring rhe President 
Suharto. The police imerrogated him after rhe lecrure. Knowing rhat he would not be able ro 
esαpe from rhe Indonesian government's hegemonic trap, which could possibly end his career, 
hedecid吋 ro fly ro Australia before rhe state rook any furrher actions. When Aditjondro 位rived

in Australia, rhe stare anempted ro bring him ro court. Bllt 出is action was fr凶cless since 
Aditjondro had already been olltside rhe geographical boundary of rhe Indonesian government's 
aurhority (Munindo, 1998). 

5. One ticle was Da，戶ar Isi Kekayaan Eyang品klmg， or “The List of Grandfarher's Wealrh" 
(L叫白血ro， 1998a). Eyang kaklmg is a 缸nily-oriented Javanese term rhat literally means “grand“ 

fa出er" (or “great伊grandf主rher"). It is generally used ro confer respect and 出口s reflects good 
manners. In cllls regard，出e positive connotation of 也is word was imended to hur甜甜
S叫larro， a grandfarher "not worrhy of respect." At rhe same time, rhe term implied rhat S叫larro

was no longer rhe “farher" of rhe nation-state bur, rarher, was ourdated and old and should have 
stepped down long ago. 

6. The cyber伊activists who operated Munindo, Indonesian Daily News Online, and 昀ar

were based in Germany. 
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CHAPTER 18 

The Alternative Media in l\在alaysia
THEIR POTENTIAL AND LIMITATIONS 

Sharon Ling 

The media in Malaysia have grown rapid1y in the past twenty years-p訂ticularly d加

mg 也e 1990s, when new terrestrial, cable，叩d sate到te television networks and news
papers emerged (Zaharom, 2000). However, state control over the media remains tight 
叩d has even been stren評hened through ownership by “politici叩s and politica1ly in
fluential businessmen"l as well as through the amendments of laws such as the Offìcial 
Secrets Act and the Printing Presses and Publications Act 

Given this context, it is not surprising 出at studies of Malaysiàs media tend to fo
cus on the mainstream press and broadcast media and how也eyare influenced, to their 
detriment, by government control (e.g叮 Mustafa， 1990; Zaharom, 1994). While these 
studies 位e important in pointing to the workings of state control，出ey overlook a sig
nifìcant section of the media scene-alternative publications whose content is not con
trolled by 出e government. 

On 2 September 1998, Malaysian deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim was 
sacked, a decision 也at sent shockwaves throughout the country. A.fter a1l, Anwar had 
long been seen as the chosen successor to the prime rninister, Mahathir 趴在ohamad. His 
abrupt sacking on a1legations of corruption and sexual impropriety provoked 叩 un

precedented public outcry against Mahathir and the government. The rφrmasi 

("Malay for reform") movement, which Anwar set in train following his dismissal
with its strident ca1ls for j山tice and truth as well as political, social, and judicial 
reforms-also g紅nered widespread support among ordin訂y Malaysians dissatisfìed 
Wl也 the government's authoritarian tendencies. In addition，組 assortment of Anwar 
websites spr血g up across the Internet, urging support for the deposed deputy premier 
and serving as channels for the expression of critical viewpoints. 

It is wi也扭曲IS co刮目t 出at 1 propose to 位plore both the potential capabilities and 
the limitations of the alternative media in Malaysia. How would the alternative media, 
Wl也 their tradition of critical 阻d oppositional coverage, repD臼ent the downfa1l of some
one who had once been the second most powerful m阻 in the government? How influen
tial would their coverage 妞， glven 出at they provide dissen自19 viewpoints rather 出an par
ro自19 the government in the manner of the mains訂閱mpr臼s? How important would the 
Internet prove to be for the alternative media? And what limitations, if any, do they face? 

289 
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The Alternative Press: The Dissenting 、10ices of 
Aliran Monthly and Harakah 

The alternative press in Malaysia mainly comprises newspapers 叩dm苟且ines pub
lish巴d by nOIlgovernmentai organizations (NGOs), acEivists, md oppOSidon political 

oarties. The迪les臼s臼e pu油lb凶lic白a叩tior
smiie叮ro叫rmo一 ourspoken ones, a short lifespan inasmuch as their permits 位巴 orten
revoked or not renewed by the government. 

Tl叫nwar saga proved to be a wa凹的ed of sorts 抖出e alternative p酬， en 
a油bl虹m立 it t昀o become mor侃e V1誌sible a訟S t由he alt臼erna仗叩ti訪ve nature 0前tits臼s c∞on叫tent bec 位ne more 
E叫V吋ide品nt i泊n叭C∞om呻pa缸叫ns叫O叫∞nw吶it也h 伽 s耶yc花C∞O叩phant缸lcma泣m叫reamme肘1泊ed品i也a. In fact, the alternative 
press has traditionally departed from the governmen也 point ot víew m lts content, 
LivingEo provide criEicai or dim1ti可 viewpoints and opinions. As public dissatis
faction and demonstrations 氮肥w over Anwar's sacking and 位rest， the alternative press 
became more vocal in criticiZifl只 the authorities whereas the mainstream press rever
berated a growing chorus of pιMahathir 叩d 叫i-Anwar sentiments. Thus 自 po
iarization between the aiternative pressmd themainsmaIn media became mom cieariy 
defìned in the wake of Anw缸's fall from power. This is best 也ustrated by reference to 
two of the most 凹ablished alternative publications, Ali仰 Monthly and Harakah. 

ALL品4NMONTHLY

Aliran Monthly is an English-language mag位ine published onc巴 a month by Aliran 
Kesedara 州eara ( “ National Cons ∞ usness Moveme叩n缸dd的1立df叫t"η"勻')， a位阻叫n叭1叫1I吋
ca缸叩I訂mo

muli--ethnic IEIEInbeiship 阻d is guided by “universal spiritual values" 跑出訂出叩 by
叫 one rel~gious or 咄nic philosophy 側iran 0凶肘， 2003). Its fì品丘een佼叩n e閥X甜E印d忱ve E 

C∞or…1lI叩m加1
叩d activ叫ists臼s， while i泊t臼sp昕re吋sid世en耽t P. Ram 沿α剖1S血hn叩 1S a re仗也tired sκcho泊O∞O叫lt臼ea缸che缸r (但En呵g， 1999吋).

Aliran 日苟且?由iishi呵λliran Monthly in 1980 叩d considers the publication of 
them苟且ine its main ac加i耶泣med at 叫sing public awareness on c山…Emyes m 
Malaysia (Aliran Online, 2003). The magazine c紅ries no advernsements m ord.er to 

dE訂d its nel 
1999仍). Si泊n肘lC臼e its臼ts in缸叫c臼EEiOn凡， it has r削叭t制 awa叮y fro伽O叫ma吋ddr叫n呵g扒1SS岫 ig伊no吋 byF 

r出h♂ minstrem md;akca1閣。f their controversial nature, suchωthe Bakun h句ydr的o但
E斗:ikki區斗i缸叫戶一叫i叮m忱…n此…icdam立血叫n吋1可pr仰阿m叫ojecαE 叩叫d句g慨rnmen

itica叫lofwha缸t it s紀ee臼s a訟s flawe吋d 豆gov間ernme凹n削t polici吋E臼s and actions. 
5 瓜 no surpris巴，也已正出at 由em啥也ine's coverage of the A帥ar affair in its 

Seote吋訂 and Oc的;r l998issues w臼 characterized by a 的ical and at times hostile 
ιetowa仙he扭曲的s.Iwo必叫gest that的 tone reflec叫 the "fìt" b酬een 于le

n臼叩d Alira的 struggle for j叫tice， freedom, and democratic righ院 while the rejór.“ 
masi movement resonated with its own r，伽m 唔，enda. The mag戶ine's staff was d間ly
ou位aged by the manner of Anwar's sacking and 紅的t. Moreover, they saw justice, tru鼠，
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and reform as the real issues of the sacking, as indicated by the magazine's cover stories: 
"Justice must prevail" (September 1998) 叩d "A nation on trial" (0αober 1998). 

While Aliran Mon呦釗 not contain traditional news 民ports in 也e inverted
pyramid, objective, third-person style, it provided commentaries and analyses, eye
witness accounts of related events，叩d press statements and letters from readers and 
various organizations. What distinguished Aliran Monthly from the mainstream press 
was the mag阻ine's perception in contextualizing the dismissal of Anwar within recent 
economic and political developments in Malaysia and Southeast Asia, something the 
mainstream press failed to do. The most the mainstream press could 0能r was a brief 
chronology of events, withour further comment or 組alysis beyond reasoning that the 
sacking of Anwar was the prime minister's prerogative and therefore need not be ques
tioned as he was bound to have a good reason for doing so. However, Aliran Monthly, 
in its September 1998 issue, pointed to recent pertinent developments 出at led to An
war's dismissal. These induded the economic recession, the emergence of a book titled 
50 Reasons的y Anwar Cannot Become Prime Minister in which Anwar was accused of 
having 叩 illegitimate chi肘， the removal of economic decisio心making 企om Anwarto

a trusted Maha出ir ally, the forced resignations of senior media personnel aligned with 
Anw缸" and the ousting of Indonesiàs President Suharto. The September 1998 issue 
also reminded readers of the imprisonment of an opposition politicalleader for alleged 
sedition and the SUlllffi紅y dismissal of three Supreme Court judges, both of which ren
dered 出e judici訂y's independence questionable. Tellingly, the magazine saw these de
velopments as the “silencing of ourspoken voices and potential challengers to the p。但
liticalleadership" 的liran M帥的令， September 1998). 

Hence, Aliran Monthly was able to 0能r a much greater depth of commentary and 
叩alysis on Anwar's dismissal 叩d 缸rest. Whereas the mainstream media were content 
to reduce 出e conflict to a simple “Mahathir-is-right, Anwar-is-wrong" dichotomy, 
Aliran Monthly questioned how someone who had become almost like a son to 也e
prime minister could be disposed of so ruthlessly. It also explored the consequences of 
Anwar's dismissal for Malaysian society, conduding that it meant “the loss of a poten
tial counter-balance" to Mahathir and that if Anwar planned a political comeback he 
would have to fìnd a better solurion 出叩 the one he had offered during his sÏxteen 
years in offìce (Aliran Month令， September 1998). In addition, Aliran Monthly focused 
on the urgent need for political 叩d judicial reforms and stressed the importance of a 
fair trial for Anwar. Rather than drawing atrention to the unpalatable allegations 
against Anwar, as the mainstream press had done, the m苟且ine condemned the man
ner ofhis sacking and criticized Umno politicians as well as the mainstream media for 
their vilifìcation of Anwar even before he had been tried and found guilty. 

Never出el帥， d坤的 its 呻ou叫 ofAnwar's cau院 J的仰 Monthly did not seek to 
idealize Anwar but recognized his shortcomings as a politician: “Let us not be nàive. 
Anwar is not your innocent bystander. . . . He is a seasoned political g.吃jah [elephant] 
who played for the highest stakes in the power game, and lost" 但liran M仰的合， Sep

tember 1998). The magazine also ran a comment釘y that assessed the "competing ex
planations of Anwar's sacking," pointing our that “扣lwar's faction was hungry for 
power too" and that “出e so-called ‘Reform Movement,' w紅ts and all, was an initiative 
from the top, not from 也e bottom" 仍占ran Monthly, October 1998). 
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In addition, A1íran Monthly's coverage included several eyewitness accounts of An
war's rallies, his arrest, and the street demonstrations that followed-accounts that pro
vided a stark contrast to the 臼ports found in the mainstream press. For example, one 
eyewitness observed tellingly that “one local newspaper reported ‘stone-throwing 
crowds' confronting the FRU [Federal Reserve Unit] and that the crowd was chanting 
'bakaη bakar' (burn, burn); neither of which 1 saw or heard" (A1íran Month令， October

1998). Another eyewitness repor由19 on the demonstrations at the National Mosque 
and Independence Square in Kuala Lump叫 recounted how Anwar told the crowd, 
“You must be orderly 阻d well-behaved. Do no叫t disturb others 0叫rcau山se ac∞ommot泣lOn凡"
a吋dd品m呵grl出ha缸t he “屯nev附E叮r heard 叩Y戶on倪e t閃吋tell any戶on肘e els仗e tωo g'伊.0 t昀o t血he Putra泊a World τì:ad血巴
Cent叮re (t血he ru凶ù山i垃m呵1宅g pa訂rt句y headquarters) or .to Sri Perdana (the Prime Minister's resi
dence)" 的líranM仰的身" October 1998). In contrast, one mainstream newspaper told 
readers in an editorial: “In a clear attempt to incite the people against the Governme肘，
Anwar today held two illegal assemblies. . . . In addition to this, encouraging and in
citing supporters to march to 也e Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamad's 
residence is defini吋 a treacherous act" (New Straíts Tímes, 21 September 1998). 

The mainstream press also e泣libited a collective myopia when it came to the po
lice's brutal handling of peaceful demonstrators. Alíran Month令， however, carried an 
eyewitness account of how the FRU u叫eashed water carmons 血d te位 gas indiscrim
inately on protesters and onlookers alike. All its eyewitness accounts of demonstra
tions, moreover, agreed 也at at no time had 出巴 crowd become violent. Additionally, it 
printed an excerpt from A山tralia's 句dneyMor叫ng Herald detailing Anwar汪紅rest by 
balaclava-clad, heavily armed members of a special police squad 叩d their rough han
dling of foreign journalists. It is a compelling account of an unnecessarily forceful 缸"
rest that was heavily played down by the mainstream press. 

Alíran Monthly's cover喀巴 拉o represented critical and dissenting viewpoints wi也
regard to the government's‘actions over the sacking and arrest. lt printed, in full, state
ments from NGOs , opposition political p征ties，叩d prorninent individuals who 
voiced their concern over the government's failure to satisfactorily account for Anwar's 
disrnissal. lt also printed 也e translated texts of Anwar's letters to Maha出ir dated 25 
叩d 28 August 1998 den戶挖出e allegations raised against him in poison-pen letters, 
as well as 也e translated text of a speech given by his wife, Dr. W.叩Azizah W.甜 Ismail，

at the launching of the People's Movement for Justice, in which she condemned An
W缸's arrest under the ruaconian Internal Security Act (ISA) of 1960. Further, the m咕"
azine's letters page provided a forum for conc巴rned individuals to express their opin
ions. Its Octob巴r 1998 issue, for ex位nple， carried readers' letters that attack，巴d the 
mainstream media's one-sided coverage of the affair and criticized the actions of the 
government and 出巴 police. The reactions from various NGOs such as the Society for 
Christian Reflectio叫“The erosJ.on of fundamental 句hts and lib凹的，出e manipula
tion of the media and the blai;主nt undermining of the institutions of state . . . should 
not go unchallenged!") , Amnesty International (“The tirning and nature of statements 
and actions by the Royal Malaysian Police and the Attorney-General's 。在ìce have 
prompted charges of political bias")，阻d women's groups (“We are appalled at the ex
ercise of excessive use of police force throu拱出e use of tear-gas, water-cannons, ba
tons and verbal intirnidation on members of the public") were also carried in the issue. 
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It must be noted that these viewpoints come from diverse voices within Malavsian so
ciety that were not represented in the mainstream press. 4 

On the whole, then, JffiYUFZAduntbfy was abiemsEE the bigger picture ofAnwark 
sacking, and its coverage represented diverse dissenting viewpoints without descending 
into hysteri叫的。似n bli吋 support of Anw瓜 It伽伽e deserves to be 的emz
riously as a credible source of alternative information. 

起4RAKAH

Harakah was first published in 1987 by 出e central information division of the Pan
Isl位nic Party ofMalaysia (PAS), the main opposition p位可 ln 出e country.2 It is pub伊
iished mainly in Mday buE carries an English--language secdon introduced in1986 
(KAMI, 2001).Origindy pubHshed twice weeMFOR Mondaysmd Fridays, it has 
since been directed to reduce its publication to twice a mon也 Harakah started out as 
a party newsletter with a limited circulation of 35，000 位nongp位ty members. How
EVEL its Editors decided in-the early 199Os that tfie papEL while continuing to pmmote 
party interests, should serve 也e interests of the public at 出es位ne time (KAMI, 2001). 

Inasmuch as Hara如h aspires to be more than just a p訂tyorg叩， it publishes news 
and editorial pieces 出at are largely, but not exclusively, informed by a PAS-cum
Islamic philosophy.However, in the wake ofAnwar-sacking, the paper aiso sees itself 
as 阻 important alternative channel of information and expression, p位tic叫arly for 也e
oppositio泣， as its editorial of7 September 1998 pointed out: 

Hara如h has to serve not only as a paper for PAS bur also the media for the 
opposicion and for the dissenters. Since all 出e media, both print 祖d elec
tronic, are controlled by 也e 叫ingp位ty or its agen既 there is no way PAS 
members would know what are the views of other opposicion parcies on 叩y
issue wruch is the concern of the people as a whole. 

Harakah 's coverage of the Anw位 affair is particularly interestin旦出出s context. Prior 
to his 也sml叫， Anwar had been the second-most powerful individual in both the 
Baris叩 Nasionai(BN)coaiition governmenE and its dominant poiitical p紅句，出E
United Malays Nadonai Organisation (UIIIII0).By virtue ofhis position, then, AIIWar 
would have been viewed 的 a leadi時 poiimi opponembyPAEL andonemiztuhave 
expected 的rakah to gloat over his political dernise. Such, however, w叫郤 n叫O忱t 注斗1唸E
Ha切ra如h， while not passing up the opportunity to lambast 也e government, also saw 
fit to defend Anwar and jump Onto 伽 yφ仰的í bandwagon. The paper's champi
ORing of Anwar was not out of charaCEEE given that, prior toerIEEEing polidαwith 
uznflq AIIwar was an hautIIEiai ISiamic activist admiEEd even by PAS-Aithough PAS 
leaders w的 aware 出at he chose Umno over their p呵，出ey咖p抽泣ed wi也 him
over 也e manner ofhis dismissal and the nature of the allegations against him. This was 
duly conveyed by Hara如h in a comment紅y that told readers "This is not the time for 
anyone who has a personal or 'political' grudge against [Anwar] from wi也ln 出e party 
to grind their 缸E﹒. . . The current Anwar debacle c訂mot simply be brushed aside by 
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S可mg 出ings like ‘pad叩 muka engkau!' (you deserve it, Anwar!)" (的rakah， 21 Sep

tember 1998). 
In a simiiar VEin, the paper gave prominence to the largely sympad1Edc response 

of PAS leaders to Anw缸，s dismissalmd arrest-Then m--PAS president hdzii Mohd Noor 
wasreported as sayhg that Anwar shouid bEEither mleased or brought to hcE charges 
in open court (的rakah， 25 September 1998). Another article reported Fadzil's sup
port for the reform movement, quoting him as saying that “it could increase aw;位eness
and build the confìdence of the people to de有r tyranny 阻d uphold the truth" 
(Harak劫， 25September l998).And another PAS leader, Nik biz Nik Mat, wasre
ported as saying that “the right to hold demonstrations cannot be denied because it is 
i basic human right,, but thaE dEI叮mo
(正品{ara是如ω叫ah拭bι， 2站8 September 1998). In cont 間， 的 mainstream Utusan Malays切, cov岱
ing the s位ne press conference, mgied its report to say that Nik biz advised Anwars 
upporters not to demonstrate 泌的 woulddsruptpubkorder.

As也dAli仰 Mon呦，的rakah focused on issuωof justice 組d political reform, 
but with a hea叮 emphasis on Islamic perspectives. For instance, it 位gued 也at

ωMuslirr院 we個n叫ive anyw句ht to hear叮叮 blind ac叫acions. Lest 
we become a p紅ty to back-biring or the slandering of innocent people 
(which is a grave sin in Islam). As Muslims, we m凶t ensure 也at anyone 
whois 出us accused of grievous sins or “munker" ge臼 a fair chance to prove 
his or her innocence. (品trakah， 21 September 1998) 

Inevitably some p紅ty propag叩dac在n be found in Harakah's coverage as well, ad
vocatin紋 the merits of PAS in contrast to the government 阻d Urrmo. An example of 
的 1S 1長 editorial of 14 September 1998, which stated帥 the則如BN governm削
could not gu位antee justice for citizens and 出erefo自由ep必cal system ne吋仙o be 
chan又ed to 阻 Islarnic one led by PAS. The paper took the opportunity to point out 也泣
如此alay population sh。“ stop 訟summg帥 Urrmo alone had 加 right to govern 
the country. It also said that “AIWarksacking incident and harassment CO1lid only hp 
ther orove that the Umno-led BN government have [si，再 to be changed for a better one. 
Let us Strive to achiwevictoq through PAS!"(的rak，功， 21 September 1998). 

Harakah also supported the reformasi movement but stressed that it must be 
guided by Islamic principles and 出at preferably PAS should be leading the movement. 
It exoounded the view 出at since PAS has always struggled for reform, Anwar's Mus
lim supporters should “understand 出at if they are really keen to see 阻 Islamic trans
fbrrnation of theROVEmment they shotlid lend their support to PAS 叩d together in 
the name of Islam strive to s 盯祝e t的hi恤is belea臨a喀咿g學u蚓1

E臼er紅mbe缸r 1998) . . 
In keeping with its role a早，án alternative medium, Harakah also carried the view

points of other groups. For ex位nple， it printed statements issued by the Malaysian Peo
hit's pa叮 a small oppositi叫叫帥的icizedMa岫ir as authoritarian叫 called
for his resignation-It also rEPOEted de reactionsofNGOssuch as Aliran and Amnesty 
hmrnadonai that demandEd justice forAnwar-The paper EVEn carried a REUEEES Story 
ofFr叩ce's support for Anwar 叩d an editorial from The Tim的 of London condemn
ing Maha也ir's regime. Anwar himself received broad coverage from the paper. His de-
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tailed press statement denying the allegations against him was reprinted in full as a spe
cial report in the 7 September 1998 issue, and his press conferences and rallies were 
covered in a sympathetic tone. 

Although 正{arakah remains prim紅ily a party paper, it tries to be a gen叫ne alter
native publication as well. It succeeds in 也is effort to some extent, but Islarnic per
spectives and p叮叮r propaganda tend to drown out other viewpoints. 

Limited Impact 

John Downing (2001) makes the point that many radical alternative media operate within 
a framework of challenging the dominant hegemony of those in power and 甜emptingto
replace them wi也 alternative visions. Both Aliran MonthfJ and的rakah削 m凹的研

egory of alternative media, but to what 臨tentdo 也可 offer alternative visions? 
In 正{arakah's case the answer appears quite cl問: Replace the present BN govern

ment with a PAS government that would rule according to Islamic principles; only 
出en would Malaysians h.ave justice 叩d 企eedom. However, the paper fa且ed to set out 
clearly how PAS should go about reforrning the existing political system if indeed it 
does come into power one day. It also failed to address the question of whether or not 
PAS would set in place a new form of domination rather th阻 reform. As an opposi
tion party whose goal is to come into power 阻d form a new federal government, PAS 
remains within the power structure 叩d may very well replace BN's dominance wi由
its own. Moreover, Harakah neglected to acknowledge that PAS's fundamentalist Is
larnic ideology 阻d political ambition of setting up an Islamic government would not 
go down well with Malaysia's non-Muslim minority, p位ticul訂ly the Chinese. As Ah
mad Ibrahim (1 989) has observed, PAS is not yet capable of replacing BN bec在use it 
has neither fully thought out 也e practicalities of establishing 組 Islamic society based 
on 也e Quran nor considered the multi-ethnic nature ofMalaysiàs society. As such，也e
alternative vision proposed by 正{arakah does not appear to be viable or tenable. 

Nevertheless, Harakah's oppositional coverage and alternative content proved pop
叫ar with a public tired of reading the government's point of view in the mainstream 
press. According to its editor Zulkifli Sulong, its circulation surged from 75,000 in 
mid-1998 to 345,000 by the end of the year (Cordingley and Oorjitham, 1998; Safar 
et al叮 2000).

A占ran MonthfJ, while not making references to an Islamic government, called for 
politic泣， judici泣， and social reforms. It set out its ideals clearly enough-an indepen
dent judici呵~ a free press, upholding justice and truth一叩d these seemed to attract 
reader interest. However, it neglected to spell out what forms these reforms should take 
and how 出ey could be achieved. As in the case of Harakah, though, the magazine's 
normal circulation of 8,000 copies increased in the months following Anwar's sacking 
(Eng, 1999). 

Signifìcancly; neither publication conducted investigative reporting on the Anwar af
àir. Thus their claims of a conspiracy to topple Anwar and their implicit suggestions 出at
the authorities found him too hot to handle remained unsubstantiated by evidence. Al
though their opinions and viewpoints were cle位ly delinea剖， they would have carried 
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moreweight had they KEElcorroboratedwith hcts.However, investigativejournalism is 
r紅dy，正ever， don巴 in Malaysia. It is 位tremelydi血c叫t for jo凹nalis您的 get hold of gov
ern一ntdocurnen臼 becauseof也eO伍cial Secrets A，α(0鉤， which prohibits the un恥
thorized publication of all government information classifìed as 0伍cial secrets 血d car
fits a III-datozyjaii sentence upon conviction (WOI嗯， 2000: 121). 

Hence, I woldd arme that these alternative pubiications and itdficUt to havem 
impact that would lead to changes in Malaysian society. It is not enough merely to 
mintoutwhatt也he de叮slra油ble巴 al仗terna由e 1站s叮; t由here mu叫1
i已lOn肘l泊sa紛S tωohow 也i誌sa泣lt臼erna仗叫ti廿V巴 C叩 be a缸d趾1泣i巴eve吋d.

1n addition, there is a powerful factor limiting the impact that the alternative press 
can have in Malaysia: the legal 削rictions irnposed by如 governm削扭曲eform 可
the Printing PEESSEs and Publications ACE (PPPA).Under this iam every newspaper 阻d
mag四ine requires from the home rninister a publication permit that must be re
applied for every ye紅﹒ 1t empowers the rninister with absolute discretion to 叫ect ap
p虹cations and to suspend or revoke a pern也 These decisions 訂e n.nal and cannot be 

challenged in co旺L
Bo叫吃d咄hA必J占i仰 Mo仰nt，呦叩dH晶d叮仰rak.是如ω'ah have felt the 如ce of this law. Under 出E

terms of its permit, Ali仰 Mon呦 can be published only in English; its applica
tions to p叫ish a Malay version have been repea叫ly turned down withOlit expla
nation (亡handra， 1990). This sig叫n.cantly limits 出emag凹ine's circulation and in
fluence because English-speaking Malaysians constitute a minority of the 
pop叫ation and are mainly found in urban areas. 1t is highly unlikely that the mag
azinewould beabie to penttraEE Ehe rurai Maiay popIliaEiOIU traditionaiiy the basm 

tion of Umno's support. 
1n addition, the mag也ine occasionally faces difficulties in n.nding printers. In Sep

tember 1999, Aliran released a statement apologizing for a delay in distributing that 
monms issue because it was unable to n.nd a printer prepared to print 也ema名扭扭e.
Accordin立 to the statement', Aliran Monthly had been printed by four di能rent print
e rs i n m Ent m o n th s b e ca 服 each in turn 1吋 beer吋res鈞叫s肛閻e吋dtωos仗sto∞O呻p pri泊n即E加gt也hemag-

位ine (Alir阻 Online， 1999). 
H泣rakah's permit, on the other hand, allows it to be sold only to PAS members, 

alth。可tlthe Pa缸I呵守 h訟 f企req咄
from n肘ew啊5S仗E詛d也s (βSaf缸巴仗t al., 2000). Nevertheless, the au也orities have come down 
hard on the publication following its increased popularity in the wake of Anwar's dis
ml叫. The government decreed 出at the paper should be labeled “For members only," 
but 的…吋 to make it ωier for 也e public, including nonmemb帥， to spot the 
paper-Then the authorities issued a dirECEiVE SEating that oniy those who quaii有T to be 
PAS members-meaning Muslim newsagents一刊ould sell the paper, thereby restrict
ing its distribution because nO,l)-Muslim Chinese and 1ndi叩 newsagents were no 

lon2:er allowed to sell it (KAM!, 2001). 
Further，品lrakah editor Z叫“自i Sulong and printer Chia Lim Thye were arrested 

in Janu訂Y 2000 on charges of sedition with reg訂d to an article concerning Anwar; 
both pleaded noE guiity(Worid pressFEEEdom Review}2000).Two months iatELthe 
Hom-Hairs Ministry mudHMds new permt， which 叫ed 伽t it could be 
published only twice a month instead of twice weekly as before, and warned that the 
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paper could be shut down if it failed to meet the terms of its perrnit (KAM1, 2001; 
World Press Freedom Review, 2000).3 

Internet-ßased Alternative 弘1edia

Recognizing the 闊的αions of the PPPA on print publications, many dissenters turned to 
the 1nternet to voice their support of Anwar and criticisms of the gov，巴rnment. In the wake 
of the sacking, a large nurnber of websites professing support for Anwar sprang up on the 
1nternet; one observer estimates 伽t at least sixty such websites were cr位ted (Zei帥，

1998). Their intention is clearly indicated by their names, such as}子'ee Anwar C切仰伊
(www.fre凹nwar.com); Laman Reform仰" which means “Reform Page" (www.m位alim.

net); 且djí仰cefor An仰 and Reformasi (members.tripod.coml~Anwarite). These web
sites are characterized by s位ong pro-Anwar sentiments, ou訂age at the m位mer of his dis
rnissal and arrest, and anger toward the authorities. Rage is expressed in a nurnber of ways, 
including leveling charges of conspiracy at 也e government, satirizing Mahathir and his 
crorn閃閃也ng for reforms, and 眼ch叩ging unflattering comrnents about 出e authorities. 
The Justice flr Anwar website (www.geocities.comlWallStreet!Market!1497) lists a s巴nes
ofdevelopm凹的 prior to Anw;缸's disrnissal 阻d asks，“'Arewe 出at srupid [that we] 臼nnot

put all th臼E 也ing[s] toge出er[?]. Defìnitely 也is is the highest-level conspiracy ever." 1t 
go臼 on to urge viewers t。“'voice your dis恩師& show [your] support." Some of the web
sites express such disillusionment and anger with the authorities as to verge on the slan
dero山; for instan問 Justice升rA腳'ar and崢叫i (members.向od.coml~Anwari吋

features a list of what it calls “出e 12 most evil persons in Malaysia," headed by none other 
than Maha也ir Moham站， who is d巴scribed as “出e father of corruption" and “出e most 
dictatorial prirne rninister ever." 

These websites share a nurnber of sirnilar features. Their news items, including 
coverage of the Anwar affair, are frequently sourced from foreign news agencies 叩d

media such as Reuters, the Associated Press，也e BBC, and CNN. Very few sites have 
original coverage, but 由e ones that do largely consist of eyewitness accounts. The web
si tes' staffs 位e also aw;位e of the mainstream mediàs subservience to the government 
叩d recognize the possibilities of the 1nternet for disserninating alternative viewpoin肘t臼s 
叩叫d in咖1

缸amp抖le of t也出hi誌s， telling viewers: “ With 也e poor quality and obvious bias of the 'official' 
media, the need for such alternative sources of quality information is cle缸"

One signifìcant feature of也ese websites is 出at 也ey urge readers to print and dis
缸ibute their pages-an acknowledgment that the majority of M芷d血lays旭岫s叫血i泣泊立￡誌~s po叩pu址.rla詛d∞O∞nd由O 

not have a，缸.cc叫臼s 昀 E出h巴 1m臼erne仗t. Jρ}且仰rti忱ti前i扣C臼'e j升vr Al吐令nzωlJar and R，φ1m初4街叩si (m巴mb巴的r凶's.位剖i半咖P伊od.

C∞om/-巴扎巴-巴

ple have a缸cc臼巴s鈞S t叩o 1nternet, u know!" Another website (www.anwar/丘eeservers.coml) con
sists merely of a leaflet 位1ll0uncing a nationwide demonstration on 28 September 1998 
叩d urging readers to print, photocopy, and distribute it. 

Other websites go beyond supporting Anwar and his cause, and s巴ek to be chan
nels of alternative information not only on the Anwar issue but on other injustices in 
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Ma1aysia. One such site,“ed Free Anwar C伽rpa伊 (www.freeanw缸com) ， as noted 
earlier, started out as a website carnpaigning for Anwar's re1ease but has now expanded 
into a site that channels a1ternative news and information on Ma1aysia 1argely sourced 
from foreign news media. In addition to c位npaigning for Anwar, it currently carn
paigns on beha1f of activists detained under the ISA in April 2001 and advocates the 
abolishing of the ISA. The freeMa勾結ia site (www.freema1aysia.com) is steadfastly not 
“progmybody': “We consider reform inevitab1e and the 1ack of justice in Ma1aysia to
day painfully apparent, but we 訂e not advancing anyone's politica1 agenda. What we 
espouse is that Ma1aysians take contro1 of their po1itica1 destiny," it says. 

These websites 回n be regarded as the forerunners of ma1aysiakini.com, a1so 
known as Ma1aysia Now, 1aunched in November 1999 as Ma1aysiàs fÌrst 叩dso faronly 
independent online newspaper with no print counterpart. This Internet publication, 
with its taglines of “Only the news that matters" and “Get both sides of the story," h訟
an excel1ent track record in breal:臼g news stories that reach an estimated 100,000 

readers every day. 
Ma1aysiakini.com is 叩 illustration of the possib出ties 0任èred by 也巴Internet for 

出e a1ternative media. The Printing Presses and Publications Act does not app1y to the 
Internet, so news sites such as ma1aysiakini.com do not req叫re a perrnit to set up op
erations. Moreover, there is as yet no 0伍cia1 regulation of the Internet. The govern
ment has often promised that it will not censor the Internet-specifìcally, in order to 
a盯act foreign investors to 也e Multimedia Super Corridor, a high-techno1ogy park of 
multimedia and Internet industries. In line with 也is， both the Multimedia Bill of 
Guarantees and the Communications and Multimedia Comrnission Act 1998 stipu-
1a自由at the Internet will not be censored. 

However, there remain limitations as wel1. First, while it is diffìcult to determine 
exact fìgures, there is no doubt that Internet users constitute a rninority of the popu-
1ation in Ma1aysia. The websites' tactic of urging users to print and distribute messages 
of protest appears to have been e能cti嗨， but there are no records of the actua1 extent 
of its success. 

Second, it is diffìc叫t to determine the accuracy and credibility of information 
posted on 伽 Internet due to its mostly 叩onymous and uncorroborated nature. For 
exarnp1e, the Justice flr Anwar and R，φrmasí site (members.tripod.coml ~Anwarite) in
cilIdes a iettEE E-mailed zo 由e webmaster, and signed “an insider," alleging 出at Ma
hathir p10tted to have Anwar “mentally tormented and bruta1ised in order to weaken 
and subdue his spirit." The 1etter goes on to say: 

If me injury could be dis學lÍsed as being self-inflicted, and Anw缸's spirit could 
be tamed and subdued，出e pl叩 was to assassinate Anwar in his cell, leaving 
me body in suicidal postutt~. Furmer enquiries would have “proved" mat An
W紅 had committed suicidè, wi也 me expl叩ation mat叩 imense sense of guilt 
and shame tt.tight have caωed his severe state of memal depression. 

This potentially exp10sive piece of information, however, doωnot offer any corrobora
tion or evidence to suppott its claims; it is up to the reader whether to believe it or not. 
Indeed, very few of也ese websites 紅e ab1e to provide hard facts or 訊社dence to substan
tiate 也eir opinions, which in turn darnages 出eir credib也可T and therefore their influence. 

1) 
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Third, despite promises of noncensorship of the Internet, there 紅e no gu位叩tees

that 也e government will not take action against these websites. In fact, an anti
defarnation comrnittee has identifìed forty-eight websites as having made defarnatory 
accusations with a view to bringing 1awsuÎts against their writers, while ma1aysi
akini.com and Hara卸的 online edition face possib1e charges of sedition (Lebowi眩，
1999; Ranawana, 2001). Also, thewebmaster of the FreeAnwar C切rpa伊 websitewas

one of ten peop1e detained under the ISA in April 2001 in a crackdown on dissent. 
Hence, a1though a1ternative websites escape the restrictions of 也e PPPA, other 1aws 
such as 也e Defarnation Act, the Sedition Act, and the ISA can and will be used by 出e
authorities to harass and intirnidate them. 

Fo叮白， th位e websites appear to face di血culties in sus闊別ng their operations over a 
10ng period of time. A 1arge number of pro-Anwar websites 位'e no 10nger in existence as 
they have not been maintained for some time. Even free.的你ia (www.企eemalaysia.com) ，

which started out咄也 high arnbitions ofbecoming a forum oflive1y, rigorous discussion, 
has disappeared from cyberspace. Malaysiakini.com, m目nwhile， to1d readers in an edito
rial on 16 Au忽1St 2002 出at it faced a Hobson's choice: “Lock up the website [for sub
scription purposes] and stand to 10,se our readers-and 曲的 IS no 思1訂'antee we 問nstill

S盯vive--or continue to keep ma1aysiakini.com free until we bi自由e dust in the coming 
months" (malaysi出ni.com， 2002). In the case of ma1aysiakini.com, then，也edi品c叫。Tof

sus也ning its publications 臼n be attributed to the different econornics invo1ved in online 
newspapers as opposed to print me品. As for the pro-Anwar websites 也at have ceased to 
e必st， it is 晶晶c叫t to say whether 出eir absence is due to 。但cia1 intirnidation, 1ack of r，巴，
sources, or 10ss of interest. 

Conclusion 

The a1ternative media carne into their own in the anermath of Anwar's sacking and ar
rest. In particular，也e new phenomenon of pro-Anwar websites and online news sites 
multiplied the number of channe1s through which Ma1aysians could express dissenting 
viewpoints and obtain a1ternative sources of information. These media, in comp1ete 
contrast to the mainstrearn press, sp位e few punches in criticizing the government. 

Thus the media in Ma1aysia remain po1arized between supporting and opposing 
the government. This pol紅泣ation， which will continue as long as the authorities main
tain their powerful control over 也e mainstr巴arn media to stifle dissent, is clearly detri
menta1 to press freedom in Ma1aysia. In such a situation, the role of the a1ternative me
dia in providing critica1 and dissenting coverage remains vita1 if Ma1aysians are to have 
access to a wide r血ge of viewpoints. Yet the state is a1so able to repress the a1ternative 
media through various laws, while their small audiences and lack of resources a1so limit 
their influence on society. 

Despite such hardships, the a1ternative media must continue to exp10it the poten
tial of the Internet in disseminating information and faci1itating debate. Admittedly, 
Internet access is main1y confìned to yo叩g， educated M a1aysians in urb叩訂閱，組d

the government has not backed off from cracking down on dissident Internet users. 
Neverthe1ess, as one commentator has noted, the Internet remains “the rea1m where 
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creative experimentation一-with technology and democratic space-c妞， and should, 
be explored" (Mustafa, 1990, 2000). 

Notes 

1. For examp1e, the New Strairs Times Press-which pub1ishes a number of newspapers, in
cluding 也.e 1eading Eng1ish-1anguage daily; the New Straits Times， 叩d a Malay-1anguage daily, 
Berita Harian-is owned by the Malaysian Resources Corporacion Bhd (MRCB) , a cong1om
erate wi也 close cies to senior United Malays Nacional Organisacion (Urnno) po1icicians 
(Gomez, 1990; Gomez 阻d Jomo, 1999: 68-69). Umno is the dominant p紅ty in the ruling 
B紅Ísan Nasional (BN) coalicion government. 

2. By winning 27 sears in the 1999 general e1ection (i臼 biggest-ever haul), PAS overtook the 
Democracic Accion Party as the opposicion p位ty with the most repf<間ntaciv臼 inP紅liament. P AS S 
also r阻et叩叫le吋dirs臼 h加.01泄di誌nKe副〈臼組e1an缸叩nta

3. Although 去{arakah h前也ωfar avoided being closed down, other pro-opposicion alterna
cive pub1icacions were not so forrunate. In 2000, the Home Affairs Miniscry re弘sed to renew 
the pub1ishing permits of the biweekly Deti品， its sister pub1icacion Al碗silah， 阻d the weekly 
Eksklusif, e能ccive1y shutcing them down (World Press Freedom Review, 2000). Undeterred, 
Detik prompcly 1aunched irself on the Internet with the name De成 Daily.
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